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Preface

Modern control and estimation theory originated in the 1960s in the fundamen
tal works of Pontryagin [82], Bellman [28] and Kalman [61, 62, 60]. Subsequent
scholarship noted the importance of a global approach to systems of a different na
ture such as lumped, distributed, delayed etc. This prompted the study of control
and estimation problems in spaces of infinite dimension. The pioneering books of
Balakrishnan [4], Bensoussan [29] and Curtain and Pritchard [40] advocated this
approach, the two latter providing an extensive list of early references concerning
the theory.

Nowadays a great number of mathematicians and engineers are promoting the
development of control and estimation theory. This is reflected in numerous papers
published in such popular journals as SIAM Journal on Control and Optimization,
Stochastics and Stochastics Reports, IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control,
etc. Many books and papers devoted to different issues in control and estimation
theory have been written (see the bibliography in Yong and Zhou [93] and in
Grewal and Andrews [52] for theoretical issues and for applications).

Nevertheless, while multiple early and recent findings on the subject have
been obtained and challenging problems remain to be solved there is an aspect
of control and estimation theory that has not been examined adequately. This
aspect concerns partially observable systems under the action of dependent noise
processes on the state (or signal) and the observations.

Generally speaking, noise is a rich concept playing an underlying role in
human activity. Consideration of the noise phenomenon in arts and sciences, re
spectively, makes the distinction between both domains more obvious. Artists
create "deliberate noise"; the best masterpieces of literature, music, modern fine
art etc. are those where a clear idea, traditionally related to such concepts as love,
is presented under a skilful veil of "deliberate noise". On the contrary, scientists
fight against noise; a scientific discovery is a law of nature extracted from a noisy
medium and refined.

Noise in sciences is an unwanted signal generated by processes of nature or
by human intelligence. Mathematically, this useless noise is modelled by a random
process. Noisy signal, on the other hand, is also modelled by a random process.
To distinguish them, the first one is referred to as a noise process or, briefly, a
noise. One outstanding result, mathematically proved and stated in the central
limit theorem, is that a noise process that is the total of the effects of a large
number of independent contributing factors is approximately Gaussian in its be
havior. Therefore, throughout this book we assume that the noise processes under
discussion are Gaussian. The meaning of this statement will be most clear by our
exposition.

From the physical point of view, two noise processes are independent if they
are generated by distinct independent sources. Noise processes coming essentially
from the same source are dependent. How can dependent noise processes be ex
posed mathematically? One of the ways is to consider noise processes without any
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restriction on the relation between them. This general framework includes the case
of independent noise processes as well, and so it is reasonable to refer to such noise
processes as arbitrarily dependent. Other ways of analysis are to set specific rela
tions between them. One such particular framework, concerning correlated white
noise processes, is very popular in the existing literature.

A noise process is white if there is no correlation between its values at different
times. A white noise is purely a mathematical concept, as its paths are functions
in a generalized sense. Noise in a practical system is at best nearly white and
may be far from being white. To improve a noise model, a solution of a linear
stochastic differential equation disturbed by a white noise is used and is called a
colored noise. Colored noises having the same white noise as a source are evidently
dependent, providing another particular specific relation for exposing dependent
noise processes.

More complicated dependent noise processes can be exposed if one of two
correlated white noises is shifted in time. We regard such noises as shifted white
noises. Here are some illustrations of processes that can form shifted noises.

Mapping the ocean floor. Getting a correct map of the ocean floor is important
for installation of fixed mobile drilling platforms, locating pipelines in the ocean
etc. This job is assisted by a device called a sonar. A sound signal radiates into
the water through the sonar transducer that normally is mounted near the keel
of a surface ship. Echoes are reflected from the ocean bottom to the sonar, which
detects them and determines water depth. However, the ocean waves affect the
calculated water depth. If € is the difference of the detecting and radiating times
of the sound signal and y is the actual water depth (corresponding to the ocean
level), then the water depth is

z = y + w'(t)

at the detecting time moment t of the sound signal and it is

x = y + w'(t - €)

at the radiating time moment t - € of the same signal. Here w'(t) is the displace
ment in a surface wave at the time t and can be characterized as the sum of
wind-generated waves at previous times over a large area in conjunction with the
Earth's gravity. Considering w' as a white noise, we see that x and z are random
perturbations of y by shifted white noises.

Space navigation and guidance. In the previous illustration, € is negligible.
For instance, if a sound propagates in water at a speed of about 1500 mjs, for an
ordinary water depth of 750 m, one can calculate € = 1 s. The change

w'(t) - w'(t - €)

of the ocean-wave height for the time of 1 s is much smaller than the depth of
750 m. But, the previous illustration exposes well a mechanism that forms shifted
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white noises. Should the ocean bottom be replaced with a spacecraft, a sonar with
a ground radar, a sound signal with an electromagnetic signal and a white noise
caused by ocean waves with a white noise caused by atmospheric propagation,
then the corresponding value of c would be significant. It is nearly constant for
Earth orbiting satellites and time dependent for space probes having interplanetary
missions.

To understand the nature of the shift arising in space navigation, fix some
time moment t and let c be the time needed for electromagnetic signals to run the
distance from the ground radar to the spacecraft and then to turn back. Assume
that the control action u changes the position x of the spacecraft in accordance
with the linear equation

x' = Ax+Bu

if noise effects and the distance to the spacecraft are neglected. Then at the time
t the ground radar detects the signal

z(t) = x(t - c/2) + w'(t)

consisting of the useful information x(t - c/2) about the position of the spacecraft
at t - c/2, corrupted by white noise w'(t) caused by atmospheric propagation.
Furthermore, the position of the spacecraft at t - c/2 is changed by the control
action u( t - c) that is sent by the ground radar at the time moment t - c. This
control passing through the atmosphere is corrupted by the noise w' (t - c). Hence,
the equation for the position of the spacecraft must be written as

x'(t - c/2) = Ax(t - c/2) + B(u(t - c) + w'(t - c)).

Substituting
x(t) = x(t - c/2) and u(t) = u(t - c),

we obtain the partially observable system

{
x'(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Bw'(t - c),
z(t) = x(t) + w'(t),

disturbed by shifted white noises with the state noise delaying the observation
noise.

Here c is a function of time t in general. Since Earth orbiting satellites have
nearly constant distance from the Earth, it is reasonable to take c as a constant
for them. But for space probes flying away from the Earth c = et with 0 < c < 1,
since their distance from the Earth increases with nearly constant rate of change.
One can deduce that for space probes flying toward the Earth, c = a - et, where
a > 0 and 0 < e < 1 so that a - ct > O.

The way of forming shifted white noises suggests another interesting relation
that, in particular, leads to the important concept of wide band noise. Indeed,
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consider a distributed shift (instead of pointwise) of a white noise, i.e., define the
random process

cp(t) = r if>(B - t)W'(t) dt,
Jrnax(o,t-c)

(1)

where E > 0, if> is a deterministic function that will be labelled a relaxing function,
and Wi is a white noise. Then the resulting noise process cP becomes wide band.
Fleming and Rishel [48], p. 126, express their views of these noise processes as
follows:

"Wide band noise. Suppose that some physical process, if unaffected by ran
dom disturbances, can be described by a (vector) ordinary differential equation
d~ = b(t,~(t))dt. If, however, such disturbances enter the system in an additive
way, then one might take as a model

d~ = b(t, ~(t) )dt + cp( t)dt, (2)

where cP is some stationary process with mean 0 and known autocovariance matrix
R(r):

Rij(r) = E(CPi(t)CPj(t + r)), i,j = 1, ... , n.

If R(r) is nearly 0 except in a small interval near r = 0, then cP is called wide
band noise. White noise corresponds to the ideal case when Rij is a constant aij
times a Dirac delta function. Then cp(t)dt is replaced by aw'(t)dt, where a is a
constant matrix such that aa* = a, a = (aij). (Here a* is the transpose of a and
Wi is a white noise.) The corresponding diffusion is then an approximation to the
solution to (2)."

Additionally, note that in many fields such replacement of wide band noise
by white noise gives rise to tangible distortions. Therefore, it is very important to
develop the methods of control and estimation for wide band noise driven systems.
Evidently, two wide band noise processes in the form (1) having the same source
white noise Wi are dependent.

For a long time the author together with his colleagues has been working on
partially observable systems under dependent noises. The history of this research
begins in 1976 when J. E. Allahverdiev, after his visit to the Control Theory Centre
at the University of Warwick, initiated the study in the field of stochastic control
at the Institute of Cybernetics of the Azerbaijan Academy of Sciences (Baku).
By that time, research in the mathematical community of Baku on mathemat
ical problems of optimal control, though of deterministic nature, was prompted
by Pontryagin's maximum principle. At the Baku State University such research
had been initiated earlier by K. T. Ahmedov. Another strong research group was
in the Institute of Cybernetics (Baku), mainly concentrated in Lab. no. 1 of the
institute led by J. E. Allahverdiev. The author of this book as a young Ph.D.
student was the first to be involved in the study of stochastic control problems.
Soon a small research group in Lab. no. 1 was organized also including R. R. Ha
jiyev, N. I. Mahmudov and, later, L. R. Mishne and others. A significant event
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for this group of researchers was the International Conference IFIP on Stochastic
Differential Systems held in Baku in 1984 by the initiation of A. V. Balakrish
nan and J. E. Allahverdiev. After this conference, research on stochastic control
in the Institute of Cybernetics became part of the global research on estimation
and control of stochastic processes in the former USSR. The founder of the emi
nent school of Probability and Mathematical Statistics in the USSR was the late
A. N. Kolmogorov. His disciples have been successfully continuing the traditions
of this school. In particular, research on stochastic processes in connection with
control and estimation are coordinated through the seminar "Statistics and Con
trol of Stochastic Processes" organized by A. N. Shiryaev (Steklov Mathematical
Institute, Moscow) in collaboration with N. V. Krylov and R. S. Liptser and the
seminar "Theory of Random Processes" organized by A. V. Skorohod (Institute of
Mathematics of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev). Many other research
groups in Vilnius, Tbilisi, Tashkent, Baku etc. were involved in this global research.
Conferences, workshops, seminars, and professional contacts undoubtedly played
a significant role in consolidating the research group in Baku. After 1990, many
researchers involved in this global research went to different institutions around
the world. In particular, the author of this book has since 1992 been working and
continuing related research at the Eastern Mediterranean University, Famagusta.

This book is intended to discuss in a systematic way some results on partially
observable systems under dependent noises. The discussion is given for infinite
dimensional systems, since some of the noise processes used in the book are easily
described if the state space is enlarged up to infinite dimension. This is very similar
to differential delay equations. Hence, it becomes convenient to take underlying
systems to be infinite dimensional. The main objective in the book is to establish
the specific features following dependent noises. Best of all this can be done within
the linear quadratic framework and for continuous and finite time horizon. Hence,
the systems under consideration are linear, the functionals are quadratic, time is
continuous running in a finite horizon. We are concerned with four basic problems
of systems theory, namely,

(a) optimal control,

(b) estimation,

(c) duality and

(d) controllability

for which valuable progress has already been achieved.
Dealing with control and estimation problems in infinite dimensional spaces

requires using concepts from functional analysis. In order to make this book self
contained, we discuss these concepts in the first three chapters. The related back
ground can be found in more detail in multiple sources. Therefore, we often avoid
complete explanations and keep our discussion at a level that is adequate to read
the other chapters. Though separable Hilbert spaces are used as underlying in this
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book, the spaces over them, such as spaces of bounded linear operators, spaces of
continuous functions etc., are not Hilbert spaces. Therefore, sometimes we have to
be more general than it may appear considering the concepts of functional analysis
in Banach and, occasionally, in metric spaces.

Chapter 1 includes concepts such as sets, functions, abstract spaces, linear
operators and different kinds of convergence. The reader can use any textbook on
functional analysis to study this chapter in greater detail.

In Chapter 2 we consider the concepts of continuity, differentiability, mea
surability and integrability for functions with values in infinite dimensional spaces
and complete it with two basic classes of linear operators on functional spaces,
with integral and differential operators. For more detail, the recommended books
are Hille and Phillips [54], Dunford and Schwartz [45], Warga [89], Yosida [94],
Kato [63], Balakrishnan [4] etc.

In Chapter 3 we discuss two basic classes of evolution operators, namely,
semigroups of bounded linear operators, and mild evolution operators, and re
lated transformations. Theory of semigroups is presented in a number of books
including Balakrishnan [4]' Bensoussan et ai. [31], Curtain and Pritchard [40] etc.
The concept of mild evolution operator was introduced in Curtain and Pritchard
[39]. In this chapter, Riccati equations in operator form are studied as well.

Chapter 4 starts with Hilbert space-valued random variables and processes.
For details, we recommend the books of Curtain and Prichard [40], Metivier [77]
and Rozovskii [84]. A recommended book on Gaussian systems is Shiryaev [86].
Then in Section 4.2 we discuss Brownian motion and derive stochastic differential
equations. The recommended books are Davis [43], Hida [53] and Gihman and
Skorohod [50].

Section 4.3 deals with the stochastic integrals with respect to Hilbert space
valued square integrable martingales. There are a number of sources on stochastic
integration (see, for example, Liptser and Shiryaev [70, 72], Gihman and Skorohod
[50, 51], Kallianpur [59], Elliot [46]). We follow Metivier [77] with some supple
ments from Rozovskii [84]. The set A(O, T; X, Z) is introduced in Metivier [77].
To make it a Hilbert space, we consider its quotient set. Perhaps, the results of
this section might be found too general for the purposes of control and estimation
theory. Our aim in this section is to present a general formulation and a complete
proof of the stochastic analogue of Fubini's theorem, which is useful in dealing
with stochastic control and estimation problems as well as in other applications
of stochastic calculus. The reader may prefer to omit this section without any
loss and assume that all stochastic integrals used in this book are integrals of
nonrandom functions.

In Section 4.4 we discuss the solution concepts for linear stochastic differential
equations and introduce linear stochastic evolution systems and partially observ
able linear systems, the second of them being the main object of study in this book.
There are a number of sources on stochastic differential equations, for example,
Liptser and Shiryaev [70, 72], Gihman and Skorohod [51], Ikeda and Watanabe
[58] etc. In infinite dimensional spaces this subject is studied in Rozovskii [84],
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Da Prato and Zabczyk [42] for nonlinear and in Curtain and Pritchard [40J for
linear cases. In Section 4.5 we follow Curtain and Pritchard [40] and use Shiryaev
[86] to present basic estimation in Hilbert spaces. Finally, Chapter 4 is completed
in Section 4.6 with a discussion of white, colored and wide band noise processes.
There are different approaches to the concept of wide band noise. For example,
Kushner [69J uses an approximative approach. The integral representation of wide
band noise, used in this section, is introduced in Bashirov [9J.

Chapters 5-10 deal with optimal control and estimation problems. There are
a lot of sources about these problems, especially, in linear quadratic case. Two
approaches to optimal control problems are basic. One of them concerns necessary
conditions of optimality and it is called Pontryagin's maximum principle [82J. The
other one, giving sufficient conditions of optimality, is Bellman's dynamic pro
gramming [28J. We recommend the books by Krylov [66], Fleming and Rishel [48],
Fleming and Soner [49J for a discussion of the dynamic programming approach to
stochastic control problems. The recent book by Yong and Zhou [93J discusses the
maximum principle for stochastic systems in general form, which essentially differs
from Pontryagin's maximum principle, that covers both controlled drift and con
trolled diffusion. Also, a comparison of these two basic approaches, many other
issues as well, are considered in [93]. This seems to be an appropriate place to
note that the general stochastic maximum principle was obtained independently
by Mahmudov [73] and Peng [81]. The international control community has tra
ditionally referred only to the paper [81] that was published in 1990 based on
results obtained in 1988 (see comments in [93]). Due note is taken here that the
work [73] was reported in 1987 in the workshop "Statistics and Control of Ran
dom Processes", organized by Steklov Mathematical Institute (Moscow), Institute
of Mathematics (Kiev) and Institute of Mathematics and Cybernetics (Vilnius)
held in Preila and it was published in Russian in 1989.

For linear quadratic optimal control problems under partial observations,
both these approaches lead to the same result, called the separation principle. In
the continuous time case the separation principle was first stated and studied by
Wonham [92]. This result in Hilbert spaces was considered in a number of works,
for example, Bensoussan and Viot [33], Curtain and Ichikawa [38] etc.

The first estimation problems were studied independently by Kolmogorov [64]
and Wiener [91] who used the spectral expansion of stationary random processes.
A significant stage in the development of estimation theory was the famous works
of Kalman [61] and Kalman and Bucy [62]. For complete discussion of estimation
problems see Liptser and Shiryaev [71, 72]' Kallianpur [59], Elliot [46] etc. In
infinite dimensional spaces linear estimation problems are studied in Curtain [37]
(see also Curtain and Pritchard [40]). In Chapters 5-9 our principal aim consists
of discussing optimal control and estimation problems when noise processes of the
state (or signal) and observation systems are dependent.

In Chapter 5 the separation principle, which is essential to studying linear
quadratic optimal control problems under partial observations, is extended to ar
bitrarily dependent noise processes. We make a distinction between the two forms
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of the separation principle and consider the separation principle that holds for
independent noise processes to be classical. It is found that this form remains
valid for dependent noise processes as well, while the past of observations and
the future of the state noise are independent. Otherwise, the separation principle
changes its form with appearance of some additional terms in a representation
of the optimal control. This form of the separation principle is considered to be
extended. In this chapter we also discuss some consequences from the extended
separation principle, including its generalization to a game problem, construction
of a minimizing sequence, the existence of an optimal control, and presentation
of a linear regulator problem. In Section 5.1 we use the ideas from Bensoussan
and Viot [33] and Curtain and Ichikawa [38] in setting a linear quadratic optimal
control problem under partial observations. Extension of the separation principle
to noise processes, acting dependently on state and observations, is studied in
Bashirov [7], which we follow up in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 is written on the basis
of Bashirov [14]. The idea of minimizing sequence considered in Section 5.4 comes
from Bensoussan and Viot [33]. In infinite dimensional spaces the linear regulator
problem has been studied in a number of works (see, for example, Curtain and
Prichard [39]). In Section 5.5 this problem is considered as a degenerate case of
the separation principle. Generally, the results on existence of optimal control are
based on weak convergence and weak compactness. In the linear quadratic case it
is possible to reduce the existence of optimal control to a certain linear filtering
problem when the observations are incomplete. This fact is proved in Section 5.6.

Chapters 6~10 present estimation and control results for partially observable
linear systems under specific dependent noises. We use three different methods to
investigate the problems in these chapters.

The first method is traditional; it is based on the duality principle and the
separation principle. In Chapter 6 this method is used to derive optimal estimators
and optimal controls for systems under correlated white noises. We also employ
this method in Chapter 9 to get the control and filtering results under shifted
white noises when the state or signal noise is a delay of the observation noise.
While in Chapter 6 we use the separation principle in its classic form, the control
results of Chapter 9 are obtained through the extended separation principle.

The second method simplifies hard calculations that are involved in the first
method; this method is based on the reduction of the originally given system to
a system disturbed by correlated white noises. This method is well applicable to
systems under colored noises. This is demonstrated in Chapter 7. We employ this
method in Chapter 8 as well to study the control and estimation problems un
der wide band noises. Though the results, concerning colored noises, are familiar
(see Bucy and Joseph [35]), those which concern wide band noises are recent. We
derive a complete set of formulae for the respective optimal control and for the
respective optimal estimators when the noise processes of the underlying system
are wide band. This set of formulae includes the stochastic partial differential
equations for the respective optimal filter and, hence, offers a challenge for appli
cations of stochastic partial differential equations, which are being studied inten-
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sively nowadays. Also, the respective Riccati equation is derived as a system of
equations including first order partial differential equations. We find the results of
this chapter most useful in engineering and hope to see a realization of them in
applications.

The reduction method successfully used in Chapters 7 and 8 is not effec
tive for systems with shifted white noises since it leads to stochastic differential
equations with a boundary noise. Therefore, we develop the third method which
is based on convergence. This method is used in Chapter 10 for both the state
(signal) noise delaying and anticipating the observation noise. Starting from the
fact that a white noise is the limit case of wide band noises, we approximate a
shifted white noise driven linear system by wide band noise driven linear systems.
Taking the limit in the respective control and filtering results for wide band noise
driven systems from Chapter 8, we derive the equations for the optimal control
and optimal filter for shifted white noise driven systems. This set of equations
includes stochastic partial differential equations as well and, moreover, the bound
ary conditions for them are again stochastic differential equations offering another
challenge for applications of stochastic partial differential equations. The results
of this chapter are most recent and they are not proved precisely. An interesting
feature of this chapter is a derivation of equations for optimal filters and opti
mal controls for navigation of spacecraft (both Earth orbiting satellites and space
probes) which can have interesting implications for engineering.

An expert in systems theory can observe that both the wide band noise
and shifted white noise processes are two kinds of colored noise, when the lin
ear equation transforming the input white noise is a differential delay equation
with distributed or pointwise delays, respectively. Formally, a white noise can also
be considered as a colored noise since it is an identical transformation of itself.
Thus all basic noise processes are colored with specific linear transformations. This
can be considered as a way to classify and specify different kinds of noise. Nev
ertheless, having a colored noise as a general noise model does not decrease the
importance of specific wide band and shifted white noises. For a comparison recall
that probability theory was also discovered as a particular case of measure theory,
by Kolmogorov [65] in a monograph published in 1933.

In Chapter 11 we discuss the duality principle. This is a remarkable relation
between the control and estimation problems. This relation was discovered by
Kalman [60] between the linear regulator and linear filtering problems and stated
as the principle of duality. We extend this duality to linear stochastic optimal
control and estimation problems in which connection these interesting relations
have been discovered:

• If the classical separation principle is valid for a stochastic control problem,
then it is dual to a filtering problem.

• If the extended separation principle is valid for a stochastic control problem,
then it is dual to a smoothing problem.
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• For control problems, the role of an innovation process plays a certain ran
dom process. The major role of this process is to transform the original
control problem to a new one for which the classical separation principle
holds.

• In fact the reduction method mentioned above (in connection to Chapters
7 and 8) implicitly uses the dual analogue of the innovation process. This
is the main reason that the optimal control results of Chapters 7 and 8 are
obtained without any reference to the extended separation principle.

In this chapter we follow Bashirov [7].
Chapter 12 deals with controllability concepts. Theory of controllability orig

inates from the famous work of Kalman [61] and was well-discussed for determinis
tic systems in a number of books, see Balakrishnan [4], Curtain and Pritchard [40],
Bensoussan et at. [32], Zabczyk [95] etc. The significant achievements in control
lability theory for deterministic linear systems are Kalman's rank condition, the
complete controllability condition and the approximate controllability condition.
Afterwards the resolvent conditions for complete and approximate controllability
were discovered in Bashirov and Mahmudov [23]. Both the concepts of complete
and approximate controllability lose sense for stochastic systems since now a ter
minal value is a random variable. The two different interconnections of controlla
bility and randomness define the two principally different methods of extending
the controllability concepts to stochastic systems. In the first method the state
space in the definition of controllability concepts is replaced by a suitable space of
random variables, for example, the space of square integrable random variables.
Thus, attaining random variables, even those with large entropy, is necessary to be
controllable in this sense. This direction is employed by Mahmudov [74, 75]. The
second method is more practical: it assumes attaining only those random variables
that have small entropy, excluding the needless random variables with large en
tropy. In this chapter we follow the second method and use the works of the author
and his colleagues [20, 21, 22, 23, 12, 24]. We prove the resolvent conditions for
the complete and approximate controllability of deterministic linear systems and
then apply them to study the concepts of controllability for partially observable
linear systems. We define two main concepts of controllability for partially observ
able linear systems. The concept of S-controllability is defined as a property of a
system to attain an arbitrarily small neighborhood of each point in the state space
with probability arbitrarily near to 1. Also, the concept of C-controllability is de
fined as S-controllability fortified with some uniformity. We show that a partially
observable linear system is C-controllable (respectively, S-controllable) for every
time moment if and only if the respective deterministic linear system is completely
(approximately) controllable for every time moment.

We mentioned that this book discusses only four problems of systems theory:
optimal control, estimation, duality and controllability for partially observable
linear systems under dependent noises. Many other problems in conjunction with
dependent noises issue are still open. Let us mention some of them:
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• Stability of the optimal filters derived for wide band and shifted white noise
driven linear systems.

• Infinite time horizon issue in case of dependent noises.

• Random coefficients and dependent noises.

• Nonlinear filtering under wide band and shifted white noises.

• Nonlinear control under dependent noises.

• Necessary and sufficient conditions for S- and C-controllability of wide band
and shifted white noise driven systems.

• The other interesting problem concerning modelling wide band noise pro
cesses in the integral form on the basis of autocovariance functions is de
scribed in Section 8.4.

Summarizing, we define the target readers of this book to be both applied
mathematicians and theoretically oriented engineers who are designing new tech
nology, as well as students of the related branches. Especially, the complete sets
of equations for the optimal controls and for the optimal filters under wide band
noises and shifted white noises and their possible application to navigation of
spacecraft can have interesting implications for engineering. The book may be
used as a reference manual in the part of functional analysis that is needed for
problems of infinite dimensional linear systems theory.

Finally, the bibliography given at the end of the book is by no means com
plete. It reflects mathematical sources on the subject, and mainly those which
have been used by the author. The index of notation may also be found at the end
of the book. One major remark about notation is that the symbol ft is preferred
for the value of the function f at t instead of f(t). This simplifies line breaks in
long formulae.

I am indebted to the Institute of Cybernetics of the Azerbaijan Academy
of Sciences (Baku), especially, the members of Lab. no. 1 and its head J. E. Al
lahverdiev, the Steklov Mathematical Institute (Moscow), especially, the organizer
of the seminar "Statistics and Control of Stochastic Processes" A. N. Shiryaev
and active members R. S. Liptser and A. A. Novikov, the Institute of Mathe
matics of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (Kiev), especially, the organizer of
the seminar "Theory of Random Processes" A. V. Skorohod and active members
Yu. L. Daletskii and A. I. Ponomarenko, the Kiev State University, especially,
A. A. Anisimov and A. G. Nakonechniy, the Institute of Mathematics and Me
chanics of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (Donetsk), especially, I. I. Gihman,
the Department of Mathematics of the Eastern Mediterranean University (Fam
agusta), especially, Zeka Mazhar who supported and encouraged me during my
research. Thanks to Tugrul Taner for numerous suggestions for improving the
manuscript. I also appreciate my younger colleague N. I. Mahmudov with whom
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grateful to Gul§en Musayeva for helping me with proofreading of some portions of
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who properly evaluated the manuscript and the editors, reviewers and other staff
taking part in publishing this book. My special thanks go to two ladies, Gune§
and Aynur, for their patience throughout my work on the book.

A. E. Bashirov
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Chapter 1

Basic Elements of
Functional Analysis

This chapter includes the basic elements of functional analysis which are needed
in discussing partially observable linear systems in separable Hilbert spaces.

1.1 Sets and Functions

The basic objects of mathematics such as sets and functions as well as some
common notation are introduced in this section.

1.1.1 Sets and Quotient Sets

The concept of set is a primitive concept of mathematics and, therefore, taken as
undefined. The words class, system, collection and family are used synonymously
with set. Each set, except the empty set 0, consists of its elements. The member
ship of the element x in the set A is indicated by x E A or A :3 x. In this case we
say that x belongs to A. If x is not an element of A, then we write x rf- A. The
expression {x : R(x)} denotes the set of all x for which the statement R involving
x is true. Given two sets A and B, A is called a subset (or, synonymously, subclass,
subsystem etc.) of B if each element of A is an element of B; this is indicated by
A c B or B :=J A. In this case we also say that A is included in B or B contains
A. Two sets A and B are said to be equal if A c Band B C A; this is indicated
by A = B. Two sets are said to be disjoint if they have no elements in common.

The union of a family of sets is the set of all elements belonging to at least
one of these sets. The intersection of a family of sets is the set of all common
elements of these sets. The symbols A U B and A n B are used for the union and
for the intersection of the sets A and B, respectively. It is convenient to use the
symbols U'" A", and n", A"" respectively, for the union and for the intersection of
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2 Chapter 1. Basic Elements of Functional Analysis

the family {A,,} of sets. The difference of the sets A and B is the set

A \ B = {x: x E A, x ~ B}.

If B c A, then A \ B is called the complement of B in A.
Sometimes, we use the universal and existential quantifiers V and 3 instead

of for all and exists, respectively. Similarly, the implication =? and the logical
equivalence ¢} replace follows and if and only if, respectively.

A binary relation '" between the elements of a set A is called an equivalence
relation if for all x, y, z E A,

(a) x'" x (reflexivity);

(b) x'" y =? Y '" x (symmetry);

(c) x'" y, y '" z =? x'" z (transitivity).

An equivalence relation on a set A splits A into mutually disjoint equivalence
classes of equivalent elements. The collection of all these equivalence classes is
called a quotient set of A. Generally, the same notation is used for a set and for
its quotient set, and x E A represents both the element x of the set A and the
equivalence class of the quotient set A containing the element x.

1.1.2 Systems of Numbers and Cardinality

We suppose that the reader is familiar with the basic systems of numbers. Briefly
recall that the system of counting numbers (or positive integers) is

1'1 = {l,2,3, ... },

in which the ordinary order and the ordinary algebraic operations of addition
and multiplication are defined. Using the system 1'1, one can define the system of
rational numbers

Q = {O,njm, -njm: n,m E N}

and extend the ordinary order and the ordinary algebraic operations to all rational
numbers. Q is an ordered field, but it does not satisfy the least upper bound
property. To improve Q, the system of real numbers IR is defined as the completion
of Q. IR is a unique ordered field having the least upper bound property and
containing Q as its subfield. The numbers in IR \ Q are called irrational numbers.
A disadvantage of IR is the nonexistence in IR of square roots of negative numbers.
For this, IR is extended up to the system of complex numbers C which is a field
containing IR as its subfield. While any complex number has a square root in C,
C is not an ordered field and, hence, the least upper bound property does not
make sense in C. Often IR is called the real line as well. An extensive discussion of
number systems can be found in Rudin [85].
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Often, we will use the symbols i = 1,2, ... and i = 1, ... , n to show that
i varies in N and in {I, 2, ... , n}, respectively. The least upper bound and the
greatest lower bound of a bounded set A c JR will be denoted by sup A and inf A,
respectively. If supA (inf A) is an element of A, then maxA = supA (minA =
inf A). The symboljaj will denote the absolute value of a E R For the open, closed
and half-closed intervals in JR, we will use the notation

(a, b) = {t E JR : a < t < b},
[a, b] = {t E JR : a ::::; t ::::; b},
[a,b) ={tEJR:a::::;t<b},
(a, b] = {t E JR : a < t ::::; b},

(a, 00) = {t E JR : a < t < oo},
[a, 00) = {tEJR:a::::;t<oo},
(-00, b) = {t E JR: -00 < t < b},
(-oo,b] = {t E JR: -00 < t::::; b},

where -00 < a < b < 00 and 00 is a notation for infinity. Also, for T > 0, we
denote T = [0, T] and

AT = {(t, s) : °::::; s ::::; t ::::; T}.

If the number of elements in a set is finite, then this set is said to be finite.
Otherwise, it is said to be infinite. Note that the intervals (a, b), [a, b], [a, b) and
(a, b], as defined above for -00 < a < b < 00, are also called finite intervals while
they are infinite sets. Among infinite sets those are simplest which have a one
one onto correspondence with N. These sets are said to be countable. A finite or
countable set is said to be at most countable. If a set is not at most countable,
then it is said to be uncountable. <Q is a countable set, but JR and any of intervals
(a, b), [a, b], [a, b) and (a, b] in JR for a < b are uncountable sets.

Generally, two sets are said to have the same cardinality if there exists a
one-one onto correspondence between them. One can mark the sets of the same
cardinality by a symbol and call it the cardinal number of these sets. The cardinal
number of a finite set is the number of elements in this set. A countable set has
the cardinality of N which is called the countable cardinality.

1.1.3 Systems of Sets

Infinite (especially, uncountable) sets have too many subsets. It becomes necessary
to single out these subsets in systems with some useful properties.

A system L: of subsets of a nonempty set S is called a a-algebra (with the
unit S) if

(a) S E L:;

(b) A E L: ~ S \ A E L:;

(c) AI, A2 , ... E L: ~ U:=l An E L:.

The equalities

00 00

A \ B = (S \ B) \ (S \ A), n An = S \ U(S \ An)
n=l n=l
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show that any a-algebra is closed under set differences and under countable inter
sections.

Given a a-algebra L: with a unit 5, each a-algebra L:' with the unit 5 and such
that L:' c L: is called a sub-a-algebra of L:. It is easy to prove that the intersection
of any family of a-algebras is again a a-algebra. Therefore, the following useful
concept can be introduced: given a system L: of sets, the intersection of all a
algebras containing L: is called the smallest a-algebra generated by L: and it is
denoted bya(L:).

A weaker concept than a-algebra is semialgebra. A system L: of subsets of a
nonempty set 5 is called a semialgebra if

(a) 5 E L:;

(b) A, BEL: =? An BEL:;

(c) A E L: implies that there are sets AI,"" Ak E L:, where kEN, such that

An n Am = 0 for n -I- m and 5 \ A = U~=l An.

In particular, each a-algebra is a semialgebra, but not conversely.

1.1.4 Functions and Sequences

Given two sets X and Y, a function from X to Y is a rule f that assigns to
each element of X a unique element of Y. The words transformation, mapping,
correspondence are used synonymously with function. A function from X to Y is
denoted in the forms f, fO, f : X ---> Y or fx, x E X. By f(x) or fx we denote
the value of the function f at x. The sets X and {I" : x EX} are called the
domain and the range of the function f : X ---> Y and they are denoted by D(f)
and R(f), respectively. For A C X and BeY, the sets

f(A) = {Ix : x E A} and r 1(B) = {x EX: fx E B}

are called the image of A and the inverse image of B under f : X ---> Y, respec
tively. Obviously, f(X) c Y and f-l(y) = X. A function f with R(f) c lR is
called a real-valued function or a functional.

Given f : X ---> Y and 9 : Y ---> Z, the function h : X ---> Z, defined by
h(x) = g(f(x)), x EX, is called the composition of 9 and f and it is denoted
by go f. The characteristic function of the set A is the function, denoted by XA,
which satisfies XA(X) = 1 if x E A and XA(X) = 0 if x rt A. The restriction of the
function f : X ---> Y to the set A C X is denoted by f IA .

A function f : X ---> Y is said to be one-one if for all XI, X2 EX, f(xd =
f(X2) implies Xl = X2. It is said to be onto if R(f) = Y. For a one-one onto function
f : X ---> Y, it is possible to define a unique one-one onto function f- 1 : Y ---> X
satisfying f- 1(J(x)) = x for all x E X and f(J-l(y)) = Y for all y E Y. This
function is said to be the inverse of f. Obviously, (g 0 1) -1 = f- 1 0 g-1 if f- 1 and
g-1 exist and the composition go f is defined. Also, (f-l )-1 = f.
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One general property of functions is the following: if X and Yare nonempty
sets and E is a a-algebra with the unit Y, then the system {I-I (A) : A E E} is a
a-algebra with the unit X. Moreover, if E is the smallest a-algebra generated by
a system Eo of sets, then {f-I(A) : A E E} is the smallest a-algebra generated
by the system {I-I(A) : A E Eo}.

A sequence is a function which has a countable domain. Sequences are de
noted in the form {xn } where it is supposed that n varies in a countable set. This
notation will be used for functions with a finite domain as well, it being clear from
the context what is meant.

1.2 Abstract Spaces

An abstract space is a nonempty set endowed with a certain structure. The useful
structures are linear and metric structures which lead to linear and metric spaces,
respectively. Banach, Hilbert and Euclidean spaces are endowed with both these
structures. Other abstract spaces considered in this section are measurable and
measure spaces. They are based on the concept of subset.

1.2.1 Linear Spaces

A nonempty set X is called a linear space (or vector space) over JR if the algebraic
operations of addition and multiplication with real numbers on the elements of X,
denoted by x + y and ax for x, y E X and for a E JR, respectively, are defined such
that the following axioms hold:

(a) 'Vx, y E X and 'Va E JR, x + Y E X and ax E X (closedness);

(b) 'Vx, y E X, x + Y = Y + x (commutativity);

(c) 'Vx,y,zEX, (x+y)+z=x+(y+z) (associativity);

(d) :30 E X such that 'Vx E X, x + 0 = x (existence of zero);

(e) 'Vx E X, :3( -x) E X such that x + (-x) = 0 (existence of negative);

(f) 'Vx,y E X and 'Va E JR, a(x + y) = ax + ay (distributivity);

(g) "Ix E X and Va, bE JR, (a + b)x = ax + bx (distributivity);

(h) 'Vx E X and 'Va, bE JR, a(bx) = (ab)x (associativity);

(i) 'Vx E X, Ix = x (property of unit).

Note that in functional analysis, linear spaces over any other field, say, over the
field of complex numbers C are being considered too. The definition of these spaces
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differs from the above mentioned definition only by replacing IR by the correspond
ing field. Since we will consider only the linear spaces over IR, they will briefly be
called linear spaces. An element of a linear space is often called a vector.

A vector alXI + ... + anxn , where n E Nand al," . ,an E IR, is called a
linear combination of the vectors Xl, ... ,Xn in a given linear space. A subset G
of a linear space is said to be linearly independent if the equalities al = ... =
an = 0 hold whenever alxl + .,. + anxn = 0 for each finite number of vectors
Xl, ... ,Xn E G. Otherwise, G is said to be linearly dependent. A linear space is said
to be k-dimensional (with either k = 0 or kEN) if it has k linearly independent
vectors and each collection of its k + 1 vectors is linearly dependent. Obviously,
the zero-dimensional linear space contains only the zero vector. If for each n E N
a linear space contains n linearly independent vectors, then it is said to be infinite
dimensional. The dimension of the linear space X is denoted by dim X.

A subset of a linear space X is called a linear subspace if it is closed under
the algebraic operations defined on X. If G is a subset of a linear space X, then
the set of all linear combinations of vectors in G defines a linear subspace of X.
This subspace is denoted by span G and it is called the linear subspace spanned by
G.

Example 1.1. A simple example of a linear space is the real line IR with the algebraic
operations being the ordinary addition and the ordinary multiplication of real
numbers.

Example 1.2. The set of all k-vectors

where kEN and Xl,' .. ,Xk E IR, is denoted by IRk. This set is a k-dimensional
linear space with the componentwise algebraic operations, i.e.,

[~l] + [~l] [Xl ~ YI] , a [~1] [a~l ]
Xk Yk Xk + Yk Xk aXk

Example 1.3. The set of all bounded sequences X = {xn } of real numbers is
denoted by 100 , This set is an infinite dimensional linear space with the termwise
algebraic operations, Le.,

1.2.2 Metric Spaces

A nonempty set X is called a metric space if the real number d(x, y), called the
metric between X and Y, is assigned to each pair of elements x, Y E X such that
the following axioms hold:
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(a) \:Ix,y E X, d(x,y) ~ 0 (nonnegativity);

(b) d(x,y) = 0 {:} x = y (nondegeneracy);

(c) \:Ix,y E X, d(x,y) = d(y,x) (symmetry);

(d) \:Ix, y, z E X, d(x, y) ~ d(x, z) + d(y, z) (triangle inequality).

7

An element of a metric space is also called a point.
A sequence {xn } in a metric space X is said to converge to a point x E X

and, the point x is called the limit of {xn }, if d(x n , x) ---. O. This convergence is
expressed by writing limn--->oo X n = x or X n ---. x. In view of the nondegeneracy
axiom, the limit of a convergent sequence is unique. A sequence {xn } in a metric
space is said to be Cauchy if d(xn , x m ) ---. 0 as n, m ---. 00. Each convergent
sequence is Cauchy. But, the converse may not be true. A metric space is said to
be complete if each of its Cauchy sequences converges.

Given a subset G of a metric space X, a point x E X is called a limit point
of G if there exists a sequence {xn } in G \ {x} such that X n ---. x. If G contains
all its limit points, then it is said to be closed. A subset of a metric space X is
said to be open if it is the complement in X of some closed set. The collection of
all open subsets of a metric space X is called the metric topology of X and it is
denoted by r(X).

The intersection of any family (as well as the union of a finite family) of
closed sets is again a closed set. Similarly, the union of any family (as well as the
intersection of a finite family) of open sets is again an open set. Therefore, with a
given subset G of a metric space, one can associate the closed set, denoted by G,
which is the intersection of all closed sets containing G, and the open set, denoted
by GO, which is the union of all open sets contained in G. The sets G and GO are
called the closure and the interior of G, respectively. G is the smallest closed set
and GO is the largest open set satisfying GO c G c G.

The subsets of a metric space X of the forms {x EX: d(x, XO) < r} and
{x EX: d(x, XO) ~ r} are called the open and closed balls with radius r > 0
centered at Xo E X and they provide simple examples of open and closed subsets
of X, respectively. A subset of a metric space is said to be bounded if it is contained
in some ball.

A subset G of a metric space X is said to be dense in X if G = X. A metric
space is said to be separable if it contains a countable dense subset.

A metric space is said to be compact if each of its infinite subsets has a limit
point. A compact metric space is necessarily complete and separable.

Each nonempty subset G of a metric space X is again a metric space with
respect to the metric of X and it is called a metric subspace of X. If X is complete
and G is closed, then G is a complete metric subspace of X.

Example 1.4. The real line IR is a complete and separable metric space with the
metric being the absolute value of the difference of real numbers. But, it is not
compact. A subset of IR is compact if and only if it is bounded and closed.
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1.2.3 Banach Spaces

A linear space X is called a normed space if the real number Jlxll, called the norm
of x, is assigned to each x E X such that the following axioms hold:

(a) Vx E X, Ilxll 2: 0 (nonnegativity);

(b) Ilxll = 0 {:} x = 0 (nondegeneracy);

(c) Vx E X and Va E JR, Ilaxll = lal Ilxll (positive homogeneity);

(d) Vx, y E X, Ilx + yll :::; Ilxli + Ilyll (triangle inequality).

Each normed space is a metric space with the metric d(x, y) = Ilx-yll. Convergence
with respect to this metric is called convergence in norm or strong convergence or
simply convergence. A complete normed space is called a Banach space.

Presence of linear and metric structures in a Banach space X allows one to
consider the sum of countably many vectors X n E X, n = 1,2, ... , called a series
and denoted by 2:::=1 xn . A series 2:::=1 xn is said to converge to a vector x and
the vector x is called the sum of the series 2:::=1 x n if the sequence of partial

sums Sk = 2::~=1 xn converges to x as k --'> 00. This convergence is expressed by
writing x = 2:::=1 x n· A series 2:::=1 x n is said to converge absolutely if the series
2:::=1 Ilxnll of real numbers is convergent. Obviously, an absolutely convergent
series is convergent.

Example 1.5. The linear space loo (see Example 1.3) is a nonseparable Banach
space with the the norm

II{xn}111oo = sup Ixnj.
n

Example 1.6. Let 1 :::; p < 00. The set of all sequences {xn } in JR satisfying
2:::=1 IxnJP < 00 is denoted by Ip. This set is a separable Banach space with the
termwise algebraic operations (see Example 1.3) and with the norm

For {xn }, {Yn} E Ip, the triangular inequality yields

which is called the Minkowski inequality for sums.
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A linear space X is called a scalar product space if the number (x, y), called the
scalar product of x and y, is assigned to each pair of vectors x, y E X such that
the following axioms hold:

(a) "ix E X, (x, x) ~ 0 (nonnegativity);

(b) (x,x) = 0 ¢:} x = 0 (nondegeneracy);

(c) "ix,y E X, (x,y) = (y,x) (symmetry);

(d) "ix, y, z E X, (x + y, z) = (x, z) + (y, z) (additivity);

(e) "ix E X and "ia E JR, (ax, y) = a(x, y) (homogeneity).

Each scalar product space is a normed space with the norm defined by Ilxll =
(X,X)1/2. If a scalar product space is complete with respect to convergence in this
norm, then it is called a Hilbert space.

The scalar products and the norms in all Hilbert and Banach spaces will
be denoted by (.,.) and II . II, respectively. In ambiguous cases, the subscript will
indicate which scalar product (norm) is meant.

Each linear subspace L of a Hilbert (Banach) space X is a scalar product
(normed) space with respect to the scalar product (norm) of X. The closure of
L in X is a Hilbert (Banach) space which is called a subspace of X. If G is a
nonempty subset of X, then spanG is called the subspace spanned by G.

An important concept in Hilbert spaces is the concept of orthogonality. Two
vectors x and y in a Hilbert space X are said to be orthogonal if (x, y) = o. If H
is a subspace of X, then the set

H1. = {x EX: (x, h) = 0 for all hE H}

is called the orthogonal complement of H in X. H 1. is a subspace of X and each
x E X can be uniquely represented in the form x = y + z, where y E Hand
z E H 1.. Moreover,

IIxl12= IIyl12 + IIzl12(generalized Pythagorean theorem).

In particular, X 1. = {O}, i.e., if (x, h) = 0 for all hEX, then x = o.
A system {ea : 0: E A} of nonzero vectors in a Hilbert space X is called an

orthogonal system if (ea , e(3) = 0 for all 0:, {3 E A with 0: -=j:. {3. It is possible to
show that any orthogonal system is linearly independent. An orthogonal system
{ea : 0: E A} is said to be orthonormal if Ilea II = 1 for all 0: E A. An orthogonal
system in a Hilbert space X is said to be complete if the subspace spanned by it
coincides with X. A complete orthonormal system in a Hilbert space X is called
a basis of X. All bases of a given Hilbert space have the same cardinality.
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Theorem 1.7. A Hilbert space is separable if and only if it has an at most countable
basis. If {en} is a basis in a separable Hilbert space X, then for each x EX,

and

dim X

X = L (x, en)en
n=l

dim X

IIxl1 2 = L (x, en )2.
n=l

(1.1 )

(1.2)

The right-hand side of (1.1) is called the Fourier series of x E X and (1.2)
the Parseval identity.

If a Hilbert space has a finite dimension kEN, then it is called a k
dimensional Euclidean space.

Example 1.8. The real line IR is a one-dimensional Euclidean space with the scalar
product equaling the product of two real numbers.

Example 1.9. The linear space IRk (see Example 1.2) is a k-dimensional Euclidean
space with the scalar product

Example 1.10. The space l2 (see Example 1.6) is an infinite dimensional separable
Hilbert space with the scalar product

00

({Xn},{Yn}) = LXnYn.
n=l

The more complicated Hilbert and Banach spaces are the operator and func
tional spaces which will be considered later.

The separable Hilbert spaces are the main spaces we will consider. We de
note the class of all separable Hilbert spaces by 1t. Thus, 1t consists of all finite
dimensional Euclidean spaces as well as all infinite dimensional separable Hilbert
spaces.

1.2.5 Measurable and Borel Spaces

A pair (5, E), where 5 is a nonempty set and E is a a-algebra with the unit 5, is
called a measurable space. It is easily seen that E* = {5, 0} and the system E* of
all subsets of 5 are the smallest and largest a-algebras of subsets of 5, respectively.
The most useful a-algebras are the so-called Borel a-algebras which are related
with a metric (or, more generally, topological) structure in 5.
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Let X be a metric space with the metric topology r(X). The smallest a
algebra generated by r(X) is called the Borel a-algebra of subsets of X and it is
denoted by Bx . An element of Bx is called a Borel measurable set. Since each open
set is the complement of some closed set, Bx is the smallest a-algebra generated
by the system of all closed subsets of X as well. Bx is also the smallest a-algebra
generated by all open balls in X if X is separable. A measurable space (X, Bx ) is
called a Borel space.

Given a function j from a set S to a metric space X, the a-algebra

a(J) = {J-l(B) : B E Bx }

is called as the a-algebra generated by j. If {f'-' : a E A} is a family of functions
from the same set S to possibly distinct metric spaces, then we set

a(J°;a E A) = a( U a(r))
oEA

and call it the a-algebra generated by jO, a E A.

1.2.6 Measure and Probability Spaces

Given a semialgebra E, a function v from E to [0, 00) is called a (positive and
finite) measure if it is a-additive, i.e., if

whenever

00

A 1,A2 , ... E E, An nAm = 0 for n =I- m, UAn E E.
n=l

A (positive and finite) measure, defined on a semialgebra E, can be uniquely
extended to the a-algebra a(E) as a a-additive set function with values in [0,00).
Note that in measure theory, measures with negative as well as infinite values are
allowed. Since we will consider only positive and finite measures, they will briefly
be called measures.

A triple of objects (S, E, v) is called a measure space if (S, E) is a measurable
space and v is a measure defined on E. A property R(s) is said to hold v- almost
everywhere on S (briefly, v-a.e. on S), if there exists GEE with v(G) = 0 such
that R(s) holds for all s E S\ G. Sometimes, instead of v-a.e. on S we write v-a.e.
s E S and read this as v-almost each s E 5.

Let (5, E, v) be a measure space and denote

1; = {A U B : A E E, Be C E E, v(C) = O}.
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Define the function i/ : E -> [0,00) by

i/(A u B) = v(A), A E I:, Be C E I:, v(C) = O.

One can show that E is a a-algebra, I: is a sub-a-algebra of E and i/ is a measure,
defined on E, which is equal to v on I:. E is called the Lebesgue extension of
~ with respect to v. The measure ii is said to be complete because the Lebesgue
extension of E with respect to i/ coincides with E. We use the same notation for
the measures v and i/. A measure space (S, I:, v) is said to be complete if v is a
complete measure on I:.

A measure space (S, I:, v) is said to be separable if I: contains an at most
countable subsystem I:o such that for each E > 0 and for each A E I:, there is a
set B E I:o with v( (A \ B) U (B \ A)) < E. Note that, if I: is the smallest a-algebra
generated by an at most countable semialgebra, then for any measure v, defined
on I:, the measure space (S, I:, v) is separable.

Let (S,~, v) be a measure space. If So is a nonempty set in I:, then I:o =
{B E I: : B C So} is a a-algebra and vo(B) = v(B), B E I:o, is a measure. The
measure vo is called the restriction of the measure v to I:o. Similarly, (So, I:o, vo)
is called a restriction of the measure space (S, I:, v).

Example 1.11. Consider a finite and half-closed interval (a, b] C IR where a < b.
The collection Ra,b of all sets in the form (a,.8], where a and .8 are rational
numbers satisfying a ::::; a ::::; .8 ::::; b (the values a = a and .8 = b are admitted even
if a and b are irrational), defines a countable semialgebra of subsets of (a, b]. The
smallest a-algebra generated by Ra,b coincides with B(a,b]' Define the measure f on
Ra,b by f( (a,.8]) = .8 - a. The extension of f to B(a,b] is called the one-dimensional
Lebesgue measure on (a, b] . The measure space ((a, b], B(a,b]' f) is separable because
Ra,b is a countable semialgebra.

In general, a nondecreasing and right-continuous real-valued function f on
[a,b] generates the measure v : B(a,b] -> [0,00) by v((a,.8]) = f(3 - fo:, where
a ::::; a ::::; .8 ::::; b, which is called the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure on (a, b] generated
by f. The Lebesgue measure on (a, b], as a particular case of Lebesgue-Stieltjes
measures, is generated by fx = x, a ::::; x ::::; b. The difference hx = fx - gx,
a ::::; x ::::; b, of two nondecreasing and right-continuous real-valued functions f and
9 is called a function of bounded variation. It has the property

n

supL Ihxi+1 - hXi I < 00,
i=O

where it is assumed that the supremum is taken over all finite partitions

a = Xo < ... < Xn+l = b

of [a, b]. This property means that the graph of a function of bounded variation
has a finite length.
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A measure space (5,~, v) is called a probability space if v(5) = 1. In the
sequel, we suppose that a fixed complete probability space is given and use the
traditional notation (n, F, P) for it. The set n is called a sample space. The
elements of n are denoted by wand they are called samples or elementary events.
The elements of F are called events. P is called a probability measure or, briefly,
a probability. For A E F, the number P(A) is the probability of the event A. If
some property holds P-a.e. on n, then we say that it holds with probability lor,
briefly, w.p.I.

1.2.1 Product of Spaces

Starting from some spaces one can construct other spaces. A product of spaces is
one of these constructions.

The product of the sets X and Y is the collection of all ordered pairs (x, y)
where x E X and y E Y; it is denoted by X x Y:

XxY={(x,Y):XEX, yEY}.

If both X and Yare endowed with a certain structure, then this structure can be
extended to X x Y. In this case X x Y is called a product of spaces

The product of the linear spaces X and Y is the linear space X x Y with the
algebraic operations

[ Xl] + [X2] [Xl +X2], a [X] [ax],
Yl Y2 Yl + Y2 Y ay

where x, Xl, X2 EX, Y, Yl, Y2 E Y and a E JR. Note that it is more convenient to
represent the elements of a product of linear spaces as columns.

If X and Yare metric spaces with the metrics d l and d2 , respectively, then a
metric in X x Y can be defined in various topologically equivalent forms. Among
them we will prefer

where Xl, X2 E X and Yl, Y2 E Y. With this metric, X x Y is called the product of
the metric spaces X and Y.

Similarly, if X and Yare Banach spaces, then X x Y is a linear space with
the algebraic operations of the product of the linear spaces X and Y in which a
norm can be defined in various topologically equivalent forms. We will prefer the
norm

II [~ ] II = JllxI1 2 + Ily11 2 ,

where X E X and Y E Y. With this norm, X x Y is called the product of the
Banach spaces X and Y.
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The product of the Hilbert spaces X and Y is the Hilbert space X x Y with
the algebraic operations of the product of the linear spaces X and Y and with the
scalar product

\ [~~] , [~~]) = (Xl,X2) + (YI,Y2),

where Xl ,X2 E X and Yl, Y2 E Y.
One can observe that there is a consistency between the metric, the norm

and the scalar product as defined above in products of spaces. For example, the
norm in a product of Hilbert spaces, that is

II [~] II = \ [~] , [~]) 1/2 = J(x,x) + (y,y) = Jllxll2+ Ilyll2,

coincides with the norm in the respective product of Banach spaces.
The product of the semialgebras E and f is the semialgebra

Ex f = {A x B: A E E, BE r}.

If E and f are a-algebras, then E x f is a semialgebra, but may not be a a-algebra.
So, the product of the a-algebras E and f is defined as the smallest a-algebra
generated by E x f and it is denoted by E ® f, i.e.,

E®f=a({AxB:AEE, BEr}).

If v and J.L are measures on the a-algebras E and f, respectively, then a measure
v ® J.L on the semialgebra E x f is defined by

(v ® J.L)(A x B) = v(A)J.L(B), A E E, BE f,

which has a unique extension to E ® f. The measure v ® J.L is called the product
of the measures v and J.L.

The product of the measurable spaces (B, E) and (R, f) is the measurable
space (B x R, E ® f). Similarly, the product of the measure spaces (B, E, 1/) and
(R, f, J.L) is the measure space (B x R, E ® f, v ® J.L).

The product of separable metric (Banach, Hilbert, measure) spaces is again a
separable space. The equality Bx x y = Bx ® By holds for separable metric spaces
X and Y.

Since the products of sets, a-algebras and measures are associative, for the
finite products of more than two sets, a-algebras and measures, respectively, one
can use the notation

X x Y x ... x Z, E ® f ® ... ® II, v ® J.L ® ... ® A.

Among products of an infinite family of spaces we single out the linear space
F(B, X) of functions f from the set B to the linear space X with the pointwise
algebraic operations, i.e., for all f, g, E F(B, X) and for all a E lR,

(f + g)(s) = f(s) + g(s), (af)(s) = af(s), s E B.
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Example 1.12. The k-dimensional Euclidean space IRk (see Example 1.9) is the
k-times product of the real line IR by itself. Using this fact, a one-dimensional
Lebesgue measure can be generalized in the following way. Let (a, bj2 = (a, b] x
(a,bl. Since B(a,bJ2 = B(a,bj 0B(a,bj, the measure £0£ on B(a,bj2 is defined. This
measure is called the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure on (a, bj2. For (a, bl k =

(a, b] x (a, bl k - 1 , the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure on (a, bl k can then be defined
by induction for all kEN. We will denote all Lebesgue measures by £. The
distinction between them will follow from the context. Since ((a, b], B(a,bJ, £) is a
separable measure space, the same is true for ((a, b]k, B(a,bjk, f).

1.3 Linear Operators

A function operating from a linear space to a linear space is called an operator. In
general, an operator may be defined on some subset of a linear space. An operator
with the range contained in IR is called a junctional. In this section, linear operators
will be discussed. The value of the linear operator A at x is denoted by Ax where
the parentheses are dropped. An operator A is called a linear operator if D(A) is
a linear space and

Vx, y E D(A) and Va, bE IR, A(ax + by) = aAx + bAy (linearity).

The sum, the product with a real number, the composition and the inverse of linear
operators (if they are defined) are again linear operators. We use the symbol AB
(instead of A 0 B) for the composition of the linear operators A and B. A linear
operator A can be uniquely decomposed in the form

(1.3)

if it operates from the product of linear spaces Xl, ... ,Xn to the product of linear
spaces Y1 , ... , Ym . Here Aij is a linear operator from X j to Yi, i = 1, ... ,m,
j = 1, ... , n. Note that the addition, the multiplication by a real number and
the composition of decomposed linear operators obey the corresponding rules for
matrices.

1.3.1 Bounded Operators

Let X and Y be Banach spaces. A linear operator A from D(A) c X to Y is said
to be bounded if

(a) D(A) = X (denseness of domain);

(b) ::Ie> 0 such that Vx E X, IIAxl1 ::::; cllxll (boundedness).
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A bounded linear operator A, as defined above, can be uniquely extended to X
preserving the linearity and boundedness properties. For a bounded linear operator
A, the number

IIAII = sup IIAxl1
IIxll=1

is called the norm of A. The class of all bounded linear operators from X to
Y defines a Banach space with respect to the above mentioned norm and it is
denoted by £(X, Y). The brief notation £(X) = £(X, X) is used as well. Note
that, in general, £(X, Y) is neither a Hilbert space nor separable, even if X, Y E H.

The identity operator on a Banach space X is the operator I defined by
Ix = x, x E X. Irrespective of Banach space, the identity operators will be
denoted by I. The distinction between them will follow from the context. The zero
operator from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y is the operator assigning
zero of Y to each vector of X. The symbol 0 will denote the number zero as well
as zero vectors of all linear spaces including zero operators, it being clear from the
context what is meant.

The composition BA of B E £(Y, Z) and A E £(X, Y), where X, Y and Z
are Banach spaces, belongs to £(X, Z) and IIBAII :::; IIBIlIIAII. A linear operator
A from the product of Banach spaces Xl, ... ,Xn to the product of Banach spaces
YI , ... , Ym , decomposed by (1.3), is bounded if and only if

A ij E £(Xj , Yi), for all i = 1, ... ,m, and for all j = 1, ... ,no

The uniform boundedness principle stated in the following theorem is an
important property of bounded linear operators.

Theorem 1.13. Let X, Y be Hilbert spaces and let {Ao } be a family of bounded
linear operators from X to Y satisfying sUPo IIAoxl1 < 00 for all x EX. Then
sUPo IIAol1 < 00.

The space of all bounded linear functionals, defined on a Banach space X,
has a special name and a special notation. It is called the dual space of X and
denoted by X*, i.e., X* = £(X, lR).

A Banach space X is said to be naturally embedded into a Banach space Y if
X c Y and there exists a constant c> 0 such that the inequality Ilxlly :::; cllxllx
holds for all x EX. In this case, the operator J, defined by J x = x E Y, x EX,
is called an embedding operator. If, additionally, X = Y, where X is the closure
of X in Y, then X is said to be tightly embedded into Y.

Example 1.14. If 1 :::; p < q :::; 00, then lp C lq is a natural embedding and

The following proposition shows the relation between the Borel a-algebras in
a natural embedding of separable spaces.
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Proposition 1.15. If X C Y is the natural embedding of the separable Banach
spaces X and Y, then

(a) VA E By, AnX E Bx ;

(b) Bx c By.

Proof. Let J be the corresponding embedding operator. Then A n X = J-I(A)
for all A C Y. So, part (a) follows from the continuity (discussed in Section 2.1.1)
of J. Since, additionally, J is a one-one function, by the well-known theorem of
Kuratowski (see Parthasarathy [80]), J(A) = A E By for all A E Bx . This proves
part (b). 0

1.3.2 Inverse Operators

Let X and Y be Banach spaces. A linear operator A from D(A) C X to Y is said
to have a bounded inverse if there exists A-I E £(Y, X). Obviously, a necessary
and sufficient condition for a linear operator A from D(A) C X to Y to have a
bounded inverse is R(A) = Y and IIAxl1 2 cllxll for some constant c> 0 and for
all x E D(A).

The following theorem expresses a case when a bounded operator has a
bounded inverse.

Theorem 1.16. A bounded linear operator from a Banach space to a Banach space
has a bounded inverse if and only if it is one-one and onto. Furthermore, if a
bounded linear operator A has a bounded inverse, then IIA-III 2 IIAII-I.

Two Banach spaces X and Yare said to be isomorphic if there exists J E

£(X, y) which has a bounded inverse. If, additionally, Ilxll = IIJxl1 for all x E
X, then X and Yare said to be isometric and J an isometry from X onto Y.
Mathematically, the isometric spaces are just different realizations of the same
space. Often, the isometric spaces X and Yare identified and one writes X = Y.

Example 1.17. Any Banach space X and £(IR, X) are isometric under the isometry

X 3 x ...... Jx E £(IR, X): (Jx)a = ax, a E R

This isometry is called the natural isometry. We identify these spaces and write
£(IR, X) = X.

Example 1.18. The spaces Ii and loo are isometric under the isometry

00

Ii 3 f ...... Jf = Un} E loo: J{xn } = Lfnxn, {xn } E h,
n=I

according to which we identify these spaces and write Ii = loo.
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Example 1.19. For 1 < p < 00 and p-l +q-l = 1, the spaces l; and lq are isometric
under the isometry

00

l; 3 f +-+ Jf = Un} E lq: f{xn } = L fnxn, {Xn } E lp.
n=l

We identify these spaces and write l; = lq. In particular, this isometry yields the
inequality

which is called the Holder inequality for sums. When p = q = 2, this inequality
has the form

which is called the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for sums.

The following theorem shows that in fact the collection of all distinct Hilbert
spaces can be put into one-one correspondence with the collection of all cardinal
numbers.

Theorem 1.20. Two Hilbert spaces are isometric if and only if they have bases
of the same cardinality. In particular, for fixed kEN U {oo}, all k-dimensional
separable Hilbert spaces are isometric.

This theorem is the reason for the use of the common symbol IRk for all k
dimensional Euclidean spaces, identifying them with the k-dimensional Euclidean
space from Example 1.9. But, in general, it is convenient to use distinct symbols
for isometric infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces.

The next theorem presents another isometry.

Theorem 1.21 (Riesz). Any Hilbert space H and its dual H* are isometric under
the isometry

H* 3 h* +-+ Jh* = h E H: h*x = (h, x), x E H.

We will identify the Hilbert spaces Hand H*. Theorem 1.21 yields the in
equality

I(x, y)1 ~ IIxllllyll,
for any two vectors x and y in a Hilbert space. This inequality is called the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality for abstract Hilbert spaces.
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1.3.3 Closed Operators

Let X and Y be Banach spaces. A linear operator A from D(A) c X to Y is said
to be closed if

(a) D(A) = X (denseness of domain);

(b) for any sequence {xn } in D(A), Xn ----+ x and AXn ----+ y imply x E D(A) and
Ax = y (closedness).

The class of all closed linear operators from a dense subset of X to Y will be
denoted by C(X, Y). The brief notation C(X) = C(X, X) will be used. Note that
in C(X, Y) neither linear nor metric structures are defined. Obviously, £(X, Y) c
C(X,Y) and £(lRn,lRm) = C(lRn,lRm) for n,m E N. If A E C(X,Y) and D(A) =
X, then A E £(X, Y).

The following theorem shows that any closed linear operator can be reduced
to a bounded linear operator.

Theorem 1.22. If X, Y E 1t and A E C(X, Y), then

(a) D(A) E 1t with (x, y) D(A) = (x, y)x + (Ax, Ay)y;

(b) D(A) c X is a natural and tight embedding;

(c) A E £(D(A), Y).

1.3.4 Adjoint Operators

Let X and Y be Banach spaces. If A E C(X, Y), then there exists a unique operator
in C(Y*, X*), denoted by A*, such that

Vx E D(A) and Vy* E D(A*), (A*y*)x = y*(Ax). (1.4)

A* is said to be the adjoint of A. If A E £(X, Y), then A* E £(Y*, X*) and,
therefore, (1.4) holds for all x E X and for all y* E Y*.

Below, we suppose that X, Y and Z are Banach spaces and list some useful
properties of adjoint operators.

(a) If A E £(X, Y) and B E £(Y, Z), then BA E £(X, Z) and (BA)* = A* B*.

(b) If A E C(X, Y) and B E £(X, Y), then (A + B) E C(X, Y) and (A + B)* =
A* +B*.

(c) If A E £(X, Y) has a bounded inverse, then A* has a bounded inverse too
and (A*)-l = (A- 1 )*.

(d) If X and Yare Hilbert spaces and A E C(X, Y), then (A*)* = A.
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(e) If X and Yare Hilbert spaces, then LeX, Y) and Ley*, X*) are isometric
under the isometry

LeX, Y) 3 A +-+ A* E £(Y*,X*).

(f) If a bounded linear operator A from the product of Banach spaces to the
product of Banach spaces is decomposed by (1.3), then

1.3.5 Projection Operators

Let H be a subspace of a Hilbert space X. It was mentioned earlier that each
vector x E X can be uniquely represented in the form x = y + z where y E H
and z E Hi-. The operator P assigning to each x E X the vector y E H from the
above mentioned representation is called the projection operator from X onto H.
By definition, P is the projection operator from X onto H if and only if

\:Ix E X and \:Ih E H, (x - Px, h) = O.

Obviously, P E LeX, H), p 2 = P P = P and IIPII = 1.
An important property of Hilbert spaces is expressed in the following propo

sition.

Proposition 1.23. Let X be a Hilbert space and let H be a subspace of X. Then P
is the projection operator from X onto H if and only if for all x EX,

Ilx - Pxl1 2 = min Ilx - h11 2 .
hEH

Proof. Let P be the projection operator from X onto H. For all x E X and for
all h E H, we have x - h = (x - Px) + (Px - h), where (x - Px) E Hi- and
(Px - h) E H. So, by the generalized Pythagorean theorem,

To prove the converse, fix any x E X and define the functional f by

f(h) = Ilx - h11 2 , hE H.

If x = y + z, where y E Hand Z E Hi-, then we have

f(h) = IIx - hll 2 = (h, h) - 2(h, y) + Ilxll 2 .
So, by Proposition 2.7 (it will be proved in Section 2.2.1), ho = y is the unique
point in H satisfying f(ho) = minhEH f(h). Therefore, Px = y, i.e., P is the
projection operator from X onto H. 0
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Let X be a Hilbert space. An operator A E £(X) is said to be self-adjoint if
A* = A. A self-adjoint operator A E £(X) is said to be nonnegative (coercive)
if (Ax,x) ~ 0 (there exists c> 0 such that (Ax,x) ~ cllxll 2 ) for all x E X. The
nonnegativity (coerciveness) of A is expressed by A ~ 0 (A> 0). Also, ifA-B ~ 0
(A - B > 0), then we write A ~ B or B ::; A (A > B or B < A). Obviously, A> 0
implies A ~ O. The norm of a nonnegative operator A can be determined by one
of the following formulae:

IIAlie = sup IIAxl1 = sup (Ax,x).
Ilxll=l IIxll=l

In some aspects nonnegative operators are similar to nonnegative numbers.
For example, if A ~ 0, then there exists a unique linear operator, denoted by A 1/2,
so that A1/2 ~ 0 and (A 1/ 2 )2 = A 1/2 A 1/ 2 = A. The operator A 1/ 2 is called the
square root of A. Obviously, A 1/2 > 0 if A > O.

It is easy to show that each A > 0 has a bounded inverse and A-I > O. The
following proposition modifies this result.

Proposition 1.24. Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces and let

[
A C*]

G= C B '

where A E £(X), B E £(Y), C E £(X, Y), A > 0 and B < O. Then there exists
G- 1 E £(X x Y) and G- 1 = G1 = G2 , where

-A-1C* (B _ CA-1C*) -1]
(B _ CA- 1C*)-1

and

- (A - C*B- 1C) -1 C*B-1 ]

(B - CA-1C*) -1 .

Proof. First, note that A > 0 and B < 0 imply A - C*B- 1C > 0 and, therefore,
there exists (A - C*B-1C)-1 E £(X). Similarly, there exists (B - CA- 1C*)-1 E

£(Y). So, G1, G 2 E £(X x Y). Take arbitrary hEX x Y and let

h = [~~] E X x Y and Gh = g = [~~] E X x y.
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So, G 2 is the left inverse of G, i.e., G 2G = I. Since G is self-adjoint and G:;; = G I ,

we easily obtain that GG I = I, i.e., G I is the right inverse of G. In view of

A-IC* = (A-C*B-IC)-I (A-C*B-IC)A-IC*

= (A - C* B-IC) -I C* B- 1 (B - CA-IC*) ,

we conclude that

A-IC* (B - CA-IC*) -I = (A - C* B-IC) -I C*B- 1 .

Thus, GI = G2 = G- I E £(X x Y). D

1.3.7 Compact, Hilbert-Schmidt and Nuclear Operators

Let X, Y E 1i. An operator A E £(X, Y) is said to be compact if the convergence
(h, X n - x) ---. 0 for all hEX implies IIAxn - Axil ---. O. The class of all compact
linear operators from X to Y will be denoted by £oo(X, Y). The brief notation
£oo(X) = £00 (X, X) will be used. £00 (X, Y) is a subspace of £(X, Y). Moreover,
the space £oo(X, Y) is separable whereas £(X, Y) is not separable in general.

The following theorem expresses the structure of compact and self-adjoint
operators.

Theorem 1.25. Let X E 1i. If A E .coo(X) and A* = A, then there exist a basis
{en} in X and a sequence {An} of real numbers such that

dimX

\:Ix E X, Ax = L An(x,en)en.
n=1

If, in addition, A ~ 0, then An ~ 0 for all n.

The vectors en and the numbers An from Theorem 1.25 are called the eigen
vectors and the corresponding eigenvalues, respectively, of the compact and self
adjoint operator A.
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Let X E 1t. Given A E .c(X), one can show that the (finite or infinite) sum

dimX

2: (Aen,en )
n=l

is independent of the choice of basis {en} in X. This sum is called the trace of A
and denoted by trA. By Theorem 1.25, trA is equal to the sum of all eigenvalues
of A if A E .coo(X) and A* = A.

Now let X, Y E 1t. Obviously, A* A E .coo(X) and A* A ~ 0 for all A E

.coo (X, Y). An operator A E .coo (X, Y) is called a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if

tr(A* A) < 00.

The class of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators from X to Y is denoted by .c2 (X, Y).
An operator A E .coo (X, Y) is called a nuclear operator if tr((A* A)1/2) < 00.

The class of all nuclear operators from X to Y is denoted by .c1 (X, Y). The brief
symbols .c2(X) = .c2(X, X) and .c1 (X) = .c1 (X, X) are used as well . .c2(X, Y) is
a separable Hilbert space with the scalar product

(A, B).c2 = tr(B* A),

and .c1(X, Y) is a separable Banach space with the norm

Note that we have mentioned only three most widely used .cp-spaces (the
general definition of .cp-spaces for p ~ 1 the reader can find in reference books on
functional analysis): .c1 (smallest one), .c2 (middle one, as it is the only Hilbert
space among all .cp-spaces) and .c (greatest one). Also, we have mentioned .coo as
an important separable subspace of .c.

.cp-spaces are similar to lp-spaces. In particular, the natural embeddings h C
l2 C loo have the analog .c1(X, Y) c .c2(X, Y) c .c(X, Y) with

and

Also, the isometric equality li = loo has the analog .c1 (X, Y)* = .c(X, Y) which
holds under the isometry

.c1(X, Y)* :3 f f--+ J f = F E L(X, Y) : fA = tr(F* A), A E .c1(X, Y).

When X = lRn or Y = lRm , all the spaces .cp(X, Y) for p ~ 1 are isomorphic to
.c(X, Y). The spaces L 2 (lRn , lRm ) and lRnm are isometric.
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Note that for sake of similarity the space of bounded linear operators should
be denoted by £00 instead of £. However, we follow the traditional notation £ for
this space reserving £00 for the space of compact linear operators.

We will also use the following space given in Rozovskii [84]. Suppose M E

£1(X) and M 2: O. Denote by £M(X, Y) the class of all (in general unbounded)
linear operators A from R(M I / 2) to Y such that AMI / 2 E £2(X, Y). The class
£M(X, Y) is a separable Hilbert space with the scalar product

and £(X, Y) C £M(X, Y) is a natural embedding with

Below we suppose that X, Y, Z E H and list some useful facts regarding the
linear operators.

(a) If A E £i(X, Y), i = 1,2,00, B E £(Y, Z) and C E £(Z, X), then BA E

£i(X, Z), ACE£i(Z, Y), IIBAllei:::; IIBIIL:IIAIILi and IIACIILi:::; IIAlldICIIe·

(b) If A E £i(X, Y), i = 1,2,00, then A* E £i(Y, X) and II A llei = IIA* llei'

(c) If A E £2(X, y) and B E £2(Y, Z), then BA E £1(X, Z) and IIBAIIe! <
IIBIIL21IAI1e2'

(d) If A E £1(X) and A 2: 0, then A I
/
2 E £2(X) and IIAIIe! = IIA I / 2 1IL2= trA.

(e) If A E £1(X) and A > 0, then dimX < 00.

(f) A linear operator A from the product of Xl, ... , X n E H to the product
of YI , ... , Ym E H, decomposed by (1.3), is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if
and only if Aij E £2(Xj ,Yi), i = 1, ... ,m, j = 1, ... , nj moreover, IIAII~ =

2 2

Li,j IIAijIIL2'
For fixed u E X and v E Y, define the operator u 0 v by the formula

(u0v)h=u(v,h), hEY. (1.5)

Proposition 1.26. Suppose that X,Y,Z,H E H, U,W E X, v E Y, A E £(X,Z)
and B E £(Y, H). Then

(a) (u0v) E £1(Y,X);

(b) (u 0 v)* = (v 0 u);

(c) Ilu 0 vile! = Ilullllvll;
(d) (u 0 u) 2: 0;
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(e) (u+w)@v=(u@v)+(w@v);

(f) (Au) @ (Bv) = A(u@v)B*;

(g) tr(u@w) = (u,w);

(h) Itr(u@w)l:::; Ilu@wllcl;

(i) tr((Au) @ (Au)) = tr((u@u)A*A) = tr(A* A(u@ u)).

Proof. Parts (a)-(c) are obvious when v = O. Let v =I- O. It is clear that (u@ v) E

.c(Y, X). In view of

(x, (u @v)y) = (u, x)(v, y) = ((v @u)x,y), x E X, Y E Y,

we obtain (u@v)* = (v@u). This proves part (b). If (h,Yn -y) ----> 0 for all hEY,
then

II(u@v)Yn - (u @v)YII :::; lIulll(v, Yn - y)1 ----> O.

Hence, (u@v) E .coo(Y, X). Furthermore,

(u @v)*(u@v)y = (v @u)(u@ v)y = vlluI1 2(v, y), Y E Y.

Using this expression, it is easy to verify that

((u @v)*(U@V))1/2y = vllullllvll-1(v, y), Y E Y.

Therefore, by the Parseval identity (see Theorem 1.7), we have

dimY

tr(((u@v)*(u @V))1/2) = lIullllvll- 1 L (v, en)2 = Ilullllvll < 00,
n=l

where {en} is any basis in Y. This proves parts (a) and (c). Parts (d) and (e) are
obvious. Part (f) follows from

(((Au)@(Bv))h,z) = (Au, z)(Bv, h) = (u,A*z)(v,B*h)

= ((u@v)B*h,A*z) = (A(u@v)B*h,z),

where hE Hand z E Z are arbitrary. For part (g),

dim X

tr(u@w) = L ((u@w)en,en)
n=l

dirnX

= L (u,en)(w,en)
n=l

/ dimX )
= \ u, ~ (W, en)en = (U, W),
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where {en} is any basis of X. Part (h) follows from

Itr(u®w)1 = l(u,w)l:::; Ilullllwll = lIu®vllc,·

Finally, for part (i), let U = (u ® u) and let {en} and {An} be the systems of
eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues of U. Then by part (f),

tr((Au) ® (Au)) = tr(AUA*) = IIU1/ 2A* 11~2

= IIAU1/211~2 = tr(U 1
/

2 A* AU1
/

2
)

dim X

= L (A* AU1
/

2 en , U 1
/

2 en )
n=l

dimX

= L (AA* Aen, Aen )
n=l
dimX

= L (A* Aen , Anen)
n=l
dimX

= L (A* Aen , Uen ) = tr(UA* A) = tr(A* AU).
n=l

Thus, the proof is completed. o
The operators u®v for u E X and v E Y playa significant role in constructing

general Hilbert-Schmidt operators. In particular, if {un} and {vm } are bases in
X and Y, respectively, then the double sequence {un ® vm } is a basis in .c2 (Y, X).

1.4 Weak Convergence

Some useful properties of convergence in ]Rk are not true for strong convergence
in infinite dimensional Hilbert and Banach spaces, while they do hold for weak
convergence as defined below. This already demonstrates the importance of weak
convergence.

1.4.1 Strong and Weak Forms of Convergence

Given a Banach space X, a sequence {xn } in X is said to converge weakly to
x E X if

x*(xn - x) ----> 0 for all x* E X*.

When X is a Hilbert space, in view of Theorem 1.21, a sequence {Xn} in X weakly
converges to x E X if

(h, X n - x) ----> 0 for all hEX.
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We write x = w-limn-+oo Xn or Xn ~ x if the sequence {xn} weakly converges to
the vector x.

A sequence {xn} in X is said to be weakly Cauchy if

X n - X m ~ 0, n,m --> 00.

Obviously, a weakly convergent sequence is weakly Cauchy. If each weakly Cauchy
sequence in X is weakly convergent, then X is said to be weakly complete. Any
Hilbert space is weakly complete.

Obviously, strong convergence implies weak convergence. The converse is true
in IRk, but not in infinite dimensional spaces in general. Indeed, it is easy to show
that if {en : n E N} is an orthonormal system in an infinite dimensional Hilbert
space, then the sequence {en} converges weakly to zero, but not strongly. The
following theorem states a condition under which weak convergence implies strong
convergence.

Theorem 1.27. Let X be a Hilbert space. If a sequence {xn } in X is so that w
limn--->oo Xn = x and limn-+oo Ilxnll = Ilxll, then limn-+oo Xn = x.

By the well-known theorem of Weierstrass, each bounded sequence in IRk
has a convergent subsequence. This theorem is not true for strong convergence in
infinite dimensional spaces. Indeed, if {en : n E N} is an orthonormal system in
an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, then each of its subsequences is again an
orthonormal system and, therefore, has no strong limit, while any orthonormal
system is bounded. But, for weak convergence, this result is true and called the
weak compactness property.

Theorem 1.28. Every bounded sequence in a Hilbert space has a weakly convergent
subsequence.

1.4.2 Weak Convergence and Convexity

A point x of a Hilbert space X is called a weak limit point of a subset G of X if
there exists a sequence {xn} in G \ {x} such that w-limn-+oo Xn = x. A set G is
said to be weakly closed if it contains all its weak limit points. Obviously, a weakly
closed set is closed. The converse can be stated under an additional convexity
condition.

A nonempty subset G of a Hilbert space X is said to be convex if x, y E G
and 0 ::; a ::; 1 imply

ax + (1 - a)y E G.

The vector
alXI + ... + anXn E X,

where ai 2 0 and L~l ai = 1, is called the convex combination of the vectors
Xl, ... ,Xn EX. Obviously, a set G c X is convex if and only if it contains all
convex combinations of its elements.
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Theorem 1.29 (Mazur). Let X be a Hilbert space. The following statements hold.

(a) If a sequence {xn } in X weakly converges to x EX, then there exists a
sequence {Yn} of convex combinations of {xn }, i.e.,

n n

Yn = L an,iXi, an,i 2: 0, L an,i = 1, i = 1, ... ,n, n = 1,2, ... ,
i=l i=l

such that limn--->oo Yn = w-limn--->oo X n = X.

(b) Any convex and closed subset of X is weakly closed.

A functional f, defined on a subset G of a Hilbert space X, is said to be
convex if G is a convex set and

f(ax + (1 - a)y) ::; af(x) + (1 - a)f(y)

for all x, y E G with x i- y and for all 0 < a < 1. Similarly, a functional f, defined
on a subset G of a Hilbert space X, is said to be strictly convex if G is a convex
set and

f(ax + (1 - a)y) < af(x) + (1 - a)f(y)

for all x, y E G with x i- y and for all 0 < a < 1.

Proposition 1.30. Let X be a Hilbert space and let a functional f be defined by
f(x) = (Ax, x) + 2(b,x), x E X, where A E .L:(X) and b EX. Then

(a) A 2: 0 ~ f is convex;

(b) A > 0 ~ f is strictly convex.

Proof. For 0 < a < 1, one can easily calculate that

f(ax + (1 - a)y) = af(x) + (1 - a)f(y) - a(1 - a)(A(x - y), x - y).

Hence, A 2: 0 implies the convexity of f. Also, A > 0 implies the strict convexity
of f. 0

1.4.3 Convergence of Operators

Using the concepts of strong and weak convergence in a Banach space, one can
define various concepts of convergence of operators. Let X and Y be Banach
spaces. Convergence in norm of .L:(X, Y) is called uniform operator convergence.
A sequence {An} in .L:(X, Y) is said to converge strongly (weakly) to A E .L:(X, Y)
if {Anx} converges strongly (weakly) to Ax in Y for all x EX.

A sequence {An} in the space .L:(X, Y) is said to be strongly (weakly) Cauchy
if limn,m--->oo IIAnx - Amxll = 0 for all x E X (limn,m--->oo(y*Anx - y* Amx) = 0 for
all x E X and for all y* E Y*). Obviously, a strongly (weakly) convergent sequence
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{An} in £(X, Y) is strongly (weakly) Cauchy. If each strongly (weakly) Cauchy
sequence in £(X, Y) is strongly (weakly) convergent, then £(X, Y) is said to be
strongly (weakly) complete. £(X, Y) is strongly complete which follows from the
completeness of the Banach space Y. £(X, Y) is weakly complete if Y is a weakly
complete Banach space. In particular, this is true when Y is a Hilbert space.

Obviously, uniform operator convergence implies strong operator convergence
which implies weak operator convergence. But, the converses are not true in gen
eral. In £(IRn, IRm ) all these concepts of convergence are equivalent.

The following theorem is about the strong convergence of a bounded and
nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative operators.

Theorem 1.31. Let X be a Hilbert space. If a sequence {An} in £(X) satisfies
An 2: An+! 2: 0 for all n E N, then {An} converges strongly to some A E £(X)
and An 2: A 2: 0 for all n EN.

Finally, we list some properties of various concepts of convergence.

Proposition 1.32. Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces. The following statements hold.

(a) A weakly convergent sequence of operators An E £(X, Y) (as well as vectors
X n E X) is bounded.

(b) If a sequence {An} in £(X, Y) and a sequence {xn } in X converge strongly
to A and x, respectively, then {Anxn } converges strongly to Ax.

(c) If a sequence {An} in £(X, Y) converges weakly to A and a sequence {xn }
in X converges strongly to x, then {Anxn } converges weakly to Ax.

(d) If a sequence {An} in £(X, Y) converges weakly to A, then {A~} converges
weakly to A * .

(e) If a sequence {An} in £(X) converges strongly to A and there exists c > 0
such that (Anx, x) 2: cllxl1 2 for all n E N and for all x EX, then A > 0 and
{A;;-l} converges strongly to A-I.

Proof. By the weak convergence of {An}, we have the convergence of the se
quence {(Anx, y)} of real numbers for all x E X and for all y E Y. Therefore,
sUPn I(Anx, y)1 < 00 for all x E X and for all y E Y. Applying Theorem 1.13,
we obtain sUPn IIAnl1 < 00. In a similar way, it can be proved that the weak con
vergence of {xn } in X implies sUPn Ilxnll < 00, proving part (a). In view of the
boundedness of {An}, the strong convergence of {Anxn} to Ax in part (b) follows
from

IIAnxn - Axil:::; IIAnllllxn - xii + II(An - A)xll·

Similarly, the weak convergence of {Anxn } to Ax in part (c) follows from

I(Anxn - Ax, y)1 :::; IIAnllllyllllxn - xii + 1((An - A)x, y)l, y E Y.
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Part (d) easily follows from the definition of adjoint operator. Finally,

(Anx, x) 2: cllxl1 2 , x E X, n E N,

implies
(Ax, x) 2: cllxl1 2 , x E X.

So, A> 0 and, hence, there exists A-I E .c(X) . From

we obtain IIA;:;:111 ~ c- I for all n E N, i.e., the sequence {A;:;: I } is bounded. Finally,
the inequality

completes the proof of part (e). D



Chapter 2

Basic Concepts of Analysis in
Abstract Spaces

In this chapter we discuss the basic concepts of analysis such as continuity, dif
ferentiability, measurability and integrability for functions with values in abstract
spaces. These concepts are based on convergence. Having the uniform, strong and
weak forms of convergence in abstract spaces, we can define these concepts of anal
ysis in different forms. The relationship between them is important when dealing
with functions taking values in abstract spaces. To avoid ambiguity, we make dis
tinction between a vector-valued function ranging in an abstract Banach space and
an operator-valued function ranging in a specific Banach space of bounded linear
operators.

2.1 Continuity

2.1.1 Continuity of Vector-Valued Functions

A function f from a metric space S to a metric space X is said to be continuous
on S if the inverse image under f of each open set in X is an open set in S. Also,
one can define continuity at a point. A function f : S --t X is said to be continuous
at So E S if fs converges to fso whenever d(s, so) --t O.

Theorem 2.1. A function from a metric space S to a metric space X is continuous
on S if and only if it is continuous at each point of S.

A function f : S --t X that is continuous on S (respectively, at So E S) is said
to be strongly continuous on S (respectively, at So E S) if X is a Banach space.
A function f : S --t X is said to be weakly continuous at So E S if fs converges
weakly to fso whenever d(s, so) --t O. If f is weakly continuous at each So E S, then
it is said to be weakly continuous on S. The relationship between the concepts of

A. E. Bashirov, Partially Observable Linear Systems Under Dependent Noises
© Springer Basel AG 2003
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strong and weak continuity is similar to the relationship between the concepts of
strong and weak convergence.

One can easily verify that a bounded linear operator is continuous since it
transforms each convergent sequence to a convergent sequence. One can also verify
that a bounded linear operator transforms each weakly convergent sequence to a
weakly convergent sequence. A compact linear operator has a stronger property:
it transforms each weakly convergent sequence to a convergent sequence.

C(S, X) denotes the set of all continuous functions from the metric space S
to the Banach space X. It is a linear space with the pointwise algebraic operations.
It is a Banach space with the norm

Ilflle = max Ilfsll
sES

when the support S of C(S, X) is a compact metric space. The functions in the
space C(S, X) with compact support are uniformly continuous, Le., if f E C(S, X),
then

\:Ie: > 0, 315 > 0 such that Ilfs - frll < e: whenever des, r) < b.
In the case S = [a, b] the brief notation C(a, b; X) is used for this space. C(a, b; X)
is a Banach space since [a, b] is compact for all -00 < a < b < 00. If, in addition,
X E H, then C(a, b; X) is separable.

Convergence in the norm of C(S, X) is called uniform convergence, which
can be generalized to sequences of discontinuous functions as well. Let X be a
Banach space and let S be a metric space. A sequence of functions fn : S --t X is
said to converge uniformly to f : S --t X if

sup Ilf,;' - fsll --t 0 as n --t 00.
sES

Similarly, a series L~=l f;- of functions is said to converge uniformly if the se

quence of partial sums L~=l f;- converges uniformly as k --t 00. Note that if a
series L~=l f;- is majorized by a convergent series ofreal numbers, i.e., Ilf;-11 :s Cn
for all n and for all s E S with L~=l Cn < 00, then it converges uniformly.

A function f from [a, b] to a Banach space X is said to be right continuous
(left continuous) at So if Ilfs - fso II --t 0 whenever s --t So and So < s :s b
(a :s s < so). A function f : [a, b] --t X is said to be right continuous (left
continuous) if it is right continuous (left continuous) at each s E [a, b) (s E (a, b]).
Note that the uniform limit of a sequence of right continuous (left continuous)
functions is again right continuous (left continuous).

2.1.2 Weak Lower Semicontinuity

A functional f, defined on a subset G of a Hilbert space X, is said to be weakly
lower semicontinuous if the weak convergence of a sequence {xn } in G to x E G
implies

f(x) :s liminf f(x n ).
n~oo
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Theorem 2.2. Let G be a convex subset of a Hilbert space X. If a functional
f : G -+ IR is continuous and convex, then f is weakly lower semicontinuous.

By the well-known theorem of Weierstrass, each real-valued continuous func
tion, defined on a compact metric space, takes on its minimum and maximum
values. We present the following modification of this theorem.

Proposition 2.3. Let G be a closed and convex subset of a Hilbert space. If f is a
continuous and convex functional on G satisfying f(x) -+ 00 whenever Ilxll -+ 00,
then there exists a point Xo E G satisfying f (xo) = minxEG f (x). If, in addition, f
is strictly convex, then Xo is the unique point in G at which f takes its minimum
value.

Proof. Let {xn } be a minimizing sequence for the functional f, i.e.,

lim f(xn ) = inf f(x).
n--->oo xEG

If {xnk } is a subsequence of {xn } and IIxnk II -+ 00, then f(xnJ -+ 00 and
infxEG f(x) = 00. This means f(x) = 00 for all x E G which is impossible.
Therefore, {x n } is a bounded sequence. By Theorem 1.28, there exists a weakly
convergent subsequence of {xn } that will again be denoted by {x n }. By Theorem
1.29(b), G is a weakly closed subset of X. Hence, w-limn--->oo Xn = Xo E G. Finally,
by Theorem 2.2, we have

f(xo) :::; liminf f(xn ) = lim f(x n ) = inf f(x) = minf(x),
n--->oo n--->oo xEG xEG

i.e., the functional f takes its minimum value at Xo E G. Let Yo E G be a point
having the same property. If Xo i- Yo, then by the strict convexity of f we obtain

(
xo + Yo) 1 .

f 2 < 2 (j(xo) + f(yo)) = ~13f(x).

Since (xo + yo)/2 E G, the case Xo i- Yo is impossible, and hence Xo = Yo. 0

2.1.3 Continuity of Operator-Valued Functions

Let X, Y be Banach spaces and let S be a metric space. A function F from S to
L:(X, Y) is said to be uniformly continuous at So E S if

lIPs - Fsoll -+ 0 whenever d(s, so) -+ O.

A function F : S -+ L:(X, Y) is said to be strongly (weakly) continuous at So
if Fsx, s E S, is strongly (weakly) continuous at So for all x E X. A function
F: S -+ L:(X, Y) which is uniformly (strongly, weakly) continuous at each s E Sis
said to be uniformly (strongly, weakly) continuous on S. The relationship between
these three concepts of continuity for operator-valued functions is similar to the
relationship between the corresponding concepts of convergence for operators.
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Remark 2.4. For given operator-valued functions

F: 5 ----+ L(X, Y) and C: 5 ----+ L(Z,X),

we will often consider the functions defined as composition FsCs, as adjoint (Fs)*,
as inverse (Fs ) -1, as square root (Fs )1/2, as norm lIPs II, where S E 5. These
functions briefly will be denoted by FC, F*, F- 1 , F 1/ 2 , IIPII, respectively. Also,
for f: 5 ----+ X, the symbol Ff means the function Fsfs, S E 5.

Proposition 2.5. Let X, Y be Hilbert spaces and let 5 be a metric space. The
following statements hold.

(a) If F : 5 ----+ L(X, Y) is weakly continuous at So E 5, then it is bounded on
some ball centered at so.

(b) If F : 5 ----+ L(X, Y) and f : 5 ----+ X are strongly continuous at So E 5, then
F f : 5 ----+ Y is strongly continuous at so.

(c) If F : 5 ----+ L(X, Y) is weakly continuous and f : 5 ----+ X is strongly contin
uous at So E 5, then F f : 5 ----+ Y is weakly continuous at so.

(d) If F : 5 ----+ L(X, Y) is weakly continuous at So E 5, then the same holds for
F* : 5 ----+ L(Y, X).

(e) IfF: 5 ----+ L(X) is strongly continuous at So E 5 and there exists a constant
c > 0 such that (Psx, x) ~ cllxl1 2 for all x E X and for all s E 5, then
F- 1 : 5 ----+ L(X) is strongly continuous at So.

Proof. Part (a) is true because otherwise there is a sequence {sn} in 5, converging
to So E 5, such that IIPsnlI ----+ 00. This is contrary to Proposition 1.32(a) since the
sequence {Fsn } converges weakly to Fso ' Also, parts (b)-(e) follow from respective
parts of Proposition 1.32. 0

2.2 Differentiability

2.2.1 Differentiability of Nonlinear Operators

Let X, Y be Banach spaces. An operator F from D(F) c X to Y is said to
be strongly differentiable or, simply, differentiable at x E D(F) if there exists
F'(x) E L(X, Y) such that

IIF(x + h) - F(x) - F'(x)hll ----+ 0 Ilhll 0
Ilhll as ----+

with h =1= 0 and x + hE D(F). The operator F'(x) is called the derivative of F at
x. An operator F is said to be differentiable on D(F) if it is differentiable at each
x E D(F). The derivative of F is denoted by F ' or by (djdx)F. In general, the
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derivative of F is a nonlinear operator from D(F) to .c(X, Y). If F' is differentiable,
then F is said to be twice differentiable on D(F). The derivative of F' is called
the second derivative of F. For the second derivative of F, the symbols F" and
(d2/dx2)F are used. Obviously, F" is an operator from D(F) to .c(X, .c(X, Y)).
The following equality holds:

Vh,g E X, (F'(x)h)'g = (F"(x)g)h. (2.1)

The higher order derivatives can be defined by induction. Obviously, a differen
tiable operator is continuous. An operator F is said to be k times continuously
differentiable on D(F) if its kth derivative exists and is continuous.

For an operator F from a subset D(F) of the product of Banach spaces
Xl and X 2 to a Banach space Y, we can write F(x) = F(XI,X2)' where Xl and
X2 are the components of X E D(F) in Xl and X 2, respectively, and define the
partial derivatives of F with respect to Xl (by considering X2 as fixed) and X2 (by
considering Xl as fixed). The symbols (8/8xdF and (8/8x2)F are used for first
order and (82/8xDF, (82/8xDF, (82/8xI8x2)F and (82/8x28xl)F for second
order partial derivatives.

According to the natural isometry X = .c(lR, X), where X is a Banach space,
the derivative of f : [a, b] ---+ X is again a function from [a, b] to X. Since .c(X, lR) =
X· = X, where X is a Hilbert space, the first derivative of f : X ---+ lR is an
operator from X to X, and the values of its second derivative lie in .c(X). So,
equality (2.1) in this case can be written as

Vh,g EX, ((f'(x),h)',g) = (f"(x)g, h).

We present the following useful application of first and second order deriva
tives. A point Xo E X is called a local minimum point of a functional f defined
on a Hilbert space X if there exists an open ball B in X centered at Xo such that
f (xo) ::; f (x) for all X E B.

Theorem 2.6. Let X be a Hilbert space and let f : X ---+ lR be twice continuously
differentiable on X. If Xo E X is a local minimum point of f, then!, (xo) = 0 and
f"(xo) ~ O. Conversely, if !'(xo) = 0 and f"(xo) > 0, then Xo is a local minimum
point of f·

Proposition 2.7. Let X be a Hilbert space and let f be a functional given by f (x) =
(Ax, x) +2(b,x), X E X, where A E .c(X), A> 0 and b EX. Then Xo = -A-Ib
is the unique point in X satisfying f(xo) = minxEx f(x).

Proof. By Propositions 1.30 and 2.3, there exists a unique Xo E X at which f
takes its minimum value. A simple computation gives !,(x) = 2(Ax + b) and
f"(x) = 2A > O. Hence, by Theorem 2.6, Xo = -A-lb. 0
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2.2.2 Differentiability of Operator-Valued Functions

Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let [a, b] be a finite interval in JR. A differ
entiable operator-valued function is often said to be uniformly differentiable. If
for F : [a, b] --+ £(X, Y) there exists F:o E £(X, Y) such that the function Ftx,
a :::; t :::; b, is differentiable at to and (Fx)~o = F:ox for all x E X, then F is said
to be strongly differentiable at to. An operator-valued function which is strongly
differentiable at each a :::; t :::; b is said to be strongly differentiable on [a, b]. The
same notation is used for uniform and strong derivatives of an operator-valued
function.

Proposition 2.8. Let X, Y be Hilbert spaces and let [a, b] be a finite interval in R
The following statements hold.

(a) If F : [a, b] --+ £(X, Y) is strongly differentiable and f : [a, b] --+ X is
differentiable at to E [a, b], then F f : [a, b] --+ Y is differentiable at to and
(F J)~o = FfoIto + Ftoffo·

(b) If f : [a, b] --+ X and g : [a, b] --+ X are differentiable at to E [a, b], then
the function (f,g)t = (It,gt), t E [a,b], is differentiable at to and (f,g)~o =

(ffo ' gto) + (fto' g~o) .

(c) If f : [a, b] --+ X and g : [a, b] --+ X are differentiable at to E [a, b] and
A, B E £(X, Y), then (Af + Bg) : [a, b] --+ Y is differentiable at to and
(Af + Bg)~o = Affo + Bg~o·

(d) If F : [a, b] --+ £(X, Y) and F* : [a, b] --+ .qY, X) are strongly differentiable
at to E [a,b], then (F*)~o = (F');o.

(e) If F : [a,b] --+ £(X) is strongly differentiable at to E [a,b] and there exists
a constant c > 0 such that (FtX, x) ~ cllxllz for all x E X and for all
a :::; t :::; b, then F-l : [a, b] --+ £(X) is strongly differentiable at to and

(F- 1 )' = _F-1F' F- 1 .
to to to to

Proof. By Proposition 2.5(a), part (a) follows from

II(t - to)-l(Ftft - Ftofto) - F:ofto - Ftof:oll

:::; IlFtli 11(t - to)-IUt - Ito) - f:oII

+ IlFtf:o - Ftof:oII
+ I[(t - to)-I(Ftfto - Ftofto) - F:oftoll·

Part (b) is a consequence of part (a). Parts (c) and (d) are obvious. By Propositions
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2.5(e) and 2.5(a), part (e) follows from

II(t - t )-1 (F- l - F- l ) x + F- l F ' F-lXIIOtto to to to

= II(t - to)-l Ft-l(Fto - FdFt~lX + Ft~l F:oFt~lXII

:::; IIFt-lllll((t - to)-l(Fto - Fd + F:o)Ft~lXII

+ II (F- l
- F- l

) F' F-lxll·to t to to

Thus, the proof is completed.

2.3 Measurability

2.3.1 Measurability of Vector-Valued Functions
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o

A function f from a measurable space (S, I:) to a measurable space (X, f) is said
to be (I:, f) -measurable if f- l (A) E I: for all A E f. When X is a metric space
and 13x is the Borel a-algebra of subsets of X, a (I:, 13x )-measurable function is
briefly said to be I:-measurable. Obviously, a continuous function f : S ---> X is
13s -measurable when both S and X are metric spaces.

To define other measurability concepts, we need weaker concepts of conver
gence for functions rather than the uniform one. Let X be a Banach space and let
(S, I:, v) be a measure space. A sequence {fn} of functions from S to X is said
to converge everywhere or converge pointwise on S to a function f : S ---> X if
Ilf.:' - fsll ---> 0 as n ---> 00 for all s E S. If Ilf.:' - fsll ---> 0 as n ---> 00 for v-a.e. s E S,
then the sequence offunctions fn is said to converge v-a.e. on S to the function f.
Uniform convergence of functions implies everywhere convergence which implies
v-a.e. convergence, but the converse statements do not hold in general.

A function f from a measurable space (S, I:) to a Banach space X is said to
be I:-simple if it takes on a finite number of values Xl, ... ,Xk with f-l({Xn }) E

I:, n = 1, ... , k. A function f : S ---> X is said to be strongly I:-measurable if
there exists a sequence of I:-simple functions converging to f everywhere on S.
A function f : S ---> X is said to be weakly I:-measurable if x* fs, s E S, is a
I:-measurable real-valued function for all x* E X*. Each strongly I:-measurable
function is I:-measurable and weakly I:-measurable. The converses are true under
the condition of the following theorem.

Theorem 2.9 (Pettis). The concepts of measurability, strong measurability and
weak measurability are equivalent for functions from a measurable space to a sep
arable Banach space.

The class of all I:-measurable functions from the measurable space (S, I:) to
the Banach space X is denoted by m(S, I:, X). This class is a linear space with
the pointwise algebraic operations and it is closed under everywhere convergence.
Obviously, each everywhere convergent sequence in m(S, I:, X) has a unique limit.
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Now let X be a Banach space, let (S,~, v) be a measure space and let I:
be the Lebesgue extension of ~ with respect to v. Note that according to our
convention in Section 1.2.6, by a measure we always mean a positive and finite
measure. A I:-measurable (respectively, strongly, weakly I:-measurable) function
f: S -? X is said to be v-measurable (respectively, strongly, weakly v-measurable).
Since ~ c I:, each kind of measurability with respect to ~ implies the respective
kind of measurability with respect to v. The converse statements are true when
(S,~, v) is complete.

The linear space m(S, I:, X) is denoted by m(S,~, v, X) (or, briefly, by
m(S, v, X) if there is no ambiguity about ~). If f E m(S, v, X), then there ex
ists g E m(S,~, X) so that fs = gs for v-a.e. s E S. The function g is called
a strongly ~-measurable modification of f. In particular, this means that each
f E m(S, v, X) can be defined as an everywhere limit of I:-simple functions as well
as a v-a.e. limit of ~-simple functions.

The space m(S, v, X) is closed under v-a.e. convergence, but if a sequence
{fn} in m(S,v,X) converges v-a.e. on S to f E m(S,v,X), then it converges
v-a.e. on S to each function in m(S, v, X) which is equal to f v-a.e. on S. To have
a unique v-a.e. limit in m(S, v, X) the following equivalence relation is introduced.
Two functions f, g E m(S, v, X) are said to be equivalent if fs = gs for v-a.e. s E S.
The quotient set of m(S, v, X) with respect to this equivalence relation is again
denoted by m(S, v, X). According to our agreement in Section 1.1.1 the expression
f E m(S, v, X) now means that the function f is v-measurable and represents the
equivalence class of functions which are equal to f v-a.e. on S. To carry out
the algebraic and limit operations on the equivalence classes, it is sufficient to
work with representatives of these classes and then pass to the equivalence class
containing the resulting function. The quotient set m(S, v, X) is a linear space,
which is closed under v-a.e. convergence, and each v-a.e. convergent sequence in
m(S, v, X) has a unique limit.

A weaker concept of convergence than v-a.e. convergence can be defined in
m(S, v, X). A sequence {fn} in m(S, v, X) is said to converge in measure v to
f E m(S,v,X) if

'<IE> 0, v({s E S: Ilf;' - fsll > E}) -? 0 as n -? 00.

Each v-a.e. convergent sequence converges in measure v. The converse is not true
in general. But if a sequence {r} in m(S, v, X) converges to f E m(S, v, X) in
measure v, then there exists a subsequence of {fn} which converges v-a.e. on S
to f.

Let f be a v-measurable function from a measure space (S,~, v) to a Banach
space X. A measure on Bx, denoted by vf and defined by

is called the measure generated by f. Thus, the v-measurable function f from S
to X generates the measure space (X, Bx, vf), With a proof similar to that of the
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particular case of real-valued functions (see, for example, Meyer [78], p. 10), the
following theorem shows that the strong vrmeasurability of a function is same
with a function of f.

Theorem 2.10 (Dooh). Let X, Y be Banach spaces, let (5,~, v) be a measure space
and let f : 5 --+ X be v-measurable. Then a function g belongs to m(5, CJ(J), v, Y)
if and only if there exists r.p E m (X, Vf, Y) such that g = r.p 0 f, i.e., gs = r.p(Js)
for v-a.e. s E 5.

2.3.2 Measurability of Operator-Valued Functions

Let X, Y be Banach spaces and let (5,~,v) be a measure space. Operator
valued functions in m(5,~,£(X,Y)) (in m(5,v,£(X,Y))) are said to be uni
formly ~-measurable (uniformly v-measurable). Obviously, the uniform measur
ability of operator-valued functions corresponds to the strong measurability of
vector-valued functions. Most useful operator-valued functions, for example, the
strongly continuous semigroups of bounded linear operators, are not uniformly
measurable. Therefore, weaker concepts of measurability for operator-valued func
tions are needed.

An operator-valued function F: 5 --+ LeX, Y) is said to be strongly (weakly)
~-measurable if Fsx, S E 5, is a strongly (weakly) ~-measurableY-valued function
for all x E X. Similarly, F : 5 --+ LeX, Y) is said to be strongly (weakly) v
measurable if Fsx, s E 5, is a strongly (weakly) v-measurable Y-valued function
for all x EX. The relationship between the concepts of uniform, strong and weak
measurability for operator-valued functions is similar to the relationship between
the respective concepts of convergence of operators. By Theorem 2.9, the concepts
of strong and weak measurability for LeX, Y)-valued functions are equivalent if Y
is separable.

Proposition 2.11. Let X, Y be Hilbert spaces and let (5,~) be a measurable space.
The following statements hold.

(a) If F : 5 --+ LeX, Y) is a strongly ~-measurable operator-valued function and
f E m(5,~, X), then F f E m(5,~, Y).

(b) If F : 5 --+ LeX, Y) is a weakly ~-measurable operator valued-function, then
the same holds for F* : 5 --+ Ley, X).

Proof. Let un} be a sequence of ~-simple functions which converges to f on 5.
Obviously, F r E m(5,~, Y) for all n and the sequence {Fr} converges to F f
on 5. Therefore, Ff E m(5,~, Y). Part (a) is proved. Part (b) is obvious. 0

2.3.3 Measurability of £1- and £2-Valued Functions

£1- and £2-spaces have better properties than £-space. In particular, they are
separable Banach and Hilbert spaces, respectively. Therefore, it is convenient to
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study the .c1- and .c2-valued functions as vector-valued functions taking values in
separable Banach and Hilbert spaces rather than in spaces of operators. Below we
present some useful measurability properties of .c1- and .c2-valued functions.

Proposition 2.12. Let X, Y E H and let (S, L:, v) be a measure space. The following
statements hold.

(a) A function F : S ----+ .c2(X, Y) belongs to m(S, v, .c2 (X, Y)) if and only if
Fx E m(S,v, Y) for all x E X.

(b) A function F: S ----+ .c1(X,Y) belongs to m(S,v,.c1(X,Y)) if and only if
Fx E m(S, v, Y) for all x E x.

Proof. For part (a), let F E m(S, v, .c2 (X, Y)). By Theorem 2.9, for all A E

.c2 (X, Y) and for any basis {en} of X, the real-valued function

dimX

(Fs, A)c2 = tr(A* Fs) = 2: (Fsen , Aen ), v-a.e. s E S, (2.2)
n=l

is v-measurable since .c2 (X, Y) E H. Let x E X, x =I- 0, and let y E Y. Consider a
basis {en} in X and an operator A E .c2 (X, Y) satisfying

e1 = xllxll- 1 , Ae1 = yllxll, Aen = 0 for n ;::: 2.

From (2.2), (P" A)c2 = (Fsx, y), v-a.e. s E S, is v-measurable. Therefore, by
the separability of Y, we have Fx E m(S, v, Y) for all x =I- 0 and as well as for
x = O. Let us prove the converse. Suppose Fx E m(S, v, Y) for all x E X and
consider (2.2) for any A E .c2 (X, Y). Since all terms in the right-hand side of (2.2)
are v-measurable, the left-hand side of (2.2) is v-measurable and, therefore, the
function F : S ----+ .c2 (X, Y) is a weakly v-measurable vector-valued function. So,
by Theorem 2.9, we obtain F E m(S, v, .c2 (X, Y)) since .c2 (X, Y) is separable.
Part (a) is thus proved. Part (b) can be proved in a similar way by considering
the operator A in the larger space .c1 (X, Y)* = .c(X, Y) than .c2 (X, Y). 0

Proposition 2.13. Let X, Y E H and let (S, L:, v) be a measure space. The following
statements hold.

(a) If q, E m(S, v, .c2 (X, Y)) and if F : S ----+ .c(Y, Z) is strongly v-measurable,
then Fq, E m(S, v, .c2 (X, Z)).

(b) If q, E m(S, v,.c1(X, Y)) and if F : S ----+ .c(Y, Z) is strongly v-measurable,
then Fq, E m(S, v,.c1(X, Z)).

Proof. Consider part (a). Clearly, Fq, is an .c2-valued function on S. By Propo
sition 2.12(a), we have q,x E m(S, v, Y) for all x E X. Therefore, by Proposition
2.1l(a), Fq,x E m(S, v, Z) for all x E X. Hence, again by Proposition 2.12(a),
Fq, E m(S, v, .c2(X, Z)). Part (b) can be proved in a similar way by the use of
Proposition 2.12(b). 0
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Proposition 2.14. Let X, Y E H and let (S,~, v) be a measure space. If f E
m(S, v, X) and 9 E m(S, v, y), then (f 0 g) E m(S, v, Ll (Y, X)), where the opera
tion 0 is defined by (1.5).

Proof. If {In} and {gn} are sequences of ~-simple functions which converge to the
functions f and 9 v-a.e. on S, respectively, then fn 0 gn is a ~-simple Ll (Y, X)
valued function for all n E N and, by Proposition 1.26,

11(f~ 0 g~) - (fs 0 gs)IIL, < 11(f~ - fs) 0 g~IIL, + Ilfs 0 (g~ - gs)llc,
Ilf~ - fsllllg~11 + Ilfsllllg~ - gsll ~ 0, n ~ 00

for v-a.e. s E S. Hence, (f09) E m(S,v,Ll(Y'X)), o

Proposition 2.15. Let X, Y E H and let (S,~, v) be a measure space. If F E
m(S,v,Ll(X)) and Fs ~ 0, s E S, then F 1

/
2 E m(S,v,L2(X)),

Proof. We will use the following decomposition of F (see Da Prato and Zabczyk
[42]' p.25):

dim X

Fs = L A~(e~ 0 e~), v-a.e. s E S,
n=1

where {An} is a sequence of real-valued nonnegative v-measurable functions, en E
m(S, v, X) for all n with

and the above series converges in norm of Ll (X) if dim X = 00. Using this de
composition, one can easily verify that

dim X

F}/2 = L ~(e~ 0 e~), v-a.e. s E S,
n=1

where the series converges in norm of L2(X) if dim X = 00. This implies Fl/2 E
m(S, v, L2(X)), 0

2.4 Integrability

We recall that according to our convention in Section 1.2.6, by a measure we
always mean a positive and finite measure.
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2.4.1 Bochner Integral

Let X be a Banach space and let (S, E, v) be a measure space. The Bochner
integral of the E-simple function

k

fs = L XnXA n (8), 8 E S, Xn E X, An E E, n = 1, ... , k, kEN,
n=l

is defined by the sum

Let f E m(S, v, X). Then f is a v-a.e. limit of a sequence {r} of E-simple func
tions. If the sequence of Bochner integrals of the E-simple functions fn converges
in norm of X and the limit is independent of the choice of a sequence of E-simple
functions, then this limit is called the Bochner integral of the function f and it is
denoted by

is fs dv.

In this case, the function f is said to be v-integrable in the sense of Bochner (or,
briefly, v-integrable). The following theorem describes the class of all v-integrable
functions.

Theorem 2.16. Let X be a Banach space and let (S, E, v) be a measure space. A
function f : S ----; X is v-integrable if and only if f E m(S, v, X) and

is Ilfsll dll < 00.

Let X be a Banach space and let (S, E, II) be a measure space. For given
1 ::; p < 00, the class of all (equivalence classes of v-a.e. equal) functions f E
m(S, II, X) satisfying

is IIfsllPdll < 00

is denoted by Lp(S, E, II, X) or, briefly, Lp(S, v, X) if there is no ambiguity about
E. The class of all (equivalence classes of II-a.e. equal) functions f E m(S, II, X)
satisfying

esssupllfsil = inf sup Ilfsll < 00
sES v(A)=O sES\A

is denoted by Loo(S, E, II, X) or Loo(S, v, X). For 1 ::; P ::; 00, the class Lp(S, II, X),
is a Banach space with respect to the corresponding norm

IlfllLp = ( r Ilfsll P dV) liP, 1 ::; p < 00; IlfllL= = esssupllfsil.is sES
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The triangular inequality in Lp(S, v, X), 1 S; p < 00, has the form
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where I, g E Lp(S, v, X). This is called the Minkowski inequality lor integrals.
If the Banach space X and the measure space (S, 1:, v) are separable, then

Lp(S, v, X) is separable for all 1 :S p < 00. When X is a Hilbert space, the space
L 2 (8, v, X) is also a Hilbert space with the scalar product

Lp-spaces are symmetric to Ip- and Lp-spaces. The natural embedding, which
hold for lp- and Lp-spaces, have symmetric analogs in case of Lp-spaces: if 1 S;
p < q S; 00, then L q (8, v, X) c L p (8, v, X) is a natural and tight embedding with

if q < 00,
if q = 00.

The isometric equalities which take place for lp- and Lp-spaces have symmet
ric analogs for Lp-spaces: L 1(8, v, X)* and L oo (8, v, X*) are isometric under the
isometry

and, if 1 < P < 00 and p-1 + q-1 = 1, then L p (8, v, X)* and L q (8, v, X*) are
isometric under the isometry

In particular, the last isometry yields

Is Ilsgs Idv :S (Is Ills Il q dV) 11q (Is IIgs liP dV) lip

for all I E L q (8, v, X*) and g E L p(8, v, X). This inequality is called the Holder
inequality for integrals. For p = q = 2,

( )

112 ( ) 1/2Is Ilsgsl dv S; Is II1s11 2 dv Is IIgsl1 2 dv

This is called the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for integrals. We also mention that
C(8, X) is a subspace of Loo (8, v, X) if 8 is a compact metric space and Bs c 1:,
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Convergence of functions in the norm of Loo (3, v, X) is called v-a.e. uni
form convergence. Norm convergence in L 2 (3, v, X) (in L 1 (3, v, X)) is called mean
square (mean) convergence. Mean convergence implies convergence in measure.
Therefore, if a sequence un} in L 1 (3, v, X) converges in norm to f, then there
exists a subsequence of un} which converges v-a.e. to f. But generally, mean
convergence does not imply v-a.e. convergence.

Theorem 2.17. Let X be a Banach space X and let (3,~, v) be a measure space.
Then the Bochner integral is a bounded linear operator from L 1 (3, v, X) to X and

II ~ fs dvll s; ~ IIfsll dv, fELl (3, v, X).

Theorem 2.18. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and let (3,~, v) be a measure space.
If fELl (3, v, X) and A E .c(X, Y), then Af E L 1 (3, v, Y) and

A ~fsdV = ~ Afsdv.

Theorem 2.19. Let X be a Banach space and let (3,~, v) be a measure space. If
a sequence {fn} in L 1 (3, v, X) converges to f v-a. e. on 3 and if there exists a
function 9 E L 1 (3,v,IR) such that the inequality Ilf,;'11 S; gs holds for v-a.e. s E 3
and for all n EN, then fELl (3, v, X) and

lim r f,;' dv = r fs dv.
n--oo } S } S

In particular, if a series Z=::'=1 v;~ with V;n ELI (3, v, X), n = 1,2, ... , is majorized
by a convergent series of real numbers, then

We also present the following useful result.

Proposition 2.20. Let X c Y be a natural embedding of Banach spaces and let
(3,~, v) be a measure space. Then L p (3, v, X) c Lp (3, v, Y) is a natural embedding
for all 1 S; p S; 00 as well. The Bochner integrals of a function fELl (3, v, X) c
L 1 (3, v, Y) in both of these spaces are equal. Furthermore, if the embedding X C Y
is tight, then the embedding L p (3, v, X) c Lp (3, v, Y) is tight for all 1 S; p S; 00
as well.

Proof. This can be proved by direct verification. o

Two properties of the Bochner integral, Fubini's property and change of vari
able, are very important for us and they will be considered separately in Sections
2.4.2 and 2.4.3. Now let us set some useful notation.
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If the measure space (S,~, v) is equal to (0, F, P) (fixed probability space
in this book) or (G,Bc,£) or (G x O,Bc Q9 F,£ Q9 P), where G c IRn

, then the
measure v will be dropped in the symbols m(S, v, X) and Lp(S, v, X). For example,
L2(0,X) = L2 (0,F,P,X). We will write a.e. instead of £-a.e. If g is a function
of bounded variation on a finite interval [a, b], that is if it is the difference of
two nondecreasing and right continuous functions u and v with the corresponding
Lebesgue-Stieltjes measures v and fJ" respectively, then we write

I
b

Is dgs = I b

Is dus-lb

Is dvs =1 Is dv -1 Is dfJ,.
a a a (a,b] (a,b]

In this case, the Bochner integral is also called the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
In particular, when gs = s, a ::; s ::; b, the corresponding integral is called the
Lebesgue integral which is denoted by

I
b

Isds = 1 Isd£.
a (a,b]

Since the Lebesgue measure of a one-point set is equal to zero, for any fixed
1 ::; p::; 00, the spaces Lp([a,b],X), Lp([a,b),X), Lp((a,b],X) and Lp((a,b),X)
are isometric. All these spaces will be denoted by Lp(a, b; X).

2.4.2 Fubini's Property

A function I of two variables can be considered as a function Is,r of one total
variable (s, r) E S x R as well as a function of one of the variables, say s E S,
with values in a space of functions with respect to another variable r E R. The
Bochner integral as applied to such functions is discussed in Dunford and Schwartz
[45]. Below we present the important items of this discussion and complete it with
Proposition 2.24.

Remark 2.21. In the sequel, to avoid possible ambiguity, we will use the following
notation with brackets. Let Is,r> (s, r) E S x R, be a function of two variables
taking values in a set X. By [Is] (respectively, by [Ir]) we will denote the function
I of the variable r E R by considering s E S as fixed (respectively, the variable
s E S by considering r ERas fixed). The symbol I will denote either the function
I: S x R ----> X or the function I : S ----> F(R, X) or the function I : R ----> F(S, X)
being easily clear what is meant from the context, where F(S, X) is the set of all
functions from S to X. Thus, with this notation

[Is] E F(R, X), s E S; [Ir] E F(S, X), r E R;
Is,r = [Is]r = [Ir]s, s E S, r E R.

Theorem 2.22 (Fubini). Let X be a Banach space and let (S,~, v) and (R, r, fJ,)
be measure spaces. Then lor all I E L 1(S x R,vQ9fJ"X),

f Is,r d(vQ9fJ,) = f f[ls]rdfJ,dv= f f[lr]sdVdfJ,.
iSXR isiR iRis
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Theorem 2.23. Let X be a Banach space and let (8, ~, v) and (R, r, J-l) be measure
spaces. The following statements hold.

(a) If f E m(8 x R, v Q9 J-l, X), then [fs] E m(R, J-l, X) for v-a.e. s E 8.

(b) If f E m(8 x R, v Q9 J-l, X) and [fs] E L2(R, J-l, X) for v-a.e. s E 8, then
f E m(8,v,L2(R,J-l,X)).

(c) If f E m(8,v,L2(R,J-l,X)), then f E m(8 x R,vQ9J-l,X).

Proposition 2.24. Let X be a Banach space and let (8, ~, v) and (R, r, J-l) be mea
sure spaces. Then L2(8 x R, v Q9 J-l, X) and L2(8, v, L2(R, J-l, X)) are isometric
spaces under the isometry

L2(8 x R,vQ9J-l,X) 3 f ...... Jf = f E L2(8,v,£2(R,J-l,X)).

Proof. Let 1 E L2(8,v,L2(R,J-l,X)). Applying Theorem 2.23(c), we have f E

m(8 x R, v Q9 J-l, X). By Tonelli's theorem (see Dunford and Schwartz [45], p. 194),

hXRllfs.rll2d(VQ9J-l) = h(1Illis]rI12dJ-l)dv<00. (2.3)

Thus, f E L2(8 x R, v Q9 J-l, X). Now let f E L2(8 x R, v Q9 J-l, X). By The
orem 2.23(a), [Is] E m(R,J-l,X) for v-a.e. s E 8. Applying Tonelli's theorem,
we obtain [fs] E L2(R, J-l, X) for v-a.e. s E 8. Therefore, by Theorem 2.23(b),
f E m(8, v, L2(R, J-l, X)). Applying Tonelli's theorem again, we see that f E

£2(8, v, L2(R, J-l, X)). Thus, the isomorphism of the spaces L2(8 x R, v Q9 J-l, X)
and £2(8, v, L2(R, J-l, X)) is proved. By (2.3), these spaces are isometric. 0

In the sequel, the spaces L2(8 x R, v Q9 J-l, X), L2(8, v, L2(R, J-l, X)) and
L2(R, J-l, L2(8, v, X)) will be identified.

The following proposition completes Theorem 2.23.

Proposition 2.25. Let X E H, let (8,~) be a measurable space, let [a, b] be a finite
interval in IR and let the function f : [a, b] x 8 ---. X be given. If lid E m(8, ~,X)
for all t E [a, b] and lis] E C(a, b; X) for all s E 8, then 1 E m(8,~, C(a, b; X)).

Proof. First note that, if {gn} is a sequence of functions in m(8, ~,IR) and gs =
sUPn g;- < 00, s E 8, then 9 E m(8,~, 1R). Therefore, for any x E C(a, b; X), the
function

II [fs] - xlle = sup II [ls]t - xtlJ, s E 8,

with the supremum taken over all rational numbers t in [a, b], is ~-measurable.

Hence, {s E 8 : II [fs] - xlle < r} E ~ for all r > O. Thus, the inverse image of
each open ball in C(a, b; X) under the function f belongs to ~. Since C(a, b; X)
is separable, Be(a,b;X) is the smallest O"-algebra generated by all open balls in
C(a, b; X). This implies the ~-measurabilityof the function 1 : 8 ---. C(a, b; X)
and, therefore, f E m(8,~,C(a,b;X)) since C(a,b;X) is separable. 0
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2.4.3 Change of Variable
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Theorem 2.26. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and let (8, E, v) be a measure space. If
f is a v-measurable function from 8 to X and vf is the measure on Bx generated
by f, then for all <p E L 1(X, vf, Y),

i <p(x) dVf = Is <pUs) dv.

Theorem 2.26 expresses the change of variable property of the Bochner inte
gral and, together with Theorem 2.10, it forms a basis for the following results.

Proposition 2.27. Let X, Y be Hilbert spaces, let (8, E, v) be a measure space and
let v f be a measure on Bx generated by a v-measurable function f : 8 -+ X. Then
9 E £2(8, aU), v, Y) if and only if there exists a function <p E L 2 (X, Vf, Y) such
that 9 is the composition of <p and f. Furthermore, the spaces L 2 (X, vf, Y) and
L 2 (8, aU), v, Y) are isometric under the isometry

Proof. By Theorem 2.26, J is a bounded linear operator from £2(X, vf, Y) to
L 2 (8, aU), v, Y). Let us show that J has a bounded inverse. For this, take 9 E
£2(8, aU), v, Y). Then 9 E m(8, aU), v, Y) and

Is IIgsll 2 dv < 00.

By Theorems 2.10 and 2.26, there exists <p E m(X, vf' Y) such that 9 = <p 0 f and

We conclude that 9 = <p 0 f with <p E L 2 (X, vf, Y) and

Hence, J has a bounded inverse and, moreover, it is the isometry mentioned in
the proposition. D

Proposition 2.28. Let X, Y, Z be Hilbert spaces and let (8,E,v) be a measure
space. The following statements hold.

(a) If Eo is a sub-a-algebra of E, then L 2 (8, Eo, v, X) is a subspace of
L 2 (8, E, v, X).

(b) If f : 8 -+ Z is a v-measurable function and g E m(8, aU), v, Y), then
£2(8, a(g), v, X) is a subspace of L 2(8, aU), v, X).
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Proof. Part (a) can be proved by direct verification. Part (b) is a consequence of
part (a). 0

To continue, we introduce the following definition. The set

l b

H t dt = {g E L2 (a, b; X) : gt E Ht for a.e. t E (a, b])

is called the Hilbertian sum of subspaces Ht , a < t :s; b, of a Hilbert space X.

Proposition 2.29. Let X, Y be Hilbert spaces, let (S,~, v) be a measure space,
let [a, b] be a finite interval in lR and let j be a v-measurable function on S to
L 2 (a, b; Y). For a < t :s; b, denote by r the restriction oj j to [a, t] x S. Let
xl = L 2 (S,a(Jt),v,X). Then

(a) xl is a subspace of xl for all a < r :s; t :s; b;

(b) Xl = l b

xl dt is a subspace oj L 2 (a,b;L2 (S,v,X)).

Proof. Part (a) is a consequence of Proposition 2.28(b) since r is the composition
of the restriction operation and r. For part (b), clearly, XI is a linear subspace of
L2 (a, b; L 2 (S, v, X)). Let {gn} be a sequence in XI which converges to g in norm
of L 2 (a, b; L 2 (S, v, X)). Then some subsequence of {gn} converges to g a.e. on [a, b]
in norm of L 2 (S, v, X). Since [grJ E xl for a.e. t E (a, b] and for all n E N, we
have [gt] E xl for a.e. t E (a, b], that is g E XI. Thus, XI is closed under the
convergence in norm of L2 (a, b; L2 (S, v, X)) and, consequently, it is a subspace of
L2 (a, b; L2 (S, v, X)). 0

Proposition 2.30. Let Y E H, let (S,~, v) be a measure space, let [a, b] be a finite
interval in lR and let fC E m(S,v,C(a,b;Y)). Consider fC as a junction with
values in L 2 (a, b; Y) and denote this junction by j. Then

aU) = a(fC) = a([j~]; a:S; t :s; b).

Proof. Since Y E H, C(a, b; Y) c L 2 (a, b; Y) is a natural embedding of separable
spaces. Applying Proposition 1.15, we obtain aU) = a(fC). The equality a(fC) =
a([jtJ; a :s; t :s; b) is a consequence of the fact that BC(a,b;Y) is the smallest a
algebra generated by the system of all cylindrical subsets of C(a,b; Y), i.e., the
subsets of the form {g E C(a,b;Y): gtn E B n , n = 1, ... ,k}, where Bn E By,
a :s; tl :s; ... :s; tk :s; band kEN. 0

Proposition 2.31. Let X, Y E H, let (S,~, v) be a measure space, let [a, b] be a
finite interval in lR and let fC E m(S, v, C(a, b; Y)). Consider fC as a junction
with values in L 2 (a, b; Y) and denote this junction by j. For a < t :s; b, denote
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(a)

(b)

by r,t and ft the restrictions oj rand f, respectively, to [a, t] x S. Let X~,/ =
L 2 (S,a(Ic,t),v,X) and xl = L 2 (S,a(It),v,X). Then

X f = Xc,j a < t < b·t t, - ,

l b

xl dt = l b

x~,j dt.

Proof. By Proposition 2.30, a (It) = a (Ic,t) for all a < t ::; b. This implies part
(a) and part (b) as well. 0

2.4.4 Strong Bochner Integral

Let X, Y E 1i and let (S, I:;, v) be a measure space. Operator-valued functions in
L1(S, v, £(X, Y)) are said to be unijormly v-integrable. The space L1(S, v, £(X, Y))
is not sufficiently large for our purposes because it is based on the concept of
uniform v-measurability and, hence, it does not contain useful examples of strongly
v-measurable operator-valued functions. Therefore, we need a generalization of the
Bochner integral for the case of strongly v-measurable operator-valued functions.

Proposition 2.32. Let X, Y E 1i and let (S, I:;, v) be a measure space. If the
operator-valued junction F : S ----+ £(X, Y) is strongly v-measurable, then the
real-valued junction IIFIIL: : S ----+ ~ is v-measurable.

Proof. Let D be a countable dense subset of X not containing the zero vector.
Since F is strongly v-measurable, the real-valued function II Fsx II , s E S, is v
measurable for all x E X. Hence, the real-valued function

IlFsxll
IlFsll.c = sup IlFsxll = sup -11-1-1 ' s E S,

Ilxll=l xED X

is v-measurable as well. 0

By Proposition 2.32, the following classes of strongly v-measurable operator
valued functions can be defined. Let X, Y E 1i and let (S, I:;, v) be a measure space.
By Bp(S, I:;, v, £(X, Y)) (or Bp(S, v, £(X, Y)) if there is no ambiguity about I:;) we
denote the class of all (equivalence classes of v-a.e. equal) strongly v-measurable
£(X, Y)-valued functions on S with

{ IlFs liP dv < 00 if 1 ::; p < 00 and ess sUPIIFs II < 00 if p = 00.is sES

Bp(S, v, £(X, Y)) is a Banach space (see Thomas [88]) with the respective norm
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Clearly, Lp(S,v,£(X,Y)) is a subspace of Bp(S,v,£(X,Y)) if 1 -:; p -:; 00.
Since the concepts of uniform and strong v-measurability coincide for £(lRn , IRm )_
valued functions,

Also,
Bq(S,v,£(X, Y)) c Bp(S,v,£(X, Y)), 1-:; p < q -:; 00,

is a natural embedding.
If S c IRn

, L; = 138 and v = £. (the Lebesgue measure on 138 ), then the
notation Bp(S, LeX, Y)) for Bp(S, 13s, £., LeX, Y)) will be used. Also, we briefly
write Bp(a,b;£(X, Y)) = Bp(S,£(X, Y)) if S = [a,b].

The operator-valued functions of the space B 1(8, v, LeX, Y)) are said to be
strongly v-integrable. If FE B 1(S,v,£(X, Y)), then Fx E L 1(S,v, Y) for all x E
X. The operator G E LeX, Y), defined by

Gx= lFsXdV, XEX,

is called the strong Bochner integral of F E B 1 (8, v, LeX, Y)). The notation

is used for the strong Bochner integral of F.
Note that, if FE L 1(S,v,£(X,Y)), then the strong and uniform Bochner

integrals of F coincide. Therefore, the above notation may denote either of these
integrals without any ambiguity. Moreover, if FELl (S, v, £1 (X, Y)), then, by
Proposition 2.20, the Bochner integrals of F as £- as well as £1- and £2-valued
functions coincide and we will use the above notation for all them.

Proposition 2.33. Let X, Y E 1i and let (S, L;, v) be a measure space. The following
statements hold for all 1 -:; p -:; 00.

(a) If FE B<Xl(S,v,£(X,Y)) and f E Lp(S,v,X), then Ff E Lp(S,v,Y).

(b) If FE Bp(S, v, LeX, Y)) and f E L<Xl(S, v, X), then Ff E Lp(S, v, Y).

(c) If FE Bp(S,v,£(X, Y)), then F* E Bp(S,v,£(y,X)) and

Proof. This can be proved by direct verification using Proposition 2.11. 0
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Remark 2.34. From the Propositions 2.5(b), 2.8(a), 2.11(a), 2.33(a) and 2.33(b),
one can observe that the strong continuity, differentiability, measurability, inte
grability properties of a vector-valued function f remain valid for the composition
F f when the operator-valued function F has not only the uniform, but also the
strong version of the corresponding property. This shows the efficiency of strong
operator convergence as a generalization of the uniform one.

Proposition 2.35. Let X E 1{ and let (S,~, v) be a measure space such that
v(S) > O. Suppose that F E Boo(S, v, £(X)), Fs > 0 for v-a.e. s E Sand
F- 1 E Boo(S, v, £(X)). Then (x, Fsx) 2: k- 1 1/x11 2 for all x E X and for v-a.e.
s E S, where k = esssuPsEsliFs-111.

Proof. First, note that Fs > 0 for v-a.e. s E S implies Fs-
1 > 0 for v-a.e. s E S.

Hence, k > 0 since v(S) > O. Further, let us show that if A E £(X) and A > 0,
then (x,Ax) 2: IIA-11/-11IxI1 2 for all x E X. Indeed,

implies

Substituting y = A1j2x , for x E X, we obtain

or

Using this inequality, we have

for all x E X and for v-a.e. s E S. o

Apart from Bp-spaces, the following class of operator-valued functions is also
useful. If S is a metric space and if X, Y E 1{, then the class of all strongly Bs
measurable functions from S to £(X, Y) with SUPsES IlFsl/ < 00 will be denoted by
B(S, £(X, Y)). As always, we write B(a, b; £(X, Y)) = B(S, £(X, Y)) if S = [a, b].
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2.4.5 Bochner Integral of £1- and £2-Valued Functions

We will now consider some results related with the integration of £1- and £2-valued
functions.

Proposition 2.36. Let X, Y E H and let (S, I:, v) be a measure space. If f E

L 2(S, v, X) and 9 E L 2(S, v, Y), then (f 0 g) ELI (S, v, £1(Y, X)).

Proof. By Proposition 2.14, (f 0 g) E m(S, v, £1 (Y, X)) and, by Proposition
1.26(c),

is Ilfs 0 gsllL:, dv = is Ilfsllllgsll dv < 00.

Hence, (f0g) E L 1(S,V,£I(Y,X)). o
Proposition 2.37. Let X E H and let (S, I:, v) be a measure space. If the func
tion F belongs to L(X)(S,V,£I(X)) and Fs 2: 0 for v-a.e. s E S, then F 1/ 2 E
L(X)(S, v, £2(X)).

Proof. By Proposition 2.15, F 1/ 2 E m(S, v, £2(X)). Also, IIF;/211L:
2

= IlFsllL:, =

trFs , v-a.e. s E S. Thus, F 1/ 2 E L(X)(S, v, £2(X)). 0

2.5 Integral and Differential Operators

The integral and differential operators which are based on the integration and
differentiation operations, respectively, define two important classes of linear op
erators on Lp-spaces.

2.5.1 Integral Operators

Let X, Y E H, and let (S, I:, v) and (R, f, p,) be measure spaces. The operators A
and B from L 2 (S, v, X) to Y and to L 2 (R, p" Y), respectively, defined by

Af = is Msfs dv, f E L 2(S, v, X),

[Bf]r = is Ns,rfsdv, p,-a.e. r E R, f E L 2(S,v,X),

where ME B 2(S, v, £(X, Y)) and N E B 2(S x R, v0p" £(X, Y)), are called linear
integral operators. It can be verified that

( )

1/2
A E £(L2(S, v, X), Y) with IIAII = is IIMs l1 2dv

and

( )

1/2
BE £(L2(S, v, X), L 2(R, p" Y)) with IIBII = is hllNs,rl12 dp,dv
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One can compute the adjoint A * and B* of A and B, respectively, in the form

[A*y]s = M;y, v-a.e. s E 8, y E Y,

and

Related with the integral operators one can consider the equation
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(2.4)

where 9 and G are given functions and f is unknown. The equation (2.4), called
a Volterra integral equation, often arises in applied problems.

Theorem 2.38. Let X E 'H, let T > °and suppose G E B 2(D.T, L:(X)). Then there
exists F E B 2(D.T, L:(X)) such that for all 9 E L2(0, T; X),

ft = gt + it Ft,sgs ds, a.e. t E [0, T],

is a unique solution of the equation (2.4) in L 2 (0, T; X). Furthermore, F is a
unique solution in B2(D.T, L:(X)) of the equation

Ft,s = Gt,s + it Gt,rFr,sdr, a.e. (t,s) E D.T.

When G E Boo (D.T, L:(X)), this theorem can be proved as Theorem 3.13. In
the general case the function G E B 2(D.T, L:(X)) must be approximated by the
functions in Boo (D.T, L:(X)).

2.5.2 Integral Hilbert-Schmidt Operators

The following proposition shows that Hilbert-Schmidt operators on L2-spaces can
be completely described by linear integral operators.

Proposition 2.39. Let X, Y E 'H, let (8, I:, v) and (R, f, /1) be separable measure
spaces. Then the following statements are true.

(a) The spaces L 2 (8,v,L:2 (X,Y)) and L:2 (X,L2 (8,v,Y)) are isometric under
the isometry

L 2 (8, v, L:2 (X, Y)) 3 <I> ...... J 1 <I> = ~ E L:2 (X, L 2 (8, v, Y)) :
[~hL = <I>sh, v-a.e. s E 8, hEX.
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(b) The spaces L2 (S,v,.L:2 (X,Y)) and .L:2 (L2 (S,v,X),Y) are isometric under
the isometry

L2(S, v, .L:2(X, Y)) 3 ip ...... hip = <f> E .L:2(L2(S, v, X), Y) :

<f>f = ~ ipsfsdv, f E L2(S,v,X).

(c) The spaces £2 and £2, where £2 = L2(S x R,v@j.L,.L:2(X,Y)) and £2 =
.L:2(L2(S, v, X), L2(R, j.L, Y)), are isometric under the isometry

£2 3 ip ...... hip = <f> E £2 :

[<f>ft = ~ ips,rfsdv, j.L-a.e. r E R, f E L2 (S,v,X).

Proof. First, note that separability of the measure space (S, E, v) and X E H
imply L 2 (S, v, X) E H. So, the .L:2-spaces, considered above, are well-defined. For
part (a), let ip E L2(S, v, .L:2(X, Y)). Then, by Proposition 2.12(a), iph E m(S, v, Y)
for all hEX and, by the monotone convergence theorem (see Rudin [85], p. 318),

where {en} is a basis in X. Hence, <f> E .L:2(X, L2 (S, v, Y)). Thus, J1 is a trans
formation from L2(S, v, .L:2(X, Y)) to .L:2 (X, L2(S, v, Y)). Clearly, J1 is a bounded
linear operator with IIJlipl1L:2 = Ilip11L2. It remains to prove that J1 has a bounded
inverse. For this, let <f> E .L:2 (X, L2(S, v, Y)). Then one can define the function ip
as in part (a) of the proposition. By the monotone convergence theorem, one can
verify that ip has values in .L:2(X, Y) v-a.e. on S. Then from Proposition 2.12(a), it
is easy to see that ip E L2(S, v, .L:2(X, Y)). Thus, J1has a bounded inverse proving
part (a). In view of

ip E L2(S, v, .L:2(X, Y)) {:} ip* E L2(S, v, .L:2(Y, X))

{:} J1ip* E .L:2(Y, L2 (S, v, X))

{:} (JI ip*)* E .L:2 (L2(S, v, X), Y),

where J1 is defined in part (a), it follows that ip ...... (Jlip*)* is an isometry between
L2(S, v, .L:2(X, Y)) and .L:2(L2(S, v, X), Y). One can verify that (JI ip*)* = hip·
This proves part (b). Also, from

ip E £2 {:} ip E L2(S, v, L2(R, j.L, .L:2 (X, Y)))

{:} J1ip E L2(S, v,.L:2 (X, L2(R,j.L,Y)))

{:} hJ1 ip E £2,
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we obtain the isometry q> f-> J2J1q> between £2 and £2. Note that in this isometry,
J 1 is related with the variable in Rand h with the variable in S. One can verify
that J 2J 1 q> = hq>. This proves part (c). 0

In the sequel the spaces L 2(S, v, L2(X, Y)) and L2(X, L2(S, v, Y)) and also
their corresponding elements q> and J 1q> will be identified.

2.5.3 Differential Operators

Let X E 1i, let [a, b] be a finite interval in lR and let W1,P(a, b; X) be the class of
all functions f : [a, b] ---4 X that can be represented in the form

(2.5)

for some 9 E Lp(a, b; X), 1 :s: p :s: 00. The symbol Wn,P(a, b; X), where n = 2,3, ...
and 1 :s: p :s: 00, will denote the class of functions f : [a, b] -> X which have
(n -l)st derivative in W1,P(a, b; X). Under the corresponding norm, Wn,P(a, b; X)
is a Banach space. In particular, W 1,2(a, b; X) is a Hilbert space in which a scalar
product can be defined by

Theorem 2.40. Let X E 1i and let [a, b] be a finite interval in JR. If 9 E L 1(a, b; X),
then the function f defined by (2.5) is continuous and a.e. differentiable on [a, b]
with J: = gt for a. e. t E [a, b]. Furthermore, the derivative of f is defined for
all t at which 9 is continuous. In particular, f is continuously differentiable if
9 E C(a, b; X).

The following propositions generalize Theorem 2.40 in two different direc
tions.

Proposition 2.41. Let X E 1i, let T > 0 and let f : f1T ---4 X be a function
satisfying

(a) [Is] E W 1,1(S,T;X) for a.e. s E [a,b);

(b) [fd E L 1 (0, t; X) for all 0 < t :s: T;

(c) hE L 1(0, T; X) where hs = fs,s for a.e. s E [O.T];

(d) (a/at)f E L 1(f1T ,X).

Then the function

Ft =1t

ft,s ds, O:S: t :s: T,
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belongs to W1,1(0, T; X) with

t a
F; = ft,t + io a/t,s ds, a.e. t E [0, T].

In particular, if f, (a/at)f E C(D.T, X), then the function F is continuously dif
ferentiable on [0, T].

Proof. By condition (b), the function F is defined over all [0, TJ. Using Theorem
2.22, we have

Ft = It ft,s ds = It (fs,s + it :rfr,s dr )dS

= It fr,rdr + It lr :r fr,s ds dr = It (fr,r + lr ~ fr,s dS) dr.

Hence, the first part of this proposition follows from Theorem 2.40. One can verify
that if f, (a/at)f E C(D.T, X), then the integrand in the integral representation
of F is continuous. Hence, the second part follows from Theorem 2.40 too. 0

Proposition 2.42. Let X E 1i and suppose that T is an increasing or decreas
ing real-valued function with D(T) = [a, b] and R(T) = [aI, btl. For a given
f E W1,I(al, bl ;X), define a function g by gt = fr(t)' a ~ t ~ b. Then g E
W1,I(a, b; X) with g~ = f~(t)T'(t) for a.e. t E [a, b]. In particular, if f and Tare
continuously differentiable, then g is also continuously differentiable.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that T is increasing. By Theorem 2.26,

Hence, by Theorem 2.40, the first statement is obtained. If f and T are continuously
differentiable, then the integrand in the integral representation of g is continuous.
Hence, the second statement follows from Theorem 2.40 too. 0

Proposition 2.43. Let X, Y E 1i, let h, g E W I,2(a, b; X) and let F be a strongly
differentiable operator-valued function from [a, b] to £(X, Y) with the derivative
F' in B 2(a, b; £(X, Y)). Then

(a) Fbhb - Faha = l b
F;hs ds + l b

Fsh: ds;

(b) (hb, gb) - (ha,ga) = l b
(h:, gs) ds + l b

(hs' g:) ds.

Proof. This follows from Propositions 2.8(a), 2.8(b) and Theorem 2.40. 0
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Using the spaces W 1,2(a, b; X) and W 2,2(a, b; X), one can define the differen
tial operators djdt and d2jdt2. In view of Proposition 2.8(c), these operators are
linear. But, on L2 (a, b; X) these operators are not bounded since they can not be
defined over all L2 (a, b; X). The next proposition shows that these operators are
closed linear operators on L2 (a, b; X).

Proposition 2.44. Let X E 1{ and let [a, b] be a finite interval in lR. Then the
followin9 statements hold.

(a) The differential operator djdt, defined on

D(djdt) = {h E W 1,2(a,b;X): hb = O},

belongs to £(L2(a, b; X)) and (djdt)* = -djdt with

D(-djdt) = {h E W 1,2(a,b;X): ha = O}.

(b) The differential operator d2j dt2, defined on

D (d2jdt2) = {h E W 2,2(a,b;X): ha = hb = O},

belongs to £(L2(a,b;X)) and (d2jdt2)* = d2jdt2.

Proof. Only part (a) will be proved. Part (b) can be proved in a similar way.
Clearly, D(djdt) = L 2(a, b; X). To show the closedness of djdt suppose that {r}
is a sequence in D(djdt) such that

Then for all a :s; t :s; b, we have

111:'+ i b

98dsll = Ilib (98 - :J:)dsll

:s; (b - a) l b

1198 - :sf:11
2

ds ----t 0, n----t 00.

Since IIr-fllL 2 ----t 0, there is a function in the equivalence class of f E L2 (a, b; X),
which will also be denoted by f, such that

It = - i b

98 ds, a :s; t :s; b.

Therefore, f E D(djdt) and (djdt)f = g, Le., djdt E £(L2(a, b; X)). Now let
f,g E W 1,2(a,b;X). By Proposition 2.43(b),

(fb,gb) - (fa,ga! = l b

\~ft'9t)dt+ l b \It, :t9t)dt.

Substituting fb = ga = 0 in the above formula we obtain (djdt)* = -djdt. 0
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2.5.4 Gronwall's Inequality and Contraction Mappings

In studying integral and differential equations the following two theorems are
useful in stating the existence and the uniqueness of solutions.

Theorem 2.45 (Gronwall). Let [a, b] be a finite interval in IR and suppose that f is
a nonnegative function in L 1(a, b; 1R) satisfying

where Cl 2: 0 and C2 2: 0 are constants. Then

In particular, ft = 0 for all a ::; t ::; b when Cl = o.

Theorem 2.46 (Contraction Mapping). Let X be a Banach space, let G be a closed
and nonempty subset of X and suppose that F : G ---> G is a nonlinear (in general)
operator. Define recursively Fm = F 0 F m- 1 , mEN, where FO = I. If F m is a
contraction mapping for some mEN, i.e., if there exists 0 < c < 1 such that for
all x,y E X

then the equation x = F(x) has a unique solution in G.



Chapter 3

Evolution Operators

This chapter deals with semigroups of bounded linear operators and mild evolu
tion operators and transformations on them. Also, we study Riccati equations in
operator form.

Convention. In this chapter it is always assumed that X, Y, U, H E H, and
D.r = {(t, s) : 0 :::; s :::; t :::; T} for T > O.

3.1 Main Classes of Evolution Operators

Two basic classes of evolution operators, namely strongly continuous semigroups
of bounded linear operators and mild evolution operators, are discussed in this
section.

3.1.1 Strongly Continuous Semigroups

Definition 3.1. A function U : [0,00) --t .c(X) is called a strongly continuous
semigroup of bounded linear operators if

(a) Uo = I;

(b) Ut+s = UtUs , t ~ 0, s ~ 0 (semigroup property);

(c) II Utx - x II --t 0 as t --t 0 for all x E X (strong continuity at zero).

The class of all strongly continuous semigroups with values in .c(X) will be denoted
by S(X).

By the semigroup property, a strongly continuous semigroup can be uniquely
defined if it is given on any finite interval [0, T] with T > O. Using Definition 3.1,
one can prove that a strongly continuous semigroup is strongly continuous at each
t > 0 as an operator-valued function.

A. E. Bashirov, Partially Observable Linear Systems Under Dependent Noises
© Springer Basel AG 2003
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Given U E S(X), one can consider the linear operator

(3.1)

defined for those x E X for which the limit in (3.1) exists. It can be proved that
A E £(X). The operator A is called the infinitesimal generator ofU. We will also
say that A generates U. Using (3.1), one can show that

x E D(A) "* Utx E D(A), t 2': 0,

and
d
dtUtX = AUtx =UtAx, x E D(A), t 2': 0.

These equalities can also be written in the integral form

Utx = x +1t
AUsxds = x +1tU,Axds, x E D(A), t 2': 0, (3.2)

where the integrals are in the Bochner sense.
From (3.2), one can observe that a strongly continuous semigroup U with

the infinitesimal generator A is a tool for representing the solution of the linear
differential equation

x~ = AXil t > 0, Xo E D(A).

So, it is important to describe the class of all closed linear operators which generate
a strongly continuous semigroup.

Theorem 3.2 (Hille-Yosida-Phillips). An operator A E £(X) generates a strongly
continuous semigroup if and only if there exist the numbers M and w such that
for all A> w, (AI - A)-l E £(X) and

3.1.2 Examples

The examples given below demonstrate that the solutions of different differential
equations can be represented by use of strongly continuous semigroups.

Example 3.3. A bounded linear operator A E £(X) generates the semigroup

Ut = eAt = f (tAr,
n.

n=O

which is uniformly continuous. In particular, if A = 0, then Ut == I. Conversely, if
a semigroup is uniformly continuous, then its infinitesimal generator is a bounded
linear operator.
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Example 3.4. If A E £(X) generates U E S(X), then A* generates U* E S(X).
The strongly continuous semigroup U* is said to be the dual ofU.

Example 3.5. By the method of separation of variables, well-known in theory of
partial differential equations, the solution of the one-dimensional heat equation

[) [)2
[)t Ut,O = [)()2 Ut,O, t > 0,

with the initial and boundary conditions

{
Uo,O = fo, o:s; () :s; 1, f E W 2,2(0, 1; ~),
Ut,O = Ut,l = 0, t ~ 0,

can be represented in the form

00 t
Ut,O = L 2e-

n2
1l'2

t sin(ml'()) io fa sin(ml'a) da, O:S; () :s; 1, t ~ O.
n=l 0

Let X = L 2(0, 1;~) and consider the second order differential operator d21d()2
with

D (d2Id()2) = {h E W 2,2(0, 1;~): ho = h1 = O}.

By Proposition 2.44(b), d21d()2 E £(X). Letting Xt = [utl (see Remark 2.21) and
defining U : [0,00) ----. L:(X) by

the above mentioned problem and its solution can be written as

I d
2

( 21 ()2)Xt = d()2Xt, t > 0, Xo = fED d d ; Xt = Uti, t ~ O.

One can show that Ut , t ~ 0, is the strongly continuous semigroup generated by
the second order differential operator d21d()2. By Proposition 2.44(b), (d21d()2) * =
d21d()2. Hence, U; = Ut , t ~ O. One can verify this equality by direct computation
of the dual semigroup U* .

Example 3.6. Consider the wave equation

[)2 [)2

[)t2Ut,O = [)()2 Ut,O, t > 0,

with the initial and boundary conditions

{
uo,o = fo, ([)j[)t)Ut,olt=o = go, O:s; ():s; 1, f,g E W 2,2(0, 1;~),
Ut,O = Ut,l = 0, t ~ 0,
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With 1 and g, we associate the respective sequences {in} and ti]n} of Fourier
coefficients in the half-range Fourier sine expansions

00 00

10 = L inhsin(mrO) and go = L 9nhsin(mrO)
n=l n=l

and assume that
00

Ln2i~ < 00.
n=l

Let X be the Hilbert space of all functions

h = [~] E L 2 (0, 1; IR) x L2 (0, 1; IR)

with

endowed with the scalar product

([ ] [
']) 00

, ~ ~ 2 2 - -, --,
(h,h)= 'TJ' 'TJ' =~(n7r~n~n+'TJn'TJn),

where ~n, ~~, iJn and iJ~ are the respective Fourier coefficients of ~, ~', 'TJ and 'TJ'.
For the operator

A = [d2 jOd02 ~],
where I is the identity operator on W 2,2(0, 1; IR) and d2jd02 is the second order
differential operator with the domain D(d2jd02) as defined in Example 3.5, the
above mentioned problem can be formulated in the abstract form

x~ = AXt, t > 0,

where

[Xt]O = [(8j~~)Ut,0]' °~ 0 ~ 1, t > 0; Xo = [~].
It is known that the operator A, as defined above, belongs to leX) and it generates
the strongly continuous semigroup U (see Curtain and Zwart [41], p.149, and
Zabczyk [95], p.180) as defined by

[Uh] = ~[ cos\mrt) (n7r)-lSin(n7rt)] [~n] hsin(n7rO) 0<0<1 t>O
t 0 ~ -n7rsm(n7rt) cos(n7rt) 'TJn ' - - , - ,

n=l

where ~ and 'TJ are components of hEX, and ~n and iJn are Fourier coefficients
of ~ and 'TJ, respectively. Moreover, IIUtil ~ 1 for all t ~ 0, i.e., U is a contraction
semigroup, and the natural extension of U to IR satisfies Ut-

1 = Ut = U- t , i.e., U
(as defined on IR) is a group.
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Example 3.7. Let € > O. By the method of characteristics, well-known in theory
of partial differential equations, the solution of the first order partial differential
equation

a a
at Ut,O = a() Ut,O, t > 0,

with the initial and boundary conditions

{
uo,o = fo, -€:::; () :::; 0, f E W 1,2 (-€, 0; X) ,
Ut,O = 0, t 2: 0,

can be represented in the form

U _ { f8+t, () + t < 0 }
t,O - 0, () + t ; 0 ,-€:::; () :::; 0, t 2: O.

Let X = L 2 ( -€, 0; X) and consider the first order differential operator d/d() with

D(d/d()) = {h E W 1,2(-€,0;X): ho = O}.

By Proposition 2.44(a), d/d() E f(X). Letting Xt = [utl (see Remark 2.21) and

[ *] { hO+t, () + t :::; 0 } -
~ h 0 = 0, () + t > 0 ' -€:::; () :::; 0, t 2: 0, hEX,

the above mentioned problem and its solution can be written as

X~ = :()Xt, t > 0, Xo = f E D(d/d()); Xt = ~* f, t 2: O.

(3.3)

One can show that ~*, t 2: 0, defined by (3.3), is the strongly continuous semigroup
generated by the first order differential operator d/d(). T* is called a semigroup of
left translation.

Example 3.8. Let € > 0, let X = L 2 ( -€, 0; X) and let d/d() E f(X) be the
differential operator from Example 3.7. By Proposition 2.44(a), (d/d())* = -d/d()
with

D(-d/d()) = {h E W 1,2(-€,0;X): h-c = O}.

Computing the dual of T* (see (3.3)), one can easily verify that -d/d() generates
the strongly continuous semigroup T defined by

{
ho-t, () - t 2: -€} -

[1th]o = 0, () _ t < _€ ,-€:::; () :::; 0, t 2: 0, hEX,

which is called a semigroup of right translation.

(3.4)
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Example 3.9. A significant class of strongly continuous semigroups concerns linear
differential delay equations in the form

d
d Ut = AUt + NUt-E + fO MeUtH dB, t > 0,
t -E

with the initial condition

Ue = fe, -E::; B ::; 0, f E W 1,2( -E, 0; X),

where E > 0, N E .c(X), M E B 2 (-E,0;.c(X)) and A E £(X) generates the
strongly continuous semigroup U E S(X). We do not consider these semigroups
here in detail since they could be described through bounded and unbounded
perturbations from Sections 3.2 and 3.4.

3.1.3 Mild Evolution Operators

An evolution operator is a generalization of the concept of semigroup of bounded
linear operators to the two-parameter case. There are several kinds of evolution
operators. The reader can find a complete discussion of evolution operators in
Curtain and Pritchard [39]. We will consider mild evolution operators.

Definition 3.10. Let T > O. A function U : D.r --7 .c(X) is called a mild evolution
operator if

(a) Ut,t = f, 0 ::; t ::; T;

(b) Ut,s = Ut,rUr,s, 0 ::; S ::; r ::; t ::; T (semigroup property);

(c) [Ut] : [0, t] --7 .c(X) and [Us] : [s, T] --7 .c(X) are weakly continuous for all
o< t ::; T and for all 0 ::; s < T;

(d) SUPC,T IIUt ,sll < 00.
The class of all mild evolution operators from D.r to .c(X) will be denoted by
£(D.r, .c(X)).

Each strongly continuous semigroup U is a mild evolution operator when
it is defined in the two-parameter form Ut,s = Ut- s, 0 ::; s ::; t ::; T. Hence, if
the one-parameter (Ud and two-parameter (Ut,s = Ut- s) forms of semigroups are
identified, then S(X) C £(D.r, .c(X)) for all T > O.

Proposition 3.11. Let T > O. The following statements hold.

(a) £(D.r, .c(X)) C B(D.r, .c(X)).

(b) ffU E £(D.r,.c(X)) and vY E L1(0,T;X), then

'l/Jt = itUt,svYs ds, 0::; t ::; T,

is weakly continuous.
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Proof. Part (b) can be proved by direct verification. For part (a), let

U _ {Ut,s, 0::; s::; t::; T,
t,s- I, O::;t<s::;T,

and let Ut,s = (Ut,sx,y) for any x,y E X. The real-valued function U is defined on
[0, T] x [0, T] and is continuous in each of the variables. Therefore, by Proposition
2.25, it can be considered as a B[o,TJ-measurable function from [0, T] to 0(0, T; 1R).
We conclude that there is a sequence {un} of B[o,TJ-simple functions from [0, T]
to 0(0, T; 1R) such that

max IUt s - u~ sI ----+ 0 as n ----+ 00 for all 0 ::; t ::; T.
sE[O,T]' ,

It is easy to verify that each un is a B[O,TJ x [O,Ttmeasurable function. Hence, the
limit function u is also B[O,TJ x [O,Ttmeasurable. This implies the strong B6.r

measurability of U since X is separable. Thus, U E B(tlT , .c(X)) since U is
bounded. D

Example 3.12. Let U E [(tlT , .c(X)), let X = L 2 ( -€, 0; X) and let € > O. Then
U E [(tlT , .c(X x X)) where

U- [Ut s [t s ] Tt,s = 0' Tt~s ,0::; s ::; t::; ,

T E S(X) is the semigroup of right translation as defined by (3.4) and

[t,s9 = {o Ut,s-r9r dr, 0 ::; s ::; t ::; T, 9 EX.
} max( -e:,s-t)

Indeed, the conditions (a), (c) and (d) of Definition 3.10 can easily be verified. For
the condition (b), it is sufficient to show that

[t,s = Ut,s[s,r + [t,s'Ts-n 0 ::; r ::; s ::; t ::; T.

This follows from

(Ut,s[s,r + [t,s'Ts-r)9 = Ut,s (o Us,r-a9a da
Jmax(-e:,r-s)

+ {o Ut,s-a ['Ts-r9]a da
} max( -e:,s-t)

1
0

= Ut,r-a9a da
max(-e:,r-s)

1
max(-e:,r-s)

+ Ut,r-a9a da
max( -e:,r-t)

= (o Ut,r-a9a da = [t,s9,
Jmax(-e:,r-t)
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where g EX. In fact, U is the perturbation ofU 8 T by the bounded operator

[0 I] -o 0 E .c(X x X).

This will be studied in the next section.

Actually, in applied problems we meet mild evolution operators which have
some differentiability property. Such an evolution operator is called a strong evo
lution operator. The class of strong evolution operators is not closed even under
simple transformations and that makes this class inconvenient in studying control
and estimation problems. But, the class of mild evolution operators is closed with
respect to the basic transformations which are considered in the next section.

3.2 Transformations of Evolution Operators

3.2.1 Bounded Perturbations

An important transformation on evolution operators is their bounded perturba
tion.

Theorem 3.13. The equations

Yt,s = Ut,s + it Yt,rNrUr,s dr, 0:::; s :::; t :::; T,

Yt,s = Ut,s + itUt,rNrYr,s dr, 0 :::; s :::; t :::; T,

(3.5)

(3.6)

where T > 0, U E £(tiT , .c(X)), N E Boo (0, T; .c(X)) and the integrals are in the
strong Bochner sense, are equivalent and have a unique solution in £(tiT , .c(X)).

Proof. Denote Cl = ess sUP[O,TJ IINsll, C2 = SUP~T IIUt ,sll, and consider the se
quence of operator-valued functions

By induction, it can be proved that

llyn II ( )n (t - s)nt,s :::;C2 CIC2 n!' n=1,2, ....

Therefore, the series 2::=0 Y~s is majorized by a convergent series of real numbers
and, consequently, it converges uniformly in (t, s) E tiT with

00

L IIY~sll :::; c2eCIC2T.

n=O
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By Theorem 2.19, we have

00 00 t 00

L y~s = ut,s + LY~s = ut,s +1Ut,rNr L Y~s dr.
n=O n=l s n=O
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Thus, Yt,s = 2::'=0 Y~s' °~ s ~ t ~ T, is a solution of the equation (3.6). One can
observe that yn is weakly continuous in each of the variables for all n = 0,1, ....
So, by uniform convergence, we obtain the weak continuity of y in each of the
variables. Let us prove that this solution is unique. Let Y be another solution and
R = Y- y. Then

Hence,

IIR t ,sll ~ Clc21t IIRr,sll dr.

So, by Theorem 2.45, R = y-y = 0, Le., the equation (3.6) has a unique solution.
Now consider the equation (3.5). Let

Similarly, one can show that the function Yt,s = 2::'=0 Y~s, °~ s ::; t ~ T, is
a unique solution of the equation (3.5). For Y = Y, it is sufficient to show that
y n = yn for all n = 0, 1, .... When n = °or n = 1, this is obvious. Suppose that
yn = yn for n = k - 1 and n = k - 2. Then we have

By induction, yn = yn for all n = 0,1, ... and, hence, y = y. Thus, the equa
tions (3.5) and (3.6) are equivalent. Finally, let us show that y E E(~T, £(X)).
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Obviously, Yt,t = Ut,t = I, 0 :::; t :::; T. To show the semigroup property, let
oS; s S; r S; t S; T. Then from (3.6) and from

Yt,1'Y1',s = Ut,1'U1',s + 11'Ut,1'U1',aNaYa,s dlJ + it Ut,aNaYa,1'Yr,s dlJ,

we obtain

Hence,

IIYt,1'Y1',s - Yt,sll :::; Clc2it IIYa,rYr,s - Ya,sll dlJ.

By Theorem 2.45, we conclude Yt,rY1',s = Yt,s, 0 S; S S; r S; t S; T. Thus, we have
Y E £(LlT , L:(X)). 0

Definition 3.14. The solution Y of the equivalent equations (3.5) and (3.6) is called
the bounded perturbation of U by N. The notation PN(U) will be used to denote
this bounded perturbation.

Theorem 3.15. Suppose that U E S(X) and Nt = N E L:(X). Then Y = PN(U) E

S(X) and Y in the one-parameter form is a unique solution of the equivalent
equations

Yt = Ut + it YrNUt- 1' dr, t:2: 0, (3.7)

Yt = Ut + itUrNYt-1' dr, t:2: O. (3.8)

Furthermore, if A is the infinitesimal generator ofU, then A+N is the infinitesimal
generator of y.

Proof. Let T > 0 and consider the solution Y of the equivalent equations (3.5)
and (3.6) when Ut,s = Ut- s , 0 S; s S; t S; T, and Nt = N, 0 S; t S; T. By Theorem
3.13, Y E £(LlT , L:(X)). One can verify that Yt,s, 0 S; S S; t S; T, is a function
of the difference t - s. Denote Yt-s = Yt,s, 0 S; S S; t S; T. On the interval
[0, T], the equations (3.5) and (3.6) can be easily transformed to the equations
(3.7) and (3.8), respectively, and vice versa. The semigroup property of Y in the
one-parameter form can be obtained from the same property in the two-parameter
form. The strong continuity of Y follows from the strong continuity ofU and from
(3.7) or (3.8). Furthermore, letting T tend to 00, we conclude that Yt, t :2: 0, is a
unique solution of the equivalent equations (3.7) and (3.8) and Y E S(X). Also,
using Proposition 2.41, from (3.7), for x E D(A), one can compute

d d rt d
dt YtX = dtUtX + J

o
Yr N dtUt-rxdr + Yt Nx

=UtAx + it YrNUt-1'Axdr + YtNx = Yt(A + N)x.
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Hence, A + N is the infinitesimal generator of y.

The next result explains the meaning of bounded perturbations.
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o

Proposition 3.16. LetT> 0, letxoEX andletY = PN(U) whereUE£(flT,£(X))
and N E Boo (0, T; £(X)). Then the function Xt = Yt,OXo, 0 :::; t :::; T, is a unique
weakly continuous solution of the equation

Proof This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.13.

We also present the following properties of bounded perturbations.

o

Proposition 3.17. Let T > 0, let U E£(flT ,£(X)) and let N, M E Boo (0, T; £(X)).
Then the following equalities hold:

(a) PN+M(U) = PN (PM (U));

(b) Y=PN(U) :::} U=P-N(Y).

Proof Part (b) is obvious. To prove part (a) let R = PM(U) and K = PN(R).
Then

Rt,s = Ut,s +1t
Rt,rMrUr,s dr, 0:::; s :::; t :::; T,

Kt,s = Rt,s +1t
Kt,rNr Rr,s dr, 0:::; s :::; t :::; T.

Using these equalities, we have

Kt,s = Ut,s +1t
Rt,rMrUr,s dr

+1t
Kt,rNr (Ur,s +1r

Rr,aMaUa,s da )dr

= Ut,s +1t
Kt,rNrUr,s dr

+ 1t
(Rt,r+ jtKt,aNaRa,rda)MrUr,sdr

= Ut,s +1t

Kt,r(Nr + Mr)Ur,s dr.

Hence, K = PN+M(U). o
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3.2.2 Some Other Transformations

Suppose ° < t :::; T and U E £(f1T , .c(X)). Then UI~, E £(f1 t , .c(X)). The
restriction of U to f1 t will be considered as a transformation of U and it will be
denoted by UI~,. The restriction of U E S(X) to f1 t in the one-parameter form
is UI[o,tJ' Since U E S(X) is uniquely defined by its values on [0, t] for t > 0, it is
convenient to identify U E S(X) and its restrictions.

Suppose T > 0, U E £(f1T , .c(X)) and R E £(f1T , .c(Y)). Then the function
Y, defined by

Y
r
Ut sO]

t,s = 0 R 't,s

belongs to £(f1T , .c(X x Y)). The mild evolution operator Y will be denoted by
U 8 R. For U E S(X) and R E S(Y), we readily obtain that U 8 R E S(X x Y).
If Al and A 2 are the respective infinitesimal generators ofU and R, then

is the infinitesimal generator ofU 8 R.
Suppose °< t :::; T and U E £(f1T , .c(X)). Then one can verify that the

function Y, defined by

Ys,r = Ut"-r,t-s, °:::; r ~ s ~ t,

belongs to £(f1t> .c(X)). The mild evolution operator Y is called the dual ofU and
it is denoted by Vt(U). Obviously, if U E S(X), then Vt(U) = U* (see Example
3.4).

If °< t ~ T and if N E Boo (0, T; .c(X, Y)), then by Dt(N) we denote the
function in Boo(O, t; .c(Y, X)) that is defined by

Also, for a function J.L : [0, T] -> 1R, we will denote

In the sequel, the difference between these two meanings of the transformation D t
will follow from the context.

Proposition 3.18. Let U E £(f1T ,.c(X, Y)), let Y E £(f1T ,.c(X, Y)), let N E

Boo (0, T; .c(X, Y)), let J.L : [0, T] -> IR and let 0< t ~ T. Then

(a) PN(U)I~, = Vt(PD,(N)(Vt(U)));

(b) Vt(U 8 Y) = Vt(U) 8 Vt(Y);

(c) Vt(Vt(U)) = Ub,;
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(d) Dt(Dt(N)) = NI[o,t];

(e) Dt (Dt (/1)) = /1!ro,tJ;

(f) v = D t (/1) is continuous and increasing with

-1 t -1Vs = - /1t-s' t - /1t :::; S :::; t - /10,

if /1 is continuous and increasing.
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Proof. Part (a) is a consequence of the equivalence of the equations (3.5) and
(3.6). Parts (b)-(e) can be proved by direct verification. Also,

t t -1 t -1Vs = - /1t-s ::::} Vt_,,-I = - /1t-t+,,-1 = S ::::} Vs = - /1t-s
,.-t-s """t-s

proves part (f).

3.3 Operator Riccati Equations

The equation

o

Qt = U;,tQTUT,t + iTU;,t(Fs

- (QsBs + L:)C;l(B:Qs + Ls))Us,t ds, 0:::; t :::; T, (3.9)

where Q is an unknown function, is called an operator Riccati equation and it
often arises in applied problems. In this section, bounded perturbations of mild
evolution operators are used to study this equation.

3.3.1 Existence and Uniqueness of Solution

The equation (3.9) will be studied under the conditions

{

T > 0, U E E(~T, .c(X)), BE Boo (0, T; .c(U, X)),
FE Boo (0, T; .c(X)), L E Boo(O, T; .c(X, U)),
C,C- 1 E Boo(O,T;.c(U)), QT E .c(X), QT ~ 0,
C t > 0 and Ft - L;c-t 1L t ~ 0 for a.e. t E [0, T].

(3.10)

We will also use the notation M = F - L*C- 1L, K = BC-1 B* and R
P-Bc-IdU).

Consider the sequence of operator-valued functions defined by

Q~ = RT~tQTRT,t + iT R~,~(Ms
+ Q~-lKsQ~-l )R~,t ds, Q~ = 0, 0:::; t :::; T, n = 1,2, ... , (3.11)
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where nn = P_KQn-l (n). By Proposition 3.11(a), we have Qn E B(O, T; L(X))
for all n = 1,2, .... Also, Q~ ~ 0 for all 0 ::; t ::; T and for all n = 1,2, .... To
find an equation for the difference t:i.Qn = Qn+l - Qn, we need a representation
of Qn in terms of nn+l.

Lemma 3.19. Under the above conditions and notation,

Qn _ nn+hQ nn + iT nn+h (Mt - T,t T T,t 8,t 8
t

+ Q~-l K8Q~-1 + t:i.Q~-l K8Q~)n~,t ds, 0::; t ::; T, n = 1,2, ....

Proof. Since
nn = P_KQn-l (n),

by Propositions 3.17(b) and 3.17(c), we have

nn = PK6Qn_l(nn+l).

Hence, the following equality holds:

nn* = nn+h + it nn+h t:i.Qn-l Krnn* dr 0::; s ::; t ::; T.t,s t,s T,S r t,T'
8

Substituting nn* from this equality in (3.11), we have

Qnt = (nn+h + iT nn+h t:i.Qn-l K nn* dr) Q nnT,t r,t r r T,r T T,t
t

+ iT nn+h (M + Qn-l K Qn-l)nn dss,t s s S S s,t
t

+i
T

i
8

nn+ht:i.Qn-1K nn*(M +Qn-1K Qn-l)nn drds
T,t r r 8,T S S S S S,t

t t

= nn+hQ nn + iT -nn+h (M + Qn-l K Qn-l)nn dsT,t T T,t ''-8,t 8 8 8 8 8,t
t

+ iT nn+h t:i.Qn-l K
T,t T r

t

X (nT>QTnT,r+ iT n~,~(M8+Q~-lK8Q~-1)n~,rds)n~,tdr.

Thus by (3.11), we obtain the statement.

Lemma 3.20. Under the above conditions and notation,

Qn _ nn+hQ nn+l + iT nn+h (Mt - T,t T T,t 8,t 8
t

+ Q~K8Q~ + t:i.Q~-l K8t:i.Q~-1 )n~.tl ds, 0 ::; t ::; T, n = 1,2, ....

o
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Proof. We start from the expression for Qf in Lemma 3.19 and substitute

Then, we have

Qn = nn+hQ (nn+l + iT nn K LlQn-1nn+l dr)t T,t T T,t T,r r r r,t
t

+ iT n~.th (Ms + Q~-lKsQ~-l + LlQ~-l KsQ~)

x (nn+l + is nn K LlQn-1nn+l dr)dss,t S,T r r T,t

t

_ nn+l*Q nn+l
- '''T,t T'''T,t

+ iT nn+h (M + Qn-l K Qn-l + LlQn-l K Qn)nn+l ds
5,t S s S s s s S 5,t

t

+ iT nn+h (nn+hQ nn + iT nn+h (M
T,t T,r T T,T 8,1' S

t r

+ Qn-l K Qn-l + LlQn-l K Qn)nn dS) K LlQn-1nn+l drs s s s s S 8,1' r r T,t .

Thus by Lemma 3.19, we obtain the statement.
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o
Lemma 3.21. Under the above conditions and notation, the sequence of operators
Qf converges strongly to some Qt 2 0 for all 0 ::::: t ::::: T. Furthermore, the
operator-valued function Q belongs to B(O, T; .c(X)) and it is a unique solution of
the equation

T

Qt = Y;,tQTYT,t + i Y;,t(Ms + QsKsQs)Ys,t ds, 0::::: t ::::: T,

where Y = p-KQ(n).

Proof. From (3.11) and Lemma 3.20, we have

Qn _ Qn+l = iT nn+h LlQn-l K LlQn-1nn+l ds > 0
t t 5,t s S S s,t -'

t

(3.12)

Therefore, {Qf} is a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative operators for all 0 :::::
t ::::: T. Hence, by Theorem 1.31, there exists Qt 2 0 such that Qf converges
strongly to Qt and Qf 2 Qt. Since Qn E B(O, T; .c(X)) and

IIQtl1 ::::: IIQ~II ::::: IIQill ::::: Co = sup IIQill,
[O,T]

(3.13)
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(3.14)

we conclude that Q E B(O, T; .c(X)). Hence, Y = P -KQ(n) is well-defined and

n~s - Yt,s = It nt,rKr (QrYr,s - Q~-ln~,s) dr.

So, for arbitrary hEX, we have

IIn~sh - Yt,shll ::; Clc2It II(Qr - Q~-l) Yr,shll dr

+ COClc2It IIYr,sh - n~,shll dr,

where Cl = SUP~T Ilnt,rll and C2 = ess sUP[O,T] IIKrll. By Theorem 2.45,

IIn~sh - Yt,shll ::; Cl c2eCOC1C2(t-S) It II (Qr - Q~-l) Yr,shll dr.

Hence, by the strong convergence ofQr to Qt and by (3.13), we can apply Theorem
2.19 in (3.14) and obtain the strong convergence ofnrs to Yt,s for all 0::; s::; t::;
T. Similarly, the strong convergence of nr,; to Y;,s f~r all a ::; s ::; t ::; T can be
shown. From nn = P_KQn-l (n), we have

Iln~sll ::; Cl + CoClc2It Iln~,sll dr.

By Theorem 2.45, this implies

°::; s ::; t ::; T. (3.15)

Thus, using the estimations (3.13) and (3.15) and applying Proposition 1.32(b) and
Theorem 2.19 in (3.11), we conclude that Q is a solution of the equation (3.12). To
prove that this solution is unique, let P be also a solution of the equation (3.12).
Obviously, Pt ;::: 0, 0::; t ::; T. Since Y in (3.12) is related with Q, we see that P
satisfies

Pt = KT,tQTKT,t + iT K:,t(Ms + PsKsPs)Ks,t ds, 0::; t ::; T,

where K = p-KP(n). Using the relation K = PK(Q-P)(Y), in a similar way as in
the proof of Lemmas 3.19 and 3.20, one can show that

Pt - Qt = iT Y;,t(Qs - Ps)Ks(Qs - Ps)Ys,t ds ;::: 0, 0::; t ::; T.

Also, by symmetry,

Qt - Pt = iT K:,t(Ps - Qs)Ks(Ps - Qs)Ks,t ds ;::: 0, 0::; t ::; T.

Combining the last two inequalities, we conclude that Qt = Pt , a ::; t ::; T. 0
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Theorem 3.22. Under the conditions (3.10), the Riccati equation (3.9) is equivalent
to the equation

Qt = YT,tQTYT,t + iT Y:,t (Fs - L;o-;1Ls

+ QsB sG;;1 B:Qs)Ys,t ds, 0 S; t S; T, (3.16)

where Y = P_BG-I(B*Q+L)(U), and there exists a unique solution Q of these
equations in B(O, T; £(X» satisfying Qt ~ 0, 0 S; t S; T.

Proof. One can observe that the equation (3.16) is same as equation (3.12) in
view of M = F - L *G- 1Land K = BG- 1B*. So, by Lemma 3.21, there exists a
unique solution Q of the equation (3.16) in B(O, Tj £(X» which satisfies Qt ~ 0,
OS; t S; T. For U = PBG-I(B*Q+L)(Y), in a similar way as in the proof of Lemmas
3.19 and 3.20, the equation (3.16) can be transformed to the equation (3.9). So, Q
is a solution of the equation (3.9) too. Taking Q as a solution of the equation (3.9),
by inverse transformations, the equation (3.9) can be transformed to the equation
(3.16). So, each solution of the equation (3.9) is a solution of the equation (3.16).
Thus, the equation (3.9) and the equation (3.16) are equivalent. 0

The Riccati equation (3.9) has different equivalent forms. One of them is the
equation (3.16). We present also the following form of the equation (3.9) which
will be used in the sequel.

Proposition 3.23. The Riccati equation (3.9) is equivalent to the equation

where Y = p-BG-I(B'Q+L)(U),

Proof. This can be proved in a similar way as the equivalence of the equations
(3.9) and (3.16) in Theorem 3.22. 0

3.3.2 Dual Riccati Equation

The equation (3.9) includes the final value QT of its solution. There is a modi
fication of the operator Riccati equation (3.9) which uses the initial value of its
solution. This equation has the form

Pt = Ut,OPOUt~O + itUt,s (Ws

-(PsG: + R s)Vs-l (GsPs + R;»U;,s ds, 0 S; t S; T, (3.17)
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and it is called a dual operator Riccati equation. This equation will be considered
under the conditions

{

T > 0, U E £(~T, £(X)), C E Boo(O, T; £(X, U)),
WE Boo(O,T;£(X)), R E Boo(O,T;£(U,X)), (3.18)
V, V-I E Boo(O,Tj£(U)), Po E £(X), Po 2': 0,
lit > 0 and Wt - R t ~-IR; 2': 0 for a.e. t E [0, T].

Theorem 3.24. Under the conditions (3.18), there exists a unique solution P of
the dual operator Riccati equation (3.17) in B(O, T; £(X)) satisfying Pt 2': 0 for all
OS t S T.

Proof. In the equation (3.9), replace U by VT(U) and substitute QT = Po, B =
DT(C), F = DT(W), L = DT(R) and G = DT(V) (see Section 3.2.2 for the
transformations V T and D T ) to obtain

Qt = UT-t,oPOU;'_t,O + iTUT-t,T-s (WT- s

- (QsC;'-s + RT-s)Vi!s(CT-sQs + RT-s))U;'-t,T-s ds.

The conditions of Theorem 3.22 hold and, therefore, this final equation has a
unique solution Q E B(O, T; £(X)) with Qt 2': 0, 0 S t S T. Replacing t in it by
T - t and simplifying, we obtain

QT-t = Ut,oPouto + {T Ut,T-s (WT- s
JT-t

- (QsC;'_s + RT-s)Vi!s(CT-sQs + RT-s))Ut~T-s ds

= Ut,OPoUt~O + it ut,s (ws

- (QT-sC; + Rs)Vs-I(CsQT_s + R;))Ut~s ds.

Hence, the function Pt = QT_t, 0 S t S T, is a solution of the equation (3.17).
Clearly, P E B(O, T; £(X)) and Pt 2': 0, 0 S t S T, because the same properties
hold for Q. Finally, the uniqueness of P as a solution of the equation (3.17) follows
from the uniqueness of the solution of the equation (3.9). 0

Remark 3.25. One can easily verify that the equation (3.17) is equivalent to the
equation

Pt = nt,oPon;,o + it nt,s (Ws

-RsVs-
IR; + PsC;Vs-lCsps)n;,s ds, 0 S t S T,

where n = P-(PC'+R)V-lc(U).
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The equation (3.17) arises in studying estimation problems under more re
strictive conditions than (3.18). For this case, we present the following result.

Proposition 3.26. Suppose

{

T > 0, U E £(~T,.c(X)), C E Boo(O,T;.c(X,IRn )),

WE Loo (0,T;.c 1(X)), R E Boo(O,T;.c(IRn , X)),
V, V-I E Loo(O, Tj.c(IRn )), Po E .c1(X), Po ~ 0,
Vi > 0 and Wt - Rt ~-1R; ~ 0 for a.e. t E [0, T].

Then there exists a unique solution P of the equation (3.17) in Loo (0,Tj.c 1(X))
satisfying Pt ~ 0, 0 :::; t :::; T.

Proof. One can verify that the conditions of Theorem 3.24 hold. Therefore, there
exists a unique solution P of the equation (3.17) in B(O, T; .c(X)) which satisfies
Pt ~ 0, 0 :::; t :::; T. Let us show that Pt E .c1(X) for all 0 :::; t :::; T. Obviously, the
first term in the right-hand side of (3.17) belongs to .c1(X) for all 0 :::; t :::; T. To
show the same property for the second term consider the integrand in (3.17). It is
an.c1(X)-valued function. Since this integrand is also a strongly measurable .c(X)
valued function, by Proposition 2.13(b), it is a measurable function with values in
.c1(X). So, using the relation between the norms of the spaces .c(X) and .c1 (X)
(see Section 1.3.7), one can verify that this integrand belongs to Loo (0,t;.c 1 (X))
for fixed 0 < t :::; T. Thus, the integral in (3.17) can be interpreted as the Bochner
integral of an .c1(X)-valued function rather than a strong Bochner integral and,
consequently, the integral in (3.17) is an operator in .c1(X) for fixed 0 :::; t :::; T.
Thus, the solution P of the equation (3.17) is an .c1 (X)-valued function and, con
sequently, P E B(O, Tj .c(X)) implies P E Loo(O, Tj.c 1(X)) in view of Proposition
2.13(b). 0

3.3.3 Riccati Equations in Differential Form

Let U E S(X) and let A be the infinitesimal generator of U. With the Riccati
equations (3.9) and (3.17) one can associate the differential equations

~Qt + Qt A + A*Qt + Ft - (QtBt + LnGt"l(B;Qt + Lt} = 0, 0:::; t < T, (3.19)

~Pt - PtA* - APt - W t + (PtC; + Rt)~-l(CtPt + Rn = 0, 0 < t :::; T. (3.20)

The equations (3.19) and (3.20) are called differential Riccati equations. Under
a solution of the equation (3.19) we mean a function Q : [0, T] -> .c(X) that is
strongly continuous and satisfies

d
dt (Qt X , y) + (Ax, QtY) + (Qt X , Ay)

+ \ (Ft - (QtBt + LnGt"l(B;Qt + Lt )) x, y) = 0,
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for all x, y E D(A) and for a.e. t E [0,T) provided that QT is given. Similarly, a
solution of the equation (3.20) is a function P : [0, T] ---+ .c(X) that is strongly
continuous and satisfies

:t (Pt x *, y*) - (A*x*, Pty*) - (Pt x *, A*y*)

- ((Wt - (PtC; + Rt)~-l(CtPt + R;)) x*,y*) = 0,

for all x*, y* E D(A*) and for a.e. t E (0, T] provided that Po is given. The solutions
of the equations (3.19) and (3.20) in the above mentioned sense are called scalar
product solutions.

Theorem 3.27. Assume that the conditions in (3.10) hold with U E S(X) and A
is the infinitesimal generator of U. Then the solution Q of the operator Riccati
equation (3.9) is a unique scalar product solution of the equation (3.19) with the
final value QT.

Proof. Under the conditions of the theorem the functions Qn, n = 1,2, ... , defined
by (3.11), are strongly continuous. Hence, by Lemma 3.21, Q is strongly continuous
as it is the strong limit of Qn. Let x,y E D(A). From (3.9), we have

(QtX, y) = (QTUT-tX,UT-tY)

+ i
T

( (Fs - (QsBs + L:)C;l(B;Qs + Ls))Us-tX,Us-tY) ds. (3.21)

By Propositions 2.8(b), 2.41 and 2.42, the right-hand side of (3.21) is a.e. differ
entiable in t with

d
dt (Qt X, y) = - (QTUT-tAx,UT-ty) - (QTUT-tX,UT-tAy)

- ((Ft - (QtBt + L;)C-;l(B;Qt + Lt )) x, y)

-iT ((Fs - (QsBs + L:)C;l(B;Qs + Ls)) Us-tAx,Us-tY) ds

-iT ((Fs - (QsBs + L:)C;l(B;Qs + L s)) Us-tx,Us-tAy) ds

= - (Ax, QtY) - (QtX, Ay)

- ((Ft - (QtBt + LnC-;l(B;Qt + Lt )) x, y).

So, Q is a scalar product solution of the equation (3.19). For the uniqueness of
this solution, we refer to Curtain and Pritchard [40]. 0

Theorem 3.28. Assume that the conditions in (3.18) hold with U E S(X) and A is
the infinitesimal generator ofU. Then the solution P of the dual operator Riccati
equation (3.17) is a unique scalar product solution of the equation (3.20) with the
initial value Po.
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Proof. This theorem can be proved in a similar way as Theorem 3.27. 0

Finally, we present the following theorems showing the explicit form of the
solutions of the equations (3.19) and (3.20).

Theorem 3.29. If A is the infinitesimal generator of U E S(X), T > 0, Bt ==
B E £(U,X), Ft == F E £(X), Lt == L E £(X,U), C t == C E £(U), C > 0,
F = L*C-1Land QT > 0, then the scalar product solution of the equation (3.19)
with the final value QT has the explicit form

Qt = R'T-t ( Q:r 1+ iT R T_sBC-1B*R'T_s dS) -1R T- t , 0::; t ::; T, (3.22)

where R = P_BC-IL(U).

Proof. By Theorem 3.15, R E S(X) and A - BC-1 L is the infinitesimal generator
of R. Therefore,

Let

W t = (Q:r 1+ iT RT_ sBC- 1B*R'T_s dS)-1

Since QT > 0, we have Q:r1 > o. So, by Proposition 2.8(e) and Theorem 2.40,

W;h = WtRT_tBC-1 B*R'T_tWth, hEX.

Hence, by Propositions 2.8(a) and 2.8(b), for all x, Y E D(A),

(Qt X, y)' = (WtRT-tx, RT-tY)'

= (W;RT-tX, RT-ty) + (Wt(RT-tx)', RT-tY)

+ (WtRT-tx, (RT-tY)')

= (WtR T_tBC-1B*R'T_tWtRT-tX,RT-ty)

- (WtRT- t (A - BC-1L) x, RT-tY)

- (WtRT-tx, R T- t (A - BC-1L) y)

= (QtBC-1B*Qtx,y) - (Qt (A - BC-1L) x,Y)

- (QtX, (A - BC-1L) y)

= - (Ax, QtY) - (QtX, Ay)

- ((L*C- 1L - (QtB + L*)C- 1(B*Qt + L)) x, Y).

So, the operator-valued function Q, defined by (3.22), is a scalar product solution
of the equation (3.19). One can also verify that this function at t = T is equal to
the given operator QT. 0
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Theorem 3.30. If A is the infinitesimal generator of U E SeX), T > 0, Ct ==
C E L(X,U), W t == W E L(X), R t == R E L(U,X), lit == V E L(U), V > 0,
W = RV-1R* and Po > 0, then the scalar product solution of the equation (3.20)
with the initial value Po has the following explicit form:

( t )-1Pt = n t PO-
1+ i

o
n~c*v-1cns ds n;, 0 s; t s; T,

where n = P -RV-1cCU).

Proof. Replacing U by VT(U) and letting QT = Po, B = C*, F = W, L = R*,
G = V, this theorem can be obtained from Theorem 3.29. 0

3.4 Unbounded Perturbation

In this section a perturbation of evolution operators by an unbounded operator,
directed to a representation of solutions of differential delay equations, is consid
ered.

In this section, 0 < E < T and we use the notation X = L 2 ( -E, 0; X)
and X = W 1,2( -E, 0; X). Also, it is supposed that T is the strongly continuous
semigroup of right translation, defined by (3.4), and

r E L (X, X): r h = ho, hEX. (3.23)

Recall that X is a Hilbert space and the scalar product in X will be defined by

3.4.1 Preliminaries

Consider the equation

V r > s} d
V

r
S; s r, 0 S; s S; t S; T, (3.24)

where lEX and f EX, and suppose that the following conditions hold:

{

n E £(6T , L(X)), N E Boo (0, T; L(X)),
v E W 1 ,oo(0, T; ~), t - E S; Vt S; t for 0 S; t S; T,
V S < Vt for 0 S; s < t S; T.

(3.25)

We would like to prove an analogue of Proposition 3.16 for the equation (3.24).
Since the equation (3.24) contains the translation of an unknown function, it is
impossible to express its solution by use of bounded perturbations of n. For this,
we will consider a modification of bounded perturbations to an unbounded case.
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Below we will use integrands of the operator-valued functions containing rT
and T*r*. Since rand r* are not bounded operators from X to X and from X
to X, respectively, we have to give a sense to these integrals. For this, let hEX.
Though r is defined on X, we can still consider

r7th = {~,-t' ~;::}, a.e. t E [0, T], (3.26)

as a function in £2(0, T; X). If G E Boo (0, T; .c(X, Y)) and 0 :=; s :=; t :=; T, then

lil t Grr7t_rhdtI12 :=; TesssuPIIGr I1 2 1Ih ll}·
s rE[O,T]

Thus

J =1t

Grr1t-r dr

is well-defined as an operator in .c(X, Y) by

J h = (1 t
Grr7t-r dr) h = 1t

Grr7t-rh dr, hEX.

The adjoint J* E .c(Y, X) of J will be denoted by

J* =1t

~*--rr*G; dr.

Remark 3.31. The usage of the above notation for J* is suggested by Proposition
2.33(c) for strong Bochner integrals. But neither J nor J* should be interpreted as
a strong Bochner integral of .c(X, Y)- and .c(Y, X)-valued functions, respectively.

Lemma 3.32. With the notation introduced above, the equality

[I

t
'T'* r*G* d] _ {G;+Og, t + () > s} () [- 0].It_r rg r - 0 t () < ,a.e. E E, ,

s (J' + _ s (3.27)

holds for all G E Boo(O,T;.c(X, Y)), for all 9 E Y and for all o:=; s:=; t:=; T.

Proof. Let hEX. By (3.26), we have

(Jh, g) = \1t

Grr7t-rh dr, g)

= It \ {hr- t , t - r :=; E} G* )dro t - r > E ' rg
s '

=10

\h {G;+Og, t+(»s})d()
(J 0 t+()<s '-c' -

proving the lemma. o
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Remark 3.33. Though J* is not a strong Bochner integral of .c(Y, X)-valued func
tion, it can be interpreted as a strong Bochner integral of .c(Y, X*)-valued func
tion. Indeed, let hEX. Then

Ilf1thll~ = Ilh_tll~

= Ijho - [: he dO[

::; 2(Ilholl~ + 10 [Of: Ilhell~ dO)
::; 2max(1,€)llhll~.

We conclude that fT belongs to Boo (0,T; .c(X, X)). By Proposition 2.33(c), this
implies that (fT)* = T*f* E Boo(O,T;.c(X,X*)). Thus, the strong Bochner
integral of the .c(Y, X*)-valued function T*f*G* exists.

3.4.2 A*-Perturbation

Given 9 E L2 (a, b; X) and J1, EX, we call the functions 9 [a, b] -+ X and
g: [a, b] -+ X x X, defined by

and

[-] _ {.9t+8'gt 8-
At+8-a,

t+o>a}t+O::; a ,a.e. 0 E [-10,0], a::; t::; b,

(3.28)

gt = [~:] , a::; t ::; b,

the bar and tilde junctions, respectively, over 9 with the initial distribution A. One
can observe that 9 expresses the past of 9 on It - 10, t] at instant t, and g jointly
expresses 9 and g. Obviously, one has 9 E L 2 (a,b;X) and g E L 2 (a,b;X x X).

Now consider the function x S defined by (3.24). Under the conditions (3.25),
we have x S E L 2 (s, Tj X) for all °::; s < T. Let :is and (is be the bar and tilde
functions, respectively, over x S with the initial distribution j. By (3.3) and Lemma
3.32, :is can be represented in the form

:is = 7.* j + jt 7.* f* x S dr °< s < t < T.t t-s t-r r , - - -
S

Let

n=R (-) T*, A; (N, v) = [~*

Then, by (3.24) and (3.28), we have

(3.29)

(3.30)
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where

l = [~] E X x X

and the integral in (3.30) is the sense defined in Section 3.4.1.
In the following proposition we will use the operator-valued function

83

[
KYOt,sKt,s = K lO

t,s
(3.31 )

Here KOO is a unique, weakly continuous in each of the variables, solution of the
following equivalent equations:

K~,~ = Rt,s + t 1 Rt,rNrK~~,s dr, 0::; s ::; t ::; T,
Jrnin(v;; ,t)

K01 and KlO are defined by

l
rnin (v;l,t)

K~,~ = s K~,~NrrTs-vr dr, 0::; s ::; t ::; T,

and

K:,~ = it ~~rr* K~~ dr, 0::; s ::; t ::; T,

K ll is defined by either

or

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

where the integrals in (3.34)-(3.37) are in the respective senses defined in Section
3.4.1.

Proposition 3.34. Under the above conditions and notation, the function if =
Kt,J, 0 ::; s ::; t ::; T, is a unique weakly continuous solution of the equation
(3.30) .

Proof. The existence of a unique weakly continuous solution of the equation (3.24)
can be proved by use of the contraction mapping principle (see Theorem 2.46).
This implies that the equation (3.30) has a unique weakly continuous solution as
well. Let us show that the function if = Kt,sl, 0 ::; s ::; t ::; T, is this solution.
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First, note that the equivalence of the equations (3.32) and (3.33), the existence
and the uniqueness of their solution and the weak continuity of this solution in
each of the variables can be proved in a similar way as the proof of Theorem 3.13.
Also, the equivalence of the formulae (3.36) and (3.37) can be proved easily. Hence,
the formulae (3.31)-(3.37) uniquely define the operator-valued function K that is
weakly continuous in each of the variables. Let

[
I:S ] [KOO I+ K

01 I]~t _ t,s t,s
'TIs - K lO I + K ll 1 .t t,s t,s

It must be shown that ~t = xi and 'TIt = xt for all 0 :s: s :s: t :s: T. From (3.33)
and (3.34), we have

Changing the order of integration yields

Since the equation (3.24) has a unique solution, we conclude that a = xi for all
o :s: s :s: t :s: T. Now let us show that 'TIt = xi, 0 :s: s :s: t :s: T. From (3.35) and
(3.37), we have

'TIS = K lO I + K ll 1t t,s t,s

= ~*-sf + lt~*-rr* (K~~l + K~,lsl) dr

= ~*-sl + lt~*-rr*x: dr,

implying

['TIne = {xf+8'
It-s+e,

The proposition is proved.

t + () > s} -s
t + () :s: s = [xtle.

o
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(3.38)

Theorem 3.35. Let R, N, v satisfy (3.25) and let ft, A* be defined by (3.29). Then
the equation

Kt,s = ftt,s + it ftt,rA;(N, v)Kr,sdr, 0:S s :S t :S T,

has a unique solution Kin E(6.T ,.c(X x X)) as defined by (3.31)-(3.37).

Proof. Using Proposition 3.34, one can show that the equation (3.38) has a unique
solution K as defined by (3.31)-(3.37) and this solution is weakly continuous in
each of the variables. Obviously, Kt,t = I for 0 :S t :S T. Let us show the semigroup
property for K. By Proposition 3.34, for 0 :S s :S r :S t :S T, we have

Since I is arbitrary in X x X, we obtain that K satisfies the semigroup property.
Thus, K E E(6.T ,.c(X x X)). 0

Definition 3.36. The mild evolution operator K, defined by (3.31)-(3.37), will be
called the dual unbounded perturbation of R 0 T* by A* (N, v) or, briefly, A* 

perturbation of R 0 T*. The notation P'A'(N,v)(R 0 T*) will be used to denote
this perturbation.

Remark 3.37. By (3.26)-(3.27), the formulae (3.34)-(3.37) can be rewritten in the
form

3.4.3 A-Perturbation

Now suppose that U, M and J-l satisfy

{

U E E(6.T , .c(X)), ME Bco(O, T; .c(X)),
J-l E Wi,co (0, Tj lR), t :S J-lt :S t + € for 0 :S t :S T,
J-ls < J-lt for 0 :S s < t :S T.

Consider the operator-valued function

[

yoo yOi] _
Yt,s= yYo yti1 E.c(XXX),O:Ss:St:ST,

t,s t,s

(3.39)

(3.40)
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where y Oo is a solution of the equivalent equations

I
max (~; 1 ,s)

y~~ = Ut,s + s Ut,~rMrY~,~ dr, 0 ~ s ~ t ~ T,

yO! and y lO are defined by

and

and y ll is defined by either

(3.41 )

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

or

(3.46)

Note that in (3.43)-(3.46) the integrals are in the respective senses defined in
Section 3.4.1.

Theorem 3.38. Let U, M, J-L satisfy (3.39). Then the function y, defined by (3.40)
(3.46), belongs to £(~r,.c(X x X)).

Proof. Let R = Dr(U), N = Dr(M) and v = Dr(J-L) (see Section 3.2.2 for these
symbols). Consider K E £(~r, .c(X x X)), defined by (3.31)-(3.37), where in turn
R, N and v are defined through U, M and J-L as above. Using Proposition 3.18,
one can verify that y = Dr(K). Hence, Y E £(~r,.c(X x X)). 0

To obtain an equation for Y, substitute K = Dr(Y), N = Dr(M) and
v = Dr(J-L) in (3.38). Then one can get the following equation for Y:

where

Ar(M,J-L) = [7* °r*M ~], 0~ r ~ T.
j1.r-r r

Based on (3.47) and (3.48), we can introduce the following.

(3.47)

(3.48)
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Definition 3.39. The mild evolution operator Y, defined by (3.40)-(3.46), will be
called the unbounded perturbation ofU8 T by A(M, J.L) or A-perturbation ofU 8 T.
The notation PA(M,p.)(U 8 T) will be used to denote this perturbation.

Remark 3.40. Similar to Remark 3.37, we can rewrite the formulae (3.43)-(3.46)
in the form

y~~g1 = fO Y~~-rg~ dr, O:S s :S t :S T, g1 EX,
Jmax(-c,s-t)

[Yl,~l]e= X[t-/lt ,min(O,t-/ls )] (B) (J.L -1) :_eM /l;:o Y~~:0,s90,

- € :S B :S 0, 0 :S s :S t :S T, gO E X,

Yl,~g1 = 'Tt_sg1+ fO Yl,~-rg~ dr, O:S s :S t :S T, g1 EX,
Jmax( -c,s-t)

[Yl,~g1]e= X[t-/lt,min(O,t-/l s )] (B)(J.L-1) :_eM /l;:o Y~~:0,sg1

+ X[min(O,t-s-c),o)(B)gLt+s, -€:S B :S 0, O:S s :S t :S T, g1 EX.

Here Xc denotes the characteristic function of the set G.

The following proposition is a modification of Proposition 3.18(a) to the cases
of A- and A*-perturbations.

Proposition 3.41. Suppose U, M and J.L satisfy (3.39), R, N and v satisfy (3.25)
and 0 < t :S T. Then

(a) PA(M,/l)(U 8 T)1~t = 'Dt (P'A. (DdM),Dd/l»('Dt(U) 8 T*));

(b) P'A'(N,v)(R8T*)bt = 'Dt(PA(Dt(N),Ddv»('Dt(R)8T)).

Proof. This can be seen in the proof of Theorem 3.38.

3.4.4 Examples

o

In this section we present the examples of A- and A*-perturbations which are
strongly continuous semigroups.

Example 3.42. Suppose that

R E S(X), Nt = N E £(X) and Vt = t - €, t 2:: o.

An inspection of the formulae (3.31)-(3.37) shows that K. = P'A'(N,v)(R 8 T*)

belongs to S(X x X) and in the one-parameter form K. can be decomposed as

(3.49)
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where KYo is a unique strongly continuous solution of the following equivalent
equations:

rrnax(t-€,O)
K?O = R t + io K~oNRt- r-€ dr, t ~ 0,

rrnax(t-€,O)
K?O = R t + io Rt-r-€NK~odr, t ~ 0,

K01, K01 and K 11 are defined by

K?1 = t K~oNfT;.-t+€ dr, t ~ 0,
irnax(t-€,O)

K lO = it T.*f* KOO dr t > °t r t-r' - ,

°
K: 1 = 7;* + t K~ONfT;.-t+€ dr, t ~ 0,

irnax(t-€,O)

K 11 = 7.* + it T.*f* K01 dr t > 0.t t r t-r'-

°
Furthermore, the infinitesimal generator A* of K has the form

(3.50)

(3.51 )

(3.52)

(3.53)

(3.54)

(3.55)

(3.56)

where A* E leX) is the infinitesimal generator of R, djdO is the infinitesimal
generator of T* with D(djdO) = {h I E X : hA = o} and the operator f* should
be understood in the following sense:

{
f*ho + (djdO)h 1 = (djdO) (hI - TIhO) ,
hO E D(A*), hI EX, hA = hO,

with
TI E .c(X, X) : [TIx]e = x, -E:::; 0 :::; 0, x E X.

Indeed, consider

[
KOOhO+ K01 h1]

Kth = Kloho + Kl 1h1 ,

where hO and hI are the respective components of hE D(A*). Denote

(3.57)

(3.58)
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By Proposition 2.41, Xt is differentiable and its derivative at t = °is equal to
A*ho + Nh~c = A*ho + Nr'4h l . Since for small t, K~o = R t and

we obtain

K~oho + K~lhl = RthO + it RrNhLr_c dr = Xt,

proving that K~ohO + K~I hI is differentiable and its derivative at t =°is equal to
A * hO + Nr'4h I. Also, from (3.27), we have

[KlOhO Kllhl] ={K~~(JhO+K~~(Jhl, t+(»O}
t + t (J hI t + () < °t+(J' -

_ {Xt+(J, t + () > °}
- ht+o' t + () :s: ° '

which implies that for a.e. () E [-E,O], [KtOhO + KPhl](J is differentiable with
respect to t and its derivative at t = °is equal to (d/d())(h~ - hO). Finally, since
(d/d())(h l - IlhO) E X, we have

!!!!6I: Ilt- 1 [KtO hO+ KtIhl](J - [r*hO + :()hILI1
2

d()

= IO)!!!6IICI[KtOhO+KtIhl](J- :()(h~_hO)112d()=O,

proving that KtOho+Kphl is differentiable as an X-valued function and its deriva
tive at t = °is equal to r*ho + (d/d())h l . Thus, .4.* is the infinitesimal generator
of K.

Example 3.43. Suppose that

R E S(X), Nt =: °and Vt = t - E, t :::: 0.

Then from Example 3.42 it follows that K = P~'(o,v)(R0T*) E S(X x X) where
K can be decomposed as

[
Rt 0] -Kt = KtO 7;* E£(XXX), t::::O,

with
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and its infinitesimal generator A* is defined by
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{

- [A* 0] - -
A* = f* didO E .c(X x X),

D(A*) = {h = [~~] : hO E D(A*),

where A*, didO and f* are as in Example 3.42.

Example 3.44. Suppose that

U E S(X), M t == M E .c(X) and J.lt = t + €, t 2: 0.

Then Y = PA(M,J-L)(U 8 T) belongs to S(X x X) and in the one-parameter form
Y can be decomposed as

[
YOO y 01 ] _

Yt = Ylo y:l1 E .c(X x X), t 2: 0, (3.59)

where y Oo is a unique strongly continuous solution of the following equivalent
equations:

rmax(t-e,O)
yfO = Ut + J

o
y~oMUt- r- edr, t 2: 0,

rmax(t-e,O)
Yfo = Ut + J

o
Ut-r-eMY~o dr, t 2: 0,

y Ol , y lO and y l1 are defined by

yf1 = it y~Of1i-r dr, t 2: 0,

YtlO = r 7;.*f* MYf~r-e dr, t 2: 0,
Jmax(O,e-t)

y t
l1 = 1i + it y;Of1i-r dr, t 2: 0,

Yl 1= 1i + r 7;.*f*MYf~r-edr, t 2: 0.
Jmax(O,e-t)

The infinitesimal generator A of Y has the form

{
- [A f] - -

A = ~*f*M -didO E .c(X x X),

D(A) = {g = [~~] : gO E D(A), gl E X, g~e = MgO} ,

(3.60)

(3.61 )

(3.62)

(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.65)

(3.66)
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where A E £(X) is the infinitesimal generator of U, -didO is the infinitesimal
generator of T with D(-dldB) = {gl EX: g:'o = o} and the operator ~*r*M
should be understood in the following sense:

{
~*r*MgO + (-dldO)gl = (-didO) (gl - ITMgO) , (3.67)
gO E D(A), g1 EX, g:'o = MgO,

with IT defined by (3.58). Indeed, let n = 'DT(U) and N = M*. Then, for Y
and K defined by (3.59)-(3.65) and (3.49)-(3.55), respectively, we have Y = K*.
Therefore, the infinitesimal generator of Y must be adjoint to the infinitesimal
generator of K. So, it is sufficient to show that A, defined by (3.66), is adjoint to
A*, defined by (3.56). By Proposition 2.43(b), for hE D(k) with the components
hO and hI and for 9 E D(A) with the components gO and g1, we have

0= i: d~ (h~ - hO,gJ - Ml)dO

= i: \d~ (h~ - hO) ,gJ - MgO) dO

+ i:\h~ - hO, :0 (gJ - MgO) ) dO.

Hence,

(h~o - hO, MgO) +i:\:0 (h~ - hO) ,gJ) dO

= (hO,gJ - MgO) - i:\hJ, :0 (gJ - MgO)) dO,

and, therefore,

(A*hO + M*h~o,gO) + i: \:0 (h~ - hO) ,gJ) dO

= (hO,Al + gJ) - i:\h~, d~ (gJ - MgO)) dO.

Thus, (A*h,g)xxx = (h,Ag)xxx'

Example 3.45. Suppose that

U E S(X), M t == 0 and Pt = t + €, t ~ o.

Then from Example 3.44 it follows that Y = PA(O,/-L) (U8T) E S(XxX). Moreover,
Y is defined by

[
Ut Y

01
] -Yt = 0 ~ E .c(X x X), t ~ 0,
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with
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ypl = it urrTt-r dr, t 2: 0,

and has the infinitesimal generator

{
-[A r 1- -A = 0 -d/d() E .c(x x X),

D(A) = {g = [~l] :gO E D(A), gl EX, g:e: = o} ,
where A E .c(X) is the infinitesimal generator ofU and -d/d() is the infinitesimal
generator of T with D( -d/d()) = {gl EX: g:e: = a}.



Chapter 4

Partially Observable Linear
Systems

This chapter deals with stochastic differential equations and partially observable
linear systems. We also present a basic estimation in Hilbert spaces and discuss
white, colored and wide band noise processes.

Convention. In this chapter it is always assumed that (0, F, P) is a complete
probability space, X, Y, Z, U, H E H, T > 0, T = [0, T] is a finite time interval
and ~t = {(s, r) : 0 ~ r ~ s ~ t} for t > O.

4.1 Random Variables and Processes

A random variable and a random process are the analogs of a variable and a
function from analysis in studying random phenomena.

4.1.1 Random Variables

An X-valued random variable (or, briefly, a random variable) is a function in
m(O, X). Two random variables l; and "1 are said to be equal if l;w = "1w w.p.I.
The equality of the random variables l; and "1 is written as l; = "1.

Given a random variable l; E m(O, X), the measure P~ on Bx generated by l;,
Le., P~(A) = p(l;-l(A)), A E Bx, is called the distribution of l;. If l; E L 1(0,X),
then the integral

El; = kl;dP = LxdP~

is called the expectation or the mean value of l;.

A. E. Bashirov, Partially Observable Linear Systems Under Dependent Noises
© Springer Basel AG 2003
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With a random variable ~ E m(D, X), one can associate the function

where i is the imaginary unit (i2 = -1). This function is called the characteristic
function of ~. Note that the values of CPt; are the complex numbers. By

C 3 (ai + b) +-4 (a, b) E }R2,

the space C of all complex numbers and }R2 are isometric and, hence, the integral in
the definition of CPt; can be interpreted as an integral of an }R2-valued function. Most
properties of random variables are easily obtained if they are formulated in terms
of their characteristic functions. For instance, convergence of random variables in
measure P, which in probability theory is called convergence in probability, could
be formulated as follows.

Theorem 4.1. A sequence {~n} of random variables in m(D, X) converges in prob
ability to a random variable ~ if and only if

cpt;n(x) ....... cPr;(x) as n ....... 00 for all x E X.

By Proposition 2.36, ((~ -E~)®(1]-E1]» E L 1 (D, £1 (Y, X» for ~ E L2(D, X)
and for 1] E L 2 (D, Y). Hence, one can define E((~ - E~) ® (1] - E1]» as an operator
in £1 (Y, X). This operator is called the covariance of ~ and 1] and is denoted by
cov(~,1]). In case ~ = 1], one briefly writes cov~ = cov(~,~). If X =}R, then cov~ is
also called the variance of ~. Using Proposition 1.26, one can verify the following
properties of covariance.

Proposition 4.2. Let~, ( E L 2 (D, X), let 1] E L2(D, Y), let <P E £(X, Z) and let
W E £(Y, H). Then

(a) cov(~,1])* = cov(1],O;

(b) cov~ 2 0;

(c) cov(~ + (,1]) = cov(~, 1]) + cov((, 1]);

(d) cov(<p~, W1]) = <pcov(~,1]) w*;

(e) tr(cov(~, () = E(~, () - (E~, E();

(f) tr(cov~) = E(,,~,,2) - IIE~,,2;

(g) tr(cov(<p~» = tr((covO<p*<p) = tr(<P*<p(covO).
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Proof. Parts (a)-(d) can be easily obtained from Proposition 1.26. For part (e),
we use Proposition 1.26(g):

tr(cov(~,()) = tr(E((~ - E~) 0 (( - E()))

= E(tr(~ 0 () - tr(~ 0 E() - tr(E~ 0 () + tr(E~ 0 E())

= E(~, () - (E~, E().

Part (f) is a particular case of part (e). Finally, part (g) follows from Proposition
1.26(i). 0

4.1.2 Conditional Expectation and Independence

Lemma 4.3. Let ~ E L 1(fl, X) and let :F' be a sub-a-algebra of F. Then there
exists a unique random variable ( in L 1(fl,F',P,X) such that

"IG E:F', i ~dP = i (dP.

Proof. First, suppose that ~ E L 2 (fl, X). Define the functional J on the space
L 2(fl,:F',P,X) by

Obviously, J is a bounded linear functional. By Theorem 1.21, there exists a unique
(E L 2 (fl,:F',P,X) such that

JTJ = In (~, TJ) dP = In ((, TJ) dP.

Selecting TJ = hXa, where hEX and G E F', we obtain

By arbitrariness of h in X, the statement is true for all ~ E L 2 (fl, X). If ~ E

L 1 (fl, X), then the statement can be proved by approximating ~ by the random
variables from L 2 (fl, X). 0

The random variable ( in Lemma 4.3 is called the conditional expectation of
~ with respect to :F' and is denoted by ( = EW:F'). For the family {TJc> : a E A}
of random variables, we let

Note that expectation is a particular case of conditional expectation when F' =
{fl, 0}, Le., E~ = E(~I{fl, 0}).
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Proposition 4.4. Let F' be a sub-a-algebra of F. Then E('IF') is the projection
operator from L 2 (D,X) onto its subspace L 2 (D,F',P,X).

Proof. By Proposition 2.28(a), L2 (D, F', P, X) is a subspace of L2 (D, X). By def
inition of a projection operator, the equality E(~ - E(~IF'), "I) = 0 must be proved
for all ~ E L2 (D,X) and for all "I E L2 (D,F',P,X). For an F'-simple function "I,
this equality follows from the definition of conditional expectation. For arbitrary
"I E L 2 (D,F',P,X), this equality can be proved by approximating "I by F'-simple
functions. 0

The events Fo. E F, Q E A, are said to be independent if the equality

holds for each finite collection {F0. 1 , ••• , Fo. n } of them. The sub-a-algebras Fo.,
Q E A, of F are said to be independent if the events Fo., Q E A, are independent
for all Fo. E Fo.. The independence of the families of random variables is defined
as independence of the a-algebras generated by these families.

Note that the sure event D and the impossible event 0 are independent of
each event A E F since P(D n A) = P(A) = P(D)P(A) and P(A n 0) = P(0) =
0= P(A)P(0). Hence, a constant random variable is independent of each random
variable since the a-algebra generated by a constant random variable is {D,0}.

The concepts of conditional expectation and independence are very important
in probability theory. We list some of their properties.

(a) If~, "I E L 1 (D, X), then E(~ + "IIF') = E(~IF') + E(rylF')·

(b) If ~ E L1(D,X) and A E £(X, Y), then E(A~IF') = AE(~IF').

(c) If ~ E L1(D,X) and F" is a sub-a-algebra of F', then

E(~IF") = E(E(~IF')IF") = E(E(~IF")IF')·

(d) If ~ E L 1(D,F',P,X), then E(~IF') =~.

(e) If ~ E L 1(D,X) is independent of F', then E(~IF') = E~.

(f) If ~, "I E L2 (D, X) are independent random variables, then the equality
E(~, "I) = (E~, Ery) holds.

(g) If ~ E L2 (D, X) and "I E L2 (D, Y) are independent random variables, then
cov(~, "I) = O.

(h) If ~ E L 2 (D, X) and "I E L 2 (D, Y) are independent random variables, rp E

m(X, Bx, Z) and 'IjJ E m(Y, By, H), then rp 0 ~ and 'IjJ 0 "I are independent
too.
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4.1.3 Gaussian Systems

A real-valued random variable ~ is said to be Gaussian (or normal) if its distri
bution has the form

1 1& (X-'2)2
P~((a,b]) = fCC e- 2" dx, -00 < a < b < 00,

y 2m?" a

where m E JR and a 2 > 0 are parameters. For this random variable, we write
~ '" N(m, a 2 ). A constant random variable, i.e., a random variable ~ = m = const.,
is also Gaussian and it is said to be degenerate. For this random variable, we write
~ '" N (m, 0). A Gaussian random variable ~ '" N (m, a2 ) belongs to L2 (n, JR)
where the parameters m and a 2 stand for the expectation and the variance of ~,
respectively, i.e., m = E~ and a 2 = cov~. If ~ "" N(ml, an and TJ "" N(m2' a~) are
independent, then we have a~ + bTJ "" N(aml + bm2, a2ar + b2a~) where a, bE R

The following theorem explains a wide use of Gaussian random variables.

Theorem 4.5 (Central Limit Theorem). Suppose {~n} is a sequence of independent
and equidistributed real-valued random variables with m = E~n and a 2 = cov ~n.
Let

S l:~=l ~i - nm
n = r:;;' n = 1,2, ....

ayn

Then Sn converges in distribution to N(o, I)-distributed random variable, i.e., for
all -00 < a < b < 00,

In practice the real objects are subjected to a large number of small random
actions generated by the independent sources. By Theorem 4.5, the sum of these
random actions forms approximately a Gaussian random variable. This is a reason
for a wide use of Gaussian random variables in applications. On the other hand,
the Gaussian random variables have a series of properties, which lead to some
convenient mathematical methods to deal with them.

A family N = {~Q : Q E A} of real-valued random variables is called a Gaus
sian system if all linear combinations of random variables from N are Gaussian.
We list the basic properties of Gaussian systems.

(a) Any subsystem of a Gaussian system is a Gaussian system.

(b) The union of independent Gaussian systems is a Gaussian system.

(c) The union of a Gaussian system and a family of constant random variables
is a Gaussian system.

(d) If N is a Gaussian system, then the subspace spanN of L2 (n, JR) is also a
Gaussian system.
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(e) The independence of the Gaussian systems N 1 and N 2 implies the indepen
dence of spanN1 and spanN2 .

Note that the union of arbitrary Gaussian systems may not be a Gaussian system
(a corresponding counterexample is given in Shiryaev [86]).

With a given X-valued random variable ~, one can associate the system
Nf. = {(~, h) : hEX} of real-valued random variables. IfNf. is a Gaussian system,
then ~ is called an X -valued Gaussian (or normal) random variable. A family
{~Q : 0: E A} ofrandom variables is said to define a Gaussian system if UQEANf.",
is a Gaussian system.

Theorem 4.6. Suppose ~ E L2 (0, X) and 7] E L2 (0, Y) define a Gaussian system.
Then ~ and 7] are independent if and only if cov(~, 7]) = 0.

Theorem 4.7. The characteristic function of an X -valued Gaussian random vari
able ~ has the form

4.1.4 Random Processes

An X-valued random process (or, briefly, a random process) is a family of random
variables ~t E m(O, X), t 2: 0. Here the parameter t is interpreted as time. We
will consider the random processes on a finite time interval, say, on T = [0, T],
and suppose that they are f. ® P-measurable, i.e., belong to m(T x 0, X). For a
random process~, a function [~w] (see Remark 2.21 for this symbol), where wE °
is considered as fixed, is called its path. The dependence of random processes (and
random variables as well) on samples w will be indicated only in exceptional cases.

Random processes ~ and 7] with values in the same space are said to be
indistinguishable if

Obviously, the paths of indistinguishable random processes coincide w.p.I. Actu
ally, indistinguishable random processes are considered to be equal. According to
this, we say that a random process has a given property if it is indistinguishable
from a random process, all the paths of which have this property.

Often, in theory of random processes the following weaker criterion of equality
of random processes is useful. Random processes ~ and 7] are said to be a modifica
tion of each other if they take values in the same space and if ~t = 7]t for all t E T.
For comparison, note that the equality in the space L1 (0, C(T, X)) corresponds
to indistinguishability of random processes, and in the space C(T, L1(0, X)) to
modification. If two random processes that are modifications of each other have
right continuous (left continuous) paths w.p.l, then they are indistinguishable.
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A family {Ftl = {Ft : 0 ~ t ~ T} of sub-a-algebras of F is called a filtration
if F s C F t for all 0 ~ s ~ t ~ T. A filtration {Ftl is said to be complete if for
G E F, peG) = 0 implies G E Fo, and is said to be right continuous if

F t = Ft, Ft = n F s , 0 ~ t ~ T.
t<s~T

Each filtration can be extended up to the smallest complete and right continuous
filtration. Therefore, it is convenient beforehand to suppose that a given filtration
is complete and right continuous. We say that a random process "1 E meT x 0, X)
is adapted with respect to a filtration {Ftl (or Ft-adapted) if "1t E m(O, F t , X) for
all 0 ~ t ~ T. Given a random process "1 E meT x 0, X), we denote by {Fi} the
smallest complete and right continuous filtration generated by {a("1s;O ~ s ~ tn
and call it the natural filtration of "1. Obviously, each random process "1 is adapted
with respect to its natural filtration {Fi}.

A random process m E meT x 0, X) together with a filtration {Ftl is called
an X-valued square integrable martingale on T (or, briefly, a square integrable
martingale) if

(a) mt E £2(0,Ft ,P,X), 0 ~ t ~ T;

(b) E(mtIFs ) = m s , 0 ~ s < t ~ T.

For a square integrable martingale m with respect to a filtration {Ftl, the na
tation {mt, F t } is used as well. Obviously, in the above definition a square inte
grable martingale is defined with accuracy up to modification. By M 2 (T, X) or
by M2 (0, T; X), we denote the class of all X-valued square integrable martingales
{mt> Ftl on T for which mo = 0, {Ftl is a complete and right continuous filtra
tion and m has right continuous paths. Obviously, a martingale from M 2 (T, X) is
defined up to indistinguishability. One can observe that if {mt,Ftl E M 2 (T,X)
for some filtration {Ftl, then {mt,F["} E M 2(T,X) too, where {F["} is the nat
ural filtration of m. The subclass of M2 (T, X) consisting of the martingales with
continuous paths is denoted by Mi(T, X).

For m E M 2 (T, X), we present a particular case of the Doob inequality (see,
for example, Rozovskii [84], p.44):

(4.1)

which will be used in proving the following technical detail.

Proposition 4.8. Mi(T, X) C £2(0, G(T, X)).

Proof. Let m E M2'(T, X). By Proposition 2.25, the function m :°---> G(T, X) is
P-measurable. Using also (4.1), we have m E £2(0, G(T, X)). 0
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Let {mt,Fd E M 2(T,X). The sets of the form

(s, t] x F, FE F s , 0 ~ s ~ t ~ T; [0, t] x Fa, Fa E Fa, 0 ~ t ~ T,

are called predictable rectangles. The system of all predictable rectangles defines
a semialgebra of subsets of T x D. The smallest a-algebra over this semialgebra is
called the a-algebra of predictable subsets of T x D with respect to the filtration
{Fd. This a-algebra will be denoted by P. Define the function A on predictable
rectangles by

For {mt, Fd E M2 (T, X), the function A is a measure. The extension of A to P is
called the Dolean measure of m.

The following theorem, proved in Metivier [77], p. 141, expresses a significant
property of square integrable martingales.

Theorem 4.9. Let {mt,Fd E M2(T,X), let P be the a-algebra of predictable
subsets of T x D with respect to the filtration {Ft } and let A be the Dolean measure
ofm on P. Then there exists a unique function ME Loo(T x D,A,Ll(X)) such
that Mt,w 2': 0, trMt,w = 1 for A-a.e. (t,w) E T x D and

for each predictable rectangle (s, t] x F, FE F s , 0 ~ s ~ t ~ T.

The function M in Theorem 4.9 is called the covariance function of m.
A Wiener process which is defined below is a very useful particular case of

square integrable martingales.

Definition 4.10. A random process {Wt, Fd E Mi(T, X) is called an X-valued
Wiener process on T (or, briefly, a Wiener process) if the covariance function M
and the Dolean measure A of W have the form

Mt,w = (trW)-lW, (t,w) E T x D; A = (trW)(£'0P),

where W E Ll(X), W 2': 0 and £' is the Lebesgue measure on T. The operator W
is called the covariance operator of the Wiener process w.

A random process ~ : T x D ----+ X is said to be Gaussian if the family
{~t : 0 ~ t ~ T} of random variables defines a Gaussian system. A Wiener process
is an example of a Gaussian process. This will be considered in greater detail in
the next section.
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An adequate modelling of real processes requires a consideration of all influences
on them. These influences can be collected into two separate groups. The first
group contains the deterministic influences that are characterized by the property
that their magnitude at each instant and at each space point can be determined
beforehand. The influences of the second group are called fluctuations. Their ef
fects on real processes are random and, therefore, cannot be determined exactly.
Often, only the first group of influences is considered and fluctuations are ignored.
This leads to deterministic models of real processes such as ordinary and par
tial differential equations. In this section we discuss how to use fluctuations in
modelling of real processes.

4.2.1 Brownian Motion

In 1827 the botanist R. Brown observed that a microscopic particle suspended in
liquid makes very strange and highly irregular movements, and he reported the
results of this observation in 1928. The motion of this particle was called Brownian
motion.

Molecular physics explains Brownian motion as a motion of a microscopic
particle determined by its collisions with liquid molecules. Since the mass of a
microscopic particle is small enough, each of these collisions has an effect on its
path.

The state of a particle exhibiting Brownian motion on the surface of a liquid
can be expressed by a vector in JR2. Below we consider one-dimensional Brownian
motion. It can be imagined by projection of two-dimensional Brownian motion to
one of the coordinate axes.

A deterministic analysis of Brownian motion cannot be carried out as this
requires full information about molecules of a given liquid at some fixed instant
including their position, velocity etc. N. Wiener suggested a stochastic approach
to Brownian motion. To explain this approach, consider a microscopic particle
suspended in liquid during the time interval T = [0,T] and let 0 be the collection of
all sample cases which lead to the distinct paths of this particle. Then the position
of this particle can be modelled as a function Wt,w, t E T, wE 0, of two variables.
Since the paths of the particle are continuous, one can select 0 = C(T, JR) and
suppose that a sample w E 0 = C(T, JR) leads to the path Wt,w = Wt, t E T.
Obviously, distinct groups of paths may occur with distinct probabilities. So, a
posteriori one can suppose that a probability distribution P w on 0 is defined
so that P w (A) shows the occurrence probability of a path of the particle in A,
where A c O. Thus, we conclude that there is a sample space 0 and a probability
distribution on 0 for which the motion of the particle may be considered as a
random process W : T x 0 ----> JR.

To study the properties of this random process, at first, we will consider a
microscopic particle suspended in liquid satisfying the following conditions.
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(a) The liquid is homogeneous and has some fixed viscosity that will be deter
mined below.

(b) The liquid is not disturbed by any outside influence.

The meaning of the second condition is that the motion of the particle on this
liquid is a result of the collisions of liquid molecules and the particle only. The
random process W has the following properties.

(A) E(Wt -ws ) = O. This follows from the equality of the occurrence probabilities
of the particle at instant t in any two regions on the surface of the liquid,
which are symmetric with respect to the position of the particle at instant
s, since the conditions (a) and (b) hold.

(B) E(wt - w s )2 depends only on It - sl. This is again a consequence of the
conditions (a) and (b). The variance ofWt -Ws is independent of the location
of the particle at instant s and, hence, is a function of the time run from s.

Note that in the theory of random processes, the random process W which has the
properties (A) and (B) is said to be stationary in a wide sense.

(C) Wt - W s and W r - W a are independent for all a < r :S s < t. This follows
from the fact that the liquid contains a very large number of molecules and,
in fact, in disjoint time intervals (s, t] and (a, r] the particle has collisions
with distinct molecules. So, the increments Wt - W s and W r - W a are formed
by independent collisions.

The property (C) will be revised in Section 4.6.1. In the theory of random pro
cesses, the random process W which has the property (C) is called a process with
independent increments. At this point, we interrupt listing the properties of the
process W to prove the following result.

Lemma 4.11. Let ~ be a stationary in a wide sense random process with indepen
dent increments and let 'l/Jt = E(~t - ~o)2, 0 :S t :S T. Then 'l/Jt = At, 0 :S t :S T,
for some A = const. ~ O.

Proof. For 0 :S s < t :S T, we have

Hence, 'l/J is a nondecreasing function. Substituting t = s + r in (4.2), we have

Any nondecreasing function on T satisfying (4.3) has the representation 'l/Jt = At,
o :S t :S T, with A = T-l'l/JT ~ O. Indeed, this holds for t = O. Let 0 < t :S T.
Then for a positive integer n with 0 < nt :S T, we have 'l/Jnt = n'l/Jt. This implies
'l/Js/n = 'l/Js/n if we substitute s = nt. Thus, for any positive rational number a
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represented as a ratio n/m of two positive integers such that 0 < at ~ T, we
have 'l/Jat = 'l/J(n/mlt = (n/m)'l/Jt = a'l/Jt· If a is an irrational number satisfying
o < at ~ T, then we can take increasing and decreasing, respectively, sequences
{bn} and {cn} of rational numbers such that limn --+oo bn = limn --+ oo Cn = a/2.
Since 'l/J is nondecreasing, we have

for large n. Tending n to 00, we obtain 'l/Jat = a'l/Jt for every real number a satisfying
0< at ~ T. Now 'l/Jt = tT-1'l/JT = >.t implies the statement for 0 < t ~ T. 0

Thus, the properties (A)-(C) imply that

E(wt - ws )2 = >'(t - s), >. > 0, 0 ~ s ~ t ~ T.

Note that the limit case>. = 0 implies Wt == const. This holds when the liquid is
so thick that it can be considered as solid. Hence, we can suppose that >. > 0 for
the liquid under consideration.

The next property has a connection with the central limit theorem.

(D) Wt -Ws is a Gaussian random variable. This is a consequence of Theorem 4.5,
since Wt - W s can be considered as the sum of a large number of independent
and equidistributed small increments. Therefore, (Wt - ws ) "-' N (m, 0- 2 )

where m = E(wt - ws ) = 0 and 0-
2 = E(wt - w s )2 = >'jt - sl.

(E) W has continuous paths. This needs no discussion.

Finally, to the properties (A)-(E), we add the following normalizing condition.

(F) Wo = 0 and >. = 1. The first of these equalities means that the origin is
selected so that it coincides with the position of the particle at t = 0, and
the second equality shows that the liquid has the corresponding viscosity.

The random process W : T x n ----t IR that has the above mentioned properties
(A)-(F) is called a standard process of Brownian motion on T. The first question
that arises is whether a standard process of Brownian motion exists. The following
theorem answers this question positively.

Theorem 4.12 (Wiener). There exists a unique probability measure P w on the
measurable space (C(T, IR), Be) such that the coordinate process Wt,w = Wt, t E T,
wE C(T,IR), is a standard process of Brownian motion on T.

In larger probability spaces than (C(T,IR),Bc,Pw ) it is possible to consider
infinitely many independent standard processes of Brownian motion. Below we
suppose that (n, F, P) is sufficiently large to introduce the following definition.
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Definition 4.13. A random process

dimX

Wt = L "jii;; wren, 0:::; t :::; T,
n=l

(4.4)

where {en} is a basis in X, {wn } is a sequence (finite or infinite depending on
dim X) of independent standard processes of Brownian motion, L~~lX Mn < 00,
Mn ~ 0 and the convergence in (4.4) is in the norm of L2 (O,X) if dimX = 00, is
called an X-valued process of Brownian motion.

4.2.2 Wiener Process Model of Brownian Motion

The following theorem shows that in fact a process of Brownian motion is a sim
plest martingale.

Theorem 4.14 (Levi). Each process of Brownian motion is a Wiener process with
respect to its natural filtration, and vice versa.

In addition note that, if the X -valued Wiener process and the X -valued
process of Brownian motion from Definitions 4.10 and 4.13, respectively, are iden
tified, then {Mn} and {en} stand for the systems of eigenvalues and corresponding
eigenvectors of the covariance operator W.

Using Theorem 4.14, the following important property of Wiener processes
can be proved.

Proposition 4.15. Any Wiener process is Gaussian.

Proof. Let W be an X-valued Wiener process on T and let {en} be the system of
eigenvectors of the respective covariance operator. For each n, let

Since W has independent increments and

m m

(a1wtl +···+amwt""en ) = LLaj(Wtk -wtk_l,en )

k=l j=k

for 0 = to < t1 < ... < tm :::; T and for aI, ... ,am E JR, we obtain that Nn is a
Gaussian system for all n. By Definition 4.13, {Nn} is a sequence of independent
Gaussian systems. Hence,

dimX

N=span U Nn
n=l

is also a Gaussian system. Obviously, (Wt, h) E N for all hEX and for all
0:::; t :::; T. This means that W is a Gaussian random process. 0
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Setting Wiener processes which define a Gaussian system is important in
estimation theory. A simple example of such Wiener processes is a pair of inde
pendent Wiener processes. Practically, such Wiener processes are generated by
distinct sources. More generally, a pair of Wiener processes WI and w 2 which
are linear transformations of some third Wiener process w, i.e., wi = <PWt and
w; = iI!wt, 0 S t S T, where <I> E LeX, Y) and iI! E LeX, Z) and w has its values
in X, form a Gaussian system. In this case, cov(wi, w;) = <I>WiI!* min(t, s), where
W is the covariance operator of w. If <pWiI!* = 0, then WI and w 2 are independent.
This means that WI and w 2 are transformations of independent components of w.
Consequently, the source generating w can be separated into two independent
sources generating WI and w 2 , respectively. If <I>WiI!* -I- 0, then such separation is
impossible. In this case, wI and w 2 are said to be correlated Wiener processes.

More complicated examples of Wiener processes which define a Gaussian
system can be obtained by special transformations on them. Below we present
two such transformations which express the invariance of Wiener processes under
translations and rotations.

Proposition 4.16. Let w be an X -valued Wiener process on T and let

(a) wi = Wt+E - WE' 0 S t S T - 0:, where 0 < 0: < T;

(b) w; = Jewct , 0 S t S c-IT, where c > o.

Then the random processes {wi, F;" I} and {w;, F;,,2} are Wiener processes on
[0, T - 0:] and [0, c-IT], respectively. Furthermore, w, WI and w 2 have the same
covariance operator and define a Gaussian system.

Proof. This can be proved by direct verification.

4.2.3 Diffusion Processes

D

Now we will consider the motion of a suspended microscopic particle in the general
case. Let F(t, x) and get, x) be the velocity and the viscosity of the liquid under
consideration at instant t and at the location x = (Xl, x2) on its surface. Note
that F(t, x) is a two-dimensional vector, but get, x) is a scalar and we denote

G(t, x) = [g(to' x) 0]
g(t,x) .

Then the displacement

of the suspended particle can be approximately written as
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where
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[WI] [WI WI]W = t b.w = t+~t - t
t W2' t W2 _ W2

t t+~t t

and WI and w 2 are independent standard processes of Brownian motion related
with the x l _ and x2-components of the suspended particle, respectively. Replacing
increments by differentials, we obtain the equation

(4.5)

which can be written in the integral form

Xt = Xo + it F(s, X s ) ds + it G(s, X s ) dws ,

where the first integral is a Lebesgue integral by considering w E 0 as fixed, but
the second is a stochastic integral which will be studied in the next section. If we
suppose that F and G are functions from T x X to X and £(Z, X), respectively, w
is a Z-valued Wiener process on T and Xo E L 2 (0, X), then we obtain an abstract
version of the equation (4.5). The functions F and G in (4.5) are called drift
and diffusion coefficients, respectively. The equation (4.5) is called a stochastic
differential equation, or an Ito equation, or a diffusion equation. A solution of the
equation (4.5) is called a diffusion process. Recall that the diffusion phenomenon
is a motion of a suspended microscopic particle in liquid or in gas under collisions
with molecules of the medium.

It is known that a solution of the equation (4.5) is an adequate model for
many real processes arising in branches which are far from diffusion, for example,
in electronics, communication, geophysics, economics, finance etc. Nevertheless,
more rigorous criteria imposed by mathematical models of real processes make it
necessary to improve the process of modelling Brownian motion. We will return
to this problem in Section 4.6.

4.3 Stochastic Integration in Hilbert Spaces

In this section we relate a stochastic integral to a Hilbert space-valued square
integrable martingale. We assume always that {mt,Fd E M 2 (T,X), P is the (1

algebra of the predictable subsets of T x 0 with respect to the filtration {Fd, A is
the Dolean measure of m on P and M is the covariance function of m (see Section
4.1.4). Also, we suppose that (8, ~,l/) is a separable measure space. Recall that
according to our convention in Section 1.2.6, all measures considered in this book
are positive and finite.

4.3.1 Stochastic Integral

Consider the random function M t
l
/
2
, 0 ~ t ~ T. According to Theorem 4.9 and

Proposition 2.37, we have M I / 2 E L(X)(T x 0, A, £2(X)), Let A;'(T; X, Z) be the
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set of all (in general unbounded) operator-valued functions <I> defined on T x n
and satisfying <I>M1/ 2 E L2(T x n, A, £2(X, Z)). Consider the equivalence relation
in A~(T;X, Z) defined by calling <I>, WE A~(T; X, Z) equivalent if

II<I>tMtl/2 - WtMtl/211.c2 = 0 for A-a.e. (t,w) E T x n.

Denote the quotient set of A~(T;X, Z) with respect to this equivalence relation
by A~(T;X,Z).

Theorem 4.17. A~(T; X, Z) is a Hilbert space with the scalar product

(4.6)

Proof. In Metivier [77], pp.142-143, it is shown that the bilinear form (4.6) on
A~(T;X, Z) satisfies all the axioms of scalar product except the nondegeneracy
axiom. Moreover, it is shown that each Cauchy sequence in A~(T;X, Z) is con
vergent, but in general the limit is not unique because (4.6) does not satisfy the
nondegeneracy axiom. Replacing A~(T;X, Z) by its quotient set A~(T;X, Z), we
see that (4.6) on A~ (T; X, Z) satisfies all the axioms of scalar product (includ
ing the nondegeneracy axiom), and, as a consequence, each Cauchy sequence in
A~(T; X, Z) has a unique limit. So, A~(T; X, Z) is a Hilbert space. 0

Let A(T, £(X, Z)) be the class of functions of the form

k

W= L X(s"t,]XFi Wi : T x n ---> £(X, Z),
i=l

(4.7)

where kEN, Wi E £(X, Z), (Si, til x Pi are disjoint predictable rectangles for
i = 1, ... ,k.

Theorem 4.18. A(T, £(X, Z)) and L2(T x n, A, £2(X, Z)) are dense subsets of
A~(T;X,Z).

Proof. Suppose that <I> E A~ (T; X, Z). Let

<I>r = <I>tM//2(In-1 +Mt1/2)-1, t E T, n = 1,2, ....

In Rozovskii [84], pp. 56-57, it is shown that <I>n E L2(T x n, A, £2(X, Z)) for all n
and II <I>n - <I> II 1\2 ---> 0 as n ---> 00. On the other hand in Metivier [77], pp. 143-145,
it is proved that each function in L2(T x n, A, £2(X, Z)) can be approximated in
the norm of A~ (T; X, Z) by functions from A(T, £(X, Z)). 0

For the function W defined by (4.7), the stochastic integral is defined as

(4.8)
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(4.9)

Theorem 4.19. The formula (4.8) defines a bounded linear operator fTOm the subset
A(T, £(X, Z)) of the space A;,(T; X, Z) to L 2 (n, Z) with the pTOperties

E i \J!tdmt =0 andElli \J!tdmt[ = 11\J!lIh,

which has a unique extension to A;' (T; X, Z) as a bounded linear operator pre
serving the pTOperties in (4.9).

PTOOf. For \J! E A(T, £(X, Z)), the properties in (4.9) can be easily proved. The
second of these properties implies the boundedness of the stochastic integral (4.8)
on A(T, £(X, Z)). Since, by Theorem 4.18, A(T, £(X, Z)) is dense in A;,(T; X, Z),
the stochastic integral (4.8) has a unique extension to the space A;,(T; X, Z) as
a bounded linear operator preserving the properties in (4.9). 0

Theorem 4.20. Suppose that <I> E A;,(T; X, Z) and A E £(Z, Y). Then A<I> E

A;,(T; X, Y) and

A i <l>t dmt = i A<I>t dmt·

PTOOf. This is a consequence of the linearity and the boundedness of stochastic
integrals. 0

4.3.2 Martingale Property

The stochastic integral of <I> E A;,(T;X,Z) on (a,b] C T is defined by

lb
<l>tdmt = iXca,bJ(t)<I>tdmt, 0::; a::; b::; T.

The next theorem states a basic property of stochastic integrals.

Theorem 4.21. Let <I> E A;,(T; X, Z) and let

(4.10)

Then

(a) {mt,Ft} E M2 (T,X) ==? {nt,Ft} E M2 (T,Z);

(b) {mt, Ft} E M2'(T, X) ==? {nt, Ft} E M2(T, Z).

PTOOf. First, note that (4.10) defines the random process n up to modification.
At the same time the random processes in M2 (T, Z) and M2(T, Z) are defined
up to indistinguishability. Therefore, the statement of this theorem should be
interpreted as the existence of a right continuous (continuous) modification of n
in M 2 (T, Z) (in M2(T, Z)). This theorem is obvious for <I> E A(T, £(X, Z)). Let
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(4.11)

<I> E A;,(T; X, Z). By definition of stochastic integral, there exists a sequence {<I>k}
in A(T, .c(X, Z)) such that for all 0 :::; t :::; T,

II<I>k - <I>IIA~ -> 0 and E Iln~ - ntl1 2 -> 0 as k -> 00,

where

n~ = 1t

<I>~dms, 0:::; t:::; T, k = 1,2, ....

Using (4.11), it is easy to show that n is a square integrable martingale. Let
us prove that it has a right continuous (continuous if {mt, Fd E M2'(T, X))
modification. For this, we will show that a stronger convergence than (4.11) takes
place. Indeed, using (4.1) and (4.9), we have

This means that for some subsequence (which for simplicity will be identified with
the original one) of {n k }, there exists 0 C n with P(O) = 0 such that

su
T
P Iln~,w - nLw II -> 0 as k, l -> 00 for all wEn \ O.

tE

So, there is a random variable ii such that

sup Iln~,w - iit,w II -> 0 as k -> 00 for all wEn \ O.
tET

(4.12)

The uniform convergence in t in (4.12) implies that ii has right continuous (con
tinuous if {mt, Fd E M2(T, X)) paths. Finally, comparing (4.11) and (4.12), we
conclude that ii is a needed modification of n. 0

In the sequel, under the process n defined by (4.10) we will always mean its
right continuous (continuous if {mt, Fd E M2(T, X)) modification.

4.3.3 Fubini's Property

Let (S, E, v) be a (positive, finite and) separable measure space. The Hilbert spaces
A;,(T; X, L 2 (8, v, Z)) and L 2 (8, v, A;,(T; X, Z)) will be considered in this section.
Note that since the measure space (8, E, v) is separable and Z E H, we have
L 2 (8, v, Z) E H. Hence, A;,(T; X, L 2 (8, v, Z)) is well defined.

Lemma 4.22. The spaces A;,(T; X, L 2 (8, v, Z)) and L 2 (8, v, A;,(T; X, Z)) are iso
metric under the isometry
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o

Proof. By Theorem 4.18, £2(T x 0, A, .c2 (X, Z)) is dense in A;,,(Tj X, Z). Hence,
by Proposition 2.20, the space £2(8, v, £2(TxO, A, .c2 (X, Z))) is dense in the space
£2(8, v, A;,,(Tj X, Z)). On the other hand, by Propositions 2.24 and 2.39(a),

£2(8, v, £2(T x 0, A, .c2(X, Z))) = £2(T x 0, A, .c2(X, £2(8, v, Z))).

So, £2(T x 0,A,.c2(X,L2(8,v,Z))) is dense in £2(S,v,A;'(T;X,Z)). Also, the
space £2(T x 0, A, .c2(X, £2(8, v, Z))) is dense in A;,(T; X, £2(8, v, Z)) by Theo
rem 4.18. Thus, to prove this lemma, it is sufficient to show that for any function
-P E £2(T x 0, A, .c2 (X, £2(8, v, Z))), its norms in the spaces A;,(T; X, L 2 (8, v, Z))
and L2 (8, v, A;,(T; X, Z)) are same. This follows from

11-P1122 = 1 II [-P t wlM1/211
2

dAA",(T;X,L2(S,v,Z)) Txn ' t C2(X,L2(S,V,Z))

= 1 II[-PtwlMtl/2112 dATxn' L 2(S,V,C2(X,Z))

= 1 rII-Ps,t,wMtl/2112 dvdATxn is C2(X,Z)

= r1 II-Ps,t,wMtl/2112 dAdvis Txn C2(X,Z)

= 11-PIIL(s,v,A~(T;X,Z))'

Thus, the proof is completed.

The spaces

A;,,(T; X, £2(8, v, Z)) and £2(8, v, A;,,(T; X, Z))

will be identified and will be denoted by A~ m (8, T; X, Z) . Thus, for any function
-P in A~,m(8,T; X, Z), the following repeat~d stochastic integrals can be defined:

ils -Ps,tdvdmt and lsi -Ps,tdmtdv. (4.13)

Theorem 4.23. For -P E A~m(8, T; X, Z), the repeated stochastic integrals in (4.13)
are equal w.p.l.

Proof. It is easy to prove that, for -P E A(T,.c(X'£2(8,v,Z))), the repeated
stochastic integrals in (4.13) are equal and

Hence, since A(T, .c(X, £2(8, v, Z))) is dense in A~,m(8,T; X, Z), the repeated
stochastic integrals in (4.13) define the same bounded linear operator from the
set A(T, .c(X, £2(8, v, Z))) to £2(0, Z) which can be uniquely extended to the
space A~ m (8, T; X, Z) as a bounded linear operator. We obtain that the repeated
stochasdc integrals in (4.13) are equal w.p.1 for all -P E A~,m(8, T; X, Z). 0
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Proposition 4.24. The following statements hold.

(a) B(T, .c(X, Z)) c A~(T; X, Z).

(b) B(S x T, .c(X, Z)) c A; m(S, T; X, Z) where S = [a, b].

(c) If ~ E B(t:..T , .c(X, Z)) and

Proof. Consider predictable rectangles of the form

(s, t] x 0, (s, t] x 0, 0:::; s :::; t :::; T; [0, t] x 0, [0, t] x 0, 0:::; t :::; T.
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The smallest a-algebra generated by these predictable rectangles coincides with
BT 0 {0,0}. Therefore, BT 0 {0,0} C P and a BT-measurable nonrandom
function can be considered as a P-measurable function. We see that each ~ E

B(T, .c(X, Z)) is strongly P-measurable and bounded. By Proposition 2.13(a),
~MI/2 E Loo(T x 0,>.,.c2 (X,Z)) since M 1/ 2 E Loo(T x 0,>.,.c2 (X)). Therefore,
B(T, .c(X, Z)) c A~(T; X, Z). Part (a) is proved. Part (b) can be proved in a
similar way. To prove part (c), denote

4> _ { ~t,s, 0:::; s :::; t :::; T,
t,s - 0, °:::; t < s :::; T.

. - - 2ObvIOusly, ~ E B(Tx T, .c(X, Z)). By part (b), ~ E Ai,m(T, T; X, Z), and, hence,
4> E A~ (T; X, L2 (T, Z)). Therefore, the function

belongs to L2 (0, L2 (T, Z)) = L2 (T, L2 (0, Z)). Finally, from the boundedness of
~, we obtain i.p E Loo(T, L2 (0, Z)). D

4.3.4 Stochastic Integration with Respect to Wiener Processes

Now let {wt, Fd be an X-valued Wiener process on T and let W be the covari
ance operator of w. By use of the Hilbert space .cw(X, Z) (see Section 1.3.7),
we have A~(T; X, Z) = L2 (T x 0, P, £' 0 P, .cw(X, Z)) which is a subspace of
L2(T x 0, .cw(X, Z)) consisting of all Ft-adapted processes. Using the Hilbertian
summation (see Section 2.4.3), one can write
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Proposition 4.25. Let {Wt, Fd be an X -valued Wiener process on T. Then

(a) B 2 (T, .c(X, Z)) c A;(T; X, Z);

(b) B 2 (8 x T, .c(X, Z)) c A~,w(8, T; X, Z) where S = [a, b].

Proof. In proving Proposition 4.24(a), it was shown that BT ® {O, 0} C P. Since,
for a Wiener process, the Dolean measure is A = c(€ ® P) where c = const. 2': 0,
then the Lebesgue extension of BT ® {O,0} with respect to A = c(€ ® P) is
equal to I3T ® {O, 0} where I3T is the Lebesgue extension of BT with respect to €.
Hence, a Lebesgue measurable nonrandom function on T can be considered as a
A-measurable function on T x O. So, in a similar way as in the proof of Proposition
4.24(a), we have

B2 (T, .c(X, Z)) C A;(T; X, Z).

Part (a) is proved. Part (b) can be proved in a similar way. D

In the sequel we will use stochastic integrals of nonrandom functions with
respect to Wiener processes. Below we list some of their useful properties.

Proposition 4.26. Let wand v be X - and Y -valued Wiener processes on T with
COVWt = Wt and with cov(Wt, Vt) = Rt, let <I> E B 2 (T, .c(X, Z)) and let \lI E
B 2 (T, .c(Y, U)). Then

(a) it <I>s dws is F;V - measurable for all 0::::: t ::::: T;

(b) iT <I>s dws is independent of :F;" for all 0::::: t ::::: T;

(c) if R = 0, then iT <I>s dws and iT \lis dvs are independent;

(d) {iT <I>s dws : <I> E B2(T, .c(X, Z)), Z E 7-f.} is a Gaussian system;

(e) cov(i
t

<I>rdwr, iT \lIrdvr) = it <I>rR\lI;dr, 0::::: s::::: t::::: T;

(f) tr(cov iT <I>rdWr) = tr iT W<I>;<I>rdr = tr iT <I>;<I>rWdr.

Proof. Part (a) follows from Theorem 4.21. Part (b) is a consequence of inde
pendence of the increments of w. Part (c) is obvious. To prove part (d), con
sider the Gaussian system N defined in proving Proposition 4.15. Obviously, for
<I> E B 2 (T, .c(X, Z)) and for h E Z,

(iT <I>sdws,h) EN.

This proves part (d). Parts (e) and (f) follow from Propositions 4.2(d) and 4.2(g),
respectively. D
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4.4 Partially Observable Linear Systems

4.4.1 Solution Concepts

Consider the linear stochastic differential equation
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(4.14)

where we assume that A E L(X), rp : T x n -7 X, m E M2 (T, X). A random
process x : T -7 L 2(n, X) will be called a solution (in ordinary sense) of the
equation (4.14) for given Xo E L2 (n, X) if Xt E D(A) w.p.1 for all 0 :::; t :::; T and
if x satisfies the integral equation

(4.15)

Two solutions of the equation (4.14) will be said to be equal if they are modifica
tions of each other.

We recall that by Theorem 1.22, with a given closed linear operator A on X,
one can associate the separable Hilbert space D(A) with the scalar product

(x, y) D(A) = (x, y) x + (Ax, Ay) x

such that A E £(D(A), X) and D(A) c X is a natural and tight embedding.

Theorem 4.27. Suppose that A E L(X) generates a strongly continuous semigroup
U E S(X), Xo E L2 (n, D(A)), rp E L1(T, L2 (n, D(A))) and mE M2 (T, D(A)).
Then the random process

(4.16)

is a unique solution of the equation (4.14).

Proof. First note that by Proposition 2.20, the conditions of this theorem on xo,
rp and m imply Xo E L2 (n, X), rp E L1(T, L2 (n, X)) and m E M2 (T, X). So, the
integrals in (4.16) are Bochner and stochastic integrals of X- and £(X)-valued
functions, respectively. We will show that these integrals can be interpreted in a
stronger sense. Since U is a strongly continuous semigroup, U E B(T,£(X)). Let
us show that U E B(T,£(D(A))). Since A is the infinitesimal generator of U, we
have Ut(D(A)) C D(A) for all 0 ::; t :::; T. Let 0 ::; t :::; T and let h E D(A). We
have

IIUthll1J(A) = IIAUthll~ + IIUthll~ = IIUtAhll~ + IIUthll~

:::; IIUtll~(x)(IIAhll~ + Ilhll~) = IIUtll~(x)llhll1J(A)·
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Therefore, UtEL:(D(A)), 0 :::; t :::; T, and

sup IIUtll.qD(A)) :::; sup IIUtllc(x) < 00.
tET tET

Since D(A) c X is a natural embedding of separable Hilbert spaces, by Proposi
tion 1.15(b), we have BD(A) C Bx. Hence, the strong BT-measurability of the
function U : T ~ L:(X) implies the strong BT-measurability of the function
U : T ~ L:(D(A)). Thus, U E B(T, L:(D(A))). So, the Bochner and stochastic
integrals in (4.16) can be interpreted as integrals of D(A)- and L:(D(A))-valued
functions, respectively. By Proposition 4.24(c), we obtain that the formula (4.16)
defines the random process x from T to L2 (O, D(A)). Let us show that this ran
dom process satisfies the equation (4.15). Fix 0 < t :::; T and substitute (4.16)
in the right-hand side of (4.15). Applying Theorems 2.18, 2.22, 4.20, 4.23 and
Proposition 4.24(b) and using (3.2), we have

Xo + it (A (Usxo + isUs-ripr dr + isUs- r dmr) + ips) ds +mt
= utXo + it ipr dr + it is AUs-ripr dr ds

+ it dmr + it is AUs - r dmr ds

= utXo + it (ipr + it AUs-ripr dS) dr + it (I + it AUs- r dS) dmr

= utXo + itUt-ripr dr + itUt- r dmr = Xt.

Therefore, x in (4.16) is a solution of the equation (4.15). If y is also a solution of
the equation (4.15), then for Zt = Xt - Yt, 0 :::; t :::; T, by (3.2), we have

Therefore, (4.16) is a unique solution of the equation (4.14). o

Now consider the random process (4.16) for U E S(X) and for Xo, ip and m
satisfying the following conditions which are weaker than in Theorem 4.27:

(4.17)
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Obviously, x is still well defined by (4.16), while it may not satisfy the equation
(4.15) since in general Xt fj. D(A). The process x, defined by (4.16) under the above
mentioned weaker conditions, is called a mild solution of the equation (4.14). In
particular, when the conditions of Theorem 4.27 hold, a mild solution becomes a
solution in the ordinary sense.

4.4.2 Linear Stochastic Evolution Systems

Developing the concept of mild solution, consider the random process

(4.18)

whereU E £(~T,.c(X)) and (4.17) holds. Generally, (4.18) has no relation with a
differential equation since a mild evolution operator does not have any generator.
But, (4.18) could be considered as a generalization of (4.16) to the case of mild evo
lution operators. The system (4.18) under the weaker condition U E £(~T, .c(X))
will be called a linear stochastic evolution system.

Some useful properties oflinear stochastic evolution systems are given below.

Proposition4.28. Letxo E Lz(f'l,X), letU E £(~T,.c(X)), letN E Boo(T,.c(X)),
let 'P E L 1(T, Lz(f'l,X)) and let mE Mz(T,X). Then the equation

(4.19)

(4.20)

has

Xt = Yt,OXo +1t Yt,r'Pr dr +1t Yt,r dmr , 0:::; t :::; T,

as its solution, where Y = PN(U). This solution is unique up to modification and
belongs to Loo(T, Lz(f'l, X)).

Proof. By Propositions 3.17(b) and 4.24(c), the formula (4.20) defines a function
x in Loo(T, Lz(f'l, X)). Substituting (4.20) in the right-hand side of (4.19), we
obtain

Ut,OXO +1t

Ut,rNrYr,oxo dr

+1t Ut,r'Pr dr +1tUt,sNsls Ys,r'Pr dr ds

+1t Ut,r dmr +1t Ut,sNsls Ys,r dmr ds.
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By Theorems 2.22 and 4.23, the last expression is equal to

Yt,OXO + it (Ut,r + itUt,sNsYs,r dS) ipr dr

+ it (Ut,r + itUt,sNsYs,r dS) dmr .

Finally, by Y = PN(U) and by (4.20), we obtain that the substitution of Xt from
(4.20) into the right-hand side of (4.19) gives the left-hand side of (4.19). Thus, the
function Xt defined by (4.20) is a solution of the equation (4.19). The uniqueness
of this solution can be proved via Theorem 2.45. D

Proposition 4.29. LetxoEL2(0.,X), letUEE(b.T,£(X)), letipEL1(T,L2(0.,X)),
let mEM2(T,X) and let x be defined by (4.18). Then

i
t itXt = Ut,sXs + Ut,ripr dr + Ut,r dmr , 0:S S :S t :S T.

s s

Proof. By (4.18),

Xt = ut,s (Us,oXo + isUs,ripr dr + is Us,r dmr)

+ it Ut,ripr dr + itUt,r dmr

= Ut,sXs + itUt,ripr dr + itUt,r dmr .
s s

This proves the proposition. D

Let us introduce the following useful concept. If a random process ~ has the
form

~t = ~o + it Is ds + it 4>s dms, O:S t :S T,

where we suppose ~o E L2(0., X), I E L 1 (T, L2(0., X)), 4> E A;,(T; Z, X) and
mE M2 (T, Z), then ~ is said to have

as its stochastic differential. In this case we use the notation

(4.21 )

where K is an operator valued-function so that the integrals in the right-hand side
of (4.21) are defined.
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4.4.3 Partially Observable Linear Systems
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A stochastic equation, when it is used as a mathematical model of some real
process, is called a state or signal system. Respectively, its solution is called a
state or signal process. Since a solution of a stochastic equation (denote it by x)
is a random process (in general), x presents probabilistic distributions of states of
a corresponding real process, but it does not exactly determine them. To improve
information contained in x, another random process z is considered so that z is
related with x and contains partial information about the states of the real process
under consideration, which is not available from x. An equation that relates z and
x is called an observation system and, respectively, z is called an observation
process or, briefly, observations. State (or signal) and observation systems taken
together define a partially observable system. Often, a partially observable system
is called a state-observation or signal-observation system too.

When a state system is deterministic and, consequently, x is nonrandom, the
states of the corresponding real process can be determined exactly by the values
of the function x. In this case there is no need for an observation system and this
reduces the corresponding partially observable system to only a state system.

The main object of our study is a partially observable linear system in which
the state or signal system is a linear stochastic evolution system and the observa
tion process is a linear transformation of the state process disturbed by a random
process (called a noise process).

4.5 Basic Estimation in Hilbert Spaces

Often, we are faced with a problem to say something about one object while
another object, related with the first one, is observed. The mathematical theory of
studying this problem based on probabilistic methods is called estimation theory.

4.5.1 Estimation of Random Variables

Let T/ E L 2 (n, X) and let ~ E L 2 (n, Z). Denote by P~ the measure on Hz generated
by~. In estimation theory any function in m(Z, P~, X) is called an estimator, and
for cP E m(Z,P~,X), the random variable cpo~ is called an estimate ojT/ based on
~. The function CPo E m(Z, P~, X) is called an optimal estimator and, respectively,
CPo 0 ~ is called a best estimate oj T/ based on ~ if

(4.22)

where the infimum is taken over all estimators cp E m(Z, P~, X) for which (cpo~) E
L2(n, X). In fact, by Proposition 2.27, the infimum in (4.22) is taken over the space
L2 (Z, P~, X).

A function in the form cp(x) = Ax + b, where A E .C(Z,X) and b E X, is
called a linear estimator and, respectively, a random variable cp 0 ~ = A~ + b is
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called a linear estimate of "I based on ~. The function <Po(x) = Aox + bo, where
Ao E L:(Z, X) and bo EX, is called an optimal linear estimator and, respectively,
the random variable <Po 0 ~ = Ao~ + bo is called a best linear estimate of "I based
on ~ if

EII'TJ - Ao~ - bo 11 2 = inf EII'TJ - A~ - b11 2 ,
A,b

where the infimum is taken over all A E L:(Z, X) and all bE X.

Proposition 4.30. Given "I E L2(0., X) and ~ E L2(0., Z), there exists a best esti
mate of "I based on ~ which is unique in L2 (0., O"(~), P, X) and it is equal to the
conditional expectation E('TJIO. Furthermore, the corresponding optimal estimator
is unique in L2 (Z, P~, X).

Proof. By Proposition 2.27, the space {<p 0 ~ : <P E L2(Z, P~, X)} of all estimates
is equal to L 2 (0., 0"(0, P, X). Hence, by (4.22), a best estimate of "I based on ~ is
a random variable at which the functional J(() = 11"1 - (IlL takes its minimum
value on L2 (0., 0"(0, P, X). Since J is a strictly convex functional (see Proposition
1.30(b)), by Proposition 2.3, J takes on minimum value at some unique random
variable (0 E L2(0., 0"(0, P, X) and by Theorem 2.6,

V( E L2(0.,er(0,P,X), (J'((o),() = 2E('TJ - (o,e,) = o.

Hence, (0 is the projection of "I E L2(0.,X) to L2(0.,0"(~),P,X).So, we conclude
that (0 is a unique best estimate of "I based on ~ and by Proposition 4.4, (0 =
E('TJI~). Finally, by Proposition 2.27, E('TJIO can be represented as E('TJI~) = <Po o~
for some unique optimal estimator <Po E L 2 (Z, P~, X). 0

Thus, the problem on existence and uniqueness of optimal estimators is pos
itively solved. But, designing optimal estimators as a function <Po of ~ is a central
problem in estimation theory.

Another situation takes place with optimal linear estimators. The existence
and uniqueness of optimal linear estimators can not always be solved positively.
But, if they exist, then they can be easily designed in the form Ao~ + boo

Proposition 4.31. If a best linear estimate r, of'TJ E L 2(0., X) based on ~ E L2(0., Z)
exists, then it is unbiased, i.e., E('TJ - r,) = O.

Proof. If r, is the best linear estimate of "I based on ~, then

VA E L:(Z, X) and Vb EX, E('TJ - r" A~ + b) = O.

Taking A = 0 and varying b in X, we obtain E('TJ - r,) = O. o

By Proposition 4.31, a best linear estimate r, (if it exists) of "I E L 2 (0., X)
based on ~ E L 2 (0., Z) has the form r, = E'TJ + Ao(~ - E~) for some Ao E L:(Z, X).
The next proposition determines a condition on Ao.
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Proposition 4.32. Suppose that TJ E £2(0, X), ~ E £2(0, Z), P = cov~ and Q =
cov(~, TJ). Then a random variable fj = ETJ + Ao(~ - E~) is a best linear estimate
of TJ based on ~ if and only if A = Ao is a solution of the operator equation

AP = Q*. (4.23)

Proof. Let Ao E .c(Z, X) be a solution of the equation (4.23). For arbitrary A E
.c(Z, X) and bE X, we have

EIITJ - A~ - bl1 2 - EIITJ - ETJ - Ao(~ - EOl1 2

= tr(cov(TJ - A~ - b)) - tr(cov(TJ - ETJ - Ao(~ - E~))) + IIE(TJ - A~ - b)11 2

= tr(APA* - Q*A* - AQ - AoPAo+ Q*Ao+ AoQ) + IIE(TJ - A~ - b)1I 2

= tr((A - Ao)P(A - Ao)*) + IIE(TJ - A~ - b)11 2 ~ 0,

where we used the fact that Ao is a solution of the equation (4.23). Hence, fj =
ETJ - Ao(~ - E~) is a best linear estimate of TJ based on ~. Conversely, let fj =

ETJ - Ao(~ - E~) be a best linear estimate of TJ based on ~. We have to show that
Ao satisfies (4.23). For A E ~, let

TJ>. = ETJ + (Ao+ A(AoP - Q*))(~ - E~).

We have

°~ EIITJ - ETJ - (Ao+ A(AoP - Q*))(~ - E~)112

- EIITJ - ETJ - Ao(~ - EOl1 2

= tr(cov(TJ - ETJ - (Ao+ A(AoP - Q*))(~ - E~)))

- tr(cov(TJ - ETJ - Ao(~ - E~)))

= A2 tr((AoP - Q*)P(AoP - Q*)*) + 2Atr((AoP - Q*)(AoP - Q*)*).

Since A E ~ is arbitrary, we obtain tr((AoP - Q*)(AoP - Q*)*) = 0. Therefore,

IIAoP - Q*II£ ~ IIAoP - Q*lk2 = tr((AoP - Q*)(AoP - Q*)*) = 0,

i.e., Ao is a solution of the equation (4.23). o
The next proposition shows that in the Gaussian case a best linear estimate

coincides with the corresponding best estimate.

Proposition 4.33. Suppose that TJ E £2(0, X) and ~ E £2(0, Z) define a Gaussian
system. If there exists a best linear estimate fj of TJ based on ~, then it is equal to
the best estimate of TJ based on ~.

Proof. In view of Propositions 4.4, 4.30 and 4.32, it is sufficient to show that

Vrp E £2(Z, P~, X), E(TJ - ETJ - Ao(~ - E~), rp o~) = 0, (4.24)
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where Ao is a solution of the equation (4.23) with P = cov~ and Q = cov(~,.,.,).

One can compute

cov(.,., - E.,., - Ao(~ - E~), 0 = Q* - AoP = O.

Since ~ and.,., define a Gaussian system, by Theorem 4.6, the random variables
"I - E.,., - Ao(~ - E~) and ~ are independent and, as a consequence, the random
variables.,., - E.,., - Ao(~ - EO and <p 0 ~ are independent for all <p E L2 (Z, P €' X).
Thus, (4.24) holds. 0

4.5.2 Estimation of Random Processes

Often, a random variable is estimated based on a random process. For this case,
the results of Section 4.5.1 can be modified in a respective way.

Let.,., be a random variable in L2 (0, X) and let ~t, 0 :::; t :::; T, be a ran
dom process in L2 (0, C(T, Z)). Consider ~ as a random variable with values in
L2 (T, Z) and denote by a(~) the a-algebra generated by this random variable. By
Proposition 2.30, a(O = a(~t; 0:::; t :::; T). Therefore,

So, by Proposition 4.30, the best estimate of.,., based on ~, provided that ~ is an
L2 (T, Z)-valued random variable, is equal to E(.,.,I~t;0 :::; t :::; T). Thus, the best
estimate of.,., based on the random process ~t, 0 :::; t :::; T, can be defined as the best
estimate of.,., based on the random variable ~ and it is equal to E(.,.,I~t;0:::; t :::; T).

Now suppose that a random variable.,., in L 2 (0, X) and a random process ~t,

0:::; t :::; T, in L 2 (0, C(T, Z)) define a Gaussian system, i.e.,

N = {("I, h), (~t,g): hEX, 9 E Z, 0:::; t:::; T}

is a Gaussian system. Obviously,

Hence, the random variable.,., and the L 2(T, Z)-valued random variable ~ define
a Gaussian system. So, by Proposition 4.33, if there exists a best linear estimate
of "I based on the random variable ~, then it is equal to

E(.,.,I~) = E(.,.,I~t, 0:::; t :::; T).

Thus, in this case,

E(.,.,I~t,O:::; t:::; T) = E.,., + AO(~t - E~t,O:::; t:::; T)

for some Ao E .c(L2 (T, Z), X).
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In estimating a random variable based on a random process, we do not prefer
linear estimates defined as above. Instead, we use estimates in a linear feedback
form. A random variable

( = b + iT K t d~t, (4.25)

where b E X and K E B 2 (T, £(Z, X)), is called an estimate of 1] based on ~t,

o :S t :S T, in a linear feedback form provided that ~ has a stochastic differential
and the stochastic integral in (4.25) is defined. Obviously, a vector b E X and a
function K E B 2 (T, £(Z, X)) determine a linear feedback estimator. If the paths
of the process ~ are a.e. differentiable w.p.l and ~' E L 2 (st,L2 (T,Z)), then (4.25)
can be written as

In this case, since

Jf = iT Ktftdt, f E L2(T,Z),

defines a bounded linear operator from L 2 (T, Z) to X, the estimate (4.25) in a
linear feedback form can be interpreted as a linear estimate of 1] based on the
derivative of ~. But, as it will follow from Theorem 4.35, in most useful cases the
random process ~ has nowhere differentiable paths w.p.l, although the estimate
in the linear feedback form (4.25) is well defined when the random process ~ has
a stochastic differential.

Proposition 4.34. Let 1] E L2 (st, X) be a random variable with E1] = 0 and let ~

be a random process which has the stochastic differential

where f E L 2 (T x st, Z), Eft = 0 for a.e. t E T, <I> E Boo(T, £(Y, Z)) and v is a
Y -valued Wiener process on T. Suppose that 1] and ~ define a Gaussian system.
Then there exists a function K E B 2(T, £(Z, X)) such that

(4.26)

if and only if

(4.27)

Proof. Since 1] and ~t, 0 :S t :S T, define a Gaussian system, then
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are independent. So, (4.26) implies (4.27). Let us prove the converse. Selecting the
function G in (4.27) as G s = lifO:::; s:::; t and G s = 0 ift < s:::; T, we see that
(4.27) implies the independence of

Tf -iT Kt d~t

and a(~t; 0 :::; t :::; T) (see Theorem 4.6). So,

E(TfI~t,O:::;t:::;T)-lT Ktd~t=E(Tf-iT Ktd~tl~t;O:::;t:::;T)

= E ( Tf - iT K t d~t) = o.

The proof is completed. D

Now consider a partially observable system with a signal process ~ and an
observation process Tf. The estimation problem of finding the best estimate of
Tft based on ~s, 0 :::; s :::; T, is called a filtering problem in case t = T. When
t < T (t > T), this problem is called a smoothing or interpolation (prediction or
extrapolation) problem. Estimators in these problems are called a filter, a smoother
and a predictor, respectively. Among these estimation problems, the important
one is the filtering problem. Smoothing and prediction problems can be reduced
to filtering problems.

4.6 Improving the Brownian Motion Model

In Section 4.2 Wiener processes were presented as a suitable model for Brownian
motion and the equation (4.5) was derived for a diffusion process. In this section
we will continue this discussion.

4.6.1 White, Colored and Wide Band Noise Processes

Let us turn back to Section 4.2 where a Brownian motion was discussed. A micro
scopic particle suspended in liquid has a finite velocity at each time moment and
covers a finite distance on each finite time interval. Therefore, a Wiener process
that was taken as a mathematical model of a Brownian motion would be expected
to have differentiable paths of finite variation. However, the following takes place
instead.

Theorem 4.35. The paths of a (one-dimensional) Wiener process are nowhere
differentiable w. p.l and have infinite variation over each finite time interval.

Accordingly, the derivative Wi of a Wiener process w could be understood
only in a generalized sense. In fact, Wi is a generalized Gaussian random process
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(4.28)

(i.e., the paths of w' are generalized functions) with zero expectation and the
covariance cov(w~, w~) = 8(t - 8) where 8 is the Dirac delta-function (see Hida
[53] and Krylov [67]). To imagine the Dirac delta function, the reader can suppose
that it is the generalized density function of the probability distribution P (j on ~
concentrated at the origin, i.e.,

P(j({O}) = 1 and P(j(~ \ {O}) = o.

The generalized derivative of a Wiener process is called a Gaussian white noise
process or a white noise process or, simply, white noise.

Often, in engineering for a Wiener process w, the informal representation

is used and, consequently, the equation (4.5) is replaced by

x~ = F(t, xd + G(t, Xt)w;.

Below sometimes we use this informal representation as well, keeping in mind that
w' is not a random process in the ordinary sense.

Disagreement between Theorem 4.35 and the real nature of Brownian motion
makes it necessary to revise the properties (A)-(F) of a Brownian motion consid
ered in Section 4.2. A vulnerable one among them is the property (C). Indeed, when
the disjoint intervals (8, t] and (a, r] are close to each other (for example, when
8 = r) we could expect (probably weak) dependence of the increments Wt -Ws and
W r - W(J. Taking this dependence into consideration, we can correct the property
(C) in the following form.

(C' ) There is a number c > 0 such that the increments Wt - W s and W r - W(J are
independent for all 0 ::; a < r < r + c ::; 8 < t ::; T.

Closely related with the modified property (C' ), let us introduce the following
definition from Fleming and Rishel [48], p. 126.

Definition 4.36. A random process 'P : T ---> X is called an X-valued wide band
noise process or, simply, a wide band noise, if there exists a number c > 0 such
that

( ) {
At s, 0::; t - 8 < c,

cov 'Pt, 'Ps = 0, ' t - 8 2: c,

where A is a nonzero function. If in addition E'Pt = 0 and At,s = A t- s , then 'P is
said to be stationary in a wide sense. The function A is called the autocovariance
junction of 'P.

For 0 ::; a < r ::; 8 < t ::; T and for the random process

~t = it 'Ps d8, 0 ::; t ::; T,
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where 'P is the wide band noise process from Definition 4.36, one can easily calcu
late

cov(~t - ~s, ~r - ~a) = cov (it 'Po. do:, l r 'P(3 dj3)

I
min (t,r+c) ( r )

= s cov 'Po., Ja 'P(3 dj3 do:

I
min (t,r+c) lr

= cov('Po., 'P(3) dj3 do:
s max(a,o.-c)

I
min(t,r+c) lr

= Ao.,(3 dj3 do:
s max(a,o.-c)

if s < r+c and cov(~t - ~s, ~r -~a) = 0 if s 2': r +c. So, if in addition 'P is Gaussian,
then the random process ~ satisfies the above mentioned condition (C/).

To compare white and wide band noise processes, let W be a standard Wiener
process and define

c Wt+c - Wt
'Pt = , 0 :::; t :::; T, c > o.

c

One can easily compute that E'Pi = 0 and

A ( c c) {C2 (c - (t - s)),
t,s = cov 'Pt, 'Ps = 0,

O<t-s<c,
t-s2':c.

Hence, the process 'Pc, that is an approximation to the physically impossible white
noise process W', is a stationary in a wide sense, wide band, noise process. Thus,
the white noise process w' is an ideal case of wide band noise processes 'Pc when
c is infinitely small making At,t infinitely large.

Note that it is convenient to work with Gaussian white noise (or Wiener)
processes and, therefore, basic mathematical methods of control and estimation
of stochastic systems has been developed for white noise driven systems. At the
same time, the practical problems involve wide band noise.

Note that there are noise processes which are close to wide band noise, while
the estimation results for them are similar to the respective results for white noise.
They are called colored noise processes. A colored noise is an output of a linear
system under an additive white noise disturbance, i.e., it is a solution of the linear
stochastic differential equation

A mild solution of this equation has the form

(4.29)
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(4.30)

whereU is the strongly continuous semigroup generated by A. Therefore, in general
by X-valued colored noise we will mean a random process ~ in the form (4.29)
where it is assumed that U E £(~T, .c(X)), <P E Boo(T, .c(Y, X)) and w is a
Y-valued Wiener process on T.

4.6.2 Integral Representation of Wide Band Noises

There are different approaches to a wide band noise phenomenon. For example,
Kushner in [69] uses an approximative approach. Here we discuss an approach
based on a certain integral representation from Bashirov [9].

Consider the random process

i.pt = rt
<Pt,8-t dW8, 0::; t ::; T,

}max(O,t-c)

where 0 < E< T, <P E B2 (Tx [-E,Oj,.c(Y,X)) and w is a Y-valued Wiener process
on T. Obviously,

cov(i.pt,i.ps) = r <Pt,8-tW<P:,8_sdO if 0::; t - s < E,
}max(O,t-c)

and cov(i.pt, i.ps) = 0 if t - s ~ E, where W is the covariance operator of w. Hence,
the random process i.p defined by (4.30) is a wide band noise process.

In real systems, the presence of the wide band noise process (4.30), which
can also informally be represented as

i.pt = t <Pt,8-t dW8 = t <Pt,8-tW~ dO =10

<Pt,8W;+8 dO,
Jmax(O,t-c) Jmax(o,t-c) - min(c,t)

can be interpreted by vibration. At moment t a vibration that is formed by the
action of white noise during the time between t - E and t affects the system. Values
of white noise until the moment t - E do not take part in the formation of the
vibration at the moment t, because their weight is sufficiently small and we can
neglect them in the mathematical model (4.30). Consequently, the parameters <P
and E of the wide band noise process (4.30) have the following meaning: <P stands
for the coefficient of relaxing the initial effect of white noise at different time
moments (and, therefore, if X = Y = JR, it is natural to assume that under fixed
t the function <P is increasing in 0 and, consequently, it is a.e. differentiable in 0
with <Pt,-c = 0) and E represents the interval outside of which the consequences
of the disturbing noises are not valid. The function <P will be called a relaxing
junction. By this interpretation, the wide band noise process (4.30) corresponds
to real cases when a vibration generated by white noise stands to affect the systems
starting at the initial time t = 0 (a reason for this may be switching the systems
on from resting state to dynamic state that changes their sensitivity to random
disturbances) and, hence, when 0 < t < E the wide band noise i.p is formed by w~,

o::; 0 ::; t.
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Proposition 4.37. Let 0 < E < T, let WELl (Y) with W ~ 0 and suppose that
<1> E B 2 ( -E, 0; L(Y, X)) is a solution oj the equation

[~s <1>oW<1>o+s dO = As, O:S s :S E,

where A : [0, E] -> L1 (X) is a given junction. Then the random process

'Pt = t <1>o-t dwo, O:S t :S T,
Jrnax(O,t-E:)

(4.31)

(4.32)

where w is a Y -valued Wiener process on T and W is its covariance operator, is
a Gaussian wide band noise process. Furthermore, the restriction oj'P to [E, T] is
stationary in a wide sense and has the autocovariance junction A.

Proof. Comparing (4.30) and (4.32), we see that (4.32) is a Gaussian wide band
noise process. For E :S t :S T and for 0 :S s :S E, E'Pt = 0 and the autocovariance
function of (4.32) is equal to

which is independent of t. So, since the time moment E the process 'P defined by
(4.32) is stationary in a wide sense and has A as its autocovariance function. 0

Practically, engineers meet the Gaussian stationary in wide sense wide band
noise processes which are observed by their autocovariance functions. Therefore,
given an autocovariance function As, 0 :S s :S E, to construct a wide band noise
process in the form (4.32), one must solve the equation (4.31) in <1>. In the one
dimensional case, when X = Y = IR and W = 1, the equation (4.31) reduces
to

[~s <Po<Po+s dO = '\s, O:S s :S E, (4.33)

where the operator-valued functions <1> and A are replaced by the real-valued func
tions <P and '\. The following theorem gives a method of construction of infinitely
many relaxing functions <P corresponding to a given autocovariance function '\.

Theorem 4.38. Let E > 0 and let ,\ E L2 (0,E;IR). Define the junction ,\* as the
even extension oj ,\ to the real line vanishing outside oj [-E,E]. Assume that ,\*

is positive definite, i. e.,
n n

L L '\;i -tj ZiZj ~ 0,
i=1 j=1

jor all finite collections {t1, . .. ,tn } oj real numbers and {Z1' ... , zn} oj complex
numbers, where Zj is the conjugate oj the complex number Zj, and

(4.34)
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where F('\*) is the Fourier transformation of ,\*. Then there exists a solution ¢
of the equation (4.33) in the space L z(-c, 0; 1R). If'\ is a nonzero function, then
the number of distinct solutions of the equation (4.33) is infinite.

Proof. With each ¢ E L z(-E, 0; 1R) associate two functions ¢* and ¢**. Let ¢* be
the extension of ¢ to the real line vanishing outside of [-E,O] and define ¢** by
¢;* = ¢*-.r for -00 < r < 00. Then the equation (4.33) can be written in the form
,\* = ¢**¢**, where ¢**¢** is the convolution of ¢* and ¢**. From the properties
of the Fourier integral (see Papoulis [79]), it follows that F(,\*) = F(¢*)F(¢**) or

[F('\*)]w = [F(¢*)]w[F(¢*)]w, -00 < W < 00.

Therefore, if
[F(¢*)]w = X w + iyw, -00 < W < 00, (4.35)

where x and yare unknown real-valued functions and i is the imaginary unit, then

[F('\*)]w = x~ + y~, -00 < W < 00. (4.36)

Note that F('\*) is a nonnegative even function of a real variable, since ,\* is even
and positive definite. In order to obtain ¢* to be real-valued, we must find an
even function x and an odd function y satisfying (4.36). This can be done in the
following way. Let 0 ::; a ::; 1. Construct a measurable even function x and a
measurable odd function y satisfying

x~ = a[F('\*)]w and y~ = (1 - a)[F('\*)]w, -00 < W < 00.

This can be done easily by considering different branches of the square root. By
the condition (4.34), for each such pair (x,y), the inverse Fourier transformation

¢* = F-1(F(¢*)) = F-1(x + iy)

exists and is a real-valued square integrable function vanishing outside of [-c,O]
(otherwise, ,\* will take nonzero values for lsi> c). The restriction of each ¢*,
constructed in the above mentioned way, to [-c,O] is a solution of the equation
(4.33). From the above construction of ¢*, it is clear that the number of solutions
of the equation (4.33) is infinite if ,\ is a nonzero function. 0

Note that the condition on positive definiteness of ,\* in Theorem 4.38 is or
dinary since ,\ is an autocovariance function. The condition (4.34) guarantees the
existence of F-1(x + iy) as a square integrable function. The non-uniqueness of
solution of the equation (4.33) demonstrates that the covariance function does not
provide complete information about the respective wide band noise process. Theo
rem 4.38 implies that among all the wide band noise processes that are stationary
in a wide sense and have the given autocovariance function ,\ (start with a small
time moment c), there is a sufficiently wide class of such processes which have the
integral representation in which w is a standard Wiener process and the relaxing
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function ¢ belongs to the space L2 (€, 0; lR). In the sequel, we will consider the
Hilbert space-valued wide band noise processes represented in the integral form
for which the respective relaxing functions are differentiable and vanish at -€. By
the above mentioned interpretation, these conditions are reasonable.



Chapter 5

Separation Principle

The main result of this chapter is an extension of the separation principle for linear
quadratic optimal control problems under partial observations to a case when the
noise processes of the state and the observations are dependent.

Convention. In this chapter it is always assumed that (n, F, P) is a complete
probability space, X, Z, ZI, Z2, U, U1 , U2, H E 'H, T > 0, T = [0, T] is a finite time
interval and b. t = {(s,r): O:S r:S s:S t} for t > O.

5.1 Setting of Control Problem

Setting of each optimal control problem requires a determination of three objects:
a state-observation system, a set of admissible controls and a cost functional. In
this section these three objects are defined for a linear quadratic optimal control
problem under partial observations, which is the main control problem in this
chapter.

5.1.1 State-Observation System

Define a linear state-observation system by

xY = Ut,ol +I t
Ut,s(Bsus + bs) ds +I t

Ut,s dms, 0 :S t :S T, (5.1)

z~ = I t
(Csx~ + cs) ds + nt, O:S t :S T, (5.2)

where u is a control taken from the set of admissible controls Uad which will be
defined below, and XU and ZU are the state and observation processes corresponding
to the control u. The following conditions are supposed to hold:

(Cd U E £(b.T,£(X)), BE Boo(T,£(U,X)), C E Boo(T,£(X,Z));

A. E. Bashirov, Partially Observable Linear Systems Under Dependent Noises
© Springer Basel AG 2003
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(C2 ) l E L 2 (0, X), b E L 2 (T x 0, X), c E L2 (T x 0, Z), m E M 2 (T, X), n E
M 2 (T, Z).

Below we will use the following notation. For h E L2 (T x 0; Z) and for
0< t < T, we denote by ht and ht+ the L2 (0, t; Z)- and L2 (t, T; Z)-valued random
variables obtained by restriction of h to [0, t] x °and to (t, T] x 0, respectively.

Remark 5.1. By Proposition 4.24(c), for given U E L 2 (T x 0, U), the state sys
tem (5.1) defines the random process XU in L oo (T,L2 (0,X)). Hence, the random
process zU, defined by (5.2), belongs to m(O, L 2 (T, Z)). Moreover, if the stronger
condition n E M2(T, Z) holds, then by Proposition 4.8, ZU E m(O, C(T, Z)).

Remark 5.2. The conditions (Cd-(C2 ) do not contain anything about the relation
between l, b, C, m and n. They may be independent as well as dependent. Under
the conditions (Cd-(C2 ), the observations make sense even if C = 0 because
observing only the noise processes C and n, useful information about the state
process can be obtained. Moreover, the conditions (C1 )-(C2 ) accept the case
when the observations until the current time moment t depend on the future of
the signal noise, i.e., when the a-algebras a(zu,t) and a(bt+, ms - mt; t < s ::; T)
are dependent.

5.1.2 Set of Admissible Controls

Let ZU E m(O, L 2 (T, Z)) be the random process corresponding to the control
U E L 2 (T x 0, U) by (5.1)-(5.2) (see Remark 5.1). As above, for 0 < t ::; T, the
restriction of ZU to [0, t] x 0, considered as an L2 (0, t; Z)-valued random variable,
is denoted by zu,t. Consider

We denote zO,t = zu,t and U? = Ut if u = O. Let

[;0 = iT Ufdt = {u E L2(T x O,U): Ut E uf for a.e. t E T},

[; = {u E L2(T x O,U): Ut E Ur for a.e. t E T},

where the integral means a Hilbertian sum of subspaces (see Section 2.4.3). By
Proposition 2.29(a), for fixed U E L 2(T x 0, U), {Ut : 0 < t ::; T} is a nondecreas
ing family of subspaces of L 2 (0, U). Additionally, by Proposition 2.29(b), [;0 is a
subspace of L 2 (T x 0, U). The same can not be said about [;.

Since [; consists of functions U E L 2 (T x 0, U) adapted with respect to
the partial observations, it could be chosen as a set of admissible controls. But,
the complicated structure of [; makes it inconvenient in studying optimal control
problems. On the other hand, [;0 has an excellent structure, but the choice of [;0
as a set of admissible controls means disregarding the partial observations. Hence,
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following Bensoussan and Viot [33], the set of admissible controls will be defined
by

- 0 -
Uad=U nU. (5.3)

Note that Uad =I- 0 since at least it contains the nonrandom controls. The proper
ties of Uad, studied below, show that U ad is a good trade-off (; against (;0.

5.1.3 Quadratic Cost Functional

To complete setting of the main optimal control problem, we also consider the cost
functional

J(u) = E((Xy,QTXY) +I T
([::],[[: ~:] [::])dt

+2(q,Xy)+21
T

([~:], [::])dt) (5.4)

and suppose that the following conditions hold:

(C~) QT E £(X), Qr = QT, F E Boo(T, £(X)), C, C- 1 E Boo(T, £(U)), L E
Boo(T, £(X, U)), Ft = F t and C~ = C t for a.e. t E T;

Below we will use the Riccati equation (3.9). The above conditions do not
guarantee the existence of a solution of the equation (3.9) (see Theorem 3.22).
Therefore, we will also need the following condition:

(RE) The equation (3.9) has a solution in B(T, £(X)).

Note that if Q E B(T, £(X)) is a solution of the equation (3.9), then in view of
(C~), Q~ = QI> 0 ~ t ~ T.

Minimizing the cost functional (5.4) over the state-observation system (5.1)
(5.2) on the set of admissible controls Uad defined by (5.3) is the main optimal
control problem in this chapter. Briefly, this problem will be called the problem
(5.1)~(5.4). A control in Uad , at which the functional (5.4) takes on its minimum
value, is called an optimal control.

5.2 Separation Principle

In this section the separation principle, which is essential in studying optimal
control problems for partially observable systems, is extended to dependent noise
disturbances in the problem (5.1)-(5.4). In this section it is always assumed that
the conditions (C1 ), (C z), (C~), (C4 ) and (RE), defined in Section 5.1, hold.
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5.2.1 Properties of Admissible Controls

- °Lemma 5.3. If u E U, then Ut C U;:, 0 < t :::; T.

Proof. Let u E U. Define

We have
x~ = x~ + ~r, zr = z~ + ryr, 0:::; t :::; T,

where xo and zo are the random processes (5.1) and (5.2), respectively, corre
sponding to u = O. Fix arbitrary 0 < t :::; T and define the operator

by

[WtV]s = ls1r CrUr,aBavadadr, 0:::; s:::; t, v E £2(0,t;U).

Obviously, Wt E £(£2(0, t; U), £2(0, t; Z)). Using the operator Wt, one can write
ryU,t = Wt ut . Therefore,

(5.5)

On the other hand u E U implies

for a.e. s E (0, t]. Therefore,

By Proposition 2.27, there exists

where P zu,t is the distribution of zu,t, such that ut = <Pt (zu,t). So, using (5.5), we
have

zO,t = (I - Wt<Pt)(zu,t) , 0 < t :::; T.

Thus, by Proposition 2.28(b),

i.e., Up c U;:, 0 < t :::; T.

-0 °Lemma 5.4. If u E U , then U;: C Ut , 0 < t :::; T.

o
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Proof. Under notation introduced in proving Lemma 5.3, consider the equality
(5.5). In a similar way as in proving Lemma 5.3 we have ut = <I>t(zO,t) for some <I>t E
L2 (L2 (0, t; Z), P zO.t, L2 (0, t; U)), where P zO.t is the distribution of zO,t. Hence, by
(5.5),

zu,t = (I + Wt<I>t) (zO,t), 0< t :::; T.

This implies Utu C Up, °< t :::; T. 0

Proposition 5.5. If u E Uad, then Ur = Up, °< t :::; T.

Proof. Since Uad = [;0 n [;, the statement follows from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4. 0

Remark 5.6. In Bensoussan and Viot [33] it is shown that the condition u E [; is
not sufficient for Ur = Up, °< t :::; T.

For the further study of admissible controls, we define the Hilbertian sum

where E > 0, U E L2(T x n, U) and UtU_f; = U if 0< t :::; E. If u = 0, then we write

U-o=U-u
f; f;'

Lemma 5.1. If E > °and if u E [;2, then Ur = Up for all °< t :::; T.

Proof. Suppose u E [;2. First, we will show that Up C Utu for °< t :::; T. Since
Ur = Up = U for -E < t :::; 0, it is sufficient to show that Up C Ur for -E < t :::; a
implies Up C Ur for a < t :::; a + E, where -E < a :::; T - E. Fix t satisfying
a < t :::; a + E. By this assumption, we have

Us E U~_f; c U:_f; c U: CUr, a.e. s E [o,t].

Therefore, ut = <l>t(zu,t) for some

(see proof of Lemma 5.3). Substituting this in (5.5), we have zO,t = (I - Wt<l>t)(zu,t)
which implies Up C Utu for all a < t :::; a + E. SO, Up C Ur for all °< t :::; T. On
the other hand by Lemma 5.4, u E [;2 c [;0 implies Ur c Up, °< t :::; T. Thus,
Ur = Up for all °< t :::; T. 0

Lemma 5.8. If E > °and if u E [;~, then Ur = Up for all °< t :::; T.

Proof. This can be proved in a similar way as Lemma 5.7. o
Remark 5.9. By Lemma 5.3 (Lemma 5.4), the condition u E [; (u E [;0) implies
only one side inclusion Up C Ur (Ur c UP) for °< t :::; T. But, under the
condition of Lemma 5.7 or 5.8, we have the equality Up = Utu for °< t :::; T.
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Proposition 5.10. Uad is dense in fjo.

Proof. Let U E fjo. For 0 < c ~ T, denote

€ {Ut-€, c < t ~ T,
U t =

0, 0 ~ t ~ c.

Obviously, u€ converges to U in L2 (T x n, U) and, hence, in fjo as c --> O. On the
other hand U E fjo implies u€ E fj2. Hence, u€ E fj~ C fjo and, by Lemma 5.7,
u€ E fj't c fju'. This yields u€ E UOn fju', i.e., u€ E Uad . Thus, Uad is dense in
~. 0

Proposition 5.11. If c > 0 and if U E fj:, then U E Uad .

Proof. Let U E fj:. Then, by Lemma 5.8, we have U E fj~ C fjo. Also, U E fj: c
fju. Hence, U E fjo n fju = Uad . 0

Thus, by Proposition 5.11, the set of admissible controls Uad contains all
functions in L 2 (T x n, U) which are adapted with respect to the partial obser
vations having a small delay. Since in practice, for physical reasons, designing
controls for current time takes away some time for processing observation data,
the use of fjo n fj as a set of admissible controls rather than fj is quite reasonable.
The properties of Uad = fjo n fj presented in Propositions 5.5 and 5.10 make Uad
convenient in studying optimal control problems.

Remark 5.12. If in the condition (C2 ) we take n E M2CT, Z) instead of n E
M2 (T, Z), then ZU E men, C(T, Z)) (see Remark 5.1). At the same time ZU E

men, L 2 (T, Z)). Let zc,u,t and zu,t be random variables with values in the spaces
C(O, t; Z) and L2 (0, t; Z), respectively, obtained by restriction of ZU from T x n
to [0, t] x n. Similar to the definitions of U;", fjo and fj, one can define

Uc,u = L2(n a (ZC,u,t) P U) fjc,o = iT UC,O dt
t , '" t'o

fjc = {u E L 2 (T x n,U): Ut E U~,u for a.e. t E T}.

In Bensoussan and Viot [33] (as well as in Curtain and Ichikawa [38] and in
Bashirov [7]) the set U~d = fjc,o n fjc is taken as a set of admissible controls.
By Proposition 2.31(b), we have U~d = Uad , i.e., the sets U~d and Uad are equal.
But, U~d can be defined only for observations with continuous paths, whereas the
definition of Uad does not use the continuity of observation paths. Therefore, we
conclude that Uad is an extension of U~d so that this extension allows observations
with continuous as well as discontinuous paths.

Proposition 5.13. infuad J(u) = infr)o J(u).

Proof. One can observe that (5.1) defines a continuous operator U --> XU from fjo
to Loo(T, L2 (n, X)). So, J is continuous on fjo. Hence, the statement follows from
Proposition 5.10. 0
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5.2.2 Extended Separation Principle

Lemma 5.14. If the functional J takes its minimum value on UO at u* E UO, then

(5.6)

where x* = xu', E~ = E(·lzO,t) and

Yt = - UT,t(QTX~ + q) -iTU;,t(Fsx; + L;u; + fs) ds, 0:::; t :::; T. (5.7)

Proof. Let U E Uo. Since UO is a Hilbert space, we have u* + AU E UO for all
A E lR. Denote

One can verify that

0:::; J(u* + AU) - J(u*)

= 2AE iT(Gtu; - B;Yt + Ltx; + 9t, Ut) dt

+ A2 E iT (ht , (Ft - L;Gt l L t ) ht) dt

+ A2 E iT (Ut + Gt 1 Ltht, G t (Ut + Gt 1 Ltht )) dt + A2 E(hT , QThT ).

Dividing both sides of the above inequality consequently by A > 0 and by A < 0
and then tending A to 0, we obtain

Since U is arbitrary in UO, the equality (5.6) holds. o

Now let u* E Uad be an optimal control in the problem (5.1)~(5.4). By
Proposition 5.13, the functional J takes its minimum value on UO at the control
u* E Uad C Uo. Hence, by Lemma 5.14, the equalities (5.6) and (5.7) hold. Let
o< T :::; t :::; T. Substituting (5.6) in (5.1) and (5.7) and using Proposition 4.29,
we have

x; = Ut,TX; +1t
Ut,s dms +1t

Ut,s (BsG;lE~(B;ys - Lsx; - 9s) + bs) ds,

Yt = -UT,t(QTX~ + q) -iTU;,t (Fsx; + L;G;lE~(B;ys - Lsx; - 9s) + fs) ds.
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Since E~E~~ = E~~ for 0 < T S; S S; T, we obtain

E~x; = E~ (Ut,TX; +1t
Ut,s dms

+1t
Ut,s (BsC;l(B;ys - Lsx; - gs) + bs) dS)' (5.8)

E~Yt = - E~ (U;,t(QTX~ + q)

+ iTU;,t(FsX;+L;C;l(B;Ys-LsX;-gs)+fs)dS). (5.9)

Lemma 5.15. The following equality holds:

where Y = P_BC-l(B'Q+L)(U), Q is a solution of the equation (3.9) and

at = Y;,tq + iT Y;,t (Qsbs - (QsBs + L;)C;l gs + fs) ds

+ iT Y;,tQs dms, 0 S; t S; T.

Proof. See Section 5.2.4.

(5.10)

(5.11)

o
Theorem 5.16 (Extended Separation Principle). Under the conditions (Cd, (C2 ),
(C~), (C4 ) and (RE), let u* E Uad be an optimal control in the problem (5.1)~

(5.4). Denote
x* = xu', E; = E('lzu',t), 0 < t S; T.

Then u* has the form

where Y = P_ BC-l(B*Q+L)(U), Q is a solution of the equation (3.9) and a is
defined by (5.11). This optimal control is unique if the equation (3.9) has a unique
solution.

Proof. Substituting T = t in (5.10), we have

E~Yt = - E~(Qtx; + at), 0 < t S; T.

Since u* E Uad , by Proposition 5.5, ut = uf for all 0 < t S; T. This implies
E; = E~ for all 0 < t S; T. So, from (5.6), we obtain (5.12). Obviously, (5.12)
determines a unique optimal control (if it exists) when Q is a unique solution of
the equation (3.9). 0
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Theorem 5.16 expresses the separation principle when the relation between
the noise processes acting on state and observations is arbitrary. By (5.12), de
signing an optimal control is separated into two steps, the first of them being
computing the conditional expectations E;x;, E;o:/, E;9t and the second finding
an optimal control by a deterministic method using the results of the first step.

By (5.12) and (5.11), an optimal control at current time t depends on ran
dom processes band m on (t, TJ. This is natural as we consider arbitrarily related
noise processes and, therefore, observations available up to time t may contain
information about the future of signal noise, i.e., the a-algebras a(zu',t) and
a(bt+, ms - mt; t < s ::; T) may be dependent (see Remark 5.2). The formu
lae (5.12) and (5.11) show how this information must be used in optimal control.

The statement of Theorem 5.16 will be called the extended separation prin
ciple.

5.2.3 Classical Separation Principle

The following particular case of Theorem 5.16 will be called a classical separation
principle.

Theorem 5.17 (Classical Separation Principle). Under the conditions (Cd, (C2 ),
(C~), (RE) and

(C~) q EX, f E L 2 (T, X), 9 E L 2 (T, U);

(C5 ) a(l,bt,ct,ns,ms; 0::; s::; t) anda(bt+,ms-mt; t < s::; T) are independent
for all 0 < t ::; T;

let u· E Uad be an optimal control in the problem (5.1)-(5.4). Denote

x· = xu', E; = E(- Izu',t), 0 < t::; T.

Then u· has the form

u; = u~ - a-;I(B;Qt + Lt ) E;x;, a.e. t E T,

where Y = P -BC-I(B'Q+L)(U), Q is a solution of the equation (3.9) and uO is a
function in L2 (T, U) defined by

o a-I a-IB.Y·ut = - t 9t - t t T,tq

- a-;I B; iT Y;,t(QsEbs - (QsBs + L:)a;19s + fs)ds, a.e. t E T.

This optimal control is unique if the equation (3.9) has a unique solution.

Proof. By (C5 ), we have

E; (iT Y;,tQsbs ds + iT Y;,tQs dms) = iT Y;,tQs Ebsds.

So, the statement follows from Theorem 5.16. 0
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Comparing Theorems 5.16 and 5.17, one can observe that Theorem 5.16
removes the only essential restriction (that is the condition (Cs )) under which
the classical separation principle is true. This weakening completes the form of an
optimal control with additional terms.

5.2.4 Proof of Lemma 5.15

First, we will derive an expression for E~Qtx;. For convenience, let

and let

Then, by (3.9) and (5.8), we have

E~QtX; = E~ (U:r,tQTUT,tX; + iTU;,Ji'sUs,tX; dS)

= E~ (U:r,tQT (xr - iT UT,r dmr - iTUT,rhr dr)

+iTU;,/,'s (x; - is Us,r dmr - is Us,rhr dr) dS)

= E~ (UhQTXr + iT u;,Ji'sX; ds

- iTU;,t (u:r,rQTUT,r + iTU;,Ji'sUs,r dS) dmr

-iTU;,t (u:r,rQTUT,r + iTU;,Ji'sUs,r dS) hrdr)

= E~ (u:r,tQTXr + iTU;,/"sX; ds

-iTU;,tQs dms - iTU;,tQshsdS)

= E~ (u:r,tQTxr -iTU;,tQs dms

+iTU;,t (Fs - (QsBs+ L;)G;1 B;Qs - L;G;1Ls)x; ds

+iTU;,t(QsBsG;1 gs - QsBsG;1 B;ys - Qsbs)dS). (5.13)
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Also, since Y = p-BC-'(B'Q+L)(U), by Proposition 4.28, for the random variable
0: defined by (5.11), we have

O:t = UY,tq + iTU;,t(Qsbs - (QsBs + L;)G;lgs + Is

- (QsBs + L;)G;l B;O:s)ds + iTU;,tQs dms.

Therefore, from (5.9), (5.13) and (5.14), we obtain

(5.14)

If

then

At,T s:; C iT AS,T ds, c = const. 2 0,

which by Theorem 2.45, implies At,T = 0, 0< T s:; t s:; T. The proof is completed.

5.3 Generalization to a Game Problem

In fact, an optimal control problem is a simple game of one player which tries
to minimize (or maximize) a cost functional. Generally, a game is played by two
or more players each of which has his (her) own profit. In this section a game of
two players will be considered. One of them will try to minimize and the other
to maximize a given functional. Under a linear state-observation system and a
quadratic functional, the results of Section 5.2 will be generalized to this game.

5.3.1 Setting of Game Problem

Consider the state system (5.1), in which the Hilbert space U is decomposed
into the product of two Hilbert spaces U1 and U2 . In this case, each function
U E L 2 (T x 0, U) can be represented as a pair of Ul E L 2 (T x 0, Ud and U2 E

L 2 (T x 0, U2 ). The functions Ul and U2 will be considered as control actions of the
first and second players, respectively. In view of decomposition U = U1 X U2 , the
functions B, L, G and g from (5.1) and (5.4) could be decomposed in a respective
way. Also, it will be supposed that each player has his (her) own observation system
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in the form (5.2). Realizing the above, we obtain the state-observation system

X~"U2 = Ut,ol + itUt,s ([BI,s B2,s] [~~::] + bs) ds

+ itUt,s dms, 0:::; t :::; T, (5.15)

Z~:,U2 = it (Ci,sX~"U2 + Ci,s) ds + ni,t, 0::; t ::; T, i = 1,2, (5.16)

and the quadratic functional

(5.17)

In this section we suppose that the following conditions hold:

(Gd U E [(~T, L:(X)), Bi E Boo(T, L:(Ui , X)), C i E Boo(T, L:(X, Zi)), i = 1,2;

(G2 ) I E L 2 (n, X), b E L 2 (T x n, X), Ci E L 2 (T x n, Zd, m E M2 (T, X),
ni E M 2 (T, Zi), i = 1,2;

(G~) QTEL:(X), Qr = QT, F E Boo(T, L:(X)), Gi ,Gil E Boo(T, L:(Ui )), R E
Boo(T, L:(UI,U2 )), Ft = Ft, GI,t > 0 and G2,t < 0 for a.e. t E T, L i E
Boo(T,L:(X,Ui )), (GI-R*Gi.IR)-1 E Boo(T,L:(UI )), (G2 -RG1IR*)-1 E

Boo(T, L:(U2 )), i = 1,2;

(G4 ) q E L 2 (n, X), f E L 2 (T x n, X), 9i E L 2 (T x n, Ui), i = 1,2.

As it was mentioned above, we denote U = UI X U2 and

By Proposition 1.24, the condition (G~) implies the existence of G;l for a.e.
t E T and G-I E Boo (T, L:(U)). Therefore, we can consider the operator Riccati
equation (3.9). We suppose that

(RE) The equation (3.9) has a solution in B(T, L:(X)).
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The set of admissible controls of each player we define as in the problem
(5.1)-(5.4). For Ul E L 2 (T x 0, U1 ) and U2 E L 2 (T x 0, U2 ), consider

where Z~1 ,U2,t denotes an L2 (0, t; Zi)-valued random variable, obtained by restric
tion of Z~I,U2 from T x °to [0, t] x 0. Let

U~,U2 = iT U~:~2 dt = {Ul E L 2 (T x n, Ud :Ul,t E U~:~2 for a.e. t E T},

U;I,O = iT U;,~,O dt = {U2 E L2 (T x 0,U2 ) : U2,t E U;'~'o for a.e. t E T}.

Also, define

U~2 = {Ul E L2 (T x 0,Ud :Ul,t E U~~,U2 for a.e. t E T} ,

U;1 = {U2 E L2 (T x 0,U2 ) : U2,t E U;,~,U2 for a.e. t E T} .

The set of admissible controls in the considered game will be defined as

(5.18)

where Ul and U2 are admissible controls of the first and second players, respectively.
Note that for fixed Ul, the cross section U;I,O n U:t of Uad agrees with the set
of admissible controls defined for the control problem (5.1)-(5.4). The same holds
for the cross sections at fixed U2.

Our aim in this section is to study a saddle point of the functional (5.17) on
Uad' A saddle point is a pair (ui,u;) E U ad such that

(5.19)

for all Ul E (U?,U2n U~2) and for all U2 E (U;;,o n U;;). Briefly, this problem
will be called the game (5.15)-(5.18). The technique used in studying the control
problem (5.1)-(5.4) will be applied to study the game (5.15)-(5.18). Two cases will
be considered. In the first case the observations of the first player will be observed
by the second player as well. In the second case the players will have the same
observations.

5.3.2 Case 1: The First Player Has Worse Observations

The mathematical condition corresponding to the considered case is formulated
as
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The condition (G~) means that the second player is completely informed about
the observations of the first player, i.e., the first player has worse observations
than the second one.

Consider the game (5.15)-(5.18) under the conditions (G1 ), (G2 ), (G~),

(RE), (G4 ) and (G~). Suppose (ui,u:2) E Uad is a saddle point in the game
(5.15)-(5.18). Denote

u*=[Ui] x*=xu~,u~ EU1,U2=E(·lzUl,u2,t) i=12 O<t<Tu; , , 't,t 1," , -,

and consider the random process Y defined by (5.7). Since the functional (5.17)
takes its minimum value at

under fixed U2 = u:;;, then by Lemma 5.14,

* - C-IEo,U~(B* £ * R* * )UI,t - I,t I,t I,tYt - I,tXt - 9I,t - t U2,t , a.e. t E T.

In a similar way, we have

* - C-IEU~,o(B* £ * R * )U2,t - 2,t 2,t 2,tYt - 2,t Xt - 92,t - tUl,t, a.e. t E T.

According to the condition (G~) and Proposition 5.5,

Hence,

EU~,o * EU~'o (EO,u~ *) EO,u~ * *2,t UI,t = 2,t I,t UI,t = I,t UI,t = UI,t, a.e. t E T.

So, by (5.21),

* C-IEU~,o(B* £ * ) C-IR * t TU2,t = 2,t 2,t 2,tYt - 2,t Xt - 92,t - 2,t tUI,t' a.e. E .

Using this equality in (5.20), we obtain

* (C R*C-IR )-1 EO,U2 ( (B* R*C-IB*)UI,t = I,t - t 2,t t I,t I,t - t 2,t 2,t Yt

- (£I,t - R;C2",}£2,t) x; - 9I,t + R;C2",}92,t), a.e. t E T.

(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

Now let 0 < T :S t :S T. Using (5.22) in the formulae (5.20) and (5.21), we
have

Eo'U~ * - C-IEo,u~ (B* £ * R* * ) t [ T]I,T UI,t - I,t I,T I,tYt - I,tXt - 9I,t - t U2,t ,a.e. E T, ,

Eo,u~ * - C-IEo,u~ (B* £ * R * ) t [ T]I,T U2,t - 2,t I,T 2,tYt - 2,t Xt - 92,t - tUI,t' a.e. E T, ,
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which imply

EO,U2(G * + R* * ) - EO'U2(B* L *) [ T]l,r 1,tUl,t t U2,t - l,r 1,tYt - 1,tXt - 91,t , a.e. t E T, ,

EO,U2(R * G *) - EO,U2(B* L *) [ T]l,r 1Ul,t + 2,tU2,t - l,r 2,tYt - 2,t Xt - 92,t , a.e. t E T, .

Using the notation introduced above, we can write

G Eo'U; * EO,u; (B* L *) [ T]t l,r Ut = l,r t Yt - tXt - 9t , a.e. t E T, ,

which implies
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E O,U2 * - G- I Eo,U2 (B* L * ) t [ T]l,r Ut - t l,r t Yt - tXt - 9t ,a.e. E T, . (5.24)

Similar to the derivation of the formulae (5.8) and (5.9), substituting (5.24) in
(5.15) and (5.7), for all 0 < T ::::; t ::::; T, we have

( i
t

D,u; * D,u; *
El,r Xt = El,r Ut,rXr + rUt,s dms

+ itUt,s(BsG;l(B;ys - Lsx; - 9s) + bs)dS) ,

Eo,u; EO,u; (u* (Q * + )
l,r Yt = - l,r T,t TXT q

+ iTU;,t (Fsx; + L;C;l (B;ys - Lsx; - 9s) + fs)dS).

Applying Lemma 5.15 to (5.25)-(5.26), we obtain

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.27)

where y = P-BG~l(B'Q+L)(U), Q is a solution of the equation (3.9) and a is
defined by (5.11). Using (5.27) in (5.23), we have

ui,t = - (Gl,t - R;G2,~ Rt )-lE~:~; (( (B;,t - R;C2") B~,t)Qt

+ Ll,t - R;G2,~L2,t)X; + (B;,t - R;C2,~B~,t)at

+ 91,t - R;G2,~92,t), a.e. t E T.

Thus, we can state the following theorem.

(5.28)

Theorem 5.18. Under the conditions (Gd, (G2 ), (G~), (RE), (G4 ) and (G~), let
(ui,u2) E Uad be a saddle point in the game (5.15)-(5.18). Denote

X* - xu~,u; EU~,U2 _ E('lzu~,u;,t)- 'l,t - 1 .
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* _ ( * - 1 ) - 1 u; ,U2 (((* * -1 *)U1,t - - C 1,t - R t C 2,t R t E 1,t B 1,t - R t C 2,t B 2,t Qt

+ L 1,t - R;C2")L2,t)x; + (B;,t - R;C2",~B2,t)at

+ 91,t - R;C2,~92,t), a.e. t E T, (5.29)

where y = P -BC-'(B*Q+L)(U), Q is a solution of the equation (3.9) and a is
defined by (5.11).

Proof. By (5.22), E~:~2 = E~,;t2, 0 < t :::; T. Hence, (5.29) follows from (5.28). 0

Theorem 5.18 can be interpreted in the following way: since by (G~), the
second player is completely informed about the observations of the first player, he
(she) can compute the ui component of a saddle point. But, generally, the first
player can not do the same about u:;; as he (she) has worse observations.

5.3.3 Case 2: The Players Have the Same Observations

The mathematical condition corresponding to this case is formulated as

(Gs ) (J (zr" u2,t) = (J (z;"u2,t) for all (U1,U2) E Uad and for all 0 < t:::; T.

In particular, the condition (Gs ) holds if

{
ZI = Z2 = Z, C1 = C2 = C E Boo(T, £(X, Z)),
C1 = C2 = c E L2(T x [2, Z), n1 = n2 = n E M2(T, Z).

Obviously, the condition (Gs ) implies E~;t'U2 = E~;t2., ,

Theorem 5.19. Under the conditions (Gd, (G2 ), (G~), (RE), (G4 ) and (Gs ),
let u* = (ui,u:;;) E Uad be a saddle point in the game (5.15)-(5.18). Denote

u*=[ui] *_ u;,u2 E*_Eu;,u2 _Eu;,u2u:;; ,x - x ,t - 1,t - 2,t .

Then u* has the form

u; = -C-;:l(B;Qt + Lt)E;x; - C-;:l B;E;at - C-;:lE;9t, a.e. t E T, (5.30)

where y = P -BC-'(B'Q+L)(U), Q is a solution of the equation (3.9) and a is
defined by (5.11). A saddle point is unique if the equation (3.9) has a unique
solution.

Proof. By Theorem 5.18, we have (5.29). Under the condition (Gs ), Theorem 5.18
can be applied to the second player. Therefore, we also have

U;,t = - (C2,t - RtCl ) R;) -lE~,it,U2 (( (B2,t - RtCl,~ B;,t)Qt

+ L2,t - RtCl,~L1,t}X; + (B2,t - RtCl,~B;,t)at

+ 92,t - RtCl,~91,t), a.e. t E T. (5.31)
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Combining (5.29) and (5.31) and using Proposition 1.24, we obtain (5.30). If Q
is a unique solution of the equation (3.9), then, obviously, (5.30) defines a unique
saddle point (if it exists). 0

Finally, note that in the game considered in this section the noise processes
of the state system (5.15) are arbitrarily related with the noise processes of the
observation systems of the players, which are defined by (5.16). But, relation
between the noise processes of the observation systems of the players is such that
the condition (G~) or (Gs ) holds. A general case, when the noise processes of
the observation systems of the players are arbitrarily related, needs a further
investigation.

5.4 Minimizing Sequence

In this section a simple idea of constructing a minimizing sequence in the problem
(5.1)-(5.4) will be realized. In this section it is assumed that the conditions (Cd,
(C2 ), (C4 ) and the following hold:

(C3 ) QT E £(X), QT ~ 0, F E Boo(T, £(X)), G, G-I E Boo(T, £(U)), L E

Boo(T,£(X,U)), Gt > 0 and Ft - L;G;ILt ~ 0 for a.e. t E T.

Note that the condition (C3 ) is stronger than the condition (C~). In particular, by
Theorem 3.22, the conditions (C1 ) and (C3 ) imply the condition (RE), i.e., the
existence and, moreover, the uniqueness of a solution Q of the equation (3.9) in
B(T, £(X)) satisfying Qt ~ 0, 0 s:; t s:; T. In this section the problem (5.1)-(5.4)
will be considered under the conditions (Cd-(C4 ).

5.4.1 Properties of Cost Functional

Lemma 5.20. The functional J defined by (5.4) is strictly convex on {fo.

Proof. Suppose v,w E {fo, vi- wand 0 < >. < 1. From (5.1), we have

XAv+(I-A)w = >.xv + (1 _ >.)xw .

Using this equality, one can compute

J(>'v + (1 - >.)w) = )'J(v) + (1 - )')J(w)

- >'(1- >.)E( (xr - xr, QT(Xr - xr))

+ iT \[::=::] ,[:: ~:] [:: =::])dt).

Since QT ~ 0 and Ft - L;G;1 Lt ~ 0 for a.e. t E T, we obtain

J(>'v + (1 - >.)w) = >'J(v) + (1 - >')J(w) - >'(1 - )')E iT (y~'W, GtY~'W) dt, (5.32)
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v,W C-1L (V W) t TYt = Vt - Wt + t t x t - x t ,a.e. E .

Let us show that y~,W = °for a.e. t E T can not be a case. Suppose the converse.
Then from (5.1), we have

X~ - xf' =1t
Ut,sBs(vs - w s ) ds = -It

Ut,sBsC;l Ls(x~ - x~) ds.

Therefore, for some c > 0,

Applying Theorem 2.45, we obtain x¥ -xr' = °for all°~ t ~ T and consequently,
Vt - Wt = °for a.e. t E T. The last equality is contrary to the assumption v =J w.
Hence, Vt - Wt + C LI Lt(x¥ - xr') =J °on some subset of T which has a positive
measure. Using this conclusion and C t > 0, a.e. t E T, from (5.32), we obtain

J()"v + (1 - )..)w) < )"J(v) + (1 - )")J(w),

i.e., J is strictly convex. o
Lemma 5.21. If {un} is a sequence in [;0 satisfying IIun llL2 ---+ 00 as n ---+ 00, then
J(un ) ---+ 00 as n ---+ 00.

Proof. Without loss of generality we will take q = 0, f = °and g = 0. First, let
us show that lIun llL2 ---+ 00 implies

(5.33)

(5.34)

Let
hn n + C-1L un Tt = ut t tXt' a.e. t E .

Substituting this in (5.1), we have

Let n = P-BC-ldU). By Proposition 4.28,

xf = nt,ol +1t

nt,s(Bsh~ + bs) ds +1t

nt,s dms' °~ t ~ T.

(5.34) defines a continuous operator hn ---+ xun from the space L 2 (T, L 2 (0, U))
to the space L 2 (T,L2 (0,X)). Therefore, if a subsequence of {hn } is bounded
in L 2 (T,L2 (0,U)), then the corresponding subsequence of {xUn} is bounded in
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L 2(T, L 2(D, X)) too. This means the boundedness of the corresponding subse
quence of {un} in L2(T,L2 (D,U)). This is contrary to IIun llL2 ---+ 00. Therefore,
(5.33) holds. Now let us write (5.4) in the form

J(u) = E( (XT' QTXT) + iT ( (xr, (Ft - L;Gt
l L t ) X~l) dt

+ iT (Ut + Gt l Ltxr, Gt (Ut + Gt l Ltxr)) dt)'

By the condition (C3 ), QT :2: 0, F t - L;Gt
l Lt :2: 0, Gt > 0 for a.e. t E T and

G, G-I E BCX)(T, £(U)). Hence, by Proposition 2.35,

J(un
) :2: k-IE iT Ilu~ + Gt l Ltxf 11

2
dt,

where k = ess sup IIGtll1 > O. This shows that J(un
) ---+ 00. o

Proposition 5.22. There exists a unique function u* E [;0 such that the functional
(5.4) takes its minimum value on [;0 at u* and

u; = -Gt
1 (B;Qt + Ld E~x; - Gt l B; E~CYt - Gt l E~9t, a.e. t E T, (5.35)

where x* = x U <, E? = E(-lzO,t), Y = P_BC-'(B<Q+L)(U), Q is a solution of the
equation (3.9) and CY is defined by (5.11).

Proof. Since [;0 is a subspace of L 2 (T, L 2 (D, U)), [;0 is closed and convex. By
Lemmas 5.20 and 5.21, the functional (5.4) satisfies the conditions of Proposition
2.3. So, there exists a unique u* E [;0 at which the functional (5.4) takes its
minimum value on [;0. The formula (5.35) follows from Lemmas 5.14 and 5.15. 0

5.4.2 Minimizing Sequence

Recall that a sequence {un} in Uad is called a minimizing sequence in the problem
(5.1)-(5.4) if

J(un
) ---+ inf J(u), n ---+ 00.

Uad

By definition of infimum, a minimizing sequence exists always and, obviously, is
not unique.

Theorem 5.23. Under the conditions (C1 )-(C4 ), let

uZ = - Gtl(B;Qt + Lt)E~_AxZ

G-IB*Eo G-IEo T \ 0- t t t-ACYt - t t- A9(, a.e. t E ,A > , (5.36)

where x A = xu>', Y = P_BC-'(B*Q+L)(U), Q is a solution of the equation (3.9),
CY is defined by (5.11) and EtA = E for 0 < t ::::; A. Then {u An } is a minimizing
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(5.37)

(5.38)

(5.39)

sequence in the problem (5.1)-(5.4) for any sequence {An} of real numbers with
An ----+ O. If there exists an optimal control u· E Uad in the problem (5.1)~(5.4),

then u A converges to u· in the norm of L 2 (T x [2, U) as A ----+ O.

Proof. By Proposition 5.11, u A E Uad for all 0 < A :s: T. On the other hand, u A

converges to u· defined by (5.35) in the norm of L 2 (T x [2, U) when A ----+ O. So,
by Propositions 5.13 and 5.22, we have

J(u A
) ----+ J(u') = ipJ J(u) = inf J(u), A ----+ O.

va Vad

If an optimal control u· E Uad in the problem (5.1)-(5.4) exists, then it has
the form (5.12) as well as (5.35). Hence, uA ----+ u· as A ----+ 0 in the norm of
L 2 (T x [2, U). 0

5.5 Linear Regulator Problem

A nonrandom version of the problem (5.1)-(5.4) is called a (deterministic) linear
regulator problem.

5.5.1 Setting of Linear Regulator Problem

One can pass from the problem (5.1)-(5.4) to a linear regulator problem by taking
:F = {[2, 0}. In this case, all martingales in M2 (T, X) reduce to the zero function.
Also, in this case l, b, c, q, f, 9 become nonrandom, the observation system (5.2)
has no meaning since the nonrandom state process need not be estimated and

- 1 - 0
Uad = U = U = L 2 (T,U).

Below we consider a linear regulator problem on [7,T]' where 0 :s: 7 < T, instead
of [0, T] and select I, b, q, f and 9 in a special form. Realizing the above, we set a
linear regulator problem in the form

xf = Ut,rl + jt Ut,sBsusds, 0 :s: 7 :s: t :s: T,

J(u) = (x~ + PT, QT(X~ + PT))

+ jT ([ xf~ Pt ] , [[: ~:] [xf~ Pt ] ) dt,

In this section it is supposed that the following conditions hold:

(Rd U E £(~T, LeX)), BE Boo(T, LeU, X)), lEX, 0 :s: 7 < T;

(R2 ) QT E LeX), QT 2 0, F E Boo(T, LeX)), G, G- 1 E Boo(T, £W)), L E
Boo(T, LeX, U)), Gt > 0 and Ft - L;G;l L t 2 0 for a.e. t E T, PT E X,
P E L 2 (T, X).
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A linear regulator problem consists of minimizing the functional (5.38) on the
set of admissible controls (5.39) over the state system (5.37). This problem briefly
will be called the problem (5.37)-(5.39). We prefer to call the feedback rule of a
given control u (the function <p satisfying Ut = <Pt (xy)) a regulator. A regulator is
optimal if the respective control is optimal.

5.5.2 Optimal Regulator

The following theorem completely solves the problem (5.37)-(5.39).

Theorem 5.24. Under the conditions (Rd and (R2 ), there exists a unique optimal
regulator in the problem (5.37)-(5.39) and the respective optimal control has the
form

(5.40)

where x* = xu', Y = P_BC-l(B.Q+L)(U), Q is a solution of the equation (3.9)
and

x; = Yt,rl-l
t
Yt,sBsG.-;I(B;o:s + LsPs)ds, T :s: t:s: T. (5.42)

If in addition P = 0 and PT = 0, then J(u*) = (l, Qrl).

Proof. Let T = 0 in the problem (5.37)-(5.39). Also, let :F = {n,0} and b = 0 in
the problem (5.1)-(5.4). Then as it was mentioned above, the sets of admissible
controls in both of these problems are equal to L2(T, U). One can observe that
for

q = QTPT, ft = Ftpt, gt = Ltpt, a.e. t E T,

the difference of the functionals (5.38) and (5.4) is equal to

(5.43)

and it is independent of control actions. So, under the above assumptions, Theo
rem 5.17 could be applied to the problem (5.37)-(5.39). This leads to the formulae
(5.40)-(5.42) for the optimal control (when T = 0). The existence and the unique
ness of the optimal regulator follows from Proposition 5.22 because :F = {n,0}
implies Uad = [;0 = [;1 = L2 (T,U). Now let 0 < T < T. In this case by an
easy manipulation, the problem (5.37)-(5.39) reduces to the case T = 0 and the
formulae (5.40)-(5.42) can be obtained. Finally, if P = 0 and Pr = 0, then 0: = O.
Substituting them in (5.38), one can obtain J(u*) = (l, Qrl). 0
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5.6 Existence of Optimal Control

In this section, using properties of controls in linear feedback form, the existence of
an optimal control in the problem (5.1)-(5.4) will be reduced to a certain filtering
problem. In this section it is supposed that the conditions (Cd-(C3 ) and (C~)

hold and n is a Wiener martingale, i.e.,

(E l ) n has the representation

nt =1t
IJJsdvs , 0 ~ t ~ T,

where IJJ E Boo(T, L(Z» and v is a Z-valued Wiener process on T.

Also, we use the notation of Section 5.1.

5.6.1 Controls in Linear Feedback Form

Consider the stochastic optimal control problem (5.1)-(5.4). A function in the
form

Ut = u~ +1t
Mt,sdz~, a.e. t E T, (5.44)

(5.45)

(5.46)

(5.47)

where UO E L 2 (T, U) and M E B 2 (f1 r , L(Z, U)), is called a control in linear
feedback form. Note that by (Ed, the integral in (5.44) is well defined.

Lemma 5.25. If U has the representation (5.44) with uO E L 2 (T, U) and with
ME B 2 (f1 r , L(Z, U), then it also has the representation

Ut = u~ +1t

Nt,s dz~, a.e. t E T,

for some u 1 E L 2 (T, U) and N E B 2 (f1 r , L(Z, U» and vice versa, where zO is the
observation process (5.2) corresponding to zero control.

Proof. Suppose (5.44) holds. By (5.1)-(5.2), we have

zr = z~ +1t ls CsUs,rBrur dr ds, 0 ~ t ~ T.

Using (5.46) in (5.44), we obtain

Ut = u~ +1t

Mt,sdz~ +1t ls Mt,sCsUs,rBrurdrds, a.e. t E T.

The equation (5.47) is a Volterra integral equation in u. Therefore, by Theorem
2.38, there exists C E B 2 (f1r , L(U» such that

Ut = u~ +1t Mt,s dz~ +1t Ct,s ( u~ +ls Ms,r dz? ) ds, a.e. t E T.
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Hence by Theorem 4.23, for

u: = u~ + it Gt,sU~ ds, a.e. t E T,

and for
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we obtain the representation (5.45) for u. In a similar manner, starting from (5.45),
the representation (5.44) can be obtained. 0

Proposition 5.26. The set Uad , defined by (5.3), contains all controls which are in
the linear feedback form (5.44) with uO E L2(T,U) and M E B2(f~.r,£(Z,U)).

Proof. If u has the form (5.44), then u E fj. By Lemma 5.25, u has the form (5.45)
as well. Hence, u E fjo. Thus, u E fjo n fj = Uad. 0

Proposition 5.27. The set Uad , defined by (5.3), contains all controls in the form
(5.45) where u 1 E L 2 (T, U) and N E B 2 (t1r , £(Z, U)).

Proof. This is similar to that of Proposition 5.26.

5.6.2 Existence of Optimal Control

o

By Proposition 5.22, the functional (5.4) takes its minimum value on fjo at a
unique control u· defined by (5.35). Let us find another representation for this u·.
Denote

(5.48)

and

(5.49)

Then

(5.50)

where x' = xu'. Using (5.50) in (5.35), we have
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Let Y = P-BC-l(B*Q+L)(U), By Proposition 4.28,

ryt = Ut,oEl-l
t
Ut,sBsC;l(B;Qs + Ls)(E~xt + rys)ds

+I t

Ut,s(Ebs - BsC;lgs - BsC;l B; E~as)ds

= Yt,oEl - I t Yt,sBsC;l(B;Qs + Ls)E~xt ds

+I t

Yt,s(Ebs - BsC;lgs - BsC;l B;E~as)ds. (5.52)

Let

Yt = (B;Qt + Ldxt + B; iT Y;,tQs(bs - Ebs) ds

+ B; iT Y;,tQs dms, 0 ::; t ::; T, (5.53)

and let

ui = - C-;lgt - C-;lB;YT,tq - C-;l(B;Qt + Lt)Yt,oEl

+ C-;l B; iT Y:,t ((QsBs + L;)C;lgs - QsEbs - is) ds

- C-;l(B;Qt + LdI t

Yt,s(Ebs - BsC;lgs) ds

+ C-;l(B;Qt + Lt )I t Yt,sBsC;l B;YT,sqds

- C-;l(B;Qt + LdI t iT Yt,sBsC;l B;Y;,s

x ((QrBr + L;)C;lgr - QrEbr - ir) drds, a.e. t E T. (5.54)

Substituting (5.52) and (5.11) in (5.51) and using (5.53) and (5.54), we obtain

u; = ui - C-;lE~Yt + C-;l(B;Qt + LdI t

Yt,sBsC;lE~ys ds, a.e. t E T. (5.55)

Let Zt be defined by

Zt = I t (Csx s + Cs - Ecs) ds +I t III s dvs, 0::; t ::; T, (5.56)

where x is defined by (5.48). Obviously, the difference z? - Zt is nonrandom for all
o ::; t ::; T. Also by (Ed, Z and zO have continuous paths. So by Proposition 2.30,
we can write
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Below we will refer to the condition:

(E2 ) For y and z, defined by (5.48), (5.53) and (5.56),

where K E B 2 (flT , £.(Z, U)).
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Theorem 5.28. Under the conditions (Cd-(Ca), (C~) and (Ed-(E2 ), there exists
a unique optimal control in the stochastic optimal control problem (5.1)-(5.4).

Proof. By (5.57) and (E2 ), the formula (5.55) defines a control u* in the form
(5.45) for some u 1 E L 2 (T, U) and N E B 2 (flT , £.(Z, U)). Therefore, by Proposi
tion 5.27, u* belongs to Uad' On the other hand, by Proposition 5.22, the functional
(5.4) takes its minimum value on UO at u*, defined by (5.35), which is equal to u*,
defined by (5.55). Therefore, by Proposition 5.13, u* is an optimal control in the
problem (5.1)-(5.4). The uniqueness of the optimal control follows from Theorem
5.16 because in view of Theorem 3.22, the conditions (Cd and (Ca) imply the
existence of a unique solution of the equation (3.9). 0

5.6.3 Application to Existence of Saddle Points

Theorem 5.28 can be used to study the existence of saddle points. To demonstrate
this, in this section we consider two games involving heat and wave equations.

Example 5.29. Assume that a string of unit length is given. Two players have access
to every point on the string at any time moment. For the time period T, the first
player wants to make the temperature of the string close to a certain value, say,
to zero and the other one wants to make it much away from zero, both of them
with minimum effort. At both end points of the string a constant temperature
equal to zero is kept. Obviously, the fluctuation of temperature at points along
the string will be modelled as wide band noise. Both players observe the average
temperature over the string up to the current time moment with measurement
noise that will be modelled as white noise. Mathematically, this "heating-cooling"
game can be formulated as

8 Ej2
8t Xt,e = 8B2 Xt,e + U1,t,e + U2,t,e + CPt, 0 < t :::; T,

Xo,e = fe, Xt,O = Xt,1 = 0, 0:::; B :::; 1, 0:::; t :::; T,

Zt =1t11

Xs,e dB ds + Wt, 0:::; t :::; T,

J(U1,U2) =E11

x},edB+E1T 11

(uL,e-U~,t,e)dBdt,

(5.58)

(5.59)

(5.60)
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(5.61)

where the function x expresses the temperature of the string, UI and U2 are controls
of the first and second players, respectively, and z is the common observation
process of the players. Here W is a standard Wiener process and <p is a wide band
noise process represented in the form (see Section 4.6.2)

<Pt = t 1>IJ-tdwIJ, 0 $ t $ T,
Jrnax(o,t-c)

with 0 < E < T and 1> E L 2(-E,0;JR).
Let X = L2(0, 1; JR). Recall that the second order differential operator d2 jd(P

defined on D (d2jd(P) = {h EX: (d2jd()2)h E X, ho = hI = O} generates the
strongly continuous semigroup U as defined in Example 3.5 with Ut = Ut, t 2: O.
Since QT = I, Fs = 0, L s = 0 and

for the game (5.58)-(5.60), one can easily observe that Yt = Ut , t 2: 0, and
the Riccati equation (3.9) is trivial, expressing its solution explicitly in the form
Qt = U2(T-t)· Hence, by Theorem 5.19, if there exists a saddle point in this game,
then it is unique and has the components

Ur,t, = -U2(T-t)E;x;,. - E; iTU2T-t-sD<ps ds, a.e. t E T,

U2,t,. = U2(T-t)E;x;,. + E; iTU2T- t- sD<ps ds, a.e. t E T,

(5.62)

(5.63)

where D is defined by [Dh]IJ = h, -00 < h < 00, 0 $ () $ 1. Using (5.62)-(5.63)
in (5.58), we obtain

x;,. = Utf + itUt-sD<ps ds, 0 $ t $ T.

Therefore, (5.62)-(5.63) can be rewritten as

ui,t,. = -U2T-tf - E; iT U2T- t- sD<ps ds, a.e. t E T,

U2 t . = U2T-tf +E; rT
U2T- t- sD<ps ds, a.e. t E T." 10

(5.64)

(5.65)

(5.66)

In order to show the existence of the saddle point, we will verify it on the
pair (ui, uz ). At first, note that from the results of Section 8.1 it will follow that
the conditions (Ed-(E2 ) for the game (5.58)-(5.60) hold. Hence, (ui,uz) E Uad .

From Theorem 5.28, it is clear that

(5.67)
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Let us show that

J(Ui,U2) :::; J(ui,u;), (Ui,U2) E Uad'

For, take any U2 with (Ui,U2 +U2) E Uad . Then
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(5.68)

J(ui,u; +U2) - J(ui,u;)

= 2E(UT1+ iTUT-sD'Ps ds, iTUT- tU2,t, dt) x

+ ElliT UT-tU2,t,.dt[ -2E iT(U;,t"U2,t,)xdt-E iT"U2,t,."'idt

:::; 2E iT (U2T-tf + iT U2T-t-sD'Ps ds, U2,t,.)x dt

- 2E iT (U2T-tf +E; iTU2T-t-sD'Ps ds, U2,t,.) x dt

+EiT IIU2,t, 1I'i dt (iT IIUT-t 11~(x) dt - 1)
= EiT IIU2,t,.II'i dt (iT IIUtll~(x)dt - 1).

Since

T T 00 ( 1 )2r IIUtll~(x) dt = r sup L 2e-2n2 1!"2 t r hosin(mrB) dB dt
io io IIhll=l n=l io

we obtain that a saddle point in the game (5.58)-(5.60) exists. Thus, the pair
(ui, U2) defined by (5.62)-(5.63) or (5.65)-(5.66) is a unique saddle point and
J(Ui,U2) =Ellxy .11'i where x* is defined by (5.64).

Example 5.30. Now consider a game involving a vibrating string of unit length:
let the state system be given by

EP EP
8t2Xt,O = 8B2 Xt,O + Ul,t,O + U2,t,0 + 'Pt, 0 < t :::; T,

xo,o = 10, %tXt,olt=o = go,Xt,O = Xt,l = 0, 0:::; B:::; 1, 0:::; t:::; T, (5.69)
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the observation system by

Zt = 1t11 Xs,e de ds + Wt, 0 :::; t :::; T,

and the functional by

J(U1,U2) = E11

((:txt,elt=Tr + (:eXt,elt=Tr)de

+ E1T11

(ui,t,e - U~,t,e) dedt.

(5.70)

(5.71 )

Here Xt,e expresses the displacement of the string at the point e and at the time
moment t, U1 is a control of the first player which tries to minimize the functional
(5.71) and U2 is a control of the second player maximizing (5.71). Both players
observe the process Z defined by (5.70). We assume that W is a standard Wiener
process and iP is a wide band noise process defined by (5.61) with 0 < E < T and
¢ E L 2 ( -E, 0; ~).

Consider the Hilbert space X and the semigroup U on X from Example 3.6.
Recall that U is a contraction semigroup and its natural extension to the real line
forms a group.

Let

Yt,e = [(&/~~)Xt,e] , Yo,. = [~] EX.
Since for ~ E L 2(0, 1;~) with (d/de)~ E L 2(0, 1; ~), we have

00 , d 00,

~e = L ~nhsin(n7re) =} de~e = L n7r~nhcos(n7re),
n=l n=l

by Parseval identity,

where {~n} is the sequence of Fourier coefficients in the half-range Fourier sine
expansion of~. Therefore, the game (5.69)-(5.71) can be written as

Yt,. = UtYo,. +1t
Ut- si(U1,s,. + U2,s,.) ds +1t

Ut-siDiPs ds, 0:::; t:::; T, (5.72)

Zt= 1t11
[I O]Ys,ededs+wt,O:::;t:::;T, (5.73)

J(U1,U2) = EIIYT,.II~ + E1T
(1Iu1,t,.IIL -llu2,t,.IIL)dt, (5.74)
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where D is defined in Example 5.29 and
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(5.77)

i = [~] E £(L2 (0, 1; 1R), X).

Since QT = I, Fs = 0, Ls = °and BsG;l B; = °for the game (5.72)-(5.74), we
obtain Yt = Ut and Qt = I, °~ t ~ T. Hence, by Theorem 5.19, if there exists a
saddle point in this game, then it is unique and has the components

ui',t,. = -i*E;y;,. - i*E; iT ut-siD<ps ds, a.e. t E T, (5.75)

U2,t,. = i*E;y;'. +i*E; iTUt_siD<Psds, a.e. t E T. (5.76)

Substituting (5.75)-(5.76) in (5.72), we obtain

y;,. = UtYo,. + it ut-siD<ps ds, °~ t ~ T.

Therefore, (5.75)-(5.76) can be rewritten as

ui,t,. = -i*utyo,. - E; iT i*Ut_siD<ps ds, a.e. t E T, (5.78)

U2,t,. = i*utyo,. + E; iT i*Ut_siD<ps ds, a.e. t E T. (5.79)

In order to show the existence of the saddle point, we will verify it on the
pair (ui,u:i). From the results of Section 8.1 it will follow that the conditions
(Ed-(E2 ) for the game (5.72)~(5.74) hold. Hence, (ui, u:i) E Uad . From Theorem
5.28, it is clear that the inequality (5.67) holds. Let us show the inequality (5.68)
for the game (5.72)-(5.74). For, take any U2 with (ui, u:i + U2) E Uad . Then

J(Ui,U2 +U2) - J(ui',U2)

= 2E(UTYo,. + iTUT-jDcps ds, iT UT- tiU2,t,. dt) x

+ Elli
T

uT-tiU2,t,. dt[ - 2E iT (U2,t,., U2,t,.h2 dt - EiT IIU2,t,.IIL dt

~ 2E iT (i*UTUy_tyO,' + iT i*UT-sUy_JD<ps ds, U2,t,.) £2 dt

- 2E iT (i*UtYo,. + E; iT i*Ut_siD<ps ds, U2,t,.) £2 dt

+EiT IIU2,t,.IIL dt . (iT IIUT-till~dt - 1) ~ °
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(5.81)

(5.82)

(5.80)

if 0 < T ::::; 1. Hence, the inequality (5.68) holds for 0 < T ::::; 1 proving that a
saddle point in the game (5.72)~(5.74) or (5.69)-(5.71) exists if 0 < T ::::; 1. Thus,
the pair (ui,u:;;) defined by (5.75)~(5.76) or (5.78)-(5.79) is a unique saddle point
and J(ui, u:;;) = EIIYT,.II~ where y* is defined by (5.77) and 0 < T ::::; 1.

5.7 Concluding Remarks

Let

Xt = Ut,OXo + it Ut,sCP~ d8 + it Ut,s dms , 0::::; t ::::; T,

Yt = MtXt + iT Ns,tCP~ d8 + iT Ns,t dms , 0 ::::; t ::; T,

Zt = it (CsX s + cp;) d8 + it Ws dvs, 0::; t::; T.

One can observe that the random processes x, Y and Z defined by (5.80)-(5.82)
are the same as x, Y and Z defined by the formulae (5.48), (5.53) and (5.56) if

Xo = l - El, CP: = bt - Ebt, cP; = Ct - ECt, 0::; t ::; T,
Ns,t = B;Y;,tQs, (8, t) E 6..T , M t = B;Qt + L t , 0::; t ::; T.

Indeed the condition (E2 ) means finding the best estimate of Yt based on
observations zs, 0 ::; 8 ::; t, in a linear feedback form for all 0 < t ::::; T. With
the notation introduced above, this problem will be called the filtering problem
(5.80)-(5.82) and will be studied in the following chapters under the condition
that the covariance operator of the Wiener process v is coercive, which in term
implies that Z has a finite dimension, i.e., Z = ffi.n. Also, the processes cpl and cp2
will be taken to be colored or wide band noise processes.

Two cases in the problem (5.80)-(5.82) must be specified. The first case
assumes that the past of observations and the future of signal noise are indepen
dent, i.e., a(zs; 0::::; 8::::; t) and a(cp~,ms - mt; t < 8::; T) are independent for all
o< t ::::; T. In this case,

and the problem (5.80)-(5.82) reduces to estimating Xt based on observations
zs, 0 ::::; 8 ::; t. This case includes the Kalman-Bucy filtering for independent or
correlated white noises, discussed in Chapter 6, and the linear filtering problems
when the signal noise anticipates the observation noise.

The second case is more complicated and requires the dependence of the a

algebras a(zs; 0::; 8 ::; t) and a(cp~,ms - mt; t < 8 ::; T) for t in some nontrivial
subinterval of T. In particular, this case includes filtering problems with the signal
noise delaying the observation noise.
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Chapter 6

Control and Estimation under
Correlated White Noises

In this chapter the Kalman-Bucy estimation theory concerning correlated white
noise processes and its application to designing optimal stochastic regulators are
considered.

Convention. In this chapter it is always assumed that (n, F, P) is a complete
probability space, X, U, H E 'H., T > 0, T = [0, T] is a finite time interval and
t1 t = {(s,r) : O:'S r:'S s:'S t} for t > 0.

6.1 Estimation: Preliminaries

6.1.1 Setting of Estimation Problems

Let (x, z) be a pair of random processes where

Xt = Ut,oxo + itUt,sif!s dws, O:'S t :'S T,

is a signal process and

Zt = it Csxsds + it III s dvs, °:'S t :'S T, (6.2)

is an observation process. We will suppose that the following conditions hold:

(Ei) U E £(t1T , L:(X)), C E Boo(T, L:(X, IRn
));

(E2') if! E Boo(T,L:(H,X)), Ill, Ill-I E Loo(T, L:(IRn)) , [~] is an H x IRn-valued

Wiener process on T with COVVT > 0, Xo is a an X-valued Gaussian random
variable with Exo = 0, Xo and (w, v) are independent.

A. E. Bashirov, Partially Observable Linear Systems Under Dependent Noises
© Springer Basel AG 2003
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Also, throughout this chapter we will denote

Let t and 7 be two time moments in T. Since xo, wand v define a Gaussian
system, according to Proposition 4.34, in case 7 > a we can expect that the best
estimate xr of Xt based on zs, a :S s :S 7, has a linear feedback form, i.e.,

x; = E(Xtlzs; a :S s :S 7) = I T

K s dzs

for some K E B 2 (0,7;.C(lRn , X)). One can see that (6.4) includes the case 7 = a
as well in view of

x~ = E(xtlzo) = EXt = Ut,oExo + EI t

Ut,sif!s dws = O.

Designing the conditional expectation E(xtlzs; a :S s :S 7) in the linear feedback
form (6.4), where X and z are defined by (6.1) and (6.2), respectively, will be
called the estimation problem (6.1)-(6.2). When a :S t = 7 :S T (respectively,
a :S 7 < t :S T or a :S t < 7 :S T), the estimation problem (6.1)-(6.2) will be
called the filtering (respectively, prediction or smoothing) problem (6.1)-(6.2). In
(6.4) we write Xt = xr in the case t = 7.

Note that in (6.4) K depends on s as well as on t and 7. For brevity, we
indicate only the dependence of K on s. We say that an optimal linear feedback
estimator in the estimation problem (6.1)-(6.2) is unique if the function K satis
fying (6.4) is unique a.e. on [0,7] for t and 7 considered as fixed.

6.1.2 Wiener-Hopf Equation

By use of Proposition 4.34, one can derive an equation for K satisfying (6.4).

Lemma 6.1. For a< 7 :S T and for a :S t :S T, the equality (6.4) holds if and only
if K satisfies

KsVs + I T

Krk,sdr = At,sC; + X[O,tJ(s)Ut,sRs, a.e. s E [0,7], (6.5)

where A and Aare defined by

rmin(s,r)

Ar,s = Ur,oPoU;,o + Jo Ur,a W"U;,,, da, s, rET,

A- C A C* { CrUr sRs, r > s} Tr,s = r r,s s + R*U~ C* < ,s, r E .
r S,T s' r _ s

(6.6)

(6.7)
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Proof. First, note that by Proposition 4.26(e),

By Proposition 4.34, the equality (6.4) holds if and only if
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for all G E B2 (O,T;£(IRn)). Computing the left-hand side of (6.8), we obtain

COy (iT K s dzs, iT Gs dZs)

=cov(i
T

KsCsxsds+ iT KsWsdvs,i
T

GsCsxsds+iT GsWsdvs)

= iT iT K rCrAr,sC;G: dr ds + iT K sVsG: ds

+ COy (iT i
r

KrCrUr,siJ!s dws dr, iT Gs Ws dVs)

+ COy (iT Krwr dvr, iT is GsCsUs,riJ!r dWr dS)

= iT ( K sVs + i
r

K r (CrAr,sC; + {~;~,:~;', ~ ~ : }) dr )G: ds

= iT ( K sVs + iT KrAr,s dr) G: ds.

Similarly, for the right-hand side of (6.8),

COy (x t , iT Gs dZs) = COy (x t , i
r

GsCsxs dS)

+cov(itUt,siJ!sdWs,iT GsWsdVs)

= iT (At,sC; + X[O,tJ(s)Ut,sRs)G: ds.

Equating the expressions for the two sides of (6.8) and using the arbitrariness of
G, we obtain (6.5). So, (6.8) implies (6.5). Running back in the above calculations,
one can show that (6.5) implies (6.8) too. 0

The equation (6.5) for K is called a Wiener-Hop! equation.
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6.2 Filtering

In this section we suppose that the conditions (Ei) and (E2') hold and we let
0:::; t = T:::; T.

6.2.1 Dual Linear Regulator Problem

Denote

{
R = Vt(U), B = Dt(C), F = Dt(W),
G = Dt(V), L = Dt(R), Qt = Po,

(6.9)

(6.11)

where the transformations V t and D t are defined in Section 3.2.2. Consider the
linear regulator problem of minimizing the functional

where

f1 = - Rs,ol + l s

Rs,rBrTJr dr, 0:::; s :::; t,

and TJ is an admissible control taken from Uad = L2 (0, t; jRn).

Lemma 6.2. Suppose that °< t :::; T and I EX. Then the control TJ* E L2 (0, t; jRn)
is optimal in the linear regulator problem (6.1O)~(6.11) if and only if it satisfies

where

(6.13)

(6.14)

Proof. Let TJ* be an optimal control in the problem (6.10)-(6.11) and let

C = ~'f/', TJ E L 2 (0, tj jRn), ,\ E jR, Vs = l s Rs,rBr'TJr dr, 0:::; s :::; t.

We have

°:::; J(TJ* + )"TJ) - J(TJ*)

= 2)..((Vt,Qt~;) +1t ((vs,Fs~;) + (TJs,GsTJ;) + (TJs,Ls~;) + (TJ;, Lsvs)) dS)

+)..2 ((Vt ,QtVt) +1t ((vs, Fsvs) + (TJs, GsTJs) + 2(TJs, Lsvs)) dS).
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Dividing both sides of the obtained inequality consequently by ..\ > 0 and ..\ < 0
and then tending ..\ to 0, we obtain

Substituting v in the obtained equality and using the arbitrariness of "7 in the
space L2(0, t; ~n), we obtain that for a.e. s E [0, t],

Now, substituting C from (6.11) in the obtained equality and using (6.13) and
(6.14), we obtain (6.12). Also, running back in the above calculations, we obtain
that if "7* satisfies (6.12), then it is an optimal control in the problem (6.10)
(6.11). 0

Theorem 6.3. Let 0< t :::; T. Then under the conditions (Ei), (E2) and (6.9), the
best estimate Xt of Xt based on zs, 0 :::; s :::; t, in the filtering problem (6.1)-(6.2)
is equal to (6.4) (when T = t) if and only if the function, defined by "7; = K;_sl,
a.e. s E [0, t], is an optimal control in the linear regulator problem (6.10)-(6.11)
for alii E X.

Proof. By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, it is sufficient to show that K is a solution of the
equation (6.5) (when T = t) if and only if "7; = K;_sl, a.e. s E [0, t], is a solution of
the equation (6.12). We will use the relation (6.9) between the functions included
in the equations (6.5) and (6.12). First, let us show that

~st r = At*-r t-s and E~ r = A;_r t-s'1 , , ,
(6.15)

where ~t, Et , A and Aare defined by (6.13)-(6.14) and (6.6)-(6.7). These equalities
follow from

~~,r = Ut-s,OPoU;_r,O + t Ut-s,t-u Wt-uU;-r,t-u da
Jrnax(s,r)rmin(t-8,t-r)

= Ut-s,OPoU;_r,O + Jo Ut-s,u WuU;_r,u da

Et = B*~t B {LsR 8,rB
r, r < s}

8,r 8 8,r r + B*R* L* r > s
S T,S r' -

= C A* C* + { R;-sU;-r,t-sC;-r,
t-s t-r t-s t-r CUR

' t-s t-s,t-r t-r,
r<s}
r::::s
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Now let 'r}; = K;_sl, 0::::; s ::::; t, be a solution of the equation (6.12). By (6.9) and
(6.15), we have

Using the arbitrariness of l and replacing s by t - s, we obtain

or

Taking adjoints of the left- and right-hand sides of the last equality, we conclude
that K is a solution of the equation (6.5) (when T = t). In a similar way, considering
K as a solution of the equation (6.5) (when T = t), one can show that 'r}; = K;_sl,
a.e. s E [0, t], is a solution of the equation (6.12) for alll EX. 0

Theorem 6.3 expresses the duality between the filtering problem (6.1)-(6.2)
and the linear regulator problem (6.10)-(6.11). According to this duality, the op
timal filter in the problem (6.1)-(6.2) and the optimal control in the problem
(6.10)-(6.11) are related as the functions used in the setting of these problems.
This relation includes (a) reversing time, (b) taking adjoints and (c) corresponding
rearrangement.

6.2.2 Optimal Linear Feedback Filter

Theorems 6.3 and 5.24 lead to the following result.

Theorem 6.4. Under the conditions (En and (E2"), there exists a unique optimal
linear feedback filter in the filtering problem (6.1)-(6.2) and the best estimate Xt
of Xt based on zs, 0::::; s ::::; t, is equal to

(6.16)

where Y
equation

P -(PC'+RW-1c(U) and P is a unique solution of the dual Riccati

Ps = Us,oPoU;,o +l s Us,r (Wr

- (PrC; + Rr)Vr-1(CrPr + R;))U;,rdr, 0::::; s::::; T. (6.17)
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Proof. The case t = 0 is trivial. Let 0 < t :::; T. Introduce the notation (6.9) and
consider the linear regulator problem (6.10)-(6.11). We have

Fs - L;G-;1 Ls = Wt- s - R t- s~=~R;_s

= 4?t-s W4?;_s - 4?t-sRw;_s (Wt-s VW;_s) -I Wt-sR*4?;_s

= 4?t-s(W - RV-1R*)4?;_s

= T-I4?t_sCOV(WT - RV-1VT )4?;_s

2 0, a.e. s E [0, tJ.

Also, in view of V> 0 and IIhl12= IIWt~;W;_shll2 :::; IIWt~;112I/W;_shI/2,

(Gsh, h) = (Wt-s VW;_sh, h)

2 cllw;_shI122 cIIWt~; II -2 1IhI/2, a.e. s E [0, t],

where c > 0 is a constant. Therefore, Theorem 5.24 can be applied to the problem
(6.10)-(6.11) according to which an optimal control in the problem (6.10)-(6.11)
is unique and has the form

where K = P-BC-1(BoQ+L)(R) and Q is a unique solution of the equation

Qs = R;,sQtRt,s + it R;,s(Fr

- (QrBr + L;)C;I(B;Qr + Lr))Rr,s dr, 0:::; s:::; t.

Let Ps = Qt-s' Then by (6.19), we have

Ps = R;,t-sPoRt,t-s + It R;,t_s(Fr
t-s

-(Pt-rBr + L;)G;I(B;Pt_r + Lr))Rr,t-s dr

R;,t_sPORt,t-s +l s

R;-r,t_s(Ft- r

-(PrBt- r + L;_r)Ct~r(B;_rPr + Lt-r))Rt-r,t-s dr.

(6.18)

(6.19)

So by (6.9), we obtain that P satisfies the equation (6.17). Note that the equation
(6.17) defines P on T while (6.19) defines Q only on [0, tJ. By Theorem 3.24, P
is a unique solution of the equation (6.17) in B(T,.c(X)) satisfying Ps 2 0 for
o :::; s :::; T. Now consider the mild evolution operator K. It is defined on the
triangular set At = {(s, r) : 0 :::; r :::; s :::; t}. By Proposition 3.18(a) and (6.9), we
have
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Therefore, Vt(K) is the restriction of Y from tlT to the narrower triangular set
tlt. Finally, using (6.9), the relation between (K, Q) and (Y, P) and Theorem 6.3,
we conclude that there exists a unique optimal linear feedback filter in the filtering
problem (6.1)-(6.2) and it is determined by

K s = Kt,s = Yt,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-
1

, a.e. s E [0, t].

This implies (6.16).

6.2.3 Error Process

(6.20)

o

The difference et = Xt - Xt, 0 :S t :S T, is called the error process in the filtering
problem (6.1)-(6.2).

Proposition 6.5. For the error process in the jiltering problem (6.1)-(6.2), the
equality covet = Pt, 0 :S t :S T, holds where P is a solution of the equation (6.17).

Proof. Obviously,

coveo = COVXo = Po.

Let 0 < t :S T. Since Xt is the projection of Xt from £2(0., X) onto its subspace
£2(0., a(zs; 0 :S s :S t), P, X),

Therefore,

Recall that

COVXt = At,t = Ut,OPoUt~O +1t
Ut,rWrUt~r dr.

Let us compute COVXt. Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.1, we have

(6.21)

(6.22)

where K is defined by (6.20). Since K is a solution of the Wiener-Hopf equation
(6.5) when T = t,

COVXt =1t

(At,sC; +Ut,sRs)K; ds

=1t
Ut,s ( (Us,oPoU;,o +l s

Us,r WrU;,r dr) C; + Rs) K; ds.
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By use of (6.17) and (6.20), we have

COVXt = it Ut,sRsvs-
1(CsPs + R;)Y;,s ds

+ it Ut,sPsC;Vs-l(Csps + R;)Yt~s ds

+ it isUt,r(PrC; + Rr)Vr-1(CrPr + R;)U;,rC;Vs-
1

x (CsPs +R;)Y;,sdrds.

Since Y = P -(pc*+R)V-lc(U), we obtain

COVXt = itUt,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-I(Csps + R;)Y;'s ds

+ itUt,r(PrC; + Rr)Vr-I(CrPr + R;)(Ut~r - Y;.r) dr

= it Ut,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-I(Csps + R;)U;'s ds. (6.23)

Finally, combining (6.21), (6.22) and (6.23) and using (6.17), we conclude that
covet = Pt. 0

Proposition 6.6. For the error process in the filtering problem (6.1)-(6.2), the
equality

( ) {
Yt,sP'., 0::; s < t ::; T,

covet, es = P, Y* 0 < t < s < T
t s,t, - -,

holds, where Y = p_(pc*+R)V-lc(U) and P is a solution of the equation (6.17).

Proof. Let 0 ::; s < t ::; T. Since Y = P -(pc*+R)V-lc(U), by Propositions 4.28
and 4.29,

Xt = Yt,sXs + it Yt,r(PrC; + Rr)Vr-ICrXr dr + it Yt,r4>r dWr

and

Xt = Yt,sX s + it Yt,r(PrC; + Rr)Vr-l(CrXr dr + Wr dvr).

Therefore,

et = Yt,se s -it Yt,r(PrC; + Rr)Vr-1Wr dVr + it Yt,r4>r dwr .

Since a-(xo, Wr, Vr ; 0::; r ::; s) and a-(wr - W s, Vr - Vs; s < r ::; T) are independent,

cov(et, es) = cov(Yt,seS1 es) = Yt,sPS1

where Proposition 6.5 is used. If 0 ::; t < s ::; T, then in a similar way one can
show that cov(et, es) = ptY;,t. 0
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6.2.4 Innovation Process

The random process

(6.24)

is called the innovation process associated with the estimation problem (6.1)-(6.2).

Proposition 6.7. Let F[ be the natural filtration of z and let Z be the innovation
process defined by (6.24). Then {zt,Fn E M2(T,lRn ).

Proof. Obviously, Zt E L2 (D,F[,P,lRn ) for all 0 ~ t ~ T, Z has continuous paths
and Zo = O. Let us show that Z is a martingale. By (6.2),

Zt =1t
Crxr dr +1t

wr dVr -1t
Crxr dr

=1t

Cr(xr - xr)dr +1t

wrdvr .

Hence, for 0 ~ s < t ~ T, we have

o

Proposition 6.8. The innovation process (6.24) has the representation

(6.25)

where {"Yt, F[} is an lRn -valued Wiener process on T with the covariance operator
V.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the random process "Y, defined by

(6.26)

is a Wiener process with respect to the filtration {Ft
Z

} and its covariance operator
is if. By Proposition 6.7 and Theorem 4.21(b), bt,Fn E M2'(T,lRn ). In order to
study the Dolean measure and the covariance function of "Y, at first, note that, if
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o~ S ~ t, then

cov(Vt, es) = COV(Vt, is Us,rCPr dWr - is Ks,r(CrXr dr + Wr dVr))

= COy (Vt, is Us,rCPr dwr) - COy (Vt, is l r

Ks,rCrUr,aCPa dWa dr)

- cov(Vt, is Ks,rWrdVr)

= is R*CP;U;,rdr -is l r

R*CP~U;,aC;K;,rdCidr -is VW;K;,rdr

= is R*CP~ (U;,a -isU;,aC;K;,r dr)dCi -is VW;K;,r dr,

where e is the error process (see Section 6.2.3) and K is defined by (6.20). From
Y = P-(pc*+R)V-lc(U) and (6.20), we obtain that 0 ~ S ~ t implies

cov(vt,es) = is R*CP~Y;,adCi-lsVW;(WrVW;)-l(CrPr + WrR*CP;)Y;,r dr

= is R*CP;Y;,r dr -is W;l (CrPr + WrR*CP;)Y;,r dr

= -is W;lCrPrY;,r dr. (6.27)

Thus, using (6.27) and Proposition 6.6, we can calculate

COVT't = COY it W;l dzs = COY (I t

W;l dzs -It
W;lCsXsdS)

= COY (it w;l ws dvs + it W;lCs(xs - Xs)dS)

= COy (Vt + it w;lCses dS)

= Vt + it cOV(Vt, es)C;w;h ds + it w;lCscov(es, Vt) ds

+ it it w;lCrcov(er,es)C;w;hdsdr

= Vt -I t l s
W;lCrPrY;,rC;w;h drds

-It ls
w;lCsYs,rPrC;w;h drds +1t 1r

W;lCrYr,sPsC;w;h dsdr

+1t
it W;lCrPrY;,rC;w;h dsdr = Vt.
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Now let us study the Dolean measure ), and the covariance function M of I
(see Section 4.1.4). Let (s, t] x F be any predictable rectangle with respect to
the filtration {Ft}. It is easy to see that " z and z define a Gaussian system.
Therefore, E(zt - zs)IF:) = 0 implies the independence of Zt - Zs and F: and,
hence, the independence of It -'s and F:. Using this fact and Proposition 4.2(f),
we obtain

),((s, tj x F) = E (xFil,t -,sI1 2 )
= P(F)Elht -,sI12
= P(F) tr(covht -'s))
= P(F)(tr(covlt) - tr(cov,s))
= P(F)(trV)(t - s)

= (trV)P(F)£((s, t]).

So, ), = (trV) (P ® £). Respectively, for the covariance function M of " we have

1 M d)' = E(xdht -'s) ® ht -'s)))
(s,tJxF

= P(F) cOVht -'s) = P(F)V(t - s)

=1 (vdPdt=(trv)-11 Vd),.
(s,tl ) F (s,tl x F

We conclude that Mt,w = (trV)-IV, (t,w) E T x f!. Thus, by Definition 4.10,
{,t, Fn is an JRn-valued Wiener process on T with the covariance operator V. 0

Theorem 6.9. The best estimate in the jiltering problem (6.1)-(6.2) has the follow
ing representation in the form of a stochastic integral with respect to the innovation
process:

Xt = itUt,s(psc; + Rs)Vs-
1 dzs, 0::; t ::; T.

Proof. By Theorem 6.4 and Proposition 4.28, we have

Xt = it Yt,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-
1 dzs

= itUt,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-
1 dzs

-itUt,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-Icsxs ds

= itUt,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-
1 dzs,

where Y and U are related as in Theorem 6.4.

(6.28)

o
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Example 6.10. Let Ut , t ~ 0, be a strongly continuous semigroup (see Examples
3.3-3.9 and 3.42-3.45 for the definitions of useful specific semigroups) and let A be
its infinitesimal generator. Then by Theorem 6.9, the best estimate in the filtering
problem (6.1)-(6.2) is a mild solution of the linear stochastic differential equation

6.3 Prediction

In this section we suppose that the conditions (Ei) and (E2') hold and, addition
ally, 0 :::; T < t :::; T.

6.3.1 Dual Linear Regulator Problem

Introduce the notation (6.9) and consider the linear regulator problem of mini
mizing the functional

where

~2 = - Rs,ol + is Rs,rBr1]r dr, t - T :::; S :::; t,
t-r

and 1] is an admissible control taken from Uad = L 2 (t - T,t;IRn).

(6.29)

(6.30)

Lemma 6.11. Suppose that 0 < T < t :::; T and lEX. Then a control 1]* E
L2(t - T, t; IRn) is optimal in the linear regulator problem (6.29)-(6.30) if and only
if it satisfies

Gs1]; + it t~,r1]; dr = B;~~,ol + LsRs,ol, a.e. s E [t - T, t],
t-r

where ~t and tt are defined by (6.13) and (6.14).

Proof. Let 1]* be an optimal control in the problem (6.29)-(6.30) and let

c = ~'7', 1] E L 2 (t - T, t; JRn ), I/s = is Rs,rBr1]r dr, t - T :::; S :::; t.
t-r

Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.2, one can obtain

(6.31)

(6.32)
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Substituting v from (6.32) in the obtained equality and using arbitrariness of "7 in
L 2 (t - T, t; jRn), we obtain that for a.e. s E [t - T, t],

Now substituting C from (6.30) in the obtained equality and using (6.13) and
(6.14), we obtain (6.31). Also, running back in the above calculations, we conclude
that if "7* satisfies (6.31), then it is an optimal control in the problem (6.29)
(6.30). D

Theorem 6.12. Let 0 < T < t :S T. Then under the conditions (E]"), (E2') and
(6.9), the best estimate x[ of Xt based on zs, 0 :S s :S T, in the prediction problem
(6.1)-(6.2) is equal to (6.4) if and only if the function, defined by "7; = K;_sl, a.e.
s E [t - T, t], is an optimal control in the linear regulator problem (6.29)-(6.30) for
alllEX.

Proof. This can be proved in a similar way as Theorem 6.3 by use of Lemmas 6.1
and 6.11. D

By Theorem 6.12, the linear regulator problem (6.29)-(6.30) is dual to the
prediction problem (6.1)-(6.2).

6.3,2 Optimal Linear Feedback Predictor

Theorems 6.12 and 5.24 lead to the following result.

Theorem 6.13. Under the conditions (En and (E2'), there exists a unique optimal
linear feedback predictor in the prediction problem (6.1)-(6.2) and the best estimate
x[ of Xt based on zs, O:S s :S T, is equal to

where xr is the best estimate in the jiltering problem (6.1)-(6.2).

Proof. The case T = 0 is trivial. Let 0 < T < t :S T. Introduce the notation (6.9)
and consider the linear regulator problem (6.29)-(6.30). By Theorem 5.24, the
optimal control in the problem (6.29)-(6.30) is unique and has the form

where K = P_BC-'(B'Q+L)(R) and Q is a solution of the equation (6.19) on
interval [t-T, t]. In proving Theorem 6.4, it was shown that the function Ps = Qt-s,
O:S s :S t, is the unique solution of the Riccati equation (6.17) and Dt(K) = YItJ."
where Y = P-(pc'+R)V-'c(U). Thus, using the notation (6.9), by Theorem 6.12,
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we easily obtain that there exists a unique optimal linear feedback predictor in
the prediction problem (6.1)-(6.2) which is determined by

Consequently, the best estimate iT in the prediction problem (6.1)-(6.2) is equal
to

iT = Ut,r ir
Yr,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-

1 dzs = Ut,rir.

The proof is completed.

6.4 Smoothing

o

In this section we suppose that the conditions (Ei) and (E2') hold and, addition
ally, 0 :s: t < T :s: T.

6.4.1 Dual Linear Regulator Problem

Introduce the notation (6.9) in which t is replaced by T, Le.,

{
R = Dr(U), B = DT(C), F = DT(W),
G = Dr(V), L = Dr(R), Qr = Po·

Consider the linear regulator problem of minimizing the functional

where

CT] { - Rs,r-tl , s 2: T - t } r R B d
<"s = 0, S < T _ t + Jo s,r rTJr r, 0 :s: s :s: T,

and TJ is an admissible control taken from Uad = L 2 (0, T; lRn ).

(6.33)

(6.34)

(6.35)

Lemma 6.14. Suppose that 0 :s: t < T :s: T and lEX. Then the control TJ* E

L2 (0, T; lRn ) is optimal in the linear regulator problem (6.34)-(6.35) if and only if
it satisfies

where I;r and t r are defined by (6.13) and (6.14).
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Proof. Let TJ* be an optimal control in the problem (6.34)-(6.35) and let

C = ~'7', TJ E L 2 (0, T; ~n), Vs = is Rs,rBrTJr dr, 0:::; s :::; T.

Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.2, we have

(vr ,Qr~;) + l r
((vs' Fs~;) + (TJs, GsTJ;) + (TJs, Ls~;) + (TJ;, Lsvs))ds = O.

Substituting v from (6.37) in the obtained equality and using the arbitrariness of
TJ in L2(0,T;~n),we obtain that for a.e. s E [O,T],

Now substituting C from (6.35) in the obtained equality and using (6.13) and
(6.14), we obtain (6.36). Also, running back in the above calculations, we obtain
that if TJ* satisfies (6.36), then it is an optimal control in the problem (6.34)
(6.35). 0

Theorem 6.15. Let 0 :::; t < T :::; T. Then under the conditions (Ei), (E2') and
(6.33), the best estimate x[ ofXt based on ZS, 0:::; s:::; T, in the smoothing problem
(6.1)-(6.2) is equal to (6.4) if and only if the function, defined by TJ; = K;_sl, a.e.
s E [0, T], is an optimal control in the linear regulator problem (6.34)-(6.35) for
alllEX.

Proof. This can be proved in a similar way as Theorem 6.3 by use of Lemmas 6.1
and 6.14. 0

Thus, the smoothing problem (6.1)-(6.2) and the linear regulator problem
(6.34)-(6.35) are dual.

6.4.2 Optimal Linear Feedback Smoother

To find the formulae for the optimal linear feedback smoother, the problem (6.34)
(6.35) will be written in the following equivalent form:

J(TJ) = (C,~ - Pr, Qr(C,~ - Pr)) + l r
(((i - Ps, Fs((i - Ps))

+ (TJs, GsTJs) + 2(TJs, Ls((i - Ps))) ds,

where

(i = is Rs,rBrTJr dr, 0:::; s :::; T,

TJ is an admissible control in Uad = L 2 (0, T; ~n) and

_ {Rs,r-tl, s ~ T - t }
Ps - 0, s < T _ t ,0:::; s :::; T.

(6.38)

(6.39)

(6.40)
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One can observe that the functionals (6.34) and (6.38) are equal. According to
Theorem 5.24, the optimal control1J* in the linear regulator problem (6.38)-(6.40)
(and (6.34)~(6.35) as well) can be represented as

(6.41)

(6.44)

(6.45)

where

G = G' = l s
Ks,rBrC;:l(B;ar + LrPr) dr, 0:::; 8 :::; T, (6.42)

as=K;,sQTPT+ iT K;,s(Fr-(QrBr+L;)C;:lLr)Prdr, 0:::;8:::;T, (6.43)

K = P-BC-'(B*Q+L)(R) and Q is a solution of the Riccati equation

Qs = R;,sQTRT,s + iT R;,s(Fr

- (QrBr + L;)c;:l(B;Qr + Lr))Rr,sdr, 0:::; 8:::; T.

Lemma 6.16. Under the above notation,

{
Qs R s T-t l , S 2:: T - t }a-' 0:::; S:::; T.

s - K;_t,SQT-t l , S < T - t '

Proof. By Proposition 3.23, the equation (6.44) is equivalent to

Qs=K;,sQTRT,s+ iT K;,s(Fr-(QrBr+L;)C;:lLr)Rr,sdr, 0:::; 8:::; T. (6.46)

Let T - t :::; S :::; T. Using (6.40) and (6.46) in (6.43), we have

as = K;,sQTRT,T-tl + iT K;,s(Fr - (QrBr + L;)C;:lLr)Rr,T_tldr

= (K;,SQTRT,S + iT K;,s(Fr - (QrBr + L;)C;:l Lr)Rr,s dr )RS,T-tl

= QSRS,T-t l .

If 0:::; S < T - t, then in a similar way, we have

as = K;,sQTRT,T-tl + iT K;,s (Fr - (QrBr + L;)C;:l Lr )Rr,T-tl dr
T-t

= K;-t,s (K;,T_tQTRT,T-t

+ iT K;,T_t(Fr - (QrBr + L;)C;:l Lr)Rr,T-t dr)l
T-t

= K;_t,SQT-t l .

Thus, the proof of the lemma is completed. o
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Lemma 6.17. Under the above notation,

Proof. By (6.40) and (6.45), we have

B* L _ { (B;Qr + Lr)Rr,r-t l , r 2 T - t}
r{}r+ rPr- B*K* Q l r<T-t ,a.e.rE[O,TJ.

r r-t,r r-t,

Substituting this expression in (6.42), we obtain

rrnin(s,r-t)

C;; = io Ks,rBrC;:l B;K;_t,rQr-t l dr

+ r Ks,rBrC;:l(B;Qr + Lr)Rr,r-t l dr.i rnin(s,r-t)
Since K = P-BC-l(B'Q+L)(R), the last equality implies (6.47).

(6.47)

(6.48)

D

Theorem 6.18. Under the conditions (Ei) and (E2'), there exists a unique optimal
linear feedback smoother in the smoothing problem (6.1)-(6.2) and the best estimate
x[ of Xt based on zs, 0:::; s :::; T, is equal to

(6.49)

(6.50)

where z is the innovation process defined by (6.24), Xt is the best estimate in the
filtering problem (6.1)-(6.2), y = P-(pc'+R)V-lc(U) and P is a unique solution
of the equation (6.17).

Proof. Introduce the notation (6.33) and consider the linear regulator problem
(6.34)-(6.35). By (6.41), (6.47) and (6.48), the optimal control in the problem
(6.34)-(6.35) is unique and is equal to

rrnin(s,r-t)

7]; = - C;l(B;Qs + L s) io Ks,rBrC;:l B;K;_t,rQr-t l dr

C-l { (B;Qs + Ls)Ks,r-t l , s 2 T - t} [0 1+ s B* V'* Q l _ t ,a.e. s E ,T,sf\.,r-t,s r-t, S < T

where K = P-BC-l(B'Q+L)(R) and Q is a solution of the equation (6.44). In
proving Theorem 6.4 it was shown that Ps = Qr-s, 0 :::; S :::; T, is a unique
solution of the equation (6.17) and Dr(K) = YbT' Therefore, applying Theorem
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6.15, we conclude that there is a unique optimal linear feedback smoother in the
smoothing problem (6.1)-(6.2) and it is determined by

Finally by Theorem 6.4 and (6.24), we obtain

xr = l T

Ksdzs

= I t
Yt,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-

1 dzs + iT PtY;,tC;Vs-1 dzs

-iTl r

PtY;,tC; Vr-1CrYr,s (PsC; + Rs)Vs-1dzs dr

= Xt + Pt iT Y;,P;V,.-l(dzr - CrXr dr)

= Xt + Pt iT Y;,tC;V,.-l dzr .

Thus, the proof of the theorem is completed.

6.5 Stochastic Regulator Problem

o

In this section the control problem (5.1)-(5.4) from Chapter 5 will be called a linear
stochastic regulator problem and it will be considered under correlated white noise
processes.

6.5.1 Setting of the Problem

Consider the problem (5.1)-(5.4) in which the state-observation system (5.1)-(5.2)
and the functional (5.4) are defined in the form

xY = Ut,oxo + l t Ut,sBsus ds + l t Ut,sif>s dws, 0:::; t :::; T,

z~ = l t

csx~ ds + l t

Ws dvs , 0 :::; t :::; T,

J(u) = E((xr,QTxr )+ l T
([~:],[[: ~:] [~:])dt)

(6.51)

(6.52)

(6.53)

and a control u is taken from the set of admissible controls Uad as defined by
(5.3) in Section 5.1.2. This problem will be called the linear stochastic regulator
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problem (6.51)-(6.53). The deterministic function 'P is called a stochastic regulator
if Ut = 'Pt(xf), a.e. t E T, belongs to Uad . A stochastic regulator is optimal if the
respective control is optimal.

In this section the following conditions are supposed to hold:

(Rn U E £(Dq, L(X)), BE Boo(T, L(U, X)), C E Boo(T, L(X, IRn));

(R2') 1> E Boo(T,L(H,X)), W, w- 1 E Loo(T,L(IRn)), [:] is an H x IRn-valued

Wiener process on T with COVVT > 0, Xo is an X-valued Gaussian random
variable with Exo = 0, Xo and (w, v) are independent;

(R3') QT E L(X), QT 2 0, F E Boo(T, L(X)), C, C- 1 E Boo(T, L(U)), L E

Boo(T, L(X, U)), Ct > 0 and Ft - L;C"t 1Lt 20 for a.e. t E T.

Note that (Rn is the same as (En completed with the condition about B, and
(R2') and (R3') are the same as (E2') and (C3 ), respectively.

In this section we will use the operators TV, V, R and Po, as well as the
functions W, V and R defined by (6.3). Also, for given U E Uad, we denote

E~ = E(-Iz~, 0 ~ s ~ t) and x~ = E~ x~, 0 ~ t ~ T.

If Ut = u;, then x; = x{, z; = zf, E; = Ef and x; = xf, 0 ~ t ~ T.
Similarly, we use the notation x~ = xf, z~ = zy, E~ = Ey and x~ = xf when
Ut = 0, 0 ~ t ~ T.

6.5.2 Optimal Stochastic Regulator

The following results completely solve the problem (6.51)-(6.53).

Proposition 6.19. For the system (5.51)-(5.52), the error process

and the innovation process

are independent of selection of U E Uad . Furthermore,

(6.54)

where P is a unique solution of the equation (6.17), {,t,FtZo} is an IRn-valued
Wiener process on T with the covariance operator V.
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Proof. For u E Uad,

Therefore, by Proposition 5.5,

Le., the error process e is independent of selection of u E Uad . Thus, we have

179

i.e., the innovation process z is independent of selection of u E Uad too. Finally,
(6.54) follows from Propositions 6.5 and 6.8. 0

Theorem 6.20. Under the conditions (Rn-(Ra ), there exists a unique optimal
stochastic regulator in the problem (6.51)-(6.53) and the respective optimal control
has the form

where

x; = it Rt,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-
1dz;

= it Yt,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-l dzs,

= it Yt,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-1WsdT's, 0 ~ t ~ T,

(6.55)

(6.56)

R = P_BC-l(B*Q+L)-(PC*+R)V-lc(U), Y = P_BC-l(B*Q+L)(U), Q and Pare
unique solutions of the Riccati equations (3.9) and (6.17), respectively, bt, J=t}
is an IRn -valued Wiener process on T with the covariance operator V.
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Proof. The existence and the uniqueness of an optimal stochastic regulator in the
problem (6.51)-(6.53) follow from Theorems 5.28 and 6.4. Moreover, by Theorem
5.17, the representation (6.55) holds for u*. Using this in (6.51), we obtain

x; = Ut,oxo - itUt,sBsC;l(B;Qs + Ls):'i;; ds + it Ut,s~s dws.

By Proposition 5.5, E; = E? Therefore, applying Theorem 6.9,

x; = E; (Ut,oxo + it Ut,s~s dWs) -itUt,sBsC;l(B;Qs + Ls)x; ds

= E? ( Ut,OXO + it Ut,s~s dWs) -itUt,sBsC;l(B;Qs + Ls)x; ds

= ltUt,s(Psc.; +Rs)Vs-l(dz~ - Csx~ ds) -ltUt,sBsC;l(B;Qs+Ls)X; ds.

Hence, by Proposition 6.19,

Thus, using Propositions 4.28 and 6.19, we obtain the equations in (6.56) too. 0

Lemma 6.21. For the functional

(6.57)

subjected to the system (6.51)-(6.52),

J(u*) = tr iT V-lWtl(Ctpt + R;)Qt(PtC; + Rt)Wt
h dt,

where u* is an optimal control in the problem (6.51)-(6.53) and Q and Pare
unique solutions of the Riccati equations (3.9) and (6.17), respectively.

Proof. Using (6.55) and Proposition 4.2(f), we obtain

J(u*) = E(xT' QTxT)

+ E iT (x;, (Ft - L;Ct
1Lt + QtBtCt1 B; Qt} x;) dt

= tr(cov(QV2XT))

+ tr iT cov( (Ft - L;Ct
1Lt + QtBtCt1 B;Qt)1/2 X;) dt.
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We will use the representation (6.56) for X*. By Proposition 4.26(f) and Theorem
3.22,

J(u*) = tr iT V- 1W;1(csps + R;)y:r,sQTYT,s(PsC; + Rs)W;h ds

+ tr iT it V- 1W;1(Csps + R;)Y~sFtYt,s(PsC; + Rs)W;h dsdt

- tr iT it V- 1W;1(csps + R;)Y~sL;GtlLtYt,s

x (Psc; + Rs)W;h dsdt

+ tr iT it V- 1W;1(Csps + R;)Y~sQtBtGtl B;QtYt,s

x (Psc; + Rs)W;h ds dt

= tr iT V- 1W;1(csps + R;)Qs(PsC; + Rs)W;h ds.

The proof is completed. o

Proposition 6.22. The minimum of the functional J in the problem (6.51)-(6.53)
is equal to

J(u*) = tr(QTPT ) + tr l T
FtPtdt

+ tr iT V-lWtl(Ctpt + R;)Qt(PtC; + Rt)wt
h dt,

where Q and P are unique solutions of the Riccati equations (3.9) and (6.17),
respectively.

Proof. Let et = x; - x;, 0 ::; t ::; T, be the error process. We have

E(eT' QTeTl = E(XT' QTxTl - 2E(xT' QTxTl + E(XT' QTxTl

= E(XT' QTxTl - E(XT' QTxTl'

Similarly,

Also,
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Therefore, by Proposition 6.5,

J(u*) = E((xr, QTXr) + IT
((x;, Ftx;) + 2(u;, Ltx;) + (u;, GTU;)) dt)

= E((xr, QTXr) + IT
((x;, Ftx;) + 2(u;, Ltx;) + (u;, GTU;)) dt)

+ E ((eT ' QTeT) +IT
(et, Ftet) dt)

= J(u*) + tr (cov (qfj2 eT)) +trIT
cov(FtI/2et)dt

= J(u*) + tr(QTPT ) + trIT
FtPt dt.

Thus, by Lemma 6.21, the statement is obtained. o

Example 6.23. In order to present the optimal stochastic regulator in differential
form, assume that the conditions (Rn-(R3') hold so that U E S(X) and A is
the infinitesimal generator of U. Then the state-observation system (6.51)-(6.52)
under u = u* can be written in the differential form

{
dx; = (Ax; + Btundt + <Ptdwt, °< t :::; T, x(j = xo, (6.58)
dz; = Ctx;dt + iI!tdvt, 0< t :::; T, z; = 0.

By (6.55), the optimal control u* in the problem (6.51)-(6.53) has the form

(6.59)

where x* is a mild solution of the linear stochastic differential equation

dx; = (Ax; + Btu;)dt + (PtC; + <PtRiI!;)

x (iI!tViI!;)-I(dz; - Ctx;dt), 0< t:::; T, x(; = 0, (6.60)

with P and Q being, respectively, unique scalar product solutions of the differential
Riccati equations

:tPt - PtA* - APt - <PtW<P; + (ptC; + <PtRiI!;)

X (iI!tViI!;)-I(Ctpt + iI!tR*<pn = 0, 0< t:::; T, Po = covXo,

:t Qt + Qt A + A*Qt + Ft

- (QtBt + L;)Gtl(B;Qt + Ld = 0, 0:::; t < T, QT is given.

(6.61)

(6.62)



Chapter 7

Control and Estimation under
Colored Noises

In this chapter the control and estimation results of Chapter 6 are modified to the
colored noise processes.

Convention. In this chapter it is always assumed that (n, F, P) is a complete
probability space, X, U, H E 71., T > 0, T = [0, T] is a finite time interval and
Dot = {(s, r) : 0 :::; r :::; s :::; t} for t > O.

7.1 Estimation

7.1.1 Setting of Estimation Problems

Let (x, z) be a partially observable system so that

Xt = Ut,oxo + it Ut,scp; ds + itUt,sips dws, 0:::; t :::; T, (7.1)

Zt = it (Csxs+ cp;) ds + it \lJ sdvs, 0:::; t :::; T, (7.2)

where

cP; = it Ut1,sip; dws, CPZ = it ul,sip; dws, 0:::; t :::; T, (7.3)

Suppose that the following conditions hold:

(El) U E E(DoT,£(X)), C E Boo(T,£(X,JRn));

(E2) U 1 E E(DoT, LeX)), u 2 E E(DoT, £(JRn)), ip, ipl E Boo(T, £(H, X)), ip2 E

Boo(T, £(H, JRn)), 1lJ, 1lJ-1 E Loo(T, £(JRn)), [~] is an HxIRn-valued Wiener

A. E. Bashirov, Partially Observable Linear Systems Under Dependent Noises
© Springer Basel AG 2003
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process on T with COVVT > 0, Xo is a an X-valued Gaussian random variable
with Exo = 0, Xo and (w, v) are independent.

Also, we will use the notation

Po = covXo, [X ~] = T-1cov [:;], ~ = wtvw;, 0:::; t:::; T, (7.4)

(7.6)

(7.5)
cfl tWcfll *
cfllWcfll*
cfl~Wcfll*

[

cflt Wcfl;
1 - *= cflt Wcflt

cfl~Wcfl;

[

cfltRW; ]
cflU~W; ,0:::; t :::; T.
cfl~ RW;

One can observe that the difference between the signal-observation systems
(6.1)-(6.2) and (7.1)-(7.2) is the presence of the colored noise processes <pI and <p2

in (7.1)-(7.2). We will study the estimation problem of estimating Xt based on zs,
o :::; S :::; T, where t, T E T and (x, z) is defined by (7.1)-(7.3). This problem will
be called the estimation (filtering, prediction, smoothing) problem (7.1)-(7.3).

7.1.2 Reduction

Let

[g ~ g]
Using Theorem 3.13, one can obtain that

E .c(X x X x IRn
).

Ut,s =

r
Ut,s £t,s
o ul s
o 0

o ]o ,
U~s

0:::; s:::; t:::; T, (7.7)

where

(7.8)

Also, let

.j, ~ [::] E B=(T, £(H, X x X x1Rn
)).

With this notation, the evolution of the process

i, ~ [~l] ,0 $ t $ T,

(7.9)

(7.10)
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can be expressed as

or as (see Proposition 4.28)

Similarly, for the observation system (7.2), we have

where

Thus, we can state the following result.
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(7.11)

(7.12)

(7.13)

Lemma 7.1. The best estimates in the estimation problems (7.1)-(7.3) and (7.11)
(7.12) are related as in

E(Xtlzs; 0 :::; s :::; T) = lE(itlzs; 0:::; s :::; T), t, T E T,

where
1 = [1 0 0] E £(X x X x IRn

, X).

Proof. This follows from the equality Xt = lit> 0:::; t :::; T.

(7.14)

o

Thus, the estimation problem (7.1)-(7.3) is reduced to the estimation prob
lem (7.11 )-(7.12).

7.1.3 Optimal Linear Feedback Estimators

Theorem 7.2. Suppose the conditions (E1) and (E~) hold, let

and let
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where U, G, <i>, Wand R are defined by (7.7)-(7.8), (7.13), (7.9), (7.5) and (7.6),
Y = P-(FC'+R)V-1C(U), and P is a unique solution of the Riccati equation

Pt = Ut,OPoUt~O + it Ut,s (Ws

- (PsG; + Rs)Vs-I(GsPs + R;))U~sds, 0::; t::; T, (7.15)

with Po = covxo. Then there exists a unique optimal linear feedback filter (predictor
and smoother) in the estimation problem (7.1)-(7.3) and depending on t and T,

the best estimate x[ of Xt based on zs, 0 ::; s ::; T, in the estimation problem
(7.1 )-(7.3) is equal to

Xt = x~ = it IYt,s (PsG; + R s)vs-
l dzs, 0::; t ::; T,

x[ = IUt,TiT = Ut,TXT + [t,T'lj;~, 0::; T < t ::; T,

x[ = Xt + IPt iT Y;,tG;Vs-1 dzs, 0::; t < T::; T,

where I and [ are as defined by (7.14) and (7.8), respectively.

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorems 6.4, 6.13, 6.18 and Lemma 7.1. 0

7.1.4 About the Riccati Equation (7.15)

The solution P of the Riccati equation (7.15) can be decomposed as

pOl
t
pll

t
p12*

t

P02]
p:12 E £(X x X x IRn

), 0::; t ::; T.
p22

t

(7.16)

Below we derive an equation for each component of P in this decomposition.

Proposition 7.3. Suppose the conditions (ED and (E2) hold, let the solution P of
the equation (7.15) be decomposed as (7.16) and let

{

Mt = p?OC; + p?2 + Rll 0::; t ::; T,
Ml = p?hC; + pl2 + Rl, 0::; t::; T,
Ml = p?2*C; + p12 + R;, 0::; t ::; T.

(7.17)

Then (pOO, pOl, p02, pll, p12, P22) is a unique solution of the following system of
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equations:

ppo = Ut,OPoUt~O + itUt,s (Ws + p~l + p~h

- M svs-
lM:)Ut~s ds, 0 ~ t ~ T,

pOl =1t
U (WOl + pll - M V-IMI*)Uh ds 0 <_ t < T,t t,s s s s sst,s' -

°
p02 = 1t

U (W02 + pl2 - M V-IM 2*)U2* ds 0 <_ t <_ T,t t,s s s s sst,s ,

°
pll =1t

U l (W ll - MIV- l Mh)U h ds 0 <_ t <_ T,t t,s S S sst,s ,

°
pl2 = 1t

U l (W 12 - MIV- l M 2*)U2* ds 0 <_ t <_ T,t t,s S S sst,s ,

°
p22 =1t

U2 (W 22 - M 2V- 1M 2*)U2* ds 0 <_ t <_ T.t t,s S S sst,s ,

°
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(7.18)

(7.19)

(7.20)

(7.21)

(7.22)

(7.23)

Proof. Using (7.5)-(7.7), (7.13) and

[

Po 0
Po = 0 0

o 0
~] EC(XxXxlRn

) (7.24)

(7.25)

in the equation (7.15), one can easily verify that the components pll, pl2 and
p22 of P satisfy the equations (7.21)-(7.23). For the component pOl,

pOl = 1t
U (WO I - M V-IMh)U h dst t,s s S sst,s

°
+it [tAW.sll - M;Vs-

1M;*)Ul,: ds.

By (7.8) and (7.21),

ppl = it Ut.s(W~1 - M svs-
l M;*)Ut~: ds

+ it1t
Ut,rU;,s(Wsll - M;Vs-IM;*)U;,~Utl,;drds

= it Ut,s(W~1 - MsVs-IM;*)ul,:ds

+ it Ut,r(l r
U;,s(W;1 - M;Vs-

1M;')U;,~ ds )ul,; dr

= it Ut,s(W~1 + p;l - MsVs-
1M;*)Ut~: ds.
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This proves (7.19). For the component pOo of ft,

p?O = Ut,OPoU~o + it Ut,s (Ws - Msv s-
1M;)Ut~s ds

+ it Ut,s (W~l - Msv s-
1M;*)£t~s ds

+ it £t,s (W~h - M; vs-
1M;)Ut~s ds

+ it £t,s(Ws
ll

- M;Vs-1M;*)£;,sds.

Note that, if 0 :s:; s :s:; r :s:; t :s:; T, then

£t,s = I t
Ut,aUf"s d(J = l r

Ut,aUf"s d(J + itUt,aUf"s d(J
s s r

= Ut,r£r,s + £t,rU;"s'

Hence, by (7.26), (7.25), (7.21), (7.19) and (7.8),

p?O = Ut,OPoUt~O + it Ut,s (Ws - M .. v s-
1M.: )U~s ds

ltl
t

+ Ut,rUr,s(W~l - MsVs-IM;*)U;',~Ut~rdrds
o s

+ it £t,s(W~h - M;v.9-1M;)Ut~sds

+ it itUt,r£r,s(Wl l - M;Vs-
1Ml*)u;',~Ut~r drds

+ it it £t,rU;',s(Wll - M;Vs-IM;*)U;',~Ut~rdrds

= Ut,OPoUt~O + itUt,s (Ws - Msv s-
1M;)Ut~s ds

+ it Ut,rp~lUt~rdr + it £t,rP:lUt~rdr

+ it £t,s(W~h - M;Vs-IM;)U~sds

= Ut,OPoUt~O + itUt,s (Ws + p~l - Msvs-
1M;)Ut~s ds

+ it it Ut,rU;',s(W~h+ pl1 - Mlvs-
1M;)U:,..ut~r drds

= Ut,OPOU~O + itUt,s(Ws + p~l + p~h - Msv s-
1M;)Ut~s ds.

(7.26)
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This proves (7.18). Finally, for the component p02,

p02 = itU (W02 - M V-I M 2*)U2* dst t,s s S sst,s

°
+ it £t,s (Ws

I2 - M; vs-
IM;*)U~: ds.

By (7.8) and (7.22),

p02 = itU (W02 - M V-I M 2*)U2* dst t,s s S sst,s

°
+ it itUt,rU;,s (W;2 - M; ~-IM;*)U;,:U~;dr ds

= it Ut,s (W~2 + p;2 - M svs-
IM;*)U~: ds.
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This proves (7.20). The uniqueness of solution of the system (7.18)-(7.23) follows
from the uniqueness of solution of the equation (7.15). 0

Proposition 7.4. Suppose the conditions (E~) and (E~) hold. Then for the error
process et = Xt - Xt, 0 ::; t ::; T, in the filtering problem (7.1)-(7.3), the equality
covet = ppo, 0::; t ::; T, holds where pOD is defined by (7.18)-(7.23).

Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.5.

7.1.5 Example: Optimal Filter in Differential Form

o

Example 7.5. In order to obtain the equations of the best estimate in the filtering
problem (7.1)-(7.3) in differential form, assume that the conditions (El)-(E~)

hold so that U,U I E S(X), U 2 E S(JRn) and A, Al and A 2 are the infinitesimal
generators ofU, U 1 and U 2, respectively. Then the best estimate x in the filtering
problem (7.1 )-(7.3) together with 'l/JI and 'l/J2 is a mild solution of the simultaneous
linear stochastic differential equations

dXt = Axtdt + 'l/Jldt + (pPOC; + pp2 + if>t RW;) (W tVW;)-I
X (dzt - Ctxtdt - 'l/J'fdt) , 0 < t ::; T, Xo = 0,

d'l/JI = Al 'l/Jldt + (pPhC; + pr + if>i RW;) (W tVW;)-I
X (dzt - Ctxtdt - 'l/J'fdt) , 0 < t ::; T, 'l/J~ = 0,

d'l/J'f = A 2'l/J;dt + (pP2*C; + p?2 + if>'fRW;) (W t VW;)-I
X (dzt - Ctxtdt - 'l/J;dt) , 0 < t ::; T, 'l/J6 = 0,

(7.27)
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where (pOO, pOl, p02, pll, p12, p22) is a unique scalar product solution of the
system of differential equations

!!:.-pOO _ pOD A* _ ApOO _ pOl _ pOl* - <I> W<I>*
dt t t t t t t t

+Mt(WtVWn-lMt = 0,0 < t::::; T, Pgo = PO, (7.28)

!!:.-pOl _ pOl A* _ ApOl _ pll _ <I> W<I>h
dt ttl t t t t

( - )-1 1 p,0l - 0 (7.29)+ Mt WtVW; Mt * = 0, 0 < t ::::; T, o - ,

!!:.-p02 _ p02 A* _ Ap02 _ p12 _ <I> W<I>2*
dt t t 2 t t t t

+Mt(WtVWn-lM;* = 0,0 < t::::; T, pg2 = 0, (7.30)

!!:.-pll _ pllA* _ A pll _ <l>lW<I>h
dt ttl 1 t t t

+Mt(WtVWn-lMl* =0, O<t::::;T, pJl = 0, (7.31)

!!:.-p12 _ p12 A* _ A p12 _ <l>lW<I>2*
dt t t 2 1 t t t

+ Mt(WtVWn-l Mr = 0, 0 < t::::; T, pJ2 = 0, (7.32)

!!:.-p22 _ p22A* _ A p22 _ <l>2W<I>2*
dt t t 2 2 t t t

( - fl 2 p,22 - 0 (7.33)+ Mt Wt VW; Mt * = 0, 0 < t ::::; T, o - ,

with the functions M, M l and M 2 as defined by (7.17). Indeed, under the above
conditions, we have

U GU I GU2 E S(X x X x jRn).

SinceU is the perturbation of the semigroup U GU I GU2 by the bounded operator

[
0 I 0]

D= 0 0 0 ,
000

by Theorem 3.15, we conclude that U E S(X x X x jRn) and its infinitesimal
generator is

(7.34)

Thus, applying the results of Example 6.10 to the filtering problem (7.11)-(7.12),
we obtain the system (7.27) for the optimal filter. The equations (7.28)-(7.33) are
exactly the equations (7.18)-(7.23) written in differential form which follow from
Theorem 3.28 and (7.15).
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7.2 Stochastic Regulator Problem
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(7.38)

7.2.1 Setting of the Problem

Consider the problem (5.1)-(5.4) in which the state-observation system (5.1)-(5.2)
and the functional (5.4) are defined in the form

xf = Ut,oXo + itUt,sBsus ds

+ itUt,scp; ds + itUt,sif>s dws , O:S t :S T, (7.35)

zf = it (Csx~ + cp;)ds + it Ws dvs , °:S t :S T, (7.36)

J(u)=E((Xr,QTxr ) + iT \[::],[~: ~:] [::])dt)' (7.37)

where cpl and cp2 are defined by (7.3) and a control u is taken from the set of
admissible controls Uad as defined by (5.3) in Section 5.1.2. This problem will be
called the linear stochastic regulator problem (7.35)-(7.37).

In this section the following conditions are supposed to hold:

(R~) U E E(6T , .c(X)), BE Boo(T, .c(U, X)), C E Boo(T, .c(X, IRn));

(R~) U1 E E(6T , .c(X)), U 2 E E(6T , .c(IRn)), if>, if>l E Boo(T, .c(H, X)), if>2 E

Boo(T, .c(H,IRn)), W, W- l E Loo(T, .c(IRn)), [~ ] is an HxIRn-valued Wiener

process on T with COVVT > 0, Xo is a an X -valued Gaussian random variable
with Exo = 0, Xo and (w, v) are independent;

(Ra) QT E .c(X), QT ~ 0, F E Boo(T, .c(X)), G, G-I E Boo(T, .c(U)), L E
Boo(T, .c(X, U)), G t > °and Ft - L;G"t I L t ~ °for a.e. t E T.

Note that (R~) is the same as (E~) completed with the condition about B, and
(R~) and (Ra)are the same as (E~) and (C3 ), respectively.

7.2.2 Reduction

Let

xr ~ [~n '0 ~ t ~ T.

Similar to Section 7.1.2, for U, {; and ~, defined by (7.7)-(7.8), (7.13) and (7.9),
and for

iJ ~ [!] E B=(T, C(U,X X X x Rn
)), (7.39)
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the processes i U and ZU can be expressed by

if =Ut,aia + iTUt,sBsUsds + it ut,siPsdws, 0 ::; t ::; T,

zr = it (\i~ ds + it \II s dvs , 0::; t ::; T.

Also, the functional (7.37) can be written as

where

QT = [~T ~ ~] E .c(X x X X ~n),
o 0 0

F= [~ ~ ~] EB(X)(T,.c(XxXx~n)),
o 0 0

L = [L 0 0] E B(X)(T,.c(X x X x ~n,U)).

(7.40)

(7.41 )

(7.42)

(7.43)

(7.44)

(7.45)

Lemma 7.6. The functional (7.37), subject to (7.35)-(7.36), and the functional
(7.42), subject to (7.40)-(7.41), are the same on Uad as defined by (5.3).

Proof. This follows from (7.38). 0

Thus, the problem (7.35)-(7.37) is reduced to the linear stochastic regulator
problem (7.40)-(7.42).

7.2.3 Optimal Stochastic Regulator

Theorem 7.7. Under the conditions (R~ )-(R3), there exists a unique optimal
stochastic regulator in the problem (7.35)-(7.37) and the respective optimal control
has the form

where

* G-1(B-*Q- L-)"* t Tu t = - t t t+ tx t , a. e. E , (7.46)

(7.48)

i; = it nt,s (PsCj; + Rs ) Vs-
1 dz;, 0::; t ::; T, (7.47)

P is a unique solution of the Riccati equation (7.15), Q is a unique solution of the
Riccati equation

Qt = U;',tQTUT,t + iTU;,t (Fs

- (QsBs+ L:)G;l (B;Qs + Ls))Us,t ds, 0::; t ::; T,
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U, B, 0, ~, QT, P and L are defined by (7.7)-(7.8), (7.39), (7.13), (7.9) and
(7.43)-(7.45) and R = P_BC-1(B*Q+L)-(PC*+R)V-1C(U),

Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.20 and Lemma 7.6.

7.2.4 About the Riccati Equation (7.48)

o

Proposition 1.8. Suppose the conditions (R1) and (R~) hold. Then the solution Q
of the equation (7.48) can be decomposed as

o::; t ::; T, (7.49)

where (Qoo, QOl, Qll) is a unique solution of the system of equations

Q~o = UY,tQTUT,t + iTU;,t (Fs - NsC;l N;)Us,t ds, 0::; t ::; T,
t

Q~l = iT U;,t (Q~O - NsC;l B.:Q~l )U;,t ds, 0::; t ::; T,

Q ll = iTu h (QOl + QOh _ QOh B c- lB*QOl)Ul ds 0 <_ t <_ T,t s,t s s s s s S S s,t ,
t

and N = QOo B + L * .

Proof. Using (7.7), (7.39), (7.43)-(7.45) and writing

in the equation (7.48), one can easily verify that

(7.50)

(7.51)

(7.52)

and the component QOo satisfies the equation (7.50). For the component QOl,

Q~l = UhQT£T,t + iT U;,t(Fs - NsC;lN;)£s,t ds

-iTU;,tNsC;l B;Q~lU;,tds. (7.53)
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By (7.8) and (7.50),
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Q~l = iT U;,tU:;',rQTUT,rU;,t dr

+ iT is U;,tU;,r (Fs - N sC;l N;)Us,rU;,t dr ds

-iT U;,tNSC;lB;Q~lU;,tds

= iT U;,t (Q~O - N sC;l B;Q~l )U;,t ds.

This proves (7.51). For the component Q11 of Q,

Q}l = £:;',tQT£T,t + iT £;,t (Fs - N sC;l N;)£s,t ds

-iT £;,tNSC;l B;Q~lU;,tds - iT U;,~Q~1oB sC;l N;£s,t ds

-iTU 1o Q°1o B c- 1B*Q01U 1 dss,t s s S S s,t .
t

Using (7.8), (7.26), (7.50), (7.51) and (7.53),

Q}l = iT U;,~U:;',rQT(UT,r£r,t+ £T,rU;,t) dr

+ iT is U;,~U;,r(Fs - N sC;l N;) (Us,r£r,t + £;,rU;,t) drds

-iT is U;,~U;,rNsC;1B; Q~lU;,rU;,tdr ds

-iTU 1o Q°1o B c-1N* £ ds -iTU 1o Q°1o B c-1B*Q01U 1 dss,t s S 8 s s,t s,t s S s s s s,t
t t

= iT U;,~Q~O£r,tdr + iT U;,~Q~lU;,tdr

-iTU 1o Q°1o B c-1N* £ ds -iTU 1o Q°1o B c-1B*Q01U 1 dss,t s S s s s,t s,t s S s S S 5,t

t t

= iT is U;,~U;,~(Q~O - Q~l*B sC;l N;)Us,rU;,t dr ds

+ iTu10 (Q01 _ Q010 B c-1B*Q01)U1 dss,t s s s s S S s,t
t

= iTu 10 (Q01 + Q010 _ Q010B c- 1B*Q01)U1 dss,t s s s s S S 8 s,t .
t
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This proves (7.51). The uniqueness of solution of the system (7.50)-(7.52) follows
from the uniqueness of solution of the equation (7.48). 0

Proposition 7.9. Suppose the conditions (Rl) and (Ra) hold. Then the solution
QOl of the equation (7.51) has the representation

(7.54)

where Y = P_BC-'(B'QOO+L)(U),

Proof. Let N = QOo B + L. Then we have

Using this in (7.51), we obtain

QOl = iT Y* (QOO _ N c-1B*Q01)U1 dst s,t s S s S S s,t
t

+ iT is Y;,tNrC;1 B;U;,r (Q~O - N sC;1 B;Q~1 )U;,t dr ds

= iT Y;,t (Q~O - N sC;1 B;Q~1 )U;,t ds

+ iT iT Y;,tNrC;1 B;U;,r(Q~O - N sC;1 B;Q~1)U;,rU;,t dsdr

= iT Y;,tQ~OU;,tds.

The proof is completed. o
Proposition 7.10. Suppose the conditions (R~)-(Ra) hold. Then the minimum of
the functional 1 in the problem (7.35)-(7.37) is equal to

l(u*) = tr(QTPT) + tr l T
FtP~O dt

+ tr l T

V-
1
W;1 [::1] *[~F*

where (pOO , pOl, p02, pll, p12, p22) is a solution of the system of equations (7.18)

(7.23), (Qoo, QOl, Qll) is a solution of the system of equations (7.50)-(7.52) and
M and M 1 are defined by (7.17).

Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.22. o
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7.2.5 Example: Optimal Stochastic Regulator in Differential Form

Example 7.11. Assume that the conditions (R1)-(R3) hold so that U,U 1 E S(X),
UZ E S(lRn ) and A, Al and Az are the infinitesimal generators of U, U1 and UZ,
respectively. Then the system (7.35)-(7.36), under u = u*, can be written as

Xo = Xo,

{

dx; = (Ax; + cp} + Btundt + <1>tdwt, 0< t ::; T,
dcp} = A 1CP}dt + <1>Hwt, 0< t::; T, CP6 = 0,
dcp; = Azcp;dt + <1>;dwt, °< t ::; T, CP5 = 0,
dz; = (Ctx; + cpl)dt + WtdVt, 0< t::; T, Zo = 0.

By (7.46), the optimal control u* has the form

u; = - G;l (B;Q~o+ Ldx; - G;l B;Q~lWi, a.e. t E T.

Note that by Proposition 7.9, u* can also be represented in the form

(7.55)

(7.56)

(7.58)

where Y = P_BG-l(B'QOO+L)(U), which agrees with the extended separation prin
ciple (see Theorem 5.16). Here, (x*, WI, WZ) is a mild solution of the system of
linear stochastic differential equations (see Example 7.5)

dx; = (Ax; + wi + Btundt + (p?OC; + p?Z + <1>JlWn (W tVwn-1
x (dz; - Ctx;dt - 1J/idt) , 0< t::; T, Xo = 0,

dwi = A 1'l/Jidt + (p?hC; + PlZ + <1>}RW;)(WtVWn-1
x (dz; - Ctx;dt - wfdt) , 0< t ::; T, W6 = 0,

dwf = Azwfdt + (p?Z*C; + p?Z + <1>;RW;)(WtVwn-1
x (dz; - Ctx;dt - wfdt ) , 0< t ::; T, W5 = 0,

with (pOO, pOl, pOZ, p11, p1Z, pZZ) satisfying (7.28)-(7.33) in the scalar product
sense. Also, using Theorem 3.27, one can show that (Qoo, Q01 ,Q11) is a unique
scalar product solution of the system of differential equations

~QOO + QOo A + A*QoO + F,dt t t t t

- (Q~OBt + LnG;l(B;Q~o + Lt) = 0, 0::; t < T, Q~o = QT,

~Q01 + Q01 A + A*Q01 + QOodt ttl t t

- (Q~OB t + LnG;l B;Q~l = 0, 0::; t < T, Q~l = 0,

~Q11 + Q11 A + A*Q11 + Q01 + QOhdt ttl 1 t t t

- Q~hBtG;l B;Q~l = 0, 0::; t < T, Q~l = 0.



Chapter 8

Control and Estimation under
Wide Band Noises

In this chapter the control and estimation results of Chapter 6 are modified to the
wide band noise processes.

Convention. In this chapter it is always assumed that (D, F, P) is a complete
probability space, X, U, H E 'It, T > 0, T = [0, T] is a finite time interval and
~t = {(s, r) : 0 :::; r :::; s :::; t} for t > O.

8.1 Estimation

8.1.1 Setting of Estimation Problems

In this section we will study the estimation problems for the partially observable
system (7.1)-(7.2) in which ipi and ip2 are wide band noise processes. So, let

Xt = Ut,oxo + it Ut,sip; ds + itUt,sif>s dws, 0:::; t :::; T, (8.1)

Zt = it (Csx s + ip;) ds + it \[1 s dvs, 0 :::; t :::; T, (8.2)

where

ip~ = t if>~,O-t dwo, ip; = t if>;,a-t dwa , 0:::; t :::; T. (8.3)
Jmax(o,t-c) Jmax(O,t-8)

Recall that the integral representation for wide band noise processes was discussed
in Section 4.6.2 according to which (8.3) defines a pair of wide band noise processes
ipi and ip2.

Assume that the following conditions hold:

A. E. Bashirov, Partially Observable Linear Systems Under Dependent Noises
© Springer Basel AG 2003
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(E~) U E £(~T, .c(X)), C E Boo(T, .c(X, ~n));

(E~) p E Boo(T,.c(H,X)), pI E Loo (T,B2(-E,0;.c(H, X))), 0 < E < T, p2 E

Loo(T,B2(-15,0;.c(H,~n))), 0 < 15 < T, 1lJ, 1lJ-1 E Loo(T,.c(~n)), [:] is
an H x ~n-valued Wiener process on T with COVVT > 0, Xo is a an X -valued
Gaussian random variable with Exo = 0, Xo and (w,v) are independent.

The problem of estimating Xt based on the observations zs, 0 :::; S :::; T, where
t, T E T and (x, z) is defined by (8.1)-(8.3), will be called the estimation (filtering,
prediction, smoothing) problem (8.1)-(8.3). This problem will be solved by use of
the product space method, successfully applied in Chapter 7 dealing with colored
noises.

In this section we will use the notation Po, W, fl, V and V from (7.4). Also,
we will denote

and consider the semigroups of right translation T I and T 2 , defined by

[7; l f]o={ofO,-t, ()-t>-E} () 0 f X-() _ t :( -E ,-E:::; :::; 0, t ~, E ,

[T.t2g]~ = {goa, -t, a - t ~ -15} 15 0 0 JRn~ a - t < -15 ,- :::; a:::; ,t ~ ,g E .

8.1.2 The First Reduction

Define the linear operators [1 and [2 by

[1 E .c(X,X): [If = fa, f E X,

[2 E .c(in ,~n): [2 g = go, g E in.

(8.4)

(8.5)

(8.6)

(8.7)

(8.8)

Recall that [1 and [2 are unbounded operators from X and JRn to X and ~n,

respectively.
Let

X- t -- [::_ t~tl ]- : E X x X x JRn
, 0 :::; t :::; T, (8.9)

where x is the random process, defined by (8.1), and epl and ep2 are the X- and
JRn-valued random processes defined by

(8.10)

(8.11)
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with

4>1 _ { <PLo,o,
t,O - 0,

4>2 = { <P~-a,a'
t,a 0,

t-e<T}
t _ e;: T ,-E ~ e~ 0, °~ t ~ T,

t-O:<T}t _ 0: ;: T ,-<5 ~ 0: ~ 0, °~ t ~ T.
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(8.12)

(8.13)

In this section we will derive equations for the processes i; and z, defined by (8.9)
and (8.2) that will use the unbounded operators [I and [2.

Lemma8.l. FortjJ1 andtjJ2, defined by (8.10) and (8.11), respectively,

°~ t ~ T,

°~ t ~ T,

(8.14)

(8.15)

where 7 1 and 7 2 are the semigroups of right translation defined by (8.5) and (8.6),
ci>1 E Boo{T, L.:{H, X)) and ci>2 E Boo{T,L.:{H,in)) are defined by

(8.16)

(8.17)

with 4>1 and 4>2 from (8.12)-(8.13).

Proof. Clearly, ci>1 E Boo{T, L.:{H, X)) and ci>2 E Boo{T, L.:{H, in)). Let us prove
the representation (8.14) for tjJ1. By (8.5) and (8.16), for h E H, we have

[7:1ci>lh] = {[ci>~hL_t+o' S - t + () ~ -E}
t-s s 0 0, s - t + () < -E

= {4>;,s_t+oh, s - t + e~ -E } .

0, s - t + () < -E

Therefore, by (8.10),

and, consequently, (8.14) holds. In a similar way the representation (8.15) for tjJ2
can be proved. 0

Lemma 8.2. Let

(8.18)
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where the functions ~l and ~2 are defined by (8.16) and (8.17), respectively, and
let

o::; s ::; t ::; T, (8.19)

where

Et,sf = fO Ut,s-rfr dr, 0::; s ::; t ::; T, f E X.
Jmax( -E,S-t)

Then the random process X, defined by (8.9), has the representation

Furthermore, the observation system (8.2) can be written in the form

Zt = ht
Csxs ds +ht

\II s dvs, 0::; t ::; T,

where

(8.20)

(8.21 )

(8.22)

(8.23)

Proof. First, note that by Example 3.12, the function U, defined by (8.19)-(8.20),
belongs to E(~T,.c(X x X x in)). Since [0l]o = 'P~, 0 ::; t ::; T, the formula
(8.22) is obvious. Let us prove the representation (8.21). For the random process
x, defined by (8.1) and (8.3), we have

Xt = Ut,oxo + t t Ut,scJ>~,o_s dwo ds + t Ut,scJ>s dws
Jo Jmax(O,s-E) Jo

t l min(r+E,t) ft
= Ut,oxo + J

o
r Ut,scJ>~,r_s dsdwr + Jo Ut,scJ>s dws·

Since for hE H,
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where (8.12), (8.16) and (8.20) are used, we obtain
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Combining this equality with (8.14) and (8.15) and using (8.19), we obtain the
representation (8.21). 0

Lemma 8.3. The best estimates in the estimation problems (8.1)-(8.3) and (8.21)
(8.22) are related as in

where

i=[I OOJE.c(XxXxin,X).

Proof. This follows from the equality Xt = ix t , 0:::; t :::; T.

(8.24)

o

Thus, the estimation problem (8.1)-(8.3) is reduced to the estimation prob
lem (8.21)-(8.22), where in the latter the noise disturbances are white noises.

8.1.3 The Second Reduction

Although the partially observable system (8.21)-(8.22) is driven only by white
noise, the estimation results stated in Chapter 6 can be directly applied to this
system only if ep2 = 0 which compensates for the unboundedness of [2 (as an op
erator from in to ]Rn). This in turn means that in the original estimation problem
(8.1)-(8.3) the observation system (8.2) must be free of wide band noise distur
bance. If ep2 i- 0, then to handle the unboundedness of [2, one can approximate
[2 by bounded operators. This approach is used by Bashirov [9J under an addi
tional condition of continuity on ep2 and it is closely related with a linear regulator
problem under delays in control studied by Ichikawa [55J. The realization of this
approach meets many difficulties and requires routine calculations. Instead, under
some more restrictive conditions of differentiability on ep2, the difficulties of the
above mentioned approach can be easily avoided and a reduced filtering problem
can be obtained in terms of only bounded linear operators.

Additionally, note that the operator [1, defined by (8.7), is implicitly involved
in the system (8.21)-(8.22) such that the unboundedness of [1 (as an operator
from X to X) is absorbed by t, defined by (8.20). In studying the components of
the Riccati equation associated with the system (8.21)-(8.22) this unboundedness
creates difficulties. To avoid them, we will impose a differentiability condition on
ep1 too.

Thus, we will suppose that the conditions (Er) and (E~) hold and
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(E~) the operator-valued functions .pI, .ph, .p2 and .p2* are strongly differentiable
in each of the variables with

and .p~,-E = 0 and .p~,-8 = 0 for all 0 ::; t ::; T.

Note that by Proposition 2.8(d), (E~) implies

%t.ph, :O.ph E L oo (T,B2 (-c:,0;.c(X,H))),

%t .p2* , :a .p2* E L oo (T, B 2 ( -0,0; .c(lRn , H))),

.p~,*-E = 0 and .p~,*-8 = 0 for all 0 ::; t ::; T.

Remark 8.4. By the physical interpretation of wide band noises discussed in Sec
tion 4.6.2, the functions .pI and .p2 are coefficients of relaxing. Therefore, in the
one-dimensional case, they are naturally expected to be increasing (and, hence, a.e.
differentiable) functions of the second variable satisfying .p~,-E = 0 and .p~,-8 = o.

Let

x, ~ [ii] E X x X x iR", 0:5 t :5 T,

where x is defined by (8.1) and (8.3) and <pI and <p2 are defined by

[ -1] it 0 -1
!.pt 0 = oo.ps,s-t+o dws , -c:::; 0 ::; 0, 0 ::; t ::; T,

max(O,t-E-O)

[-2] it 0 -2
!.pt a = oa .ps,s-t+a dws , -0::; a ::; 0, 0::; t ::; T,

max(O,t-8-a)

with <pI and <p2 from (8.12)-(8.13).

Lemma 8.5. For <pI and <p2, defined by (8.26) and (8.27), respectively,

(8.25)

(8.26)

(8.27)

o ::; t ::; T,

o::; t ::; T,

(8.28)

(8.29)
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(8.31 )

(8.30)

(8.32)

(8.33)

where 7 1 and 7 2 are defined by (8.5) and (8.6) and <i>1 E Boo(T, .c(H, X)) and
<i>2 E Boo (T, .c(H, in)) are defined by

[-1] a-Iq,th () = a(}q,t,()h, -€:::; (}:::; 0, 0:::; t:::; T, hE H,

[-2] 0-2q,t h '" = aa q,t,,,,h, -6:::; a :::; 0, 0:::; t :::; T, h E H,

with cI>1 and cI>2 from (8.12)-(8.13).

Proof. By the condition (E~), we have

<i>1 E Boo(T,.c(H,X)) and <i>2 E Boo(T,.c(H,in)).

Let us prove the representation (8.28) for <pl. By (8.5) and (8.30), for h E H, we
have

[
7:1 <i>lh] = {[<i>~hL_t+()' S - t + ()"2 -€}

t-s s () 0, s - t + () < -€

= {(a/a(})cI>~,s_t+()h, s - t + () "2 -€} .
0, S - t + () < -€

Therefore, by (8.26),

i t £:l [it ]-1 v-I 1-1
[<pt]() = a(} q,s,s-t+() dws = '1;;-sq,s dws

max(O,t-",-()) a ()

and, consequently, (8.28) holds. In a similar way the representation (8.29) for <p2
can be proved. 0

Let r 1 and r 2 be the integral operators from X and in to X and IRn,
respectively, defined by

r1 f = 10

", f()d(}, f E x,
2 fa -nr 9 = g", da, 9 E IR .

-8

In the following lemma we will use the mild evolution operatorUwhich we define
by

_ ( 1 2) [o~ r~1 o~]U=PD U87 87 ,D= E.c(XxXxin).

Using Theorem 3.13, one can obtain

[ U~t,s
Ut,s = (8.34)
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Lemma 8.6. Let

(8.35)

<» ~ [i:] E B=(T,L(H,X x X x liitn )) , (8.36)

where the functions <1>1 and <1>2 are defined by (8.30)-(8.31). Then the random
process x defined by (8.25) has the representation

Xt = Ut,oxo +1t
Ut,s<l>s dws, 0:::::: t :::::: T, (8.37)

where U is defined by (8.34)-(8.35).

Proof. Let h E H and let 0 :::::: r :::::: s :::::: t :::::: T. Using the expression for [~~r<l>;h]o,
obtained in proving Lemma 8.5, we have

1 1 - 1 10 8 -1r ~_r<f>rh = 8B <f>r,r_s+OhdB.
min(O,s-r-E)

Hence, by (E~),

i
tUt,srl~~r<I>~hds = it Ut,s10

:B .p~,r-s+ohdB ds
r r mm(O,s-r-E)

i

min(t,r+E) 10 8
= Ut,s 8B .p~,r-s+oh dB ds

r s-r-E

i

min(t,r+E)

(-1 -1)
= r Ut,s <f>r,r-s - <f>r,-E hds

i

min(t,r+E)

= r Ut,s<f>;,r_s hds.

Using this equality and (8.35), for the random process x defined by (8.1) and (8.3),
we obtain

Xt = Ut,oxo + t l s

Ut,s<f>.~,o-s dwo ds + t Ut,s<f>s dws
Jo max(O,S-E) Jo

rt imin(r+E,t) rt

= Ut,oxo + J
o

r Ut,s<f>;,r_s ds dWr + Jo Ut,s<f>s dws

tit 1 1 -1 rt
= Ut,OXO + J

o
r ut,sr ~-r<f>rdsdwr + Jo Ut,s<f>s dws

= ut,oxo +1t
£t,r<l>:. dWr +1t

Ut,r<f>r dwr·
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Combining the last equality together with the equalities (8.28) and (8.29), we
obtain (8.37). 0

Lemma 8.7. The observation process z, defined by (8.2) and (8.3), has the repre
sentation

Zt = 1t

Csxs ds +1t

\II s dvs, 0:::; t :::; T,

where x is defined by (8.25),

C= [C 0 r 2] E Boo(T,£(X x X x in,lRn)),

and r 2 is defined by (8.33).

Proof. It must be shown that

(8.38)

(8.39)

where r.p2 and (jj2 are defined by (8.3) and (8.27), respectively. This follows from

r 2(jj; = fO [(jj;] do
_0 oc

f o 1t a -2
= aif>s s-t+oc dws do
-0 rnax(O,t-o-oc) 0 '

1
t 10 a -2= aif>s s-t+oc dodws
rnax(O,t-o) t-s-o 0 '

= t (<I>;,s-t - <1>;,_0) dws
Jrnax(O,t-o)

= t if>L-t dws = r.p;.
Jrnax(O,t-o)

Thus, (8.38) is proved. o

Lemma 8.8. The best estimates in the estimation problems (8.1)-(8.3) and (8.37)
(8.38) are related as in

E(Xtlzs; 0:::; s :::; T) = IE(xtlzs, 0:::; s :::; T), t, T E T,

where I is defined by (8.24).

Proof. In fact, this is Lemma 8.3 in which the system (8.21)-(8.22) is replaced by
the system (8.37)-(8.38). 0

Thus, the estimation problem (8.1)-(8.3) is reduced to the estimation prob
lem (8.37)-(8.38) in which the noise disturbances are white noises and all operators
are bounded.
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8.1.4 Optimal Linear Feedback Estimators

The theorem, stated below, formally looks similar to Theorem 7.2, but the same
symbols used in these theorems may have different meanings.

Theorem 8.9. Suppose the conditions (E~)-(E~) hold, let

and let

- 12-- - -
where U, r , r , C, 1>, V, Wand R are defined by (8.34)-(8.35), (8.32)-(8.33),
(8.39), (8.36), (8.30)-(8.31) and (7.4), Y = p_(pc.+4>Rw.)v- 1c(l1) and P is a

unique solution of the Riccati equation

Pt = Ut,OPoUt~O + itUt,s (<I>s TV <I>;

- (PsC; + <I>sRW;) vs- 1(CsPs+ WsR*<I>;)) uts ds, 0 S; t S; T, (8.40)

with

[

X
O] [PO 0 0]

Po=cov ~ = ~ ~ ~ EL:(XXXxJRn). (8.41)

Then there exists a unique optimal linear feedback filter (predictor, smoother) in
the estimation problem (8.1)-(8.3) and depending on t and T, the best estimate xI
of Xt based on zs, 0 S; s S; T, in the estimation problem (8.1)-(8.3) is equal to

Xt = x~ = it jYt,s(PsC; + <I>sRW;)Vs- 1dzs, 0 S; t S; T,

- - - -1x; = JUt,TXT= Ut,TXT + £t,T'l/JT' 0 S; T < t S; T,

x; = Xt + jPt iT Y;,tC;Vs-1 dzs, 0 S; t < T S; T,

where j and £ are as defined by (8.24) and (8.35).

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorems 6.4, 6.13, 6.18 and Lemma 8.8. 0
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8.1.5 About the Riccati Equation (8.40)

The solution P of the Riccati equation (8.40) can be decomposed as
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(8.42)

(8.43)

The following proposition presents a system of equations for the components of P
in this decomposition.

Proposition 8.10. Suppose the conditions (E~)-(E~) hold, let the solution P of
the equation (8.40) be decomposed as (8.42) and let

{

Mt = ppoC; + Pp2r2* + <J>tRw;, 0:S t :S T,
MI = POhC* + PI2 r 2*+ ~l RW* 0 < t < Tt t t t t t, - - ,

Mf = Pp2*C; + Pf2r2* + ~;RW;, O:S t :S T.

Then (pOO, pOI, p02, pII, pI2, P22) is a unique solution of the system of equations

ppO = Ut,OPoUt~O + it Ut,s(<J>sW<J>;

+ pOlrh + r l POh _ M V-I M*)U* ds 0 <_ t <_ T,s s S s S t,8 ,

ppi = it Ut,s(<J>sW~;* + rIP}l - MsVs-IM;*)T/_*sds, O:S t:S T,

pp2 = it Ut,s(<J>sW~;* + r l P}2 - MsVs-
IM;*)~~*s ds, O:S t:S T,

pll = it 7.1 (~IW~h - MIV- IM h )7.h ds 0 <_ t _< T,t t-s s s s s s t-s ,
o

pI2 = it 7.1 (~IW~2* _ MIV- IM 2*)7.2* ds 0 <_ t <_ T,t t-s s s s s s t-s ,
o

p22 = it 7.2 (~2W~2* - M 2V- IM 2*)7.2* ds 0 <_ t _< T.t t-s s s s s s t-s ,
o

Proof. This can be proved in a similar way as Proposition 7.3.

(8.44)

(8.45)

(8.46)

(8.47)

(8.48)

(8.49)

o

Proposition 8.11. Suppose the conditions (E~)--(E~) hold. Then for the error
process et = Xt - Xt, O:S t :S T, in the filtering problem (8.1)-(8.3), the equality
covet = Ppo, 0 :S t :S T, holds where pOo is defined by the system of equations
(8.44)-(8.49) .

Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.5. o
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8.1.6 Example: Optimal Filter in Differential Form

The following example concerning the filtering problem (8.1)-(8.3) is similar to
Example 7.5.

Example 8.12. Assume that the conditions (E~)-(E~) hold so that U E S(X)
and A is the infinitesimal generator ofU. Then the best estimate x in the filtering
problem (8.1)-(8.3) together with ¢1 and ¢2 is a mild solution of the system of
equations

dXt = AXtdt + r 1,(fJtdt + (ppOC; + Pp2r 2*+ 1ItRif1;)
x (if1 t Vif1;) -1 ( dZt - CtXtdt - r 2,(fJ'fdt) , 0 < t :::; T,

d,(fJt = (-djdB),(fJtdt + (pphC; + Pl2r2*+ ~;Rif1; )

( - ) -1 ( 2 -2 )x if1 t Vif1; dZt - Ctxtdt - r 'l/Jt dt , 0 < t :::; T,

d,(fJ'f = (-djda ),(fJ'fdt + (pP2*C; + P?2r2* + ~;Rif1; )

x (if1 tVif1;) -1 (dzt - CtXtdt - r 2,(fJ'fdt) , 0 < t :::; T,

Xo = 0,

(8.50)

where (pOO pOl P02 pl1 p12 P22) is a unique scalar product solution of the, , , , ,
system of differential equations

(8.52)

(8.51 )

(8.53)

(8.54)

(8.55)

(8.56)

F.- 01 -0° - ,

~poo - p Oo A* _ ApoO _ P01rh _ r 1pOl * -11 W1I*dt t t t t t t t

+ Mt (if1 tVif1;) -1 Mt' = 0, 0 < t :::; T,

~P01 _ pOl~ _ AP01 _ r 1pl1 -11 W~h
dt t t dB t t t t

+ Mt (if1 t Vif1;) -1Mt = 0, 0 < t :::; T,

~P02 _ P02~ _ AP02 _ r 1p12 -11 W~2*
dt t t da t t t t

+ Mt (if1 tVif1;) -1 Ml' = 0, 0 < t :::; T,

~Pl1 _ Pl1~ _ (_~) pl1 _ ~lW~h
dt t t dB dB t t t

+ Ml (if1 t Vif1;) -1Ml* = 0, 0 < t :::; T,

~P12 _ P2~ _ (_~) p12 _ ~lW~2*
dt t t da dB t t t

+ Ml (if1 t Vif1;) -1Mf* = 0, 0 < t :::; T,

~P22 _ P22~ _ (_~) p22 _ ~2W~2*
dt t tda da t t t

+ Mf (if1 t Vif1;) -1 Mf* = 0, 0 < t :::; T,
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djdO is a differential operator from

D(djdO) = {J EX: fa = o}

to X and -djdO is its adjoint from

D(-djdO) = {J EX: f-o = o}

to X, djda is a differential operator from

D(djda) = {g E IRn
: go = o}

to JRn and -djda is its adjoint from

D( -djda) = {g E IRn
: g_/j = o}

to JRn, !VI, !VII and !VI2are defined by (8.43).
Indeed, by Theorem 3.15,
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Since the infinitesimal generators of 7 1 and 7 2 are -djdO and -djda, we obtain
that the infinitesimal generator of 11 is

A~ [~
r 1

o ]- djdO o .
0 -djda

Also,

[A- 0
o ]A*= r~* djdO o .

0 djda

(8.57)

(8.58)

Thus, applying the results of Example 6.10 to the filtering problem (8.37)-(8.38),
we obtain the system (8.50) for the optimal filter in the filtering problem (8.1)
(8.3). The equations (8.51)-(8.56) are exactly the equations (8.44)-(8.49) written
in differential form which follow from Theorem 3.28 and (8.40).

8.2 More About the Optimal Filter

In this section we develop the results from Example 8.12 and find more convenient
equations for the optimal filter than in (8.50)-(8.56) .
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8.2.1 More About the Riccati Equation (8.40)

By Proposition 3.26, the solution P of the Riccati equation (8.40) belongs to the
space Loo(T,.cI(X x X x JRn)) and, hence, to Loo (T,.c2(X x X x JRn)). Thus,
each component of P in the decomposition (8.42) is an .c2-valued function. By
Proposition 2.39, we can represent these components (except pOO) in the form:

where pal E Loo(T, L2(-c, 0; .c2 (X))) , p02 E Loo(T, L2(-0, 0; .c2(~n, X))), pH E
Loo(T, L2([-c, 0] x [-c, 0], .c2(X))), pl2 ELoo(T, L2([-c, 0] x [-0, 0], .c2(~n, X)))
and p22 E Loo (T, L2([ -0,0] x [-0,0],.c2(~n))). We define the functions:

P~~ = 1° Pt~~1 dfh, -c S; 0 S; 0, 0 S; t S; T,
-c;

P~~ = 1° P~~1 do: l , -0 S; 0: S; 0, 0 S; t S; T,
-8

Pt~~,T = i: i~ pnl,Tl dTI dOl, -c S; 0 S; 0, -c S; T S; 0, 0 S; t S; T,

Pt~~,o = 1° 1° Pt~~1 ,al dO: I dOl, -c S; 0 S; 0, -0 S; 0: S; 0, 0 S; t S; T,
-c; -8

Pt~~,a =1a1a

Pt~~1 ,al dal do: I , -0 S; 0: S; 0, -0 S; a S; 0, 0 S; t S; T.
-8 -8

Note that the above integrals are in the strong sense for operator-valued functions
(see Section 2.4.4). Also, since Pli ~ 0 and P?2 ~ 0, one can show that pn T =

P-Ih d p-22 - p-22* d tl pH - plh d p22 _ p22*'
t,T,O an t,a,a - t,a,a' an ,consequen y, t,O,T - t,T,O an t,a,a - t,a,a·
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In this section we will derive equations for the operator-valued functions pOO,
pOl, p02, pll, pl2 and p22.

Lemma 8.13. With the above notation,

r l POhh = pOI*h 0 < t < ThE Xt t,O' - -, ,
pOlrhh = pOlh 0 < t < ThE Xt t,O, - -, ,

r 2P02* h = p02* h 0 < t < ThE Xt t,O' - -, ,

P02r2*h = p02h 0 < t < ThE IRn .t t,O' - - ,

Proof. The first equality follows from

r l pOhh = 1° pOhhdf} =1° ~pOhhdf} = pOhh - pOh h = pOhh.t t,e of} t,e t,O t,-c t,O
-c -c

In a similar way the third equality can be proved. The second and fourth equalities
are consequences of the first and third equalities. 0

Lemma 8.14. With the above notation,

[Pl1rhh]e = :f}Pn,oh, -€::; f}::; 0, 0::; t::; T, hEX,

[P12*rh h] =!...-pI2*h -6<0'<0 O<t<T hEXt Q: oa t,O,Q' - -, - -, ,

[Pl2r2*h]e = :f}Pt~~,oh, -€::; f}::; 0, 0::; t ::; T, hE IRn
,

[P 22r 2*h] =!...- p22 h -6::; 0' ::; 0, 0::; t ::; T, h E IRn .t Q 00' t,Q,O ,

Proof. We have

where f E X. Therefore, by Proposition 2.8(d), for hEX, we obtain

which proves the first equality. Similarly, the other equalities can be proved. 0

Lemma 8.15. Let

{

Mt = p?OC; + P?5 + lPdN!;, 0::; t ::; T,
Ml () = P?~*C; + 'Pl~ °+ <f,~ eRW;, -€::; f} ::; 0, 0::; t ::; T,
M~Q = Pt~~*C; + Pt~~,o + <f,~,QRW;, -6::; 0' ::; 0, 0::; t ::; T.

(8.59)
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Then Ml,-c; = 0 and Mt~-o = 0 for 0 ~ t ~ T, and

Proof. The first two equalities are clear. The third equality follows from (8.43)
and Lemma 8.13. For the fourth equality, from (8.43), (8.30) and Lemma 8.14,

[Mlh] = [(P01*C* + P12r2* + 4>1 RiJ1*) h]tli t t t t t Ii

= :e (p~~*C; + Pt~~,o + ~~,IiRiJ1n h= :eMl,lih.

In a similar way the fifth equality can be proved. o

Theorem 8.16. Assume that the conditions (E~)-(E~) hold so that U E S(X) and
A is the infinitesimal generator of U. Let M, M l and M 2 be defined by (8.59).
Then (pOD, pOl, p 02 , pll, p12, p22) is a unique solution of the system of equations
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in the following sense: pOD is a solution of the equation (8.60) in the scalar product
sense; for all h* E D(A*), pOl and p02 satisfy, respectively,

(~ +~) pOhh* _ pOlo A*h* _ pll* h*
ot 00 t,O t,O t,O,O

- <I>:,oWq>;h* + Ml,o('iIltViII;)-l Mth* = 0, p3,1 = Pt~:c = 0,

for a.e. 0 E [-E,O] and a.e. t E (0, T], and

(~ +~) p02*h* _ p02* A*h* _ pl2* h*
ot 00'. t,o t,o t,O,o

- <I>L,Wq>;h* + M~o(iIltViIln-l Mth* = 0, P'00
2 = pta:' < = 0
,O I U ,

for a.e 0'. E [-8,0] and a.e. t E (0, T]; pll, pl2 and p22 satisfy (8.63), (8.64) and
(8.65), respectively, for a.e. 0, T E [-E,O], a.e. 0'., a E [-8,0] and a.e. t E (0, T].

Proof. We will use the brief notation lit = iII tViII;. Derivation of the equations
(8.63), (8.64) and (8.65) are similar. So, we will derive one of them, say, (8.64).
For that, consider the equation (8.55). pl2 is a scalar product solution of this
equation. Let f E D(djdO) and let g E D(djdO'.). This means that f E X with
fo = 0 and g E JRn with go = O. Using Lemma 8.15, Propositions 2.8(d), 2.43
and (8.30)-(8.31), one can evaluate each term in (8.55) in the scalar product and
obtain for the first term,

for the second term,
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for the third term,
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for the fourth term,

and, finally, for the last term,

(MlV- lMt
2
*g, f) x = [: (:()Mt~IJ~-l[o/j (:a Mt~:) get da, fIJ)xd()

= [01':[0/j (Ml,IJ~-lM~:g~,f~)xdadB.
Substituting these expressions in the equation (8.55) and using the arbitrariness of
hi and g' in X and i,n, respectively, we obtain that p12 satisfies the equation (8.64)
for a.e. B, T E [-E,O] and for a.e. t E (0, T]. The initial and boundary conditions
for the equation (8.64) follow from the initial condition for the equation (8.55) and
the definition of p12.

The equations (8.61) and (8.62) can be derived in a similar manner as well
and, hence, we will derive one of them, say, the equation (8.61). pOl is a scalar
product solution of the equation (8.52). Let h* E D(A*) and f E X with fo = O.
Using Lemmas 8.14 and 8.15, Propositions 2.8(d) and 2.43 and (8.30), one can
evaluate each term in (8.52) in the scalar product and obtain for the first term,

( !!'-POlf h*) = (~fO pOl f d() h*)dt t, at t,IJJIJ,
-I':

= [: ( (a~;BPt~~) fIJ, h* ) dB

= fO (~polfl h*) dBat t,IJ IJ,
-I':

= - fO (f l ~POhh*) dB'JIJ, at t,IJ ,
-I':
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for the second term,

for the third term,

- (P?l f, A* h*) = - (I: Pt~~fe dO, A* h*)

= -I: ((~Pt~~)felA*h*)dO

= fO (f' pOh A*h*) dO·e, t,e ,
-e

for the fourth term,

for the fifth term,

and, finally, for the last term,

(MtVt-IMl*f,h*) = (I: Mt~-l (:0 Mtl,e)* fedO,h*)

= - IDe (J~ 1 Mtl,e~-lMth*) dO.
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Substituting the obtained expressions in the equation (8.52) and using the ar
bitrariness of l' in X, we obtain that the equation (8.61) is satisfied by pOl in
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(8.66)

the above mentioned sense. The initial and boundary conditions for the equation
(8.61) follow from the initial condition for the equation (8.52) and the definition
of pOl.

Finally, the equation (8.60) follows from the equation (8.51) and Lemmas
8.13 and 8.15. The uniqueness of a solution of the system (8.60)-(8.65) follows
from the uniqueness of a solution of the system (8.51)-(8.56). 0

8.2.2 Equations for the Optimal Filter

Below we present the equations for the optimal filter in the problem (8.1)-(8.3) in
practically useful form.

Theorem 8.17. Assume that the conditions (En-(E~) hold so that U E S(X)
and A is the infinitesimal generator oj U Let (pOO pOl p02 p11 p 12 p22) be. "'"
the solution (in the sense that is defined in Theorem 8.16) of the system (8.60)-
(8.65) and let ~1 and ~2 be defined by (8.12)-(8.13). Then the best estimate x in
the filtering problem (8.1)-(8.3) together with 'ljJ1 and 'ljJ2 is a unique solution of
the system of equations

dXt = AXtdt + 'ljJl.odt + (p?OC; + Pt~5 + <ptRWn (W tVwn-
l

x (dzt - Ctxtdt - 'IjJ;,odt), Xo = 0, 0 < t ~ T,

(8/8t + 8/8B)'ljJI,odt = (P?~'C; + P;'~,o + ~~,oRWn (W tVwn-1
x(dZt-CtXtdt-'ljJ;,odt), 'ljJ6,o='IjJ£,-£=0, -E~B~O, O<t~T,

(8/8t + 8/8a)'IjJ;,adt = (P~~'C; + Pt~~,o + ~;,aRWn (W tVwn-1
x(dZt-CtXtdt-'ljJ;,odt), 'ljJ6,a='IjJ;,-8=0, -J~a~O, O<t~T,

in the following sense: x is a mild solution of the first equation in (8.66) and 'ljJ1 and
'ljJ2 are ordinary solutions of the second and third equations in (8.66), respectively.

Proof. We will derive the equations in (8.66) from the equations in (8.50). For
this, we define the random processes

'ljJ1,o = I: [~l]TdT, BE [-E,O], 0 < t ~ T,

'IjJ;,a = fa [~;Lda, a E [-J,O], 0 < t ~ T,
-8

where ~1 and ~2 are solutions of the second and third equations in (8.50), and
show that (x, 'ljJl, 'ljJ2) is a solution of the system (8.66) in the above mentioned
sense. It is clear that

1 -1 fO 8 1 1 1 1r 'ljJt = _£ 8B 'ljJt,O dB = 'ljJt,O - 'ljJt,-£ = 'ljJt,o·

In a similar way, r2~; = 'IjJ;,0. So, using Lemma 8.13, we obtain the first equation
in (8.66) from the first equation in (8.50). Derivation of the second and third
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equations in (8.66) are similar and we will derive only one of them, say, the second
equation in (8.66). For brevity, we will use the innovation process z, defined in
Theorem 8.9, and Ml , defined by (8.43). By (8.5) and Lemma 8.15, for h E ~n,

[7.1 Mlh] = {[Ml hL_t+IJ' s - t + () 2: -E}
t-s s (J 0, s - t + () < -E

= {(8j8())M;,s_t+IJh, s - t + () 2: -E} .
0, S - t + () < -E

Since ;p is a mild solution of the second equation in (8.50),

[~l](J = [it ~~sM; (IllsVIlI:r l
dzsL

i t 8 1 (-') -1 -
= 8()Ms,s-t+(J IllsV III s dzs·

max(O,t-c:-(J)

Hence,

where we refer to Remark 2.21 for the notation [M1]. We see that 'ljJl is a mild
solution of the equation

(8.67)

which in turn is the same as the second equation in (8.66). Also, one can see that for
the equation (8.67), the conditions of Theorem 4.27 hold. Indeed, by Lemma 8.15,
Ml,-c: = °and (8j8())Ml,(Jh = [Mlh](J for all h E ~n. So, [M l

], °:::; t :::; T, is a
D(-djd())-valued function (the space D(-djd()) is defined in Theorem 1.22). Using
Proposition 1.15(a), one can obtain that M E Boo(T, .C(~n,D( -djd()))). Thus,
by Theorem 4.27, the equation (8.67) (and, respectively, the second equation in
(8.66)) has 'ljJl as its unique ordinary solution. The initial and boundary conditions
in (8.66) follow from the initial conditions in (8.50) and the definitions of 'ljJl and
'ljJ2. 0

Remark 8.18. If A is taken from £(X), then one can easily show that all the
solutions of the equations (8.60)-(8.65) and (8.66) are in the ordinary sense.
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8.3 Stochastic Regulator Problem

8.3.1 Setting of the Problem

Consider the problem (5.1)-(5.4) in which the state-observation system (5.1)-(5.2)
and the functional (5.4) are defined in the form

X~ = Ut,OXo + itUt,s (Bsus + cp~)ds + itUt,siP s dws, 0::; t ::; T, (8.68)

z~ = it (Csx~ + cp;)ds + it III s dvs, 0::; t ::; T, (8.69)

J(u) = E((XT,QTXT) + iT ([::], [[: ~:] [::])dt)' (8.70)

where cpI and cp2 are defined by (8.3) and a control u is taken from the set of
admissible controls Uad as defined by (5.3) in Section 5.1.2. This problem will be
called the linear stochastic regulator problem (8.68)-(8.70). The problem (8.68)
(8.70) differs from the similar problems (6.51)-(6.53) and (7.35)-(7.37) because
the noise processes cpI and cp2 are wide band.

In this section the following conditions are supposed to hold:

(R~) U E £(~T, .c(X)), C E Boo(T, .c(X, lRn)), BE Boo(T, .c(U, X));

(R~) iP E Boo(T, .c(H, X)), iP I E Loo(T, B2 ( -€, 0; .c(H, X))), 0 < € < T, iP2 E
Loo (T,B2 (-<5,0;.c(H,lRn ))), 0 < <5 < T, the operator-valued functions iP I ,

iP h
, iP2 and iP2* are strongly differentiable in each of the variables with

and iP~,_€ = 0 and iP~,_" = 0 for all 0 ::; t ::; T, Ill, Ill-I E Loo(T,.c(lRn )),

[ ~] is an H x lRn-valued Wiener process on T with COVVT > 0, Xo is a

an X -valued Gaussian random variable with Exo = 0, Xo and (w, v) are
independent;

(R~) QT E .c(X), QT ~ 0, F E Boo(T, .c(X)), C, C- I E Boo(T, .c(U)), L E

Boo(T, .c(X, U)), C t > 0 and Ft - L;Ct I Lt ~ 0 for a.e. t E T.

Note that (R~) is the same as (E~) completed with the condition about B,
(R~) is the combination of (E~) and (E~), and (R~) is the same as (Ca). We
will also use the notation of Sections 8.1 and 8.2.
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8.3.2 Reduction

Let
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(8.71)x~ ~ [in '0 ~ t ~ T,

where tP1 and tP2 are defined by (8.26) and (8.27), respectively. Similar to Section
8.1.3, for U, ~, 6 defined by (8.30)-(8.36), (8.39), and for

(8.72)

where X and ~n are defined by (8.4), the processes XU and ZU can be represented
as

xf = Ut,oxo + iTUt,sBsusds + it Ut,s~s dws, 0::; t ::; T, (8.73)

z~ = it 6sx~ds+ it wsdvs, 0::; t::; T. (8.74)

Also, the functional (8.70) can be written as

where

QT = [Q; ~ ~] E .c(X x X X ~n), (8.76)
o 0 0

F = [~ ~ ~] E Boo(T,.c(X x X x ~n)), (8.77)
o 0 0

L=[L 0 O]EBoo(T,.c(xxXx~n,u)). (8.78)

Thus, the problem (8.68)-(8.70) is reduced to the linear stochastic regulator prob
lem (8.73)-(8.75). This we state in the following form.

Lemma 8.19. The functional (8.70), subject to (8.68)-(8.69), and the functional
(8.75), subject to (8.73)-(8.74), are the same on Uad as defined by (5.3).

Proof. This follows from (8.71). o
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(8.79)

(8.80)

8.3.3 Optimal Stochastic Regulator

Theorem 8.20. Under the conditions (Rr)-(R~), there exists a unique optimal
stochastic regulator in the problem (8.73)-(8.75) and the respective optimal control
has the form

where

&; = it Rt,s(PJj; + <l>sRW:)(W sVw:r 1
dz;, 0::; t::; T,

R = P-BC- 1 (B*Q+L)-(PC*+oPRW*)(WVW*)-lc(l1), P is a unique solution of the

Riccati equation (8.40), Q is a unique solution of the Riccati equation

Qt = U:;',tQTUT,t + iTU;,t (Fs

- (QJ3s + L:) C;1 (B;Qs +L)) Us,t ds, 0::; t ::; T, (8.81)

U, B, 6, <1>, QT, F and L are defined by (8.30)-(8.36), (8.72), (8.39) and (8.76)
(8.78).

Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.20 and Lemma 8.19. D

8.3.4 About the Riccati Equation (8.81)

Proposition 8.21. Suppose the conditions (Rr) and (R~) hold. Then the solution
Q of the equation (8.81) can be decomposed as

o::; t ::; T, (8.82)

where (Qoo, Q01, Qll) is a unique solution of the system of equations

Q~O=U:;',tQTUT,t + iTU;,t(Fs

- (Q~OBs + L:)C;1(B;Q~0 + Ls)Us,tds, O::;t ::;T, (8.83)

Q-01=i
T

U* (QOOr1 - (QooB +L*)C- 1B*Q-0l)y1 ds O<t <T (8.84)t 5,t s s S s s s s s-t , - - ,
t

Q-ll=iTyh (rhQ-01+Q-Ohr1_Q-0l*B C- 1B*Q-01)y1 ds O<t <T. (8.85)t s-t s s s s s s s s-t , - -
t

Proof. This can be proved in a similar way as Proposition 7.8. D
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It turns out that the solutions Q01 and Qll of the equations (8.84) and (8.85)
can be explicitly expressed through the solution QOo of the equation (8.83). This
is shown in the following two propositions.

Proposition 8.22. Suppose the conditions (R~) and (R~) hold. Then the compo

nent Q01 of Q in the decomposition (8.82) has the representation

-01 10 -01 -Qt f = -0 Qt,ofo d(), 0:::; t :::; T, f E x,

where
rmin(T,t-O)

Q~,~ = it Y;,tQ~ods, -E::::; () :::; 0, °:::; t :::; T.

Furthermore,

{) -01 01 -01
{)()Qt,O = -Qt,O and Qt,O = 0, -E::::; () :::; 0, 0:::; t :::; T,

where

Q01 = {Y;-O,tQ~~o, ()::::: t - T } -E: < () < ° °< t < T
t,O 0, () < t - T' - -, - - ,

Y = p_BC-1(B*QOO+L)(U) and QOo is a solution of the equation (8.83).

Proof. In a similar way as in the proof of Proposition 7.9 one can obtain

If f E X, then

Q-01f = iTy* Qoor 17 1 fdst s,t s s-t
t

= r
T
Y;,tQ~o r

O
fO-sH d() ds

it imin(O,s-t-o)

iT 1t-s
= Y;,tQ~O fo d() ds

t min(-o,t-s)

10 ( rmin(T,t-O) )
= -0 it Y;,tQ~ods fo d(),

which implies the conclusions of the proposition.

(8.86)

(8.87)

o
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Proposition 8.23. Suppose the conditions (R~) and (R~) hold. Then the compo

nent Q11 of Q in the decomposition (8.82) has the representation

[ -11] 10 -11 -Qt f 0 = _g Qt,o,TfT dr, -E:::; 0 :::; 0, 0:::; t :::; T, f E X,

where

and QOI is as defined by (8.86). Furthermore,

rj2 -11 11 -11 -11
--Q - Q and Q - Q - ° -E:::;O:::;O, -E:::;r:::;O, O:::;t :::;T,aoar t,O,T - t,O,T t,O,O - t,O,T - ,

where

Q11 {Q~~o T-O' 02: r} jnlin(t-O,t-T) QOh B C- IB*QoI d
t,O,T = QOI*' 0 < r - s,O+s-t s s s S,T+S-t S,

t-T,O-T' t

- E :::; 0 :::; 0, -E:::; r :::; 0, 0:::; t :::; T, (8.88)

and QOI is defined by (8.87).

Proof. Using Proposition 8.22, for f EX, we obtain

Hence,

[ j

T ] jmin(T,t-O) 1t-sh h -01 1 -01
~_tr Qs ~-tf ds = . QS,T+S-tfT dr ds
tot mm(-g,t-s)

1
0 jnlin(T,t-O,t-T)

-01= QS,T+S-tfT ds dr.
-g t

In a similar way one can obtain
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Thus, using these equalities in (8.85), we obtain the integral representation for
Q11 with Ql1 as defined in the proposition. Clearly, Qt,~,o = Qt,b,T = O. By
Propositions 2.41 and 2.42, we have

>:> IffiioCT,t-lI,t-T) >:>
u -11 u -Oh ( -1 * -01 )

OOQt,II,T = t 00 Qs,lI+s-t 1- BsGs BSQS,T+S-t ds

{

-01 }_ Qt-II,T-II' 0 ~ T and 0 ~ t - T
0, otherwise

and

>:>2 IffiioCT,t-lI,t-T) >:> >:>
u -11 u -Oh -1 * u -01

OOOT Qt,II,T = - t oOQs,lI+s-tBsGs B s aT QS,T+S-t ds

{

(O/OT)Q~!...II T-II 0 ~ T and 0 ~ t - T }
- (%O)Q~!...*-r:II_T 0 < T and T ~ t - T .

0, otherwise

Finally, by Proposition 8.22, we obtain that (02
/ 000T )Qt,1,T = Qt,L. 0

Proposition 8.24. Suppose the conditions (R~)-(R~) hold. Then the minimum of
the functional J in the problem (8.68)-(8.70) is equal to

J(u*) = tr(Q~oP~o) + trIT
(FtP?O + V- 1iIr;-1 MtQ~o MtiII";-h)dt

+ trlTjO V- 1\lJ-1(M*QOI M I + MhQOh M )\lJ-h dOdtt t t,1I t,1I t,1I t,1I t t° -e

+ trlTjO jO V- I\lJ-1 M h Ql1 M I \lJ-h dT dO dtt t,O t,(},T t,T t ,° -e-e

where p Oo is defined by (8.51)~(8.56), QOo, QOI and Ql1 are defined by (8.83),
(8.87) and (8.88), respectively, and M and M I are defined by (8.59).

Proof. From Proposition 6.22, one can obtain

J(u*) = tr(Q~oP~o) + trI T
FtP?O dt

I
T

[ - ] * [ 00V- -I.T,-I M t Qt
+ tr ° 'J! t Ml Q~h
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In view of Propositions 8.22, 8.23, 2.39 and 2.43 and Lemma 8.15, the above
equality implies the required expression for J(u*). 0

8.3.5 Example: Optimal Stochastic Regulator in Differential Form

Example 8.25. Assume that the conditions (R~)-(R~) hold so that U ES(X) and
A is the infinitesimal generator of U. Then the state-observation system (8.68)
(8.69), under u = u*, can be written in the differential form

{
dx; = (Ax; + 'PI + Btundt + <Ptdwt, xn = Xo, 0 < t :S T,
dZ; = (Ctx; + 'PDdt + IJ1 tdvt, Zo = 0,0 < t:S T.

Denote

{
'PI,IJ = [epI]IJ' -E:S B :S 0, O:S t :S T,
'P~,o: = [epno:, -8:S a :S 0, 0 :S t :S T,

where epl and ep2 are defined by (8.10) and (8.11), respectively. Then by Lemmas
8.1 and 8.2, this system can be written as

{

dx; = (Ax; + 'PI 0 + Btundt + <Ptdwt, xn = Xo, 0 < t :S T,
dz; = (Ctx; + 'Pl,o)dt_+ IJ1 tdvt, z(j = 0, 0 < t :S T,

1 1 1 1 (8.89)
(%t+%B)'Pt IJdt = <Pt IJdwt, 'POIJ='Pt,-o=O, -E:SB:SO, O<t:ST,
(%t+%o)'Pto:dt = (f>l,o:dwt, 'PL = 'P:,-e5 =0, -8:S o:S 0, 0< t:S T,

where (f>1 and (f>2 are defined by (8.12)-(8.13). By Theorem 8.20, the optimal
control u* in the problem (8.68)-(8.70) has the form

u; = _C-;1 (B;Q~o + Lt}i:; - C-;I B;Q~I~i, a.e. t E T. (8.90)

Note that, by Proposition 8.22,

Q~I~: = I: Q~,~ [~i]1J dB

10 -01 0 1
= _0 Qt,1J oB Wt,1J dB

f o (0 -01) 1
= - _0 oB Qt,1J Wt,1J dB

= fO Y;-IJ,tQ~~IJW:,1J dB,
JrnaxC-o,t-T)

where Y = p -BC-1CB.QOO+L)(U). So, (8.90) can also be written in the form

u; = - C-;1 (B;Q~o + Lt)i:;

- C-;I B; fO Y;-IJ,tQ~~IiW:,1J dB, a.e. t E T,
JrnaxC-€,t-T)

(8.91 )
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which agrees with the extended separation principle (see Theorem 5.16). Here
(x*, 1/J1, 1/J2) is a solution of the system of linear stochastic differential equations

dxt = (Axt + 1/Jt,o + Btut)dt + (pPOC; + Pt~5 + <PtRIltt) (Ilt tVIltt)-l
x (dzt - Ctxtdt - 1/Jl,odt) , x(; = 0, 0 < t ::::; T,

(%t + 8jo())1/Jt,odt = (Pt~~*C; + P/~,o + .pt,oRIltt) (Ilt t VIltt)-l
x (dz; - Ctxtdt - 1/Jl,odt) , 1/Jl,o =1/Jt,-o; =0, -E::::;():::;O, O<t::::;T,

(%t +%a)1/Jl,adt = (P~~*C; + Pt~~ 0 + .pl,aRIltt) (Ilt t Vlltt)-l
x (dz;-Ctxtdt-1/Jl,odt), 1/J5,a=1/J~,_(j=0, -6::::;a::::;0, O<t::::;T,

(8.92)

in the sense as defined in Theorem 8.17 with (pOO, pOl, p02, pl1, p12, p22) being
a unique solution of the system (8.60)-(8.65) in the sense defined in Theorem
8.16. Also, using Theorem 3.27, one can show that QOo is a unique scalar product
solution of the differential equation

(8.93)

(8.96)

We point out the similarity of the equations obtained for the optimal stochastic
regulators in the problems (8.68)-(8.70) and (7.35)-(7.37). The formulae (8.89)
and (8.92) include the functions .p1 and .p1 defined by (8.12) and (8.13), respec
tively. We can give the following partial differential equations for them together
with the final and boundary conditions that can be easily verified:

Here (%2)<Pt ° and (%2)<P~a mean the partial differentiation with respect to
the second variable. '

8.4 Concluding Remarks

The wide band noises 'P 1 and 'P2 , defined by (8.3) and used in the estimation and
stochastic regulator problems (8.1)~(8.3) and (8.68)-(8.70), respectively, are in the
form of (4.30). A slight modification of this form may be

it <Pt,O-t dwo, 0::::; t ::::; T,
t-o;

where w is a Wiener process with the time variable varying in [-E, T] instead
of T = [0,T] and <P is a deterministic operator-valued function on T x [-E, 0].
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The problems (8.1 )-(8.3) and (8.68)-(8.70) with the wide band noises cpl and cp2,
defined in the form of (8.96), can be solved in a similar way that was demonstrated
in this chapter by making slight changes.

The idea of the formulae (4.30) and (8.96) is that they define a wide band
noise as a distributed left translation of a white noise. One can try a distributed
right translation and define a wide band noise in the form

or, more generally,

1
t+E

t <Pt,O-t dwo, 0:::; t :::; T,

1
t+E

<Pt,O-t dwo, dO, 0:::; t :::; T,
t-E

(8.97)

(8.98)

where w is again a Wiener process and <P is a deterministic operator-valued func
tion. The wide band noise (8.97) (or (8.98)) could be rewritten in the form of
(8.96) by considering the shifted (translated) Wiener process Wt = Wt+E - WE (see
Proposition 4.16(a)). Therefore, the problems (8.1)-(8.2) and (8.68)-(8.70) with
the wide band noises cpl and cp2, given in the form of (8.97) (or (8.98)), can be
reduced to the respective problems with the shifted Wiener processes.

Another interesting problem, originally stated in [16, 26], is as follows. In
applications a wide band noise is given by its autocovariance function. By Theorem
4.38, each autocovariance function generates an infinite collection of wide band
noise processes represented in the integral form (4.30). Consequently, the error
of estimation (see Proposition 8.11) and the minimum of the cost functional (see
Proposition 8.24) are for the sample wide band noises cpl and cp2 corresponding
to the given relaxing functions <pI and <p2. Generally, we must talk about their
distributions. What are the least upper bounds and the greatest lower bounds of
these distributions? Which cpl and cp2 are the most preferable samples for these
distributions? What are the shapes of the relaxing functions of most preferable cpl
and cp2?

One can try an analytic method to study this problem. Another way may
be developing numerical methods for the respective Riccati equations and using
simulations.



Chapter 9

Control and Estimation under
Shifted White Noises

In this chapter the control and estimation results of Chapter 6 are modified to
the shifted white noise processes in case of the state or signal noise delaying the
observation noise. As a method of study we use the duality principle for estimation
problems and the extended separation principle for control problem.

Convention. In this chapter it is always assumed that (0, F, P) is a complete
probability space, X, U, H E 'H., T > 0, T = [0, T] is a finite time interval and
~t = {(s, r) : 0 :::; r :::; s :::; t} for t > o.

9.1 Preliminaries

Chapters 7 and 8 contain the control and estimation results for the two specific
kinds of dependence of noise processes acting on state and observation systems.
The method of study used in these chapters is based on a reduction of the originally
given system to a system with correlated white noises. This reduction allows us to
extend (in a certain way) the control and estimation results of Chapter 6 to the
colored and wide band noise driven systems. Even, in Chapters 7 and 8 we did
not refer to the extended separation principle stated in Theorem 5.16 since it was
sufficient to use its particular case from Theorem 6.20.

Another kind of dependence of noise processes can be exposed if one of two
correlated white noise processes is a pointwise delay of the other one. We regard
such noise processes as shifted white noises. Especially, the case when the state or
signal noise is a delay of the observation noise can have significant implications in
engineering. Here are some illustrations.

Mapping the ocean floor. Getting a correct map of the ocean floor is important
for installation of fixed mobile drilling platforms, locating pipelines in the ocean

A. E. Bashirov, Partially Observable Linear Systems Under Dependent Noises
© Springer Basel AG 2003
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etc. This job is assisted by a device called a sonar. A sound signal radiates into
the water through the sonar transducer that normally is mounted near the keel
of a surface ship. Echoes are reflected from the ocean bottom to the sonar which
detects them and determines water depth. However, the ocean waves affect the
calculated water depth. If E is the difference of the detecting and radiating times
of the sound signal and y is the actual water depth (corresponding to the ocean
level), then the water depth is

z = y + w~

at the detecting time moment t of the sound signal and it is

x = y + W~_E

at the radiating time moment t - E of the same sound signal. Here w~ is the
displacement in a surface wave at the time t and can be characterized as the sum
of wind-generated waves at previous times over a large area in conjunction with
the Earth's gravity. Considering w' as a white noise, we see that x and z are
random perturbations of y by shifted white noises.

Space navigation and guidance. In the previous illustration, E is negligible. For
instant, if a sound propagates in water at a speed about 1500 m/s, for an ordinary
water depth of 750 m, one can calculate E = 1 s. The change w'(t) - w'(t - E)

of the ocean-wave height for the time of 1 s is much smaller than the depth of
750 m. But, the previous illustration exposes well a mechanism that forms shifted
white noises. Should the ocean bottom be replaced with a spacecraft, a sonar with
a ground radar, a sound signal with an electromagnetic signal and a white noise
caused by ocean waves with a white noise caused by atmospheric propagation,
then the corresponding value of E would be significant. It is nearly constant for
Earth orbiting satellites and time dependent for space probes having interplanetary
missions.

To understand the nature of the shift arising in space navigation, fix some
time moment t and let E be the time needed for electromagnetic signals to run the
distance from the ground radar to the spacecraft and then to turn back. Assume
that the control action u changes the position x of the spacecraft in accordance
with the linear equation

x' = Ax+Bu

if noise effects and the distance to the spacecraft are neglected. Then at the time
t the ground radar detects the signal

consisting of the useful information Xt-E/2 about the position of the spacecraft at
t - E/2 corrupted by white noise w~ caused by atmospheric propagation. Further
more, the position of the spacecraft at t - E/2 is changed by the control action Ut-E

that is sent by the ground radar at the time moment t - E. This control passing
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through the atmosphere is corrupted by the noise W;_g. Hence, the equation for
the position of the spacecraft must be written as

X~_g/2 = AXt-g/2 + B(Ut-g + W~_g).

Substituting Xt = Xt-g/2 and Ut = Ut-g, we obtain the partially observable system

{
x~ = AXt + BUt + Bw;_c>
Zt = Xt + w~,

or, if ill; = w;_c>

{ x~ = ~Xt +..,BUt + Bill;,
Zt = Xt + Wt+g,

disturbed by shifted white noises with the state noise delaying the observation
noise.

In this chapter we will discuss linear stochastic regulator and estimation
problems for partially observable linear systems under shifted noises with the
state (signal) noise delaying the observation noise. As a method of study we use
the duality principle for estimation problems and the extended separation principle
for the stochastic regulator problem. For this, we will assume that 0 < c < T and
will consider two correlated Wiener processes wand v on the interval [0, T + c]
and the function J-L E W1,OO(T, lR) satisfying

t :::; J-Lt :::; t + c, 0:::; t :::; T, and J-Ls < J-Lt, 0:::; s < t :::; T.

Since J-L is increasing and continuous, its inverse J-L- 1 exists on [J-Lo,J-LT] and it
is increasing and continuous as well. The noises of the state (signal) and the
observations will be formed by the random processes Wt and vl-'t' 0 :::; t :::; T,
respectively. Thus, the state (signal) noise will be a delay of the observation noise
in time.

Three particular cases of the function J-L are as follows:

(a) J-Lt = t (identity);

(b) J-Lt = t + c with c > 0 (right translation);

(c) J-Lt = ct with c> 1 (rotation).

These cases will form our examples to demonstrate the theory in this and suc
ceeding chapters. Note that the case (a) means there is no shift, and in fact it was
discussed in Chapter 6. The case (b) describes the shift arising in navigation of
Earth orbiting satellites since they have nearly constant distance from the Earth,
but the case (c) describes the shift arising in navigation of space probes flying
away from the Earth since their distance from the Earth increases with nearly
constant rate of change.
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9.2 State Noise Delaying Observation Noise: Filtering

9.2.1 Setting of the Problem

As it was mentioned above, we are going to apply the extended separation principle
to study the control problem for the partially observable linear system under the
state noise delaying the observation noise. Therefore, the related filtering problem
will be set in the form mentioned in Section 5.7.

Let

Xt = Ut,OXo + it Ut,sips dws , 0 ~ t ~ T,

Yt = MtXt + iT Ns,tips dws , 0 ~ t ~ T,

Zt = it CsXs ds + it IIIs dvJls ' 0 ~ t ~ T.

Assume that the following conditions hold:

(9.1)

(9.2)

(9.3)

(Ei) U E £(~T, .c(X)), C E Boo(T, .c(X, lRn
));

(E~) ip E Boo(T, .c(H, X)), Ill, Ill-I E Loo(T, .c(lRn)), [~] is an H x lRn-valued

Wiener process on [0, T + e] with COVVT > 0, 0 < e < T, J1 E WI,OO(T, lR) is
a function satisfying t ~ J1t ~ t + e for 0 ~ t ~ T, J1s < J1t for 0 ~ s < t ~ T
and J1~ 2 c for a.e. t E T and for some c > 0, Xo is a an X -valued Gaussian
random variable with Exo = 0, Xo and (w, v) are independent;

(E~) ME Boo(T, .c(X, U)), N E Boo(~T, .c(X, U)).

We will use the operators Po, W, if and R as defined by

[w R] -1 [wT]Po = COVXo, R* if = T COV VT '

and always assume that Nt,s = 0 if t > T. For brevity, we will also use the notation

W '" W- ",* TT ,T. v- .T.* I R {ipJltRIlI;J1~' J1t ~ T} T (9 )t='¥t '¥t, Vt ='I't 'l'tJ1t, t= 0, J1t>T ,a.e.tE . .4

Obviously,

Since Xo, wand v define a Gaussian system, according to Proposition 4.34,
we can expect that

(9.5)
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for some function K E B 2 (0, t; .C(lRn
, U». Estimating the random variable Yt based

on the observations zs, 0 :::; s :::; t, in the linear feedback form (9.5), where x, Y
and Z are defined by (9.1)-(9.3), will be called the filtering problem (9.1)-(9.3).

9.2.2 Dual Linear Regulator Problem

Lemma 9.1. For 0 < t :::; T, the equality (9.5) holds if and only if K satisfies

t > /Ls } [ ]
t
- Rs , a.e. s E 0, t ,
< /Ls

where A and A are defined by

Proof. This can by proved in a similar way as Lemma 6.1 by use of Proposition
4.34. 0

Now fix 0 < t :::; T and denote

{
R = Dt(U), B = Dt(C), F = Dt(W),
G = Dt(V), L = Dt(R), Qt = Po, v = Dt(/L),

(9.6)

where the transformations D t and D t are defined in Section 3.2.2. Consider the
linear regulator problem of minimizing the functional

(9.7)

where

~'1 = - Rs,oMt l + l s
Rs,rBrTfr dr, 0:::; s :::; t, (9.8)

lEU and Tf is a control from the set of admissible controls L 2 (0,t;lRn ).

Lemma 9.2. Suppose that 0 < t:::; T and lEU. Then a control Tf* E L 2 (0,t;lRn )

is optimal in the linear regulator problem (9.7)-(9.8) if and only if it satisfies

G * it ~t * d B*",t M*l L {Rv.,oMt l , vs ?: O} [0 ]sTfs + ':"'s,rTfr r = s':"'s,O t + s N* l 0 ' a.e. s E ,t,
o t-v.,t , V s <
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Proof. This can by proved in a similar way as Lemma 6.2. o
Theorem 9.3. Let 0 < t :::; T. Then under the conditions (Ei)-(Ea)and (9.6), the
best estimate fh of Yt based on ZS, 0 :::; s :::; t, in the filtering problem (9.1)-(9.3)
is equal to (9.5) if and only if the function, defined by 7]; = K7_sl, a.e. s E [0, t],
is an optimal control in the linear regulator problem (9.7)-(9.8) for aUl E U.

Proof. This can by proved in a similar way as Theorem 6.3 by use of Lemmas 9.1
and 9.2. 0

By Theorem 9.3, the linear regulator problem (9.7)-(9.8) is dual to the fil
tering problem (9.1)-(9.3).

9.2.3 Optimal Linear Feedback Filter

We will write a control 7] E L2 (0, t; jRn) in the problem (9.7)-(9.8) in the form

( C -IL {~;;, lis > O} [0 ]7]s = s - s s _N* l II < 0 ,a.e. s E , t ,
t-vs,t, s -

(9.9)

where ( E L2(0, tj jRn). Substituting (9.9) in (9.7)-(9.8), we obtain that the func
tion 7] = 7]* is an optimal control in the problem (9.7)-(9.8) if and only if the
function ( = (*, which is related with 7] = 7]* as in (9.9), is an optimal control in
the linear regulator problem of minimizing the functional

(9.10)

with

p~ = - Rs,oMt l + is Rs,rBr(r dr

- r Rs,rBrC;1 Lr { ~N* lio t-vr,t ,
IIr > O} d
II

r
:::; 0 r, 0:::; s :::; t, (9.11)

where pc' = ~7) if ( and 7] are related as in (9.9) and

F- {Fs - L* _1C-!1L -1 (11-1)', S < lit} [ ]
s = I/s I/s I/s S , a.e. s E 0, t .

Fs , s 2': lit (9.12)
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Note that, since s :S /1s :S s + 10, we have s - 10 :S Vs :S s. Hence, (9.11) is a delay
equation. Using Proposition 3.18(f), one can compute that

F' _ {Wt-s - Rt_v;' ~=~-1R;_V-1(V-I):, s < Vt}
s - s s

Wt- s, s ~ Vt

{
Wt-s - RJ.t-1 V-_\ R* -1 (/1-1):_, t - s > /10 }== t-s J.L t - s J.Lt-s S

Wt - s, t-S:S/10

_ {W-i'l"V- 1R*J1,'_1(/1-1):_s, t-S>/10} *
- <l>t-s _ J.t'-s <I> t-s

W, t - S:S /10

= <I> _ {T-1COV(WT - RV- 1VT), t - S> /10} <1>* > 0.
t s T-1coVWT, t-S:S/10 t-s-

Thus, P is a function the values of which are nonnegative operators.
Let X = L 2(-10,0; X) and let X = W 12 (-10,0; X). Define the semigroup of

right translation T and the linear operator r as in (3.4) and (3.23), respectively.
Let pc, and pc, be defined by

p~ = [~~] E X x X, O:S S :S t,

[p~]o = {~N:*~s-O,t, ;:: ~ ~}, a.e. BE [-10,0], O:S s:S t.

According to the definitions of Sections 3.4.2, pc, and pc, are the tilde and bar
functions over pc, with the initial distribution

>"0 = -Nt-o t l , a.e. BE [-10,0].

Using the results of Section 3.4.2, the linear regulator problem (9.10)-(9.11) can
be written in terms of the process pc, in the following form:

where

- [PF= o

R = P~'(-BG-1L, v)(R 8 T*) E £(~t, .c(X x X)),

0] ( -)) - [Qt 0] -° EBooO,t;.c(XxX ,Qt= ° ° E.c(XXX),
B= [~] EBoo(O,t;.c(IRn,XxX)).

(9.13)

(9.14)

(9.15)

(9.16)

(9.17)
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Since Fs ~ 0, a.e. s E [0, t], Theorem 5.24 can be applied to the problem (9.13)
(9.14). Accordingly, there exists a unique optimal control in the problem (9.13)
(9.14) (and, respectively, in the problem (9.10)-(9.11)) and it has the form

i* G-1B-*Q- -* [0 tj -* ,;:. - 0 < <'>s = - s s sPs' a.e. s E , ; Ps = "'-s,oPo, _ s _ t, (9.18)

(9.19)
where p* = pC: ,

JC = P_BC-1B*Q(R)

and Q is a unique solution of the Riccati equation

Qs = R;'sQt'i?t,s +1t

R;,s(Fr - QJJrG;:liJ;Qr)Rr,sdr, 0::; s::; t, (9.20)

with Qs ~ 0, 0 ::; s ::; t. Expressing Po by l, we obtain

[
Po] -Po = Po E X x X, Po = -Mtl, [Po]o = -Nt-o,tl, a.e. 8 E [-E,O].

Denote

Then
(9.22)Po = - Mt l, lEU.

Thus, we obtain the following result.

Lemma 9.4. There exists a unique optimal control in the linear regulator problem
(9.7)-(9.8) and it has the form

* -1 - * - -. - *
TIs = Gs BsQsKs,oMt l

+ G-IL {iJCvs,oMtl, vs > O} [ ]
s s N* l vs ::; 0 ,a.e. s E 0, t ,

t -v t ,
So

(9.23)

where
i = [I 0] E .c(X x X,X).

Proof. This follows from (9.9) by use of (9.18) and (9.22).

(9.24)

o
Theorem 9.5. Under the conditions (E~)-(E~), there exists a unique optimal linear
feedback jilter in the jiltering problem (9.1 )-(9.3) and the best estimate Yt of Yt
based on zs, 0 ::; s ::; t, is equal to (9.5) with

~ ~ Its } RsVs-
1, a.e. s E [0, t],

_ Its
(9.25)
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where
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Y=P_PC'V-1C(U), U=PA(-RV- 1C,/-L)(U8T), (9.26)

F is a solution of the Riccati equation

Fs = Us,oFoU;,o + isUs,r (W1' - FrC;Vr-ICrFr )U;,r dr, 0 ::; s ::; T, (9.27)

with Fs 2:: 0, 0 ::; s ::; T,

(9.28)

- [Ww= o
0] - - [PO 0] -o E Boo(T;.c(X x X)), Po = 0 0 E .c(X x X),

C= [C 0] E Boo(T;.c(X x X,lRn)),

(9.29)

(9.30)

j is defined by (9.24), W, V and R are defined by (9.4) and M is defined by (9.21).

Proof. Using Proposition 3.18, one can easily verify that

P = Dt(W), B = Dt(C) and Qt = Fo,

where P, Qt and B are defined by (9.16)-(9.17). By Propositions 3.41(a) and
3.18(a),

K=Dt(Y),

where K is defined by (9.19) and (9.15). Using these relations and (9.6), one can
show that

Q = Dt(F),

where Q is a solution of the equation (9.20). Thus, all these relations together
with Theorem 9.3 imply the statement. 0

9.2.4 About the Riccati Equation (9.27)

The solution F of the Riccati equation (9.27) can be decomposed in the form

(9.31 )

Our aim in this section is a derivation of the equations for the components p Oo

and FO l of Fin (9.31).
At first, recall that the mild evolution operator
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can also be decomposed in the form

110l ]s,r
Ull

S,r
E .c(X x X), 0::::: r ::::: s ::::: T, (9.32)

where, according to the results of Section 3.4.3, 1100 is a solution of the equivalent
equations

(9.33)

(9.34)

(9.35)

and

(9.36)

and 11 11 is defined by either

(9.37)

or

11;~ = Ts-r - r ~* _sf* R<; V<;-lc<;1121r da. (9.38)
, Jmax(J-L;l,T) U ,

Note that in (9.35)-(9.38) the integrals of the integrands containing fT and T*f*
must be understood in the senses defined in Section 3.4.1.

Proposition 9.6. Under the conditions (E~ )-(E~), the pair (pOO, POl) satisfies the
equations

pOO = U- OO R U-OO*+1Su-00 tV U-OO*dr
S 8,0 0 8,0 S,T r S,T

o

-lS

(1100 pOO + 1101 POh)C*V-lCr(p00I100* + POl110h ) dr
S,T r S,T r r r r S,T r S,T ,

o

pOl = -lS

(1100 pOO +1101 POh)C*V-lC POIT* dr
S S,T r S,T r r r r r s-r

o

1
s

(U-OOpOO U-Ol p-Oh)C*V-IR*fT. d
- 1 s,r r + S,r r r r r I'r-S r,

max(I'; ,0)

where 0 ::::: s ::::: T.

(9.39)

(9.40)
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Proof. From (9.27), one can obtain the equation (9.39). In a similar way, we have

Substitution of (9.36) and (9.38) in (9.41) yields

(9.41)

where for brevity we used the equality

(; P z1* j* = c (pOOz1Oo* + POlz1Oh)
r r S,T r r S,T r S,T •

The semigroup property and changing the order of integration yield

Since
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from (9.39) and (9.41), we obtain

POh = -is Y* f* R V-IC (poal1ao* + POIl10h ) dIJs ) J.Lu -8 a a a (1 S,G a S,(7
max(J.L;' ,0

-is T. pahC*V-IC (pool1ao* + POIl10h ) drs-r r T r r r s,r r S,T ,

o

which implies (9.40).

9.2.5 About the Optimal Filter

o

In this section we will derive more detailed formulae for the best estimate ilt than
in Theorem 9.5.

Theorem 9.7. Under the conditions (ED-(E3), the best estimate ilt of Yt based on
the observations ZS, 0:::; s :::; t, in the jiltering problem (9.1)-(9.3) has the form

where x and '¢ are dejined by

(9.42)

Xt = itUt,sf,¢s ds + it Ut,sp~OC;Vs-Idzs

rmax(J.L;' ,0)
+ io Ut,J.LsRS Vs-

I
dzs,

'¢t = it 7t_sP~hC;Vs-Idzs, 0:::; t :::; T,

z is the innovation process dejined by

0:::; t:::; T, (9.43)

(9.44)

pOO and pOl are dejined by (9.39)-(9.40) and f'¢s = ['¢s]o'

Proof. By Theorem 9.5,

(9.45)
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Denote

Then

The equality

and (9.46) yield

Writing this in componentwise form, we obtain
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(9.46)

(9.47)

(9.48)

(9.49)
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Substituting (9.36) and (9.38) in (9.49) and using (9.48), we obtain

Denote

Then, for ;j;, we obtain

proving (9.44). Also, by (9.35),

i
t 11°1 POhC*V-1dz = it it 1100 rr. POhC*V- 1drdzt,s S S s S t,T r-s s s s s

° ° s

t ru-OOrrr p-OhC*V-1 d- d= Jo J
o

t,r 1 r- s s s s Zs r

t -00 -
= J

o
Ut,rr'l/Jr dr.

Using this in (9.48), we obtain

(9.50)
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Thus, from (9.34) and (9.51),
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Thus, the expression (9.43) for Xt is obtained. For the further calculations, recall
the following modification of the formula (3.27):

(9.52)
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where 9 E £2(0, T; X). Then

By (9.47) and (9.50), this implies

Yt = Mdt + f,rt'Jlt + r
t

1 NMs,tRsVs-1 (dzs - Csxsds)
JrnaX(M; ,0)

= MtXt + f,rt'JJt + t NMs,tRsVs-1 dzs,
JrnaX(M;l,o)

proving (9.42). o

(9.53)

(9.54)

0< t:::; T,

Example 9.8. If M t == I and Ns,t == 0 (assuming that X = U), then the filtering
problem (9.1)-(9.3) is reduced to the filtering problem of finding the best estimate
Xt of Xt based on the observations Zs, 0 :::; s :::; t, where

Xt = Ut,oxo + itUt,sips dws, 0:::; t :::; T,

Zt = it CsXs ds + it Ws dvM., 0 :::; t :::; T.

From Theorem 9.7, it follows that under the conditions (E~)-(E~) the best esti
mate x has the representation (9.43) where;[J is defined by (9.44) and (pOO, POl)
is a solution of (9.39)-(9.40).

Example 9.9 (Navigation of Earth orbiting satellites). Assume that the conditions
(Ei)-(E~) hold so that U E S(X) and A is the infinitesimal generator of U and
let

IJ.t = t + c, 0 :::; t :::; T.

In Section 9.1 it was shown that this function IJ. describes the shift arising in
navigation of Earth orbiting satellites. Then from Theorem 9.7 it follows that the
best estimate Xt of Xt based on the observations zs, 0 :::; s :::; t, in the filtering
problem (9.53)-(9.54) is a mild solution of the equation

dXt = (Axt + r;[Jt)dt + p2°c; (Wt Vwn -1 dZt

{ -- II}
+ iptRV- W~e' t > c, d- '- 0

O t < Zt-e, Xo - ,
, - c,
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where ~ is a mild solution of the equation

- d - - 01 - -1 -
dWt = - dB wtdt + Pt *C; (\lit V\lI;) dzt, Wo = 0, °< t ~ T.
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An application of Proposition 3.26 to the Riccati equation (9.27) yields
pOh E L=(T,.c2 (X,X)). Hence, by Proposition 2.39,

[P?hhJo = Pt~~*h, a.e. BE [-€,o], °~ t ~ T, hEX,

where pal E L=(T, L2 ( -€, 0; .c2 (X))). Also, from (9.44), it follows that

[~do = [it 1t_sP~hC;(\lIsV\lI:)-ldzsL

= t P~~~t+8C; (\lIsV\lI:) -1 dzs.
lmax(O,t-€-O)

Hence, if [~do = Wt,O' then Wt,-€ = 0.
Resuming and using (9.4), we obtain the following equations for the best

estimate x:

{

dXt = (Axt + Wt,o)dt + p?OC; (\lit V\lI;) -1 dZt + if>tRV-1\lIt!€dz t-€,
(a/at + %B)Wt,odt = Pt~~*C; (\lit V\lI;) -1dzt,
Xo = 0, WO,O = Wt,-€ = 0, Zo = 0, -€ ~ B ~ 0, °< t ~ T.

(9.55)

In order to complete the equations (9.55) for the optimal filter, the respective
differential equations for the components of the Riccati equation (9.27) must be
derived. This will be done in the next section where we will employ another method
of study.

9.3 State Noise Delaying Observation Noise: Prediction

The prediction problem under shifted white noises will be discussed for the par
tially observable linear system (9.53)-(9.54) rather than the system (9.1)-(9.3)
that was used in case of the filtering problem from Section 9.2.1. We will assume
that the conditions (E~)-(E~) hold and use the notation from (9.4). Also, we will
assume that °~ T ~ t ~ T.

Introduce the notation from (9.6) and consider the linear regulator problem
of minimizing the functional

(9.56)
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(9.57)l
max(s,t-r)

~; = - Rs,ol + Rs,rBrYJr dr, 0 :::; s :::; t,
t-r

and YJ is an admissible control taken from Uad = L2 (t - T, t; lRn ).

Theorem 9.10. Let 0 :::; T :::; t :::; T. Then under the conditions (Ej)-(E2) and
(9.6), the best estimate xT of Xt based on zs, 0:::; s :::; T, in the prediction problem
(9.53)-(9.54) is equal to

x; = l r

K s dzs ,

where K E B 2 (0, T; .c(lRn
, X)), if and only if the function defined by YJ; = K;_sl,

a. e. s E [t - T, t]! is an optimal control in the linear regulator problem (9.56)-(9.57)
for aliI E X.

Proof. This can be proved in a similar way as Theorem 6.3 comparing the respec
tive Wiener-Hopf equations. 0

By Theorem 9.10, the linear regulator problem (9.56)-(9.57) is dual to the
prediction problem (9.53)-(9.54). To find an optimal control in the linear regulator
problem (9.56)-(9.57), write a control YJ E L 2 (t - T, t; lRn ) in the form

YJs = (s - C;l Ls { ~~s' ~: ~ ~ }, a.e. s E [t - T, t], (9.58)

where ( E L 2 (t - T, t; lRn ). Substituting (9.58) in (9.56)-(9.57), we obtain that the
function YJ = YJ* is an optimal control in the problem (9.56)-(9.57) if and only if
the function ( = (*, which is related with YJ = YJ* as in (9.58), is an optimal control
in the linear regulator problem of minimizing the functional

with

(9.59)

l
max(s,t-r)

P~ = - Rs,ol + Rs,rBr(r dr
t-r

l
max(s,t-r) { (

'D B C-1L PI/r'
- ''\.-s,r r r r 0

t-r '
V r > O} d
V

r
:::; 0 r, 0 :::; s :::; t, (9.60)

where p( = ~TJ if ( and YJ are related as in (9.58) and P is defined by (9.12). Note
that, the values of the function P are nonnegative operators (see Section 9.2.1).

Let X = L 2 ( -E, 0; X) and let X = W1,2( -E, 0; X). Define T and r by (3.4)
and (3.23), respectively. Let jj( and p( be the tilde and bar functions on [t - T, t]
over p( with the initial distribution

A = _ {Rt-r+(J,ol, () 2: T - t } -E < () < 0
e 0 ()<T-t' - - ,,
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(see Section 3.4.2), i.e.,

p~ = [~n E X x X, t - T ~ S ~ t, with pLr = Pt-r = _ [Rt~r,ol] ,
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[-<] -{p~+(I' s+(»O} () [_ 0] t- < <tP8 0 - 0, S + () ~ ° ,a.e. E E" T _ S - .

Using the results of Section 3.4.2, the linear regulator problem (9.59)-(9.60) can
be written in terms of the process p< in the following form:

(9.61 )

(9.62)

where R, P, Qt and B are defined by (9.15)-(9.17). Theorem 5.24 can be applied
to the problem (9.61)-(9.62). Accordingly, there exists a unique optimal control
in the problem (9.61)-(9.62) (and, respectively, in the problem (9.59)-(9.60)) and
it has the form

{
~~ : -:C,;l~;Q8P;, a.e. S E [t - T, t],
P8 - K8,t-rPt-n t - T ~ S ~ t,

(9.63)

(9.64)

where p* = pC, k = P_BC-1B*Q(R) and Q is a unique solution of the Riccati
equation (9.20). Thus, there exists a unique optimal control in the problem (9.56)
(9.57) too, and it has the form

* __C- 1B*Q- k -* _ C- 1L {lkvs,t-rp;_r, V8> t - T }
1]8 - 8 8 8 8,t-rPt-r 8 8 \ < t .Avs-t+r, V8_ - T

In order to express P;-r in terms of I, define the operator £t,r E .c(X, X) by

£t,r! = fO Ut,r-O!O d(), ! E X.
JrnaxC-c,r-t)

One can easily compute that the adjoint £t,T E .c(X, X) of £t,T is

[£* h] = {Ut~r_oh, () > T - t }
t,r 0 ° () < T - t, -

= {Rt-r+(l,oh, () > T - t } -E ~ () ~ 0, hEX.
0, () ~ T - t '

[t,r = [R;:r,o] E .c(X,X x X).
t,r

(9.65)
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Consequently, we obtain that there exists a unique optimal control in the linear
regulator problem (9.56)-(9.57) and it has the form

V s > t - T }
o::; V s ::; t - T ,a.e. s E [t - T, t],
V s < 0

(9.66)

(9.67)

where j is defined by (9.24). Thus, we can state the following theorem.

Theorem 9.11. Let 0 ::; T ::; t ::; T. Then under the conditions (E~)-(E2) there
exist a unique optimal linear feedback predictor in the prediction problem (9.53)
(9.54) and the best estimate xT of Xt based on zs, 0::; S ::; T, is equal to

_ i min(J-L;',T){U
""T "" t,J-Ls'
x t = Ut,TXT + £t,T'l/JT + -I 0,

max(J-LT ,0)

where X, ;j; and z are defined by (9.43)-(9.45).

Proof. Let Y, 11, F, C and j be defined by (9.26), (9.27), (9.30) and (9.24). Then
using (9.66) and Theorem 9.10, in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 9.5,
one can obtain

(
r rmax(J-L;I,O) )

x; = [t,T Jo YT,sFsC;Vs-
1dzs + J

o
YT,J-LJ* R sVs-

1dzs

i
min (J-L;I,T){U t>}+ t,J-L8' - jto R sVs-

1dzs.
max(J-L:;:-I,o) 0, t < jto

Hence, using (9.46) and (9.50), we obtain

t ~ jto } R V-I d
t < jto s s Zs

'T U' £;.. i min (J-L;I,T) {Ut'J-LS'
Xt = t,TXT + t,T'f'T + -I 0

max(J-LT ,0) ,

= Ut TXT + £t T;j;T - £t TiT ~* Tr* R rv,.-ICrXr dr
, , , max(J-L:;:-I,o) r-

+ i min(J-L;I,T) {~t'J-LS' ~ ~ jto} RsVs-
I dzs.

max(J-L:;:-',O)' <jto

In a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 9.7, one can show that

Using this equality in (9.68), we obtain (9.67).

(9.68)

o
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9.4 State Noise Delaying Observation Noise: Smoothing

Similar to the prediction problem from Section 9.2.2, the smoothing problem under
shifted white noises will be discussed for the system (9.53)-(9.54). We will assume
that the conditions (Ei)-(E~) hold and use the notation from (9.4). Also, we will
assume that 0 ::; t ::; r ::; T.

Introduce the notation

{
R = Dr(U), B = Dr(C), F = Dr(W),
C = Dr(V), L = Dr(R), Qr = Po, v = Dr(/-L),

(9.69)

which is very similar to the notation from (9.6) and consider the linear regulator
problem of minimizing the functional

where

J(1]) = (~~,Qr~i) + ir((~;,Fsel) + (1]s,Cs1]s))ds

+ 2i

r

( \ 1]s, Ls { ~~s, ~: ~ ~' }) ) ds,

1) _ {Rs,r-t l , s 2': r - t } r 'f") B d
~s - - 0, s < r _ t + i

o
'''s,r r1]r r, 0 ::; s ::; r,

(9.70)

(9.71)

and 1] is an admissible control taken from Uad = L2 (0, r; jRn).

Theorem 9.12. Let 0 ::; t ::; T ::; T. Then under the conditions (Ei)-(E~) and
(9.69), the best estimate x; of Xt based on zs, 0 ::; s ::; T, in the smoothing problem
(9.53)-(9.54) is equal to

x; = i r

K s dzs ,

where K E B 2 (0,T;.c(jRn,X)), if and only if the function defined by 1]; = K;_sl,
a.e. s E [0, T]' is an optimal control in the linear regulator problem (9.70)-(9.71)
for alii E X.

Proof. This can be proved in a similar way as Theorem 6.3 comparing the respec
tive Wiener-Hopf equations. 0

Thus, the smoothing problem (9.53)-(9.54) and the linear regulator problem
(9.70)-(9.71) are dual. To find an optimal control in the linear regulator problem
(9.70)-(9.71), write a control 1] E L2 (0, T; jRn) in the form

f C-1L {~:J, V s > O} [0 ]1]s = ,>s - s s 0, S v
s

::; 0 ' a.e. s E , T , (9.72)

where ( E L 2 (0,T;jRn). Substituting (9.72) in (9.70)-(9.71), we obtain that the
function 1] = 1]* is an optimal control in the problem (9.70)-(9.71) if and only if
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the function ( = (*, which is related with TJ = TJ* as in (9.72), is an optimal control
in the linear regulator problem of minimizing the functional

(9.73)

with

(9.74)

where pc, = ~1) if ( and TJ are related as in (9.72) and P is defined by

Note that the values of the function P are nonnegative operators (see Section
9.2.3).

Now let U = P!I.(-RV-1C,J1-)(U 8 T) be decomposed in the form of (9.32)
with the components UOO , UOl , UIO and UII as defined by (9.33)-(9.38). Define
R = "DT (U) and decompose it in the form

Consider

p~ = [p~,s] = _{ Rs,T-J*l, s;::: T-tt} + rRsrBr(r dr, 0 :S s :S T, (9.75)
pz,s 0, S < T- Jo '

where j is defined by (9.24) and

- [B] -B = 0 E Boo(O,T;L:(lRn,X x X)).

Lemma 9.13. Under the above conditions, the upper component p~ of pc" defined
by (9.75), is equal to the state process pc" defined by (9.74).

Proof. From R = "DT(U) and from (9.34),
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Using this equality and (9.74), we obtain
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Thus, p~ = pi,s, 0 ::::: S ::::: T. o

Remark 9.14. In fact ji, and pc, = P~ from (9.75) are the tilde and bar functions
on [0, T] over pc, with the initial distribution>' = 0 (see Section 3.4.2). In the rest
of this section this fact will not be used.

By Lemma 9.13, the functional (9.73) can be rewritten in the form

(9.76)

where pc, is the state process defined by (9.75), (is a control in L2 (0,TjIR.n) and

- [P 0] - - [QT 0] -F = 0 0 E Boo(O,Tj.c(X x X)), QT = 0 0 E .c(X x X).

Let

/3- = {it'T-J*l, S~ T - t } -c, = -c, + /3- 0 _< S<_ T.
s 0 S < T _ t ,as Ps s,, (9.77)
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Then the linear regulator problem (9.75)-(9.76) can be reduced to the problem of
minimizing

where

J1(() = (a~ - /3T,QT(a~ - /3T))

+1T ((a~ - /3s,Fs(a~ - /3s)) + ((s,Cs(s})ds, (9.78)

(9.79)a~ = l s Rs,JJr(r dr, 0 ::::: s ::::: T.

Applying Theorem 5.24 to the problem (9.78)-(9.79), we obtain that there exists a
unique optimal control (* in the problem (9.78)-(9.79) (and (9.75)-(9.76) as well)
and it has the form:

G = -C-;lB;(Qsa; +is), 0::::: s::::: T,

a; = l s JCs,rBrC;l B;ir dr, 0::::: S ::::: T,

is = - JC; SQT/3T -iT JC; sFr/3r dr, 0::::: S ::::: T,, ,
s

(9.80)

(9.81 )

(9.82)

where a* = ae , JC = P-BC-1FrQ(R) and Q is a unique solution of the Riccati
equation

Lemma 9.15. Under the above notation,

S>T-t}- , 0 < S < T.S<T-t --

Proof. By Proposition 3.23, the equation (9.83) is equivalent to

Therefore, if T - t ::::: S ::::: T, then by (9.82) and (9.77), we have

is = -JC;,sQTRT,T-J*l-i
T

JC;,sFrRr,T-J*ldr

= - ( JC;,SQT RT,s + iT JC;,Ji'r Rr,s dr) RS,T-J*l

= -QSRS,T-tj*l.
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If 0 ~ s < T - t, then in a similar way, we have

is = - K;,sQ·/R.r,r-tZ-l
r

K;,sFrRr,r-J*Z dr
r-t

= -K;-t,s(K;,r_tQrRr,r-t + l~t K;,r_tFrRr,r-tdr)j*Z

= - K;_t,sQr-J*Z.

Thus, the proof is completed.

Lemma 9.16. Under the above notation,

Proof. By (9.81) and by Lemma 9.15, we have

rmin(s,r-t)
a; = J

o
Ks,rErC;l E;K;_t,rQr-tj*Z dr

+ t Ks,rErC;l E;QrRr,r-tj*Z dr.Jmin(s,r-t)

Since K= P_Be-1B.Q(R), the last equality implies the statement.

From Lemmas 9.15 and 9.16,

Also, from (9.77) and Lemma 9.16,

rmin(s,r-t)
pf = a; - fis = Jo Ks,rErC;l E;K;_t,rQr-J*Z dr

_ {Ks,r-J*Z, s:2: T - t} 0 < S < T.
0, S < T - t ' - -
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D

Using the last two equalities and (9.80) in (9.72), we obtain that there exists a
unique optimal control in the linear regulator problem (9.70)-(9.71) and it has the
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(9.84)

This leads to the following.

Theorem 9.17. Let 0 :s: t :s: T :s: T. Then under the conditions (Ei)-(E2), there
exists a unique optimal linear feedback smoother in the smoothing problem (9.53)
(9.54) and the best estimate xI of Xt based on zs, 0 :s: s :s: T, is equal to

(9.85)

where Xt and Zt are defined by (9.43) and (9.45), P is a solution of the Riccati
equation (9.27) and 6, Y and j are defined by (9.30), (9.26) and (9.24), respec
tively.

Proof. Using the relations in (9.69), one can show that Y = TJ7"(iC), P = D7"(Q)
and 6 = D7"(B), where JC, Q and B are the operator-valued functions from the
right-hand side of (9.84). Hence, from Theorem 9.12 and from the formula (9.84),
we have

Letting t = T in the last equality, we observe that the optimal estimate xt, defined
by (9.43), can be represented in the form

, ,t - rt - - -* -1 - rmax(J-L;l,o) - -* -1
Xt = Xt = I io Yt,sPsCsVs dzs + I io Yt,J-LJ RsVs dzs, 0 :s: t :s: T.
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Hence,

proving the theorem. o

Remark 9.18. The form of the optimal predictor under shifted white noises from
Theorem 9.11 differs from that under correlated white noises from Theorem 6.13.
This is because the observations on [0, T] are related with the signal process Xt

on T < t s:: T + E in case of the signal noise delaying the observation noise while
they are independent in case of correlated white noises. But the optimal smoothers
from Theorems 6.18 and 9.17 are very similar to each other.

9.5 State Noise Delaying Observation Noise: Stochastic
Regulator Problem

Consider the problem (5.1)-(5.4) in which the state-observation system (5.1)-(5.2)
and the functional (5.4) are defined in the form

X~ = Ut,oxo + l t
Ut,sBsus ds +l t Ut,s<P s dws, 0 ::; t ::; T,

z~ = l t

Csx~ ds + l t

iii s dv/-,s' 0 ::; t s:: T,

J(U)=E((X~,QTX~)+l T ([::],[f: ~:] [::])dt)'

(9.86)

(9.87)

(9.88)

and a control u is taken from the set of admissible controls Uad as defined by
(5.3) in Section 5.1.2. This problem will be called the linear stochastic regulator
problem (9.86)-(9.88).

In this section we assume that the following conditions hold:

(R~) U E t'(~T,.c(X)), BE Boo(T,.c(U,X)), C E Boo(T,.c(X,lRn));
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(9.89)

(R~) it> E Boo(T, £(H, X)), W, W- 1 E Loo(T, £(lRn )), [~] is an H x IRn -valued

Wiener process on [0, T + f] with COVVT > 0, °< f < T, ME W1,OO(T, IR) is
a function satisfying t ::; Mt ::; t + f for °::; t ::; T, Ms < Mt for °::; s < t ::; T
and M~ 2: c for a.e. t E T and for some c > 0, Xo is a an X-valued Gaussian
random variable with Exo = 0, Xo and (w, v) are independent;

(R3) QT E £(X), QT 2: 0, F E Boo(T, £(X)), C, C-1 E Boo(T, £(U)), L E

Boo(T,£(X,U)), C t > °and Ft - L;c-;-lLt 2: °for a.e. t E T.

Note that (R~) is the same as (E~) completed with the condition about B, and
(R~) and (R3) are the same as (E~) and (C3 ), respectively.

In this section we will use the operator-valued functions W, R and V defined
by (9.4).

Theorem 9.19. Under the conditions (Ri)-(R3), there exists a unique optimal
stochastic regulator in the problem (9.86)-(9.88) and the respective optimal control
has the form

j

min(T,t+c)
u; = - C;-l(B;Qt + Ldi;; - C;-lB; t Y;,tQs [~tL-s ds

l
min(t,JiT I)

- c-;-l B; Y/:s,tQJisRS Vs-
1dzs, a.e. t E T,

max(O,Ji;-' )

where

i;; = it Ut,s(r~s+ Bsu;) ds + it Ut,sp~OC;Vs-ldzs

rmax(O,Ji;-' )
+ io Ut,JisRS Vs-

1 dzs, 0::; t ::; T,

~t = it Tt_sP~hC;Vs-ldzs, 0::; t ::; T,

(9.90)

(9.91 )

Y = p-BC-'(B*Q+L)(U), Q is a solution of the Riccati equation (3.9), the pair
(POO,POl) is a solution of the system of equations (9.39)-(9.40) and z is the
innovation process defined by

with z' = zu*.

dZt = dz; - Cti;; dt, °< t ::; T, Zo = 0, (9.92)

Proof. Let M t = B;Qt + L t and Ns,t = B;Y;,tQs in Theorem 9.7. Then from
Theorems 5.28 and 9.7, it is easily seen that there exists a unique optimal stochas
tic regulator in the problem (9.86)-(9.88) and, by Theorem 5.16, the respective
optimal control has the form

u; = - C-;-l(B;Qt + Lt)E;x; - C-;-lB;E; jT Y;,tQsit>s dws, a.e. t E T, (9.93)
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where x; = xf and E; = E('lz;;°~ s ~ t). Since u* E Uad, by Proposition 5.5,
E; = E? = E (- Iz~;°~ s ~ t), where zO is the observation process corresponding
to zero control u = 0. Similar to the proof of Proposition 6.19, one can show
that in the definition (9.92) of the innovation process Z, the processes z* and x*
can be replaced by ZU and xu, respectively, for any u E Uad' Hence, (9.92) and
(9.45) define the same process Z. Thus, using (9.42)-(9.44) in (9.93), we obtain the
formulae (9.89)-(9.91) for the optimal control u* in the problem (9.86)-(9.88). D

Example 9.20 (Navigation of Earth orbiting satellites). Consider a linear regula
tor version of the filtering problem from Example 9.9. For this assume that the
conditions (Ri)-(Ra)hold so that U E S(X) and A is the infinitesimal generator
of U and let fJt = t + 10, °~ t ~ T. Then from Theorem 9.19 and Example 9.9, it
follows that the optimal control u* in the problem (9.86)-(9.88) has the form

where x* satisfies (in the mild sense)

{

dx; = (Ax; + 'l/Jt,O + Btu;)dt + P?OC;(WtVW;)-l dzt + if>d<.V-IW~.!e:dzt-e:,

(a/at + f)ja())'l/Jt,odt = Pt~~*C; (W tVw;) -Idzt,
Xo = 0, 'l/Jo,o = 'l/Jt,-e: = o,zo = O,a.e. () E [-10,0], 0< t ~ T,

Q is a solution of the equation (3.9) and pal is as defined in Example 9.9.

9.6 Concluding Remarks

After hard calculations in this section we obtained the formulae (9.89)-(9.91) for
the optimal control and for the optimal filter in the linear stochastic regulator and
filtering problems determined by (9.86)-(9.88). The application of these formulae
to navigation of Earth orbiting satellites was considered in Example 9.20. A dis
advantage of the method applied in this section is that it requires a routine of
calculations. More malleable and promising method of study will be presented in
the next section.

Finalizing this section, note that the formulae (9.89)-(9.91) as well as (9.67)
can be written in more convenient form. To demonstrate, let us use the informal
equality

Introduce a new function 'P by

rJ5t = '0t + rt
1 T:r_tr* R r vr-

Iz~ dr, °~ t ~ T,Jmax(!";- ,0)
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where;j; is defined by (9.91). Similar to (9.52), we can write

Using this equality one can derive

Hence, the equations (9.89)~(9.91) can be written as

j
min(T,t+E)

u; = - Gil (B;Qt + Ldx; - GilB; t Y;,tQs[<Ptlt-s ds, a.e. t E T,

x; = it ut,s(r<ps + Bsu:) ds + it Ut,sp~OC;Vs-Idzs, 0 S; t S; T,

<Pt = t Tt_sP~hC;Vs-I dzs + t 1 ~*s-tr*RsVs-
1 dzs, 0 S; t S; T.

Jo Jmax(lJ-; ,0)

Also, one can derive

t ? /10 } R V-I d-
t s s ZSl< /10

implying a more simple equation

for the optimal predictor than in (9.67).



Chapter 10

Control and Estimation under
Shifted White Noises (Revised)

In this chapter we apply a method, based on the convergence of wide band noise
processes to white noise, to derive differential equations for the optimal controls
and the optimal filters in the linear stochastic regulator and estimation problems
under shifted white noises. This chapter is a logical continuation of the previous
one but it can be read independently. The reader is recommended to read Section
9.1 for preliminary discussion of shifted white noises.

Convention. In this chapter it is always assumed that (0, F, P) is a complete
probability space, T > 0 and T = [0, T].

10.1 Preliminaries

In Chapter 9 the linear stochastic regulator and estimation problems under shifted
white noises with the state noise delaying the observation noise were studied via
the duality principle and the extended separation principle. Some formulae in the
integral form were obtained for the respective best estimates and the optimal
control. The method of study used in Chapter 9 does not allow further develop
ments in the theory and getting more delicate results. Therefore, in this chapter
we change the method of study.

In this chapter we will assume that 0 < E < T and consider the function
AE W1,OO(T,~) satisfying

t - E S At S t, 0 S t S T, and As < At, 0 S S < t S T. (10.1)

Since A is increasing and continuous, its inverse A-I exists on [Ao, AT] and it is
continuous.

A. E. Bashirov, Partially Observable Linear Systems Under Dependent Noises
© Springer Basel AG 2003
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We will consider two different partially observable systems under shifted
noises. For this, we will consider a Wiener process W on the interval [-c,T]. In the
first system the noises of the state (signal) and the observations will be formed by
the random processes

W At and We, 0 S; t S; T,

respectively. Thus, the noise process of the state (signal) will be a pointwise delay
of the noise process acting on the observations. This is similar to the system
studied in Chapter 9 where the state (signal) and observation noises were formed
by the Wiener processes Wt and vJ1-t' respectively, with the function J.l satisfying
the conditions in (E2) or in (R2). In this chapter we prefer to consider a left
translation of W instead of the right translation of v that was used in Chapter 9.
One can observe that both these translations lead to the same case when the state
(signal) noise is a delay of the observation noise.

In the second system the noises of the state and the observations will be
formed by the random processes

respectively, where v is a nondegenerate Wiener process independent of w. Thus,
the second component of the noise process of the observations will be a pointwise
delay of the noise process acting on the signal. Consequently, both the state (signal)
noise delaying and anticipating the observation noise will be covered.

Three particular cases of the function A, which are symmetric to the respec
tive cases of the function J.l mentioned in Chapter 9, are as follows:

(a) At = t (identity);

(b) At = t - c with c > 0 (left translation);

(c) At = ct with 0 < c < 1 (rotation).

These cases will form our examples to demonstrate the theory. Note that in ac
cordance to the discussion given in Section 9.1, the cases (b) and (c) form shifts
arising in navigation of spacecraft.

Our main aim in this chapter is to derive the formulae for the optimal filters
and optimal controls in differential form. For this, we will try two methods. At first,
in Section 10.2 we discuss the reduction method, successfully used in Chapters 7
and 8, and show that this method meets a lot of difficulties as applied to shifted
noises. Then in succeeding sections of this chapter we create a new promising
method that is based on the convergence of wide band noise processes to white
noise. We use the control and filtering results from Chapter 8 tending the wide
band noise processes in these problems to white noises in a certain way.

For simplicity the underlying state, control and observation spaces will be
considered as finite dimensional Euclidean spaces. But, the results can be extended
to infinite dimensional spaces as well.
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10.2 Shifted White Noises and Boundary Noises
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(10.2)

Let us investigate if the reduction method, successfully used in Chapters 7 and 8,
could be useful in this chapter. For this consider the first order partial differential
equation

{

(a/at + a/a())'Pt,8 = 0,
'PO,8 = 0, -Ao 1

:::; () :::; 0,
'Pt t_>.-Idt = .\"_1<P>.-ldWt, 0:::; t:::; AT,
't At t

'Pt,t-T = 0, AT < t :::; T.

This is a kind of stochastic partial differential equation disturbed by white noise
along the boundary curve

() = t - At 1, 0:::; t :::; AT.

Similar to the terminology used for the systems with boundary control and bound
ary observations, we will refer to the equation (10.2) as a stochastic equation with
boundary noise.

Obviously, the solution of the equation (10.2) has the form 'Pt,B = ft-B for
some random process f. Hence, the zero initial condition in (10.2) implies 'Pt,O =
'PO,-t = 0 for 0 :::; t :::; Ao 1. Furthermore, substituting s = At

1 in the boundary
condition, we obtain

'P>..,>'s-sA~ds= A~<psdw>'8' Ao 1
:::; S :::; T.

Since 'Ps,o = fs = 'P>..,>..-s,

Thus, the differential <psdw>.s that forms a shifted noise can be replaced by 'Ps,ods
where 'P is the solution of the equation (10.2). Joining the equation (10.2) to the
state (signal) system and enlarging the state (signal) space, we can thus reduce
the partially observable system under shifted white noises to the system with
correlated or independent white noises.

A disadvantage of this reduction is that the equation (10.2) contains a bound
ary noise. Respectively, the diffusion coefficient of the equation (10.2) is a function
with unbounded operator values. Consequently, the control and filtering results
from Chapter 6 can not be directly used for the reduced system. This means that
the reduction method used in Chapters 7 and 8 is useless in this chapter. On
the other hand, the limited nature of the duality principle as applied to problems
with shifted noises was discussed in Chapter 9. Therefore, we need a more handle
method for such problems. In the rest of this chapter we develop such a method
that is based on approximations of white noises by wide band noises. This method
is especially useful to derive optimal controls and optimal filters in differential
form. It will be applied to the partially observable linear systems with the state
(signal) noise delaying or anticipating the observation noise.
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10.3 Convergence of Wide Band Noise Processes

10.3.1 Approximation of White Noises

Let °< E < T and denote a = 2E and En = 2-nE. Consider the sequence of the
deterministic real-valued functions fn,!], -a :::; B :::; 0:

-a:::; B:::; En }
-En < B :::; -En+l ,n = 1,2, ....
-En+! < B:::; ° (10.3)

The function f n has the properties: it vanishes on [-a, -En] and at B = 0,
but on the interval (-En, 0) it has a single peak 2E;;-1 that corresponds to B =
-En+l. Moreover, fn linearly increases on (-En, -En+d and linearly decreases on
(-En+l,O) so that the triangle formed by the graph of this function and the B-axis
has a unit area, Le.,

iOa fn,e dB = i:n fn,e dB = 1.

Since fn,o = °and the length of the intervals (-En, 0) goes to °as n ---> 00, the
pointwise limit of the functions fn is the zero function on [-a,O]. But a uniform
limit of the functions fn does not exist since the interchange of the limit (as
n ---> 00) and the integral does not hold for this sequence of functions:

lim fO fn,e dB = 1 =1= °= fO lim fn,e dB.
n--+oo n--+oo

-0 -0

One can also calculate

f
o 4
f~ e dB = -, n = 1,2, ... ,

-a' 3En

that will be used later for technical purposes.
Now let 4> E C(T,.c(I~n,~k)) and define the sequence ofrelaxing functions

4>~e = 4>tfn,e, -a:::; B :::; 0, 0:::; t :::; T, n = 1,2, ....

Construct the sequence of wide band noise processes ipn in the form

ip~ = t 4>~e-t dWe, 0:::; t :::; T, n = 1,2, ... ,Jmax(O,t-a)

(10.4)

(10.5)

where w is an ~n-valuedWiener process.

Theorem 10.1. Let 4> E C(T,.c(~n,~k)) and let w be an ~n-valued Wiener pro

cess on T with the unit covariance matrix. Then for every N E C(T,.c(~k)), the
limit
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holds uniformly for t E T in the mean square sense, where cpn is defined by (10.3)
(10.5).

Proof. The convergence holds trivially for t = O. Let 0 < t ::; T. For sufficiently
large n, we have t > en' For these values of n,

(10.6)

The first term in the right-hand side of (10.6) can be estimated as

Since NiP is continuous on T, it is uniformly continuous on T. Hence,

max max IINo+siP8+s - NoiPol12 ---+ 0, n ---+ 00, uniformly in t E T,
OE [O,t-on] sE [O,on]

proving that the uniform (for t E T) limit of the first term in the right-hand side
of (10.6) is O. To estimate the second term in the right-hand side of (10.6) let
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Clearly, 0 :::; K < 00 since Nip is continuous on the compact set T. Then

And, finally, for the last term in the right-hand side of (10.6), we have

21~En IINoipol12dB :::; 2K2En ---> 0, n ---> 00, uniformly in t E T.

Thus, the limit holds uniformly in t E T. o
Theorem 10.1 demonstrates that a white noise process can be approximated

by wide noise processes in a certain way. It has the following deterministic analog
as well.

Corollary 10.2. Let ip E C(- 0',0; .c(JRn, JRk)). Then the following limit holds:

Proof. This can be proved in the same manner as Theorem 10.1. o

10.3.2 Approximation of Shifted White Noises

Now let A E W1,OO(T,JR) satisfy the conditions in (10.1). Substituting the relaxing
functions from (10.4) by

ipn = {iptfn,t+O->'tA~, At - En. :::; t + B :::; At} 0 < t < T -a:::; B :::; 0, (10.7)
t,O 0, otherWise ' - - ,

we obtain the following modification of Theorem 10.1:

Theorem 10.3. Let A E W1,OO(T, JR) satisfy the conditions in (10.1), let ip E
C(T,.c(JRn,JRk )) and let w be an JRn-valued Wiener process on T with the unit
covariance matrix. Then for every N E C(T,.c(JRk )), the limit

lim rt
Nscp~ ds = t Nsips dw>.s

n-+ooJo Jrnin(t,>.;;I)

holds uniformly for t E T in the mean square sense, where cpn is defined by (10.3),
(10.5) and (10.7).
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Proof. This can be done in a similar way as the proof of Theorem 10.1. Assume
that 0 ::; t ::; A01

. Then

it Nscp~ ds = 0

and, hence, the limit holds trivially. Let A01 < t ::; T. For sufficiently large n, we
have en < At. For these values of n,

Ell it Nscp~ ds -1~1 Ns~s dWAsl12

= Ell t {AS Ns~sfn,(}-AsA~ dw(} ds - (~I Ns~s dWAsl12
Jo Jmax(O,As-en) JAO

II
{At {min (A;~e ,t) {At 11 2

= E Jo JA- I n Ns~sfn,(}-AsA~dSdW(} - Jo NA;I~A;I dw(}
9

{At II {min (A;~e ,t) 11
2

= Jo Jr l n Ns~sfn,(}-AsA~ds - NA;I~A;I dO
9

{At-en II {A;~e 11
2

::; Jo JA- I n Ns~sfn,(}-AsA~ ds - NA;I ~A;I dO
9

+2 {At II {~I Ns~sfn'(}_AsA~dsI12dO+2 {At IINA;I~A;1112dO. (10.8)
JAt-en JA 9 JAt-en

The first term in the right-hand side of (10.8) can be estimated as

{At-en II {A;~e 11
2

Jo JA- I n Ns~sfn,(}-AsA~ ds - NA;I ~A;I dO
9

{At -en II {Hen 11
2

= Jo J(} NA;I~X;lfn,(}-sds - NA;I~A;I dO

l
At
-
en
111(}+en 11

2
= (NA-I~A-I -NA-I~A-I)fn(}-sds dOa 8 S S (} ()'

::; {At-en ( {(}+e
n
IINA-I~A-I _ NA-I~A-11I2 ds. {Hen f~ (}-s dS)dO

Jo J() s s 9 9 J(} ,

4 l At
- en l(}+en 2

::; - II NA- I~A -I - NA-I ~A-III dsdO
3en ° () s s 9 9

::; 4T max max IINA-I ~A-I - NA-I~A-11I2.
3 (}E[O,At-enJ sE[O,en] 9+s 9+s 9 9

Since the composition of the functions N~ and), -1 is continuous on the closed
interval [0, AT], it is uniformly continuous on [0, AT]' Hence,

max max IINA-I ~A-I -NA-I ~A_1112----t 0, n ----t 00, uniformly in tE [A0
1

, T],
(}E[O,At_en)sE[O,en] 9+5 9+5 9 9
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proving that the uniform limit of the first term in the right-hand side of (10.8) is
equal to O. To estimate the second term in the right-hand side of (10.8) let

K = max IINt<ptII
tE[AO' ,TJ

Then

And, finally, for the last term in the right-hand side of (10.8), we have

Thus, the limit holds uniformly for t E T. o

Theorem 10.3 demonstrates how to approximate a shifted white noise process
by wide band noise processes.

10.4 State Noise Delaying Observation Noise

10.4.1 Setting of the Problem

Consider the problem (9.86)-(9.88) from Section 9.5 which we write in the follow
ing differential form:

dXt = (AXt + Btuddt + <ptdWAt' Xo is given, 0 < t ::; T,

dZt = Ctxtdt + 'iJltdWt, Zo = 0, 0 < t ::; T,

(10.9)

(10.10)

(10.11)

In this section A E .c(lRk), B E Loo(T,.c(lRm,lRk)), C E Loo(T,.c(lRk,lRn)),
<P E W 1,2(T,.c(JR.n,JR.k)), 'iJI,'iJI- 1 E Loo(T,.c(JR.n)), W is an JR.n-valued Wiener
process on [-c, T] with the covariance matrix I, 0 < c < T, A E Wl,OO(T, JR.) is a
function satisfying the conditions in (10.1), Xo is an JR.k-valued Gaussian random
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variable with Exo = 0, Xo and ware independent, Qr E .c(~k), Qr ~ 0, F E

Loo(T,.c(~k)), C,C- l E Loo(T,.c(~m)), L E Loo(T,.c(~k,~m)), Ct > °and
Ft - L;C;l Lt ~ °for a.e. t E T.

These conditions are the same as the conditions (R~)-(R3) under X = ~k,

U = ~m, H = ~n, fortified with the smoothness condition on <P. For simplicity,
we let v = w. Note that we take A as independent of the time variable, since we
will refer to the results from Section 8.3.5. In general the results presented below
are valid if, say, A E C(T, .c(~k)). We will denote

Po = cOVXo, (j = 2€ and €n = 2-n
€.

10.4.2 Approximating Problems

One can observe that in the problem (10.9)-(10.11) the noise processes of the
state and the observations are independent of the interval [0, A;)l]. Starting at
time moment A;) 1 the state noise is a pointwise delay of the observation noise.
Hence, we can keep the state noise up to time moment A;)l and then approximate
it by wide band noise processes in accordance with Theorem 10.3. Then we obtain
the following sequence of state-observation systems:

dXt = (Axt + BtUt + 'Pf)dt + <PtX[O,>'olj(t)dw>." Xo is given, 0< t ~ T, (10.12)

dZt = Ctxtdt + wtdwt, Zo = 0, 0< t ~ T, (10.13)

where 'Pn is defined by (10.3), (10.5) and (10.7).
Note that while Wt, -€ ~ t ~ T is assumed to be a Wiener process, w>."°~ t ~ T, may not be a Wiener process. In two particular cases when At = t - €

and At = ct with °< c < 1 it can be considered as a Wiener process. Indeed, in
the first case, Wt-€ is clearly a Wiener process on [0, T]. In the second case, by
Proposition 4.16, the random process

1 1
wt = Je/Wet - wo), °~ t ~ T,

is a Wiener process with the covariance matrix I. So, we can replace the term
<PtX[O,>'olj(t)dwet in (10.12) by y'c<PtXro,>'olj(t)dwl.

In the general case of function A satisfying the conditions in (10.1), following
from
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we can replace the term ~tX[O,>'ol)(t)dw>'t in (10.12) by ~~tX[O,>'ol)(t)dwl as
suming that WI is an JRn-valued Wiener process on [0,T] that is independent of
(xo, w) and has the covariance matrix I.

This enables us to write the following formulae from Example 8.25 for the
optimal control un and for the best estimate xn in the linear stochastic regulator
and filtering problems determined by (10.11)-(10.13):

u~ = -Ctl (B;Q~o+ Lt)x~

- C t
l B; fO Y;-O,tQ~~o'l/J~o d(), a.e. t E T,

JrnaxC-a,t-T)

{

dxr = (Axr + 'l/J~o + Btur)dt + P~~C:(WtWn-l

x (dzf - CtX~dt), Xo= 0, 0< t S; T, )
(
01 -) 1 (10.15

(a/at + a/:())'l/J~~~t = Pr:/~:;; ~~W; (WtWn-
x(dzt - CtXt dt), 'l/Jo,o - 'l/Jt,-a - 0, -(J' S; () S; 0, 0< t S; T,

where (p~O, p~l , P~ I) is a solution of the system of equations

d pOD pOOA* ApOO pOl pOt. .if. .if.* (t) \1-d nt- nt - nt- ntO- ntO-'¥t'¥tX[O,-I) Att" " , , , ''''0

+ P~~C;(Wt W;)-ICtP~~ = 0, p~?O = Po, 0< t S; T, (10.16)

(0 0) pOl ApOI pH pOOC*('T' ,T.*)-lat + a() n,t,O - n,t,O - n,t,O,O + n,t t 'l! t 'l! t

X (CtP~,lt,O + Wt~~O) = 0, p~,IO,O = p~,lt,_a = 0,
-(J'S;()S;O,O<tS;T, (10.17)

(0+ a + 0) pH ~n ~n* (pOt. C* + ~n .T,*)(.T' ,T.*)-l
~ <::I() ~ ntOT-'¥tO'¥tT+ ntO t '¥to'l!t 'l!t'l!tvt U uT ' , , " , , ,

X (CtP~,lt,T + Wt~~~) = 0, P~,~,O,T = p~,lt,_a,T = p~,lt,O,_a = 0,
- (J' S; () S; 0, -(J' S; T S; 0, 0< t S; T, (10.18)

QOO is a solution of

(»t-T}
() ~ t _ T ,-(J' S; () S; 0, °S; t S; T,

~QOO + QOO A + A*QOO + F,dt t t t t

- (Q~OBt + L;)Ctl(B;Q~O + Lt ) = 0, Q~O = QT, OS; t < T,

QOl and Qll are defined by

QOl _ { Y;-O,tQ~~o,
t,O - 0,

(10.19)

(10.20)

{
QOl () > T } lrninCt-O,t-T)

Q11 t-O T-O' - Q0t. B C- 1B*QOl dt,O,T = Q01* ' () < T - 8,0+8-t 8 8 8 8,T+8-t S,
t-T,O-T' t

- (J' S; () S; 0, -(J' S; T S; 0, °S; t S; T, (10.21)
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Y is the fundamental matrix of A - BtC-;I(B;Q?O + Ld and <pn is defined by

<pn = {CPt-8fn,t->'t_8>"~_8' min (>..-;I,T) ~ t-B ~ min (>"-;;En,T), (10.22)
t,8 0, otherwise,

for 0 ~ t ~ T. The covariance of the error of estimation and the minimum of the
functional are given by

cov(x~ - xn = p~~, 0 ~ t ~ T, (10.23)

and

J(u*) = tr(QoopOO) + tr l T
(F,poo + W-1C pooQoopooC*W-h)dtT n,T t n,t t t n,t t n,t t· t

o

+ tr fT10

w-;ICtP~~Q?,1(p~,t8C; + <P~8W;)W-;h dBdtJo -~

+ tr fT10 W-;l (CtP~,lt,8 + Wt<P~o)Q?,1* P~~C;W-;h dBdtJo -~

+ tr l T
i: iO~ W-;l (CtP~,lt,8 + Wt<P~o)Q:,1,r

x (p~,lt:rC; + <P~rw;)w-;h drdB dt. (10.24)

Note that since the underlying spaces are finite dimensional, the solutions
of the equations in (10.15)-(10.19) are in the ordinary sense and the integrals in
(10.21) and (10.24) are uniform Bochner integrals.

10.4.3 Optimal Control and Optimal Filter

The results presented in this section are not yet mathematically strictly proved,
but they are evident. The starting point in this section is as follows. Let u* be the
optimal control, x* and z* be the state and observation processes, respectively,
corresponding to the optimal control and x; be the best estimate of x; based on z; ,
o~ s ~ t, in the linear stochastic regulator and filtering problems determined by
(10.9)-(10.11). From the results of Chapter 9, it follows that the processes u*, x*,
z* and x* exist and they are unique. Denote by un, xn, zn and xn the respective
processes in the linear stochastic regulator and filtering problems determined by
(10.11)-(10.13). From the results of Chapter 8, they exist and are unique as well.
The formulae for them are given by (10.14)-(10.22) and (10.3). Assume that

We assert that if K~. -+ K;,. as n -+ 00 in the mean square sense, then

u~ -+ u;, x~ -+ x;, z~ -+ z; and x~ -+ x; as n -+ 00.
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in the mean square sense. Indeed, at first one can show that, if the systems (10.9)
(10.10) and (10.12)-(10.13) are considered under the zero control u = 0, then the
convergence of the signal, observation and best estimate processes in the above
mentioned sense, is assured. Then write the optimal controls in terms of differen
tials of the respective observation processes corresponding to the zero control (see
Lemma 5.25) and show the convergence of the respective kernel functions. In this
step the convergence properties of Volterra integral equations must be used. As
far as the convergence of optimal controls is proved, one can easily go on to prove
the convergence of the sequences of the other related processes.

Thus, we conclude that if we move n to 00 in the formulae (10.14)-(10.21),
then in the limit we obtain the equations for the optimal control and for the
optimal filter in the linear stochastic regulator and filtering problems determined
by (10.9)-(10.11). For this, note that by Corollary 10.2,

and

So,

= l:n lP";-~9 f n,(J dO

lOa ~r.(J dO = 0

--+ lP" -I as n --+ 00 if 0 < t ::; AT,
t

if AT < t ::; T.

(10.25)10 {lP 1 0 < t ::; AT }
~r.(J dO --+ ,,;-' \ T as n --+ 00.

_a 0, AT < t ::;

Now denote by pOO, pOl and pH the limits of P~o, p~l and p~l assuming
that they exist. Then the equation (10.16) in the limit produces

d pOD pOOA* ApOO pOl pOh .if".if,,* ( ) \ Idt t - t - t - t,O - t,O - 'l't'l'tX[O'''OI) t At

+ p?OC;(WtWn-1CtptOO = 0, Pgo = PO, 0 < t ::; T.

To study the limits in equations (10.17) and (10.18), define the function

_ { t - At 1
, 0 < t ::; AT,

/1t - t - T, AT < t ::; T,

and let

(10.26)

(10.27)

Sl = {(t, 0) : -(J ::; 0 < /1t, 0 < t ::; T},

S2 = {(t,O,T): (t,O) E Sl or (t,T) E 8d·
Since ~~(J --+ 0 as n --+ 00 for (t,O) E 8 1 , in the limit the equations (10.17) and
(10.18) produce homogenous equations on 8 1 and 82 , respectively, with the zero
initial and boundary conditions. Hence, p~~ = 0 on 8 1 and pn,T = 0 on 82 .
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Furthermore, taking limits as n ~ 00 in (10.17)-(10.18) and using (10.25),
at the value () = T = J.lt, we obtain

11 01 {-P?OC;Wt
h

<ll:_1' 0< t::; AT,
P = °and P = Att,/l-t./l-t t,/l-t 0, AT < t ::; T.

If () = J.lt and J.lt < T ::; 0, then the limit in (10.18) produces

[(~ !-) p11 ] {<llA;1WtlCtPt~;" 0< t ::; AT } = 0.
8t + 8T t,O,T o=/l-t + 0, AT < t ::; T

Similarly, if T = J.lt and J.lt < () ::; 0, then

For J.lt < ()::; 0, the limit in (10.17) produces

(8 8) pOl ApOl pH pOOC*(.T• •T.*)-lC pOl °-8 +8() to- to- too+ t t'l!'t'l!'t t to= ,t ' , , , ,

and for J.lt < () ::; °and J.lt < T ::; 0, the limit in (10.18) produces

(
8 8 8 ) pH pOhC*(.T••T,*)-lC pOl °8t + 8() + 8T t,O,T + t,O t 'l!'t'l!'t t t,T = .

Combining these conditions, we obtain for pOl:

(8/8t + 8/8())Pt~~ - APt~~ - Pl,b,o + P?OC;(WtWn-lCtPt~~ = 0,
J.lt < () ::; 0, °< t ::; T;

Pg,1 = 0, -AOI
::; () ::; 0;

pOl - pOOC*w-h<ll* 0< t ::; AT',t,t-A;1 - - t t t A;1'
P~LT = 0, AT < t ::; T.

(10.28)

Also combining the above mentioned conditions for pll and using the symmetry
in pH, we obtain

(8/8t + 8/8() + 8/8T)Pt~~,T + P~~*C;(WtWn-lCtPt~;' = 0,
J.lt < () ::; 0, J.lt < T ::; 0, °< t ::; T;

pJ1r = 0, -AO
I

::; () ::; 0, -AO
I

::; T ::; 0;

W~;8t + 8/8())pn,Tt=t-A;1 + Pt~~*C;Wth<ll~;1 = 0,

t - At
l < () ::; 0, °< t ::; AT;

[(8/8t + 8/8())Pt~~,T ]T=t-T = 0, t - T < () ::; 0, AT < t ::; T;
Ptl~, " = 0, °< t ::; T.,,.....t,,....,t

(10.29)
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A similar argument, as applied to (10.15), yields

dx; = (Ax; + 'l/Jt,O + Btundt + p?OC;(WtWn- 1

x(dz; - Ctx;dt), xi) = 0, 0 < t ::; T;
(a/at + a/a(J)'l/Jt,fJdt = P~~*C;(Wtw;)-l(dz; - Ctx;dt),

!-tt < (J ::; 0, 0 < t ::; T;
'l/Jo,fJ = 0, -A01 ::; (J::; 0;
'l/Jt t->' -1 dt = lP>. -1w t 1 (dz; - Ctx;dt), 0 < t ::; AT;

, t t

'l/Jt,t-T = 0, AT < t ::; T.

(10.30)

The second equation in (10.30) is significant because it is a stochastic partial
differential equation with the boundary condition that is again determined by a
stochastic differential equation. Also, in the limit, (10.14) yields

u; = -Gt 1
(B;Q~o + Lt}x;

- Gt 1B; fO Y;-fJ tQ~~fJ'l/Jt,fJ d(J, a.e. t E T.
Jmax(t->.-;1,t-T) ,

(10.31)

(10.32)

The equations (10.26)-(10.31) together with (10.19)-(10.21) represent the opti
mal control and the optimal filter in the linear stochastic regulator and filtering
problems determined by (10.9)-(10.11). We add two more formulae for the covari
ance of the error and for the minimum of the functional which easily follow from
(10.23)-(10.24):

and

(10.33)
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Finally, note that by the zero initial condition in (10.28), we have PPA = 0
for 0 :::; t :::; >'0 1 . Hence, (10.26) becomes an ordinary Riccati equation on [0, >'0 1]
that is natural since on [0, >'0 1] the noises of the state and the observations are
independent.

10.4.4 Application to Space Navigation and Guidance

Linear stochastic regulator and filtering theories have significant applications in
space navigation and guidance. In fact, up to now these applications use only the
results concerning independent and correlated white noise disturbances. In Section
9.1 it was illustrated that the noise processes arising in space navigation and
guidance can be more adequately modelled by shifted white noises. The function
>'t = t - € with € > 0 in the state-observation system (10.9)-(10.10) describes
the shift arising in navigation of Earth orbiting satellites since they have nearly
constant distance from the Earth. But the case >'t = ct with 0 < c < 1 describes
the shift arising in navigation of space probes flying away from the Earth, since
their distance from the Earth increases with nearly constant rate of change. Note
that in this case it is reasonable to take € = (1- c)T that is the maximum of t - >'t
on [0,T]. One can deduce that for navigation of space probes flying toward the
Earth the function>' must be taken as >'t = -at + b, where a and b are positive
constants, that is the combination of the previous two cases.

Example 10.4 (No shift). Let >'t = t in the system (10.9)-(10.10). How does this
effect the equations (10.26)-(10.33) and (1O.19)-(1O.21)? The equation (10.28)
reduces to

pOl = _pOOC*w-1*<I>* 0 < t < Tt,O t t t t , -'

Substituting this in (10.26), we obtain the familiar Riccati equation

~pOO _ pOOA* _ ApOO _ <I> <I>* + (pOOC* + <I> w*)dt t t t t t t t t t

X (WtW;)-l (Ctp?O + wt<I>;) = 0, 0 < t :::; T, Po = covxo.

From (10.30), we obtain

'l/Jt,odt = <I>tWt1(dz; - Cd:;dt), 0 < t::; T,

and, consequently,

dx; = (Ax; + Btu;)dt + (p?OC; + <I>tW;)
x (Wtw;)-l(dz; - Ctx;dt), xo = 0, 0 < t::; T.

Also, (10.31) produces

(10.34)

(10.35)

(10.36)



(10.37)

(10.38)
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where QOo satisfies (10.19). For the covariance of the error process we have the
equality in (10.32) without any modification. For the minimum of the functional,
note that Q:1 0= Qn = Qn* = Q~o by (10.20)-(10.21). Hence, from (10.33),, , , ,

J(u*) =tr(Q~op~O) +tr iT FtP?Odt

+ tr iT iJ1Z-1(Ctp?0 + iJ1 t<J>;)Q?O(p?Oc; + <J>tiJ1;)iJ1z-1* dt.

The equations (10.34)-(10.37) together with (10.19) and (10.32) are well-known
equations describing the optimal control and the optimal filter for the correlated
white noise disturbances of the state-observation system (cr. Example 6.23).

Example 10.5 (Navigation of Earth orbiting satellites). Now let At = t - c in the
system (10.9)-(10.10). Then AZ- l = t + c. Consequently, the equations (10.26),
(10.28) and (10.29) produce

d pOo pooA* Apoo pOl pOh iii. if.* (t)dt t - t - t - t,O - t,O - '¥t'¥t X[O,€)

+ p?OC;(iJ1tiJ1n-lCtptOO = 0, Pgo = Po, 0< t ::; T,

1
(a/at + a/aO)Pt~~ - APt~~ - pn,o + pPOCt(iJ1tiJ1;)-lCtPt~~ = 0,

max(-c, t - T) < 0 ::; 0, °< t ::; T;
p,01 = ° -c < 0 < 0'0,0 , - - ,
P Ol - POOC*·T.-hili.* ° t < T .t -€ - - t t 'JI t '¥t+€l < - - c,
ptJLT = 0, T - c < t ::; T,

(a/at + 0/00 + a/aT)Pt~~,r + Pt~~*Ct(iJ1tiJ1;)-lCtP~;' = 0,
max( -c, t - T) < 0 ::; 0, max( -c, t - T) < T ::; 0, °< t ::; T;

PJ~ r = 0, -c::; 0 ::; 0, -c::; T ::; 0;
(a/at + a/aO)pn_€ + Pt~~*CtiJ1Z-h<J>i+€ = 0,
-c < 0 ::; 0, °< t ::; T - c;

[(a/at + a/ao)pn,r]r=t_T = 0, t - T < 0::; 0, T - c < t::; T;
pl~€ _€ = 0, °< t ::; T - c;
p/L~,t-T = 0, T - c < t ::; T.

Similarly, (10.30) yields

dxi = (Axi + 'l/Jt,O + Btu;)dt + pPOCt(iJ1tiJ1;)-l
x(dzt - Ctxidt), Xo= 0, 0< t ::; T;

(a/at + a/aO)'l/Jt,odt = Pt~~*Ct(iJ1tiJ1;)-l(dzi - ctxidt),
max( -c, t - T) < 0 ::; 0, °< t ::; T;

'l/Jo,o = 0, -c::; 0 ::; 0;
'l/Jt,-€dt = <J>t+€iJ1Z-1(dzt - ctxidt), 0< t::; T - c;
'l/Jt,t-T = 0, T - c < t ::; T.

(10.39)

(10.40)

(10.41)
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(10.43)

(10.42)

(10.44)

(10.45)

Note that by substitution the equations in (10.41) can be reduced to the respective
equations in Example 9.20. Furthermore, from (10.31), for the optimal control we
have

u; = -Gt l (B;Q~o + Lt)x;

- Gt
l B; 1° Y;-O,tQ~~o1/Jt,O dB, a.e. t E T.

max( -c,t-T)

The formula (10.32) remains valid for the covariance of the error process and, from
(10.33), we obtain a formula for the minimum of the functional:

J(u*) = tr(Q~op~O) + tr iT (FtP?O + IIJtICtP?OQ~OPtOOC;lIJth)dt

+ trIT 1° IIJ-IC (pOOQOl pOh + pOIQOhpOO)C*IIJ- h dB dtt t t t,O t,O t,O t,O t t t° max(-c,t-T)

+ tr l T l° 1° IIJ-ICtPOIQll pOhC*IIJ-hdTdBdtt t,O t,O,T t,T t t° max( -c,t-T) max( -c,t-T)

rT - c

+ tr i
o

(IIJtICtP?OQ~,I_clf.>t-c + 1f.>;_cQ~,I~cp?OC;lIJth) dt

I
T-c fO+ tr IIJtICtPt~~Q:,1,-cIf.>t+c dB dt
° -10

I
T-c fO+ tr 1f.>;+cQ:,I_c,OPt~~*C; IIJ t I * dB dt
° -10rT - c

+ tr io 1f.>;+cQ:,I-c,-clf.>t+c dt.

The equations (10.38)-(10.43) together with (10.19)-(10.21) and (10.32) represent
the complete set of formulae for the optimal control and the optimal filter in the
linear stochastic regulator and filtering problems determined by (10.9)-(10.11)
under At = t - c. Note that in Example 9.20 we could derive only the equations
(10.41) and (10.42) (in a slightly different form).

Example 10.6 (Navigation of space probes). Let At = ct in the system (10.9)
(10.10) assuming 0 < c < 1. Then At l = c-It. Consequently, the equations
(10.26), (10.28) and (10.29) produce

~poo _ pOD A* _ Apoo _ pOI _ pOh
dt t t t t,O t,O

+ p?OC;(lIJtlIJn-ICtp?O = 0, Pgo = Po, 0 < t ::::; T,

{

(a/at + a/aB)Pt~~ - AP~~ - Pl6,o + P?OC;(lIJtlIJ;)-ICtPt~~ = 0,
max(t - c-It, t - T) < B ::::; 0, 0 < t ::::; T;

Pg,b = 0; P?Lc-1t = -P?OC;lIJthlf.>~_lt' 0 < t ::::; cT;
P?LT = 0, cT < t ::::; T,
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(8/8t + 8/8() + 8/8T)P/~,r + Pt~~*C;(WtW;)-lCtPt~~ = 0,
max(t - c-lt, t - T) < () :s 0, max(t - c-1t, t - T) < T :s 0,
0< t :s T;

[(8/8t + 8/8())pn,r ]r=t-c-1t + P~~*C;WthcJ>~_lt = 0,
t - c-1t < () :s 0, °< t :s cT;

[(8/8t + 8/8())Pn,r]r=t_T = 0, t - T < ():s 0, cT < t:s T;
pn-c-1t,t-c-1t = 0, °:s t :s cT; P/LT,t-T = 0, cT < t :s T.

Similarly, (10.30) and (10.31) yield

dx; = (Ax; + 'l/Jt,O + Btu;)dt + P2°C;(WtW;)-l
x (dz; - Ctx;dt), Xo= 0, 0< t:s T;

(8/8t + 8/8())'l/Jt,odt = Pt~~*C;(Wtw;)-l(dz; - Ctx;dt),
max(t - c-lt, t - T) < () :s 0, 0< t :s T;

'l/Jo,o = 0; 'l/Jt,t-c-1tdt = cJ>c-1tWtl(dz; - Cti;;dt), 0 < t:s cT;
'l/Jt,t-T = 0, cT < t :s T,

(10.46)

(10.47)

(10.48)

(10.49)

u; = -Gt l (B;Q~o + Ld x;

- Gt l B; fO Y;-O,tQ~~o'l/Jt,fJ d(), a.e. t E T.
Jmax(t-c- 1 t,t-T)

The formula (10.32) remains valid for the covariance of the error process and, from
(10.33), we obtain a formula for the minimum of the functional:

J(u*) = tr(Q~oP~O) + triT (FtP?O + WtlCtP?OQ~Op?Oc;wt1*)dt

+ trlT1° w-1c (pOOQOl pOh + pOlQOh pOO)C* w-hd() dtt t t t,O t,fJ t,fJ t,fJ t t t° max(t-c- 1t,t-T)

+ trlT1° 1° w-1CtPOlQll pOhC*w-hdTd()dt
t t,O t,O,r t,r t t° max(t-c-1t,t-T) max(t-c-1t,t-T)

t T

+ trJo (WtlCtP?OQ~,Lc-ltcJ>C-lt + cJ>~-ltQ~,t-c-ltP?OC;Wth) dt

l
cT

l°+ tr WtlCtP~~Q:,~,t_c-ltcJ>c-ltd()dt° t-c-1t

l
cT

l°+ tr cJ>~-ltQ:,Lc-lt,fJPt~~*C;Wthd()dt° t-c-1t

t T

+ trJo cJ>~-ltQ:,Lc-lt,t_c-ltcJ>c-lt dt.

The equations (10.44)-(10.49) together with (10.19)-(10.21) and (10.32) represent
the complete set of formulae for the optimal control and the optimal filter in the
linear stochastic regulator and filtering problems determined by (10.9)-(10.11)
under At = ct with °< c < 1.
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10.5 State Noise Anticipating Observation Noise

275

(10.52)

(10.50)

(10.51)

10.5.1 Setting of the Problem

Consider the problem (10.9)-(10.11) in which the state noise anticipates the ob
servation noise:

dXt = (Axt + Btuddt + YtdWt, Xo is given, 0 < t :s; T,

dZt = Ctxtdt + <PtX(AOI ,T] (t)dwAt + iIltdvt, Zo = 0, 0 < t :s; T,

J(u) =E((XT,QTXT) +IT ([::],[i: ~:] [::])dt).

In this section A E .c(lRk), B E Loo(T,.c(lRm,lRk)), C E Loo(T,.c(lRk,lRn)),
<P E W 1,2(T,.c(lRl ,lRn)), Y E Loo (T,.c(lR l , IRk)), iII, iII-I E Loo(T,.c(lRn)), W is
an IRl-valued Wiener process on T with the covariance matrix I, 0 < c < T,
>. E W1,OO(T, IR) is a function satisfying the conditions in (10.1), v is an IRn_
valued Wiener process on T with the covariance matrix I, Xo is an IRk-valued
Gaussian random variable with Exo = 0, Xo, wand v are mutually indepen
dent, QT E .c(lRk), QT ~ 0, F E Loo(T,.c(lRk)), C,C-I E Loo(T,.c(lRm)),
L E Loo(T,.c(lRk,lRm)), C t > 0 and Ft - L;CtILt ~ 0 for a.e. t E T. We will
denote

Po = COVXo, a = 2c and Cn = 2-n c.

The role of the function X(A01,T](t) in (10.51) is as follows: write

<PtdwAt = <PtX(O,Ao1j (t)dwAt + <PtX(AOI ,T] (t)dw At ,

assuming that W is a Wiener process on [-c,T]. Here the first term in the right
hand side is independent of the state noise in (10.50). Hence, in the setting of the
problem we can assume that <PtX(O,AolJ(t)dwAt is contained in iIltdwt.

10.5.2 Approximating Problems

Similar to Section 10.4.2, we will approximate part of the observation noise, that
is a pointwise delay of the state noise, by wide band noise processes in accordance
with Theorem 10.3. Then we obtain the following sequence of state-observation
systems:

dXt = (Axt + Btuddt + Ytdwt, Xo is given, 0 < t :s; T,

dZt = (CtXt + cp~)dt + iIltdwt, Zo = 0, 0 < t :s; T,

(10.53)

(10.54)

where cpn is defined by (10.3), (10.5) and (10.7).
We can write the following formulae from Example 8.25 for the optimal

control un and for the best estimate i;n in the linear stochastic regulator and
filtering problems determined by (10.52)-(10.54):

(10.55)
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{

dxf = (Axf + Btuf)dt + (P~~C; + p~~,0)(WtWn-1

x(dzr - Ctxfdt - 'l/Jf,odt), Xo = 0, 0< t:S T, (10.56)
(a/at + a/a())'l/Jf,odt = (P~~:oC; + P~~,o,0)(WtWn-1
x (dzr - Ctxfdt - 'l/Jf,odt), 'l/Jo,O='l/Jf,-a =0, -a:S():SO, O<t:ST,

where (P~O, p~2, P~2) is a solution of the system of equations

d
d P~~ - P~~A* - AP~~ - 1 t1; + (P~~C; + P~~ 0)t" , " 1

X (Wtwn- 1(CtP~~ + P~~:o) = 0, p~?o = Po, 0< t :S T, (10.57)

( ~ + ~()) P~~ 0 - AP~~ 0 -1t.p~e + (p~~C; + P~~ 0)ut u ' , 'J , 1 "

x (w twn- 1
(CtP~~t,O + P~~:o,o) = 0, P~~,o = P~~,-a = 0,

- a :S () :S 0, °< t :S T, (10.58)

(
a + a + a) p22 .pn .pn* + (p02* C* + p22 )('11 '11*)-1at a() aT n,t,O,T - t,O t,T n,t,O t n,t,O,O t t

X (CtP02 + p22* ) = ° p22 = pll = p22 = °n,t,r n,t,r,O , n,O,O,r n,t,-(1,T n,t,8,-CT ,

- a :S () :S 0, -a:S T :S 0, °< t :S T, (10.59)

QOO is a solution of

~QOO + QOo A + A*QoO + F:dt t t t t

- (Q~oBt + LnC-;l (B;Q~o + Lt) = 0, Q~o = QT, O:S t < T, (10.60)

and .pn is defined by (10.22). The covariance of the error of estimation and the
minimum of the functional are given by

and

J(u*) = tr(Qoo pOo ) + tr iT F: pOO dtT n,T t n,t
o

+ tr iT W-;l(CtP~~+ P~~:o)Q~O(P~~C: + P~~,O)W-;h dt.

10.5.3 Optimal Control and Optimal Filter

(10.61)

(10.62)

The arguments used in Section 10.4.3 are applicable to the linear stochastic reg
ulator and filtering problems determined by (10.50)-(10.52). Hence, moving n to
00 in the formulae (10.55)-(10.62), we will derive the formulae for the optimal
control and for the optimal filter in the linear stochastic regulator and filtering
problems for (10.50)-(10.52). For this, we will use the limit in (10.25).
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Denote by p OO , p 02 and p22 the limits of P~o, p~2 and p;2 assuming that
they exist. Then the equation (10.57) in the limit produces

.!!:.-pOO _ pOO A* _ ApOO _ Y Y* + (pOOC* + p02)dt t t t t t t t t,O

x (Wtwn-1(Ctp?O + P~6*) = 0, Pgo = Po, 0 < t ::; T. (10.63)

(10.64)

Let J.l be defined by (10.27). Similar to the derivation of the equations (10.28)
(10.30), from (10.58)-(10.59) and (10.56), by using (10.25), we obtain the equation

(%t + %())P~~ - APt~~ + (p?OC; + P~6)(WtWn-1

x (CtPt~~ + Pt~~~o) = 0, J.lt < () ::; 0, 0 < t ::; T;
Pg,~ = 0, _-\)1 ::; () ::; 0;
p 02

,-1 =Yt <1>:-l, O<t::;AT;t,t-A t At

PtOLT = 0, AT < t ::; T,

for p 02 ,

(%t + %() + %T)Pl~,T + (Pt~~*C; + Pt~~,o)(WtWn-1

x (Ctpt; + Pt~;~o) = 0, J.lt < () ::; 0, J.lt < T ::; 0, 0 < t ::; T;
Pg~ T = 0, -A01

::; () ::; 0, -A01
::; T ::; 0;

[(<9)ot + 0 / f)())Pt~~,T] T=JLt = 0, J.lt < () ::; 0, 0 < t ::; T;
p 22 ,-1 ,-1 = <1>>..-1 <1>:_1, 0 < t ::; AT;

t,t-A. t ,t-At t At

Pt~LT,t-T = 0, AT < t ::; T,

for p22 and the system

dx~ = (Ax~ + Btundt + (P?OC; + Pt~6)(WtWn-1

x(dz~ - Ctx~dt - 'l/Jt,odt) , Xo= 0, 0 < t ::; T;
(%t + %())'l/Jt,odt = (Pt~~*C; + Pt~~,o)(WtWn-1

x(dz~ - Ctx~dt - 'l/Jt,odt), J.lt < ()::; 0,0 < t::; T;
'l/Jo,o = 0, -A01 < () ::; 0;
'l/Jt,JLt = 0, 0 < t ::; T.

for the best estimate. Also, in the limit, (10.55) yields

* C- 1(B*QoO L) ~* TU t = - t t t + t X t , a.e, t E .

(10.65)

(10.66)

(10.67)

The equations (10.63)-(10.67) together with (10.60) and (10.27) represent the op
timal control and the optimal filter in the linear stochastic regulator and filtering
problems determined by (10.50)-(10.52). We add two more formulae for the co
variance of the error and for the minimum of the functional which easily follow
from (10.61)-(10.62):

(10.68)
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and

J(u*) = tr(Q~O p~O) + tr iT Ft P2°dt

+ i T \II-I (C pOO + p02*)QOO(pOO C* + p02)\II-h dt
t t t toO t t t toO t .

o
(10.69)



Chapter 11

Duality

In this chapter the distinction between the classical and extended forms of the sep
aration principle is explained by use of duality between the control and estimation
problems.

Convention. In this chapter it is always assumed that (D, F, P) is a complete
probability space, X, Z E H, T > 0, T = [0, T] is a finite time interval and
t1T = {(t, s) : 0 ::; s ::; t ::; T}.

11.1 Classical Separation Principle and Duality

In Sections 6.2-6.4 and 9.2-9.4 the duality principle was used to reduce estimation
problems to linear regulator problems. In this section we try to substitute a linear
regulator problem by a linear stochastic optimal control problem in this duality.

Under the conditions (El")-(E~), consider the filtering problem (6.1)-(6.2).
By Theorem 6.4, the best estimate in this problem has the linear feedback form
(6.16) with Y and P as defined in Theorem 6.4.

Introduce the functions W, V, R and the operator Po from (6.3) and let

(Dd R = VT(U), B = DT(C), F = DT(W), G = DT(V), L = DT(R), QT = Po;

(D2 ) b E L2 (T x D,X), c E L2 (T x D,Z), Ebt = 0 for a.e. t E T, D E

B(X)(T, L(X, Z)), mE M 2 (T, X), n E M 2 (T, Z).

Under (Dd and (D2 ), consider the partially observable linear quadratic optimal
control problem of minimizing the functional

A. E. Bashirov, Partially Observable Linear Systems Under Dependent Noises
© Springer Basel AG 2003
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and

xy = it Rt,s(Bsus + bs) ds + it Rt,s dms, 0 ::::: t ::::: T,

zf = it(Dsx~ + Cs) ds + nt, 0::::: t ::::: T,

u E Uad = {u E L 2 (T, L 2 (0, JRn)) :

Ut E L2 (0,a(zu,t) na(zO,t),p,JRn), for a.e. t E T}.

Assume

(11.2)

(11.3)

(11.4)

(D3 ) a(bl,ct,ns,ms; 0::::: s::::: t) and a(bt+,ms - mt; t < s::::: T) are independent
for all 0 < t ::::: T;

where the symbols bt and bt+ are introduced in Section 5.1.1. Then by the classical
separation principle (see Theorem 5.17), if there exists an optimal control u· in
the problem (11.1)-(11.4), then it has the form

(11.5)

where x· = xu", E; = E(-Iz~"; 0 ::::: s ::::: t) and Q is a solution of the Riccati
equation

Qt = RT,tQTRT,t + iT R:,t(Fs

- (QsBs + L:)G;l(B;Qs + Ls))Rs,t ds, 0::::: t ::::: T.

Let K = p-BC-1(B"Q+L)(R) and let

Ut = u; + Gt'l(B;Qt + Ld it Kt,sBsG;l

x (B;Qs + Ls) (E;x: - E:x:) ds, a.e. t E T.

(11.6)

(11.7)

To find another expression for U, substitute (11.5) in (11.2). Then using Proposi
tion 4.28, we obtain

x; = -it R t,sBsG;l(B;Qs + Ls)E:x: ds + it Rt,s(bs ds + dms)

= it Kt,sBsG;l(B;Qs + L s) (x: - E:x:) ds + it Kt,s(bs ds + dms),
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and hence,

E;x; - E; it Kt,s(bs ds + dms)

= it Kt,sBsG;l(B;Qs + L s) (E;x; - E;x;)ds.

Thus, the substitution of (11.5) and (11.8) in (11.7) yields

Ut = - E; it Gt1(B;Qt + LdKt,s(bs ds + dms), a.e. t E T.
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(11.8)

(11.9)

Using (D1 ), in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 6.4, one can show that Q =
DT(P) and K = VT(Y), where P and Yare defined in Theorem 6.4. Therefore,
comparing (6.16) and (11.9), we conclude that if K is defined by (6.20), then

Xt = it Kt,s dzs and Ut = -E; it KT-s,T-t(bs ds + dms )'

Thus, we can state the following result.

(11.10)

Theorem 11.1. Under the conditions (Ei)-(E2') and (Dd-(D3 ), the filtering
problem (6.1)-(6.2) and the partially observable linear quadratic optimal control
problem (11.1)-(11.4) are dual in the sense that if the operator-valued functions
used in setting of these problems are related as in (D1 ), then the best estimate x
and the process U, defined by (11.7), are related in the same form.

Proof. This follows from (11.10). o
One may think that the above duality is artificial and refer to the process U

which is used in this duality instead of the optimal control u·. The result of the
next section shows that Theorem 11.1 should be considered more seriously than
the initial impression.

11.2 Extended Separation Principle and Duality

In this section Theorem 11.1 will be generalized to the case of the extended sepa
ration principle.

Under the conditions (Ei)-(E2') and the notation in (6.3), consider the
smoothing problem (6.1)-(6.2). By Theorem 6.18, the best estimate xi in this
problem has the form

x; = it Yt,s(PsC; + Rs)Vs-
1dzs + iT PtY;,tC;Vs-1 dzs, 0::; t ::; T, (11.11)

where Y, P and z are defined in Theorem 6.18.
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Let (Dd and (D2 ) hold and consider the partially observable linear quadratic
optimal control problem (11.1)-(11.4). Since we are not restricted by the condition
(Da), the extended separation principle (see Theorem 5.16) must be applied to
the problem (11.1)-(11.4). Consequently, we obtain that if there exists an optimal
control u* in this problem, then it has the form

u; = - C-;l(B;Qt + LdE;x;

- C-;lB;E; iT JC;,tQs(bs ds + dms), a.e. t E T, (11.12)

where x* = x U
* E* = E(·lzu*. 0 < s < t) Q is the solution of the Riccati,t s' - - ,

equation (11.6) and JC = P_BG-l(B*Q+L)(R).

Let

mt = mt + it bs ds + it Bsus ds, 0 ::; t ::; T,

Ut = - C-;lB;E; iT JC;,tQs(bs ds + dms), a.e. t E T,

(11.13)

(11.14)

and define the process U by (11.7). To find another expression for U, substitute
(11.12) in (11.2). Then by (11.13)-(11.14) and by Proposition 4.28, we obtain

x; = -it Rt,sBsC;l (B;Qs + Ls)E;x; ds + it Rt,s(bs ds + dms)

-it Rt,sBsC;l B;E; iT JC;,sQr(br dr + dmr ) ds

= -it Rt,sBsC;l(B;Qs + Ls)E;x; ds + it Rt,s dms

= it JCt,sBsC;l(B;Qs + L s) (x; - E;x;) ds +it JCt,s dms,

and hence,

Substituting (11.12) and (11.15) in (11.7), we obtain

Ut = - E; it c-; 1(B;Qt + L t )JCt,s dms

- E; iT C-;lB; JC;,tQs(bs ds + dms), a.e. t E T.
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By (DI), we have Q = DT(P) and K = VT(Y), where P and Yare as defined
in Theorem 6.18. Therefore, if K is defined by (6.20) and

then

xi = it Kt,s dzs + iT Ct,s dzs,

Ut = - E; it KT-s,T-t dins - E; iT CT-s,T-t dms.

(11.16)

(11.17)

(11.18)

Theorem 11.2. Under the conditions (Ei)-(E2') and (D1 )-(D2 ), the smoothing
problem (6.1)-(6.2) and the partially observable linear quadratic optimal control
problem (11.1)-(11.4) are dual in the sense that if the operator-valued functions
used in setting of these problems are related as in (D1 ), then the best estimate
process xT in the smoothing problem (6.1)-(6.2) and the process U, defined by
(11.7), are related in the same form.

Proof. This follows from (11.17) and (11.18). 0

Summarizing Theorems 11.1 and 11.2, one can observe that the distinction
between the classical and extended forms of the separation principle is the same
as the distinction between optimal filter and optimal smoother for the system
(6.1)-(6.2).

11.3 Innovation Process for Control Actions

By the duality stated in Theorem 11.2, the innovation process z for the smoothing
problem (6.1)-(6.2) corresponds to the process in for the control problem (11.1)
(11.4). Therefore, the process in, defined by (11.13)-(11.14), will be called a dual
analogue of the innovation process for control actions. Innovation processes play
a significant role in studying estimation problems; especially they are helpful in
derivation of nonlinear filtering equations. Hence, we can expect the same from
their dual analogue for control actions. In particular, if the process U is given
beforehand, then substituting u = 1] + U, the state-observation system (11.2)
(11.3) can be reduced to

xi = xf = it R t,sBs1]s ds + it Rt,s dins, 0 :::; t :::; T,

z;' = z~ = it (Dsx~ + cs) ds + nt, 0:::; t :::; T.

If we write the functional (11.1) in terms of the new control action 1], then the
optimal control 1]* in the reduced control problem is

1]; = u; - fit = -C-1(B;Qt + Lt)E; x;, a.e. t E T.
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Thus, for the reduced control problem, which is set in terms of the new noise
process in, the classical separation principle holds instead of the extended one
that holds for the original control problem.

Example 11.3. To illustrate the ideas mentioned in this section, consider the linear
stochastic regulator problem (8.68)-(8.70) under the conditions of Example 8.25
assuming Xo = O. The optimal control u* in this problem was found as a function of
three random processes x*, 'l/Jl and 'l/J2. Here x* is the basic best estimate process,
but 'l/Jl and 'l/J2 are two associated random processes. From the equations in (8.92)
it is clear that the process 'l/J2 plays a role in forming the innovation process z for
estimation problems:

dZt = dz; + (Ctx; + 'l/Jz,o)dt, Zo = O.

The role of the process 'l/Jl becomes clear due to the dual analogue of the innovation
process for control actions. The process 'l/Jl forms the process U and, hence, the
process in defined by (11.13)-(11.14) for the linear stochastic regulator problem
from Example 8.25.

It is useful to mention the following: the reduction method used in Chapter 8
is in fact an application of the dual analogue of the innovation process for control
actions. Exactly this was the reason for obtaining the formulae for the optimal
control in Chapter 8 without referring to the extended separation principle.

The arguments mentioned in this example are applicable to the linear stochas
tic regulator problem from Chapter 7 and they can be used to analyze the linear
stochastic regulator problem from Chapter 9.



Chapter 12

Controllability

In this chapter the concepts of controllability for the deterministic and stochastic
systems are discussed.

12.1 Preliminaries

12.1.1 Definitions

Let T > °and consider a deterministic or stochastic control system on the time
interval [0, T]. Let x y be its (random or not) state value at time T corresponding
to the control u taken from the set of admissible controls Uad . If the control
system under consideration is stochastic, then by :FT we denote the smallest (7

algebra generated by the observations on the time interval [0,T] corresponding
to the control u. If the considered control system is deterministic, then simply
F¥ = {0, n}. Suppose that X is the state space. Introduce the set

D(T) = {Xy : u E Uad }.

Definition 12.1. Given T > 0, a deterministic control system will be called

(a) Dr-controllable if D(T) = X;

(b) Dr-controllable if D(T) = X.

(12.1)

It is clear that the Dr-controllability is the well-known complete controllabil
ity and the Dr-controllability is the approximate controllability for the time T for
deterministic control systems. Originally, the Dr-controllability was introduced
in Kalman [61] as a concept for finite dimensional deterministic control systems.
The natural extension of this concept to infinite dimensional control systems is
too strong for many of them. Therefore, the Dr-controllability was introduced as
a weakened version of the Dr-controllability.

A. E. Bashirov, Partially Observable Linear Systems Under Dependent Noises
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The natural extension of the complete and approximate controllability con
cepts to stochastic control systems is meaningless since now a terminal value is
a random variable. Therefore, there is a need for further weakening of these con
cepts in order to extend them to stochastic control systems. The two different
interconnections of controllability and randomness define the two principally dif
ferent methods of extending the controllability concepts to stochastic systems.
In the first method the state space in the definition of controllability concepts is
replaced by a suitable space of random variables, say, the space of square inte
grable random variables. Thus, attaining random variables, even those with large
entropy, is necessary to be controllable in this sense. In this chapter we will follow
the second method that is more practical: it assumes attaining only those random
variables that have small entropy, excluding the needless random variables with
large entropy.

Given T > 0, 0 ::::: E < 00 and 0 ::::: p ::::: 1, introduce the sets

S(T, E,p) = {h EX: 3u E Uad such that

p(IIE(xTIF¥) - hll2> E) ::::: 1 - p},
C(T, E,p) = {h EX: 3u E Uad such that h = EXT and

p(IIE(xTIF¥) - hl1 2 > E) ::::: 1 - pl.

(12.2)

(12.3)

The following definitions will be used as a step in discussing the main concepts of
controllability for stochastic systems. A stochastic control system will be called

(a) Sf,c,p-controllable if S(T,E,p) = X;

(b) SfT,c,p-controllable if S(T,E,p) = X;

(c) Cf,c,p-controllable if C(T,E,p) = X;

(d) CfT,c,p-controllable if C(T,E,p) = X;

(e) S~,c,p-controllable if 0 E S(T, E,p).

Geometrically, the Sf,c,p-controllability (SfT,c,p-controllability) can be inter
preted as follows. If a control system with the initial state Xo is Sf,c,p-controllable
(SfT,c,p-controllable), then with probability not less than p it can pass from Xo for
the time T into the y'E-neighborhood of an arbitrary point in the state space (in a
set that is dense in the state space). The interpretation of the Cf,c,p- and CfT,c,p
controllability differs from the same of the Sf,c,p- and SfT,c,p-controllability since
among the controls, with the help of which the y'E-neighborhood of any point h is
achieved, there exists one with the property that the expectation of the state at
the time T, corresponding to this control, coincides with h. One can easily observe
that a Cf,£: ,p-controllable (CfT,£: ,p-controllable) control system is Sf,£: ,p-controllable
(SfT,£: ,p-controllable), but the converse is not true.
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The smaller € is and the larger p is for a control system, the more controllable
it is, i.e., it is possible to hit into a smaller neighborhood with a higher probability.
One can observe that for all T > 0, all control systems are Sf,c,p-' S7o,c,p-' Cf,c,p
and C7o,c ,p-controllable with € 2 0 and p = 0 or € = 00 and 0 ::::: p ::::: 1 if we
admit 00 as a value for €. At the same time it is clear that a Df-controllable (D7o 
controllable) deterministic system is Sf,O,I- and Cf,o,l-controllable (S7o,o,l- and
C70 °I-controllable) with parameters € = 0 and p = 1, since for deterministic sys
terr'I~, D(T) = S(T, 0,1) = C(T, 0,1). Also, each kind of controllability, introduced
above, with a smaller € and a greater p implies the same kind of controllability
with a greater € and a smaller p.

Summarizing, we can give the following easy necessary and sufficient condi
tions for the Df- and D7o-controllability.

Proposition 12.2. Given T > 0, for a deterministic control system the following
three conditions are equivalent:

(a) the Df-controllability;

(b) the Sf,c,p-controllability for all € 2 0 and for all 0 ::::: p ::::: 1;

(c) the Cf,c,p-controllability for all € 2 0 and for all 0::::: p ::::: 1.

Proposition 12.3. Given T > 0, for a deterministic control system the following
three conditions are equivalent:

(a) the Dr-controllability;

(b) the S7o,c,p-controllability for all € 2 0 and for all 0::::: p ::::: 1;

(c) the C7o,c,p-controllability for all € 2 0 and for all 0 ::::: p ::::: 1.

Excepting the limit values € = 0 and p = 1 from the above mentioned
necessary and sufficient conditions of the complete and approximate controllability,
one can obtain the weakened versions of these concepts. For a moment call a given
stochastic system

(a) Sf-controllable if it is Sf,c,p-controllable for all € > 0 and for all 0 ::::: p < 1;

(b) S7o-controllable if it is S7o,c,p-controllable for all € > 0 and for all 0 ::::: p < 1;

(c) Cf-controllable if it is Cf,c,p-controllable for all € > 0 and for all 0 ::::: p < 1;

(d) C7o-controllable if it is C7o,c,p-controllable for all € > 0 and for all 0 ::::: p < 1.

These concepts of controllability can be easily described in terms of the sets

S(T) = nS(T,€,p) and C(T) = nC(T,€,p), (12.4)
c,p c,p

where the intersections are taken over all € > 0 and all 0 ::::: p < 1.
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Proposition 12.4. For a given stochastic system and for T > 0, let S(T) and C(T)
be defined by (12.4) and let X be the state space. Then this stochastic system is

(a) Sf-controllable if and only if S(T) = X;

(b) SfT-controllable if and only if S(T) = X;

(c) Cf-controllable if and only ifC(T) = X;

(d) CfT-controllable if and only if C(T) = X.

In the next result we establish that Sf-controllability and SfT-controllability
are equivalent concepts for every stochastic system.

Proposition 12.5. For a given stochastic system and for a given T > 0, let S(T) be
the set defined by (12.4) and let X be the respective state space. Then the following
statements hold.

(a) S(T) is a closed set in X.

(b) The stochastic system is Sf-controllable if and only if it is SfT-controllable.

Proof. Part (b) easily follows from part (a) and from Propositions 12.4(a) and
12.4(b). Hence, it suffices to prove only part (a). Let h E S(T). Fix arbitrary
c > °and °:::::: p < 1. Then from

hE S(T) c S(T,E/4,p),

it follows that there exists ho E S(T, E/4,p) such that IIho - hl1 2 :::::: E/4. At the
same time, ho E S(T,E/4,p) implies that there exists u E Uad with

P{IIE(xrIFr) - holl 2 > c/4} :::::: 1 - p.

Hence, for this u E Uad, we have

P{ IIE(xrIFr) - hl1 2 > E} :::::: P{IIE(xrl.rr) - holl + Ilho - hll > vic}
:::::: P{IIE(xrl.rr) - holl + vIc/2 > vic}
= p{IIE(xrl.rr) - ho l1 2 > E/4}

:::::: 1- p.

This implies h E S(T,E,p). Since E > °and °:::::: p < 1 are arbitrary, we obtain
h E S(T), proving that S(T) c S(T), i.e., S(T) is closed. 0

Also, it will be shown that for every partially observable linear station
ary control system with an additive Gaussian white noise disturbance, the CfT
controllability is equivalent to the Sf-controllability and the SfT-controllability
(see Proposition 12.32). So, we can define two basic and one additional concepts
of controllability for stochastic systems.
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Definition 12.6. For a given stochastic system and for T > 0, let S(T) and C(T)
be the sets defined by (12.4) and let X be the respective state space. Then this
stochastic control system will be called

(a) ST-controllable if S(T) = X;

(b) CT-controllable if C(T) = X;

(c) Sfj,-controllable if 0 E S(T).

Geometrically, the ST-controllability can be interpreted as follows: an ST
controllable control system can attain for the time T an arbitrarily small neigh
borhood of each point in the state space with a probability that is arbitrarily near
to 1. The CT-controllability is the ST-controllability fortified with some uniformity.
The Sfj,-controllability is useful in discussing ST- and CT-controllability.

Finally, notice that the abbreviations D, S, C, c and a in the previously intro
duced controllability concepts mean deterministic, stochastic, combined, complete
and approximate, respectively.

12.1.2 Description of the System

We will examine the ST- and CT-controllability of the partially observable linear
system

{
dxy = (Axy + BUt + It) dt + dept, 0 < t ::::: T, x~ = Xo,
d~r = Cxy dt + d'l/Jt, 0 < t ::::: T, ~o = 0, (12.5)

where x, U and ~ are the state, control and observation processes. Under the set
Uad of admissible controls we consider the set of all controls U in the linear feedback
form

Ut = Ut + l t

Kt,s d~~, a.e. t E [0,T],

with U E L2(0,T;U) and K E B2(6.T,.C(~n,U)).

Throughout this chapter it is assumed that

(12.6)

(C) X, U E Ji, T > 0, A is the infinitesimal generator ofU E S(X), B E £(U, X),
C E .c(x,~n), I E L 2 (0,T;X), Xo is an X-valued Gaussian random vari-

able, [~] is an X x ~n-valued Wiener process on [0, T], the covariance

operator of 'l/J is I, Xo and (ep, 'l/J) are independent.

Also, we use the notation

(12.7)
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(12.8)

(12.9)

Note that for the Wiener processes under consideration we use the symbols ep and
'lj;, reserving their traditional symbols wand v for the control actions as defined
below.

One can associate two systems with the system (12.5). The first of them is
the deterministic system

:ty;J = Ay~ + BVt + ft, 0< t ::; T, y8 = Yo = Exo,

with the admissible controls v taken from Vad = L 2(0, T; U). The second one is
the partially observable stochastic system

{
dzf = (Azf + Bwd dt + dept, 0< t ::; T, zg' = Zo = Xo - Exo,
dryf =Czf dt + d'lj;t, 0< t ::; T, ryg' = 0,

where w is a control from the set of admissible controls Wad consisting of all
controls in the form

Wt = l t

Kt,s dry':, a.e. t E [0, T],

where K E B2(L~T,.c(~n,U)).

12.2 Controllability: Deterministic Systems

(12.10)

(12.11)

In this section the Dr-and Dr-controllability of the deterministic control system
(12.8) will be discussed.

12.2.1 CCC, ACC and Rank Condition

With the deterministic control system (12.8), one can associate the operator-valued
function

QT = I T
UsBB*U; ds, T ~ 0,

which is called a controllability operator.

Theorem 12.7. The control system (12.8) on Vad is

(a) Dr-controllable if and only if QT > 0;

(b) Dr-controllable if and only if B*Utx = °for all 0::; t ::; T implies x = 0.

Proof. This theorem is proved in various books, for example in Curtain and
Pritchard [40]. 0

The condition in Theorem 12.7(a) is called the complete controllability con
dition (CCC) and in Theorem 12.7(b) the approximate controllability condition
(ACC). These conditions are demonstrated in the following example.
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Example 12.8. Let X = U = 12 (see Example 1.10 for this space), let A = °and
let

By Example 3.3, the semigroup generated by A
standard basis

[

1 ° °° 1/2 °
B = ° ° 1/3

.. 'J
".

°is U t I. Consider the

el = (1,0,0, ... ), e2 = (0,1,0, ... ), e3 = (0,0,1, ... ), ...

in 12. Since
00 00 1
L (Ben, Ben) = L 2" < 00,

n
n=l n=l

B is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 12 (B E .c2(l2)) and, therefore, B E .c(l2)'
Obviously, B = B*. Therefore, B*Ut'x = °implies Bx = °and, hence, x = 0. So,
by Theorem 12.7(b), for each T > 0, the control system (12.8) with the operators
A and B as defined above is Dr-controllable. But by Theorem 12.7(a), there is no
T > °for which it is Dr-controllable since

and, therefore,

QT = iTUsBB*U; ds = TB2

is not a coercive operator.

If the state space X and the control space U are finite dimensional Euclidean
spaces, say X = ~n and U = ~m for n, mEN, then the operators A and B in
the control system (12.8) are simply (n x n)- and (n x m)-matrices. Therefore, we
can form the (n x nm)-matrix

[B, AB, ... , An- 1 B]

consisting of the columns of the matrices B, AB, ... , An-l B.

(12.12)

Theorem 12.9. Assume X = ~n and U = ~m for n, mEN. Then the following
statements are equivalent:

(a) the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable;

(b) the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable;

(c) the rank of the matrix (12.12) is equal to n.
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Proof. This theorem is proved in various books, for example in Curtain and
Pritchard [40]. 0

The condition in part (c) of Theorem 12.9 is called the Kalman rank condi
tion.

12.2.2 Resolvent Conditions

In this section the necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of convergence of
operators will be obtained for the control system (12.8) on Vad to be Dr-and
Dr-controllable.

Consider the controllability operator QT of the control system (12.8) defined
by (12.11). For T :2 0, the operator QT is nonnegative (QT :2 0) and, hence,
R(A, - QT) = (AI + QT) -1 is a well-defined bounded linear operator for all A> °
and for all T :2 0. If QT > 0, then R(A, -QT) is defined for A = °as well. The
operator R(A, -QT) is called the resolvent of -QT. This resolvent will be used
to represent the optimal control in the linear regulator problem of minimizing the
functional

(12.13)

where yV is defined by (12.8), v is a control taken from L2(0, T; U), hEX and
A> °are parameters.
Lemma 12.10. Given hEX and A > 0, there exists a unique optimal control
VA E L 2 (0, T; U) at which the functional (12.13) takes its minimum value on
L 2 (0, T; U). Furthermore,

v; = -B*U';'_tR(A,-QT)(UTyo -h+g), a.e. t E [O,T],

and

Yr
A

- h = AR(A, -QT )(UTYo - h + g),

where R(A, -QT) is the resolvent of -QT and

(12.14)

(12.15)

Proof. By Theorem 5.24, there exists a unique optimal control VA in the above
mentioned linear regulator problem. Computing the variation of the functional
(12.13), one can easily obtain

(12.16)
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Substituting this in (12.8) and using (12.11), we obtain

Y:/ = UTYO + iTUT-t(Bv; + ft)dt

= UTYO + g _;.-1 iTUT-tBB*UT_t (Y:/ - h)dt

1 (VA )= UTYO + g - A- QT YT - h .

Hence,

which implies

and, consequently,

y:(' = A(Al + QT)-l(UTYO + g) + (AI + QT)-l(Al + QT - AI)h

= AR(A, -QT )(UTyo + g - h) + h.
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Thus, (12.15) holds. Substituting (12.15) in (12.16), we obtain (12.14). 0

Theorem 12.11. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable;

(b) QT > 0;

(c) R(A, -QT) converges uniformly as A ----> 0;

(d) R(A, - QT) converges strongly as A ----> 0;

(e) R(A, - QT) converges weakly as A ----> 0;

(f) AR(A, - QT) converges uniformly to the zero operator as A ----> 0;

Proof. The equivalence (a) {:} (b) is well-known and it is already stated in Theorem
12.7(a). For the implication (b) => (c), let QT > O. Then for all x E X and for all
A 2: 0,

where k > 0 is a constant. Therefore, for all A 2: 0,
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We obtain that IIR(A, -Qr)II is bounded with respect to A 2: O. This implies

IIR(A, -Qr) - Qr1 11 = II(AI + Qr)-l - Qr1 11
= IIQr1(Qr - AI - Qr)(AI + QT)-lll

~ AIIQr 1 1111(AI + Qr)-lll
~ Ak- 2 .

So, R(A, -Qr) converges uniformly to Qr1 as A ~ O. The implications (c) :::::}
(d) :::::} (e) are obvious. The implication (e) :::::} (f) follows from the boundedness
of a weakly convergent sequence of operators (see Proposition 1.32(a)). For the
implication (f) :::::} (b), suppose

Then A1/211(AI + Qr)-1/211 ~ 0 as A ~ O. For sufficiently small AO > 0, we can
write

So, for all x EX, we have

IIxll 2 = II (A~/2(AoI + Qr )-1/2) (A;;-1/2(AoI + Qr )1/2) xll
2

~ ~ IIA;;-1/2(AOI + Qr )1/2x Il
2

= ~ \A01(AoI + Qr)x,x) ,

which implies

and, consequently,

Thus, Qr > O.

Theorem 12.12. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable;

(b) if B*Utx = 0 for all 0 ~ t ~ T, then x = 0;

(c) AR(A, - Qr) converges strongly to the zero operator as A ~ 0;

(d) AR(A, -Qr) converges weakly to the zero operator as A ~ O.

o
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Proof The equivalence (a) <=} (b) is well-known and it is already stated in Theorem
12.7(b). For the implication (c) ~ (a), let AR(A, -QT) be strongly convergent to
the zero operator as A ---4 O. Consider an arbitrary hEX and the functional
(12.13) with this h. By Lemma 12.10, there is a control VA E £2(0,Tj U) such that
(12.15) holds. Hence, selecting A sufficiently small, we can make Y'TA

to be close
to h, proving that the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable. For the
implication (a) ~ (c), let the control system (12.8) on Vad be Dr-controllable.
Then for arbitrary hEX, there exists a sequence {v n } in £2(0, Tj U) such that
Ilyr - hll --> 0 as n ---4 00. We have

where VA is the control at which the functional (12.13) takes on its minimum value.
If c > 0 is given, then we can make

Ilyr -hll < ~

for some sufficiently large n and then we can select 0 > 0 to be sufficiently small
so that for all 0 < A< 0,

Thus, IIY'TA
-hll < c for all 0 < A< 0, i.e., Y'TA

converges to h as A --> O. By (12.15)
and by the arbitrariness of h, this implies the strong convergence of AR(A, - QT)
to the zero operator as A --> O. Finally, the equivalence (c) <=} (d) is a consequence
of AR(A, -QT) ~ O. 0

The conditions (f) in Theorem 12.11 and (c) in Theorem 12.12 clearly dis
tinguish the Dr-controllability and the Dr-controllability of the control system
(12.8) showing that the distinction between them is in a kind of convergence of the
operator AR(A, - QT) to the zero operator as A --> O. We call these conditions the
resolvent conditions for the control system (12.8) to be Dr-and Dr-controllable,
respectively.

12.2.3 Applications of Resolvent Conditions

An application of the resolvent conditions to a concrete control system requires
a computation of the respective resolvent and then a verification of the respec
tive convergence. These are illustrated below in the examples of controlled one
dimensional heat and wave equations.
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Example 12.13. Consider the controlled one-dimensional heat equation from Ex
ample 3.5:

8 82
8tYt,e = 8()2 Yt ,e + Vt,e, 0:::: ():::: 1, 0< t:::: T,

with the initial and boundary conditions

{
Yo,e = fe, 0:::: () :::: 1,
Yt,O = Yt,I = 0, °:::: t :::: T.

(12.17)

(12.18)

Let X = U = £2(0,1; lR) and let f E X. In the system (12.17)-(12.18), the second
order differential operator d 2/ d()2 stands for the operator A with the domain

D(A) = {h E W 2,2(0, 1; lR) : ho = hI = O}

and it generates the strongly continuous semigroup U defined by

If v is considered as a control action taken from the set of admissible controls
Vad = £2(0, T; £2(0,1; lR)), then it is easily seen that B = B* = I and, since Ut is
self-adjoint (see Example 3.5),

QT = iTUsBB*U; ds = iTU2s ds.

Therefore, for hEX,

The half-range Fourier sine expansion of hEX is

Using this, we obtain
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Let (U + QT)h = g. If we use the half-range Fourier sine expansion of g E X,
then

which for all n E N implies

Therefore,

If go: == 1, then by Parseval identity,

n=1,3,5, ..

One can verify that the inequality

holds whenever n is an integer that is greater than the number 1jJ2":\1r. Let N>,
be the smallest odd integer that is greater than 1jJ2":\1r. Then the sequence

is decreasing for n ~ N>,. The following limits are obvious:

1
N>, ---> 00 and ANJ.. ---> -2 as A ---> O.

21r
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Using these, for gO!. == 1, we obtain
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(12.19)

00 16n27T2 roo 167T2t2
IIR(A, -QT)gll~ ~ n~>. (2n27T2A+ 1)2 ~ iN>. (27T2At2 + 1)2 dt

100 47T2t 1
> &= -00
- N>. (27T2At2 + 1)2 A(27T2AN~ + 1)

as A - O. So, by (a) {:} (d) in Theorem 12.11, there is no T > 0 for which the
system (12.17)-(12.18) is Dr-controllable. At the same time, for all g E X,

as A - 0 and, hence, by (a) {:} (c) in Theorem 12.12, for each T > 0, the system
(12.17)-(12.18) is Dr-controllable.

Example 12.14. Consider the controlled wave equation from Example 3.6:

82 82
8t2 Ut,O = 8()2 Ut,O + bovt, 0::; () ::; 1, 0 < t ::; T,

with the initial and boundary conditions

{
uo,o = fo, (8j8t)ut,0It=o = go, 0::; () ::; 1,
Ut,O = Ut,l = 0, 0::; t ::; T.

(12.20)

We assume that f, g and b are functions in £2(0,1; IR) and with these functions
we associate the respective sequences {In}, {.9n} and {bn} of Fourier coefficients
in the half-range Fourier sine expansions

00 00 00

fo = L::JnV2sin(n7T()), go = L::9nV2sin(n7T()), bo = L::bnV2sin(mr())
n=l n=l n=l

and suppose that
00

L::n2J~ < 00.
n=l

Let X be the Hilbert space introduced in Example 3.6 and let U = R Then the
set of admissible controls v is Vad = £2(0, T; IR). For the operator

where I is the identity operator on W 2,2(0, 1; IR) and d2jd()2 has the domain
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and for B E .c(JR, X) defined by

[Bv]o = [b~V] , 0 :::; () :::; 1, v E JR,

the system (12.19)-(12.20) can be formulated in the abstract form

d
dt Yt = AYt + Bvt, t > 0,

where
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(12.21)

[Ytlo = [(8/~i)ut,o] , 0:::; ():::; 1, t > 0; Yo = [~] .
By Example 3.6, the operator A generates a strongly continuous semigroup U as
defined by

[u hl =~ [ cos\mrt) (mr)-l Sin(mrt)] [~n] V2 sin(mr()) 0 < () < 1 t > 0
t 0 L..- -mrsm(mrt) cos (mTt) 'TIn ' - - , - ,

n=l

where

and ~n and iJn are Fourier coefficients of ~ and 'TI, respectively. It was mentioned
in Example 3.6 that the natural extension of U to IR is a group. Therefore, the
controllability operator QT of the system (12.21) is

QTh = iTUtBB*uthdt = iTUtBB*U_thdt, hEX.

We have

[U_th]o =~ [~n ~os(n~t) - iJn(n~)-l sin(mrt)] V2 sin(mr()).
L..- ~nmrsm(mrt) + 'TIn cos(mrt)
n=l

One can calculate that
00

B*h = L bniJn, hEX.
n=l

Hence,
00

B*U_th = L bn(~nnnsin(mrt) + iJn cos(nnt))
n=l

and, consequently,

[UtBB*U-th]o = ~ [bn(nb_n)-l(sin(n)nt)] V2sin(nn())
L..- n cos nnt
n=l
00

x L bk(~kkn sin(knt) + iJk cos(knt) ) .
k=l
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Thus, for T = 2,
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2 <Xl ['2' ][Q2h]e = r [UtBB*U-th]e dt = L t~~n V2sin(mrB).
h n=1 n~

We obtain that

[(AI + Q2)h]e =~ (>. + b;,) [~:J V2sin(mrB),

which implies

Finally, for all hEX,

<Xl >.2
II>.R(>., -Q2)hI12= L . 2 (n21l"2~;, + ij;,) -> 0

n=l (>'+b~)

as >. -> 0 if bn i=- 0 for all n E N. Thus, by (a) {::} (c) in Theorem 12.12, we
obtain the following sufficient condition for the Dr-controllability of the system
(12.19)~(12.20)which agrees with Theorem 2.10 (p. 219) in Zabczyk [95]: if T -2: 2
and b is so that

'v'n E N, 11 be sin(n1l"B) dB i=- 0,

then the system (12.19)-(12.20) is Dr-controllable.

12.3 Controllability: Stochastic Systems

To study the Sr- and Cr-controllability of the control system (12.5), we will use
the results about the Dr-and Dr-controllability of the control system (12.8) from
the previous section and the results about the S~-controllabilityof the control
system (12.9) given below.

12.3.1 S~-Controllability

Consider the Riccati equations

~Qt + QtA + A*Qt - >.-IQtBB*Qt = 0,

o~ t < T, Qr = I, >. > 0,

:tPt - APt - PtA* - <I> + (PtC* + R)(CPt + R*) = 0,

o< t ~ T, Po = cOVZo.

(12.22)

(12.23)
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Recall that by Theorems 3.27 and 3.28, there exist unique solutions (in the scalar
product sense) QA and P of these equations, respectively, and Q~ :?: 0 and Pt :?: 0
for all 0 :S t :S T. Moreover, by Theorem 3.29, the solution QA of equation (12.22)
has the explicit form

(12.24)

Lemma 12.15. There exists the finite limit

(12.25)

where QA and P are the solutions of the equations (12.22) and (12.23).

Proof. Consider the family of the stochastic optimal control problems on Wad with
the state-observation system (12.9) and the functional

(12.26)

to be minimized. By Theorem 6.20, the functional JA takes its minimum value at
some control w A E Wad and, by Proposition 6.22,

Therefore, to prove the lemma it suffices to show that the sequence {J A (w A)} has
a finite limit. Let 0 < // < '\. Then

r(WV
) = E(llzr" 11

2 + // iT IIwrl12 dt)

:SE(llzrAI12 +// i T

llwt l1
2

dt)

:S E(llzrAl12 +,\IT
Ilwt l1

2
dt) = JA(W

A
).

We conclude that J A (w A ) is a nonnegative and nondecreasing function of ,\ > O.
Hence, there exists a finite limit of J A (w A) as ,\ -+ 0 proving the lemma. 0

Lemma 12.16. Let aT be defined by (12.25) and let QA and P be the solutions of
the equations (12.22) and (12.23), respectively. Then

(12.27)
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Proof. We will compare the functional (12.26) and
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where W E Wad and ZW is the state of the system (12.9). By Proposition 6.19, PT

is the covariance of the error zr - E(zrl0"'7) independently of wE Wad. Hence,

and, consequently,

If we denote by {iiJn } any minimizing sequence of the functional

then

Consequently, taking the limit as A --+ 0 and n --> 00, we obtain the statement of
the lemma. 0

Theorem 12.17. Given € > 0 and 0::; p < 1, the control system (12.9) on Wad is
S~,c,p -controllable if

aT < £(1 - p),

where aT is defined by (12.25).

Proof. By Lemma 12.16, we have

Therefore, there exists WO E Wad such that

Using Chebyshev's inequality, we obtain

Thus, the control system (12.9) on Wad is S~,c,p-controllable.

(12.28)

o
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It should be noted that the condition (12.28) being a sufficient condition for
S~,e,p-controllability is not necessary in general. In view of this we present the
following arguments. For a given control system, define the functions

etp = inf T p, T p = {c : the system is S~,e,p-controllable},

f3e = sup lIe, lIe = {p : the system is S~,e,p-controllable}.

(12.29)

(12.30)

(12.31)

Obviously, et and f3 are nondecreasing functions with eto = 0 and lime--->cx:> f3e = 1.
It follows from the definitions that the necessary and sufficient condition for the
system to be S~,e,p-controllableis

{
etp < c if inf T p is not achieved,
etp :S c if inf T p is achieved,

aT < c < 00,
o :S c :S aT·

which can also be written in the following equivalent form:

{
f3e > p if sup lIe is not achieved,
f3e 2: p if sup lIe is achieved.

Using (12.28), define the functions

_ {aT (1 - p)-l, O:S p < 1, - {I -aTc- 1,
et - f3e =

p - 00, p = 1, 0,

By (12.29), (12.30) and Theorem 12.17, it follows that

etp:S ap, O:S P:S 1, and f3e 2: Oe, O:S c < 00,

(12.32)

i.e., in the case of the control system (12.9) the functions a and 0, defined with
the help of (12.28), give only approximations of the functions et and f3 and may
not be equal to them. In case etp < a p or f3e > Oe the inequality in (12.28) cannot
be a necessary condition for S~,e,p-controllability of the system (12.9).

Theorem 12.18. The control system (12.9) on Wad is S~-controllable if aT = O.

Proof. By Theorem 12.17, aT = 0 implies that the control system (12.9) is S~,e,p

controllable for all c and for all p satisfying c(1-p) > O. This condition includes all
pairs (c,p) with c > 0 and 0 :S p < 1. So, the system (12.9) is S~,e,p-controllable

for all c > 0 and for all 0 :S p < 1. 0

Theorem 12.19. The control system (12.9) on Wad is S~-controllable if the system
(12.8) is D't-controllable for each 0 < t :S T.

Proof. From (a) ::::} (c) in Theorem 12.12, we obtain that >..R(>.., -QT-t) strongly
converges to the zero operator as >.. ----+ 0 for all 0 :S t < T. Hence, by (12.24), Q;
strongly converges to the zero operator as >.. ----+ 0 for all 0 :S t < T, where QA is
the solution of the equation (12.22). Furthermore, substituting

h = >..1/2 (>..I + QT_t)-1/2x
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in

we obtain

So,

and, by (12.24),
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(rI (>.! + QT-dh, h) ~ (h, h),

Q; ~ UT-tUT - t

for all ,.\ > 0 and for all 0 ~ t ~ T. Hence, we can change the places of the limit,
the integral and the trace in (12.25) to obtain aT = O. Thus by Theorem 12.18,
we obtain the S~-controllabilityof the control system (12.9). D

Theorem 12.20. The control system (12.9) on Wad is S~-controllable for each
T > 0 if the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable for each T > O.

Proof. This is a direct consequence from Theorem 12.19. D

12.3.2 Cy-Controllability

In this section the CT-controllability of the control system (12.5) on Uad will be
studied. We will use the results about the Dr-controllability of the control system
(12.8) on Vad from Section 12.2.2 and about the S~-controllabilityof the control
system (12.9) on Wad from Section 12.3.1.

Lemma 12.21. Uad = Vad + Wad, where + is the sign of the sum of sets.

Proof. Let U E Uad be of the form (12.5) with K E B 2 (6.T , ,C(lRn
, U)) and u E

£2(0, T; U). Then Eu = u E Vad and, if w = u - U, then

Wt = it Kt,sC(x~ - Ex~) ds + it Kt,s diPs

= it Kt,sCz': ds + it Kt,s diPs = it Kt,s dry':.

Thus, W = u - U E Wad and, consequently, u E Vad + Wad' On the other hand, if
v E Vad and wE Wad where w has the form of (12.10) with K E B2 (6.T , £(lRn , U)),
then

Ut = Vt + it Kt,sCz': ds + it Kt,s d'Ps

= Vt -it Kt,sCy~ ds + it Kt,sCx~ ds + it Kt,s diPs.
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(12.33)

(12.34)

Then u has the form of (12.6) with u as in (12.33), i.e., u E Uad. Thus, Uad =
Vad + Wad. 0

Lemma 12.22. If u = v + w where v E Vad and w E Wad, then the a -algebras 0'(,
and F:;"-ry, generated by ~~, 0 :s: s :s: T, and "7,:, 0 :s: s :s: T, respectively, are equal.

Proof. It is easy to show that

~r = "7:" +C it y~ ds, O:S: t :s: T.

Since the second term in the right-hand side of (12.34) is nonrandom, we conclude
that 0'(, and F::;YI are equal. 0

Lemma 12.23. Given E > 0 and 0 :s: p < 1, the control system (12.5) on Uad is
Cr,E,p-controllable if and only if the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable

and the control system (12.9) on Wad is S~,E,p-controllable.

Proof. Let G(T,E,p) be the set (12.3) corresponding to the control system (12.5).
Similarly, let D(T) be the set (12.1) corresponding to the control system (12.8).
Assume that the control system (12.5) is Gr,E,p-controllable. Then from the inclu
sion G(T, E, p) C D(T), it follows that the control system (12.8) is Dr-controllable.
Let hE C(T,E,p). Then there exists u E Uad such that h = EXT and

Consider w = u - Eu E Wad. By Lemma 12.22, F;;"(, = F:;,''7. Therefore,

Le., the control system (12.9) is S~,E,p-controllable. So, the necessity is proved. To
prove the sufficiency, let h E D(T). Then there exists v E Vad such that h = Yr.
Also, from the S~,E,p-controllabilityof the control system (12.9), we conclude that
there exists w E Wad with

Consider u = v + w. By Lemma 12.21, u E U ad = Vad + Wad. Moreover,

i.e., h E C(T,E,p). Therefore, D(T) C C(T,E,p). Since D(T) = X, we obtain
C(T,E,p) = X. Thus, the control system (12.5) is Gr,E,p-controllable. 0
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Theorem 12.24. The control system (12.5) on Uad is Cr-controllable if and only if
the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable and the control system (12.9)
on Wad is S~-controllable.

Proof. This is a direct consequence from Lemma 12.23. o
Theorem 12.25. The control system (12.5) on Uad is Cr-controllable for each T > 0
if and only if the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable for each T > O.

Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 12.24. For sufficiency, note that by
Theorem 12.20, the Dr-controllability of the control system (12.8) for each T > 0
implies the S~-controllabilityof the control system (12.9) for each T > O. Thus, by
Theorem 12.24, the control system (12.5) is Cr-controllable for each T > O. 0

Example 12.26. Consider the control system (12.5) with X = ~n and U = ~m.

Then the operators A and Bare (n x n)- and (n x m)-matrices. By Theorem 12.9,
the deterministic part of this system is Dr-controllable for each T > 0 if the rank
condition holds, i.e., if the rank of the matrix (12.12) is n. Hence, by Theorem
12.25, this rank condition implies the Cr-controllability of this system for each
T> O.

Example 12.27. Consider the control system (12.5) with the operators A and B
as defined in Example 12.13. It was shown in Example 12.13 that there is no
T > 0 such that the deterministic part of this system is Dr-controllable. Thus,
by Theorem 12.24, we conclude that there is no T > 0 such that this system is
Cr-controllable.

12.3.3 ST-Controllability

In this section the Sr-controllability of the control system (12.5) on Uad will be
studied. At first we present the results about the Cr-controllability which are
similar to those of the Cr-controllability from Section 12.3.2.

Lemma 12.28. Given € > 0 and 0 ::; p < 1, the control system (12.5) on Uad is
Cr,c,p-controllable if and only if the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable
and the control system (12.9) on Wad is S~,c,p-controllable.

Proof. This can be proved in a similar way as Lemma 12.23. 0

Theorem 12.29. The control system (12.5) on Uad is Cr-controllable if and only if
the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable and the control system (12.9)
on Wad is S~-controllable.

Proof. This is a direct consequence from Lemma 12.28. o
It turns out that Theorem 12.29 is true if the Cr-controllability in it is

replaced by the Sr-controllability. To prove this result, we will use the following
fact.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.25, if the control w E Wad is of the form (12.10) with K E

B2(~T, .C(lRn ,U)), then there exists M E B2(~T, .c(lRn, U)) such that

Wt = it Mt,s dry~, 0::; t ::; T,

and vice versa, where ryO is the observation process of the system (12.9) corre
sponding to the zero control. Therefore, if u l , u 2 E Uad, then by Lemma 12.21,

for some v1,v2 E L2(0,T;U) and M I ,M2 E B2(~T,.c(lRn,U)). Let al > 0 and
a2 > 0 be such that al + a2 = 1. Then for v = alVI + a2v2 and for M =
alMI + a2M2, we have

with v E L2(0,T;U) and with M E B2(~T,.c(lRn,U)). Thus, u E Uad . 0

Theorem 12.31. The control system (12.5) on Uad is ST-controllable if and only if
the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable and the control system (12.9)
on Wad is S~-controllable.

Proof. If the control system (12.8) is Dr-controllable and the control system
(12.9) is S~-controllable, then by Theorem 12.29, the control system (12.5) is Cr
controllable which implies its ST-controllability since C(T,e,p) C S(T,e,p). Suffi
ciency is proved. For the necessity, let the control system (12.5) be ST-controllable.
Take an arbitrary hEX and consider the sequences {en} and {Pn} with

en > 0, 0::; Pn < 1 and en -+ 0, Pn -+ 1 as n -+ 00.

From ST,€n,Pn -controllability of the system (12.5), we obtain the existence of the
sequence {un} in Uad such that

The obtained inequality implies the convergence in probability of the sequence of
random variables E(XTnIF~n,~) to h as n -+ 00. Indeed, for e > 0, we can find a
number N such that 0 < en < e2 for all n > N. Therefore, for n > N,

p {IIE(xfIF~n,~) - hll > e} ::; P {IIE(xfIF~n,~) - hll 2 > en}
::; 1 - Pn -+ 0, n -+ 00.
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Hence, E(x:fIFf'~) converges to h in probability. Since for all n, E(xfIF;n,~)
is a Gaussian random variable, by Theorem 4.7, its characteristic function has the
form

where

and
(

Un un '~)An = covE xT 1FT

and i is the imaginary unit. Also, the vector hEX is considered as a degenerate
Gaussian random variable with the characteristic function

x(x) = exp (i(h, x)), x E X.

By Theorem 4.1. the convergence of E(x~{ IF;n '~) to h in probability implies

Xn(x) -> X(x) for all x E X.

The last convergence is possible when for all x EX,

(mn,x) = (Exf,x) -> (h,x) and (Anx,x) -> 0 as n -> 00. (12.35)

The first convergence in (12.35) means the convergence of Exf to h in the weak
topology of the Hilbert space X. By Theorem 1.29(a), we can construct the se
quence

ci: 2 0,
n

Lci: = 1,
k=l

k = 1,2, ... , n, n = 1,2, ... ,

of convex combinations ofExf such that hn converges to h in the strong topology
of X. Denote

n

un = Lci:uk , n = 1,2, ....
k=l

By Lemma 12.30, un E Uad for all n. Moreover, in view of the affineness of the
system (12.5), hn = Exf. In terms of the system (12.8) this means that for the
sequence of controls -un = Eun in Vad, the sequence of vectors hn = Exf = yf{
converges to h in the strong topology of X. Since h is an arbitrary point of X, we
conclude that the set D(T) defined by (12.1) for the control system (12.8) is dense
in X, i.e., the control system (12.8) is Dr-controllable. Now consider the second
convergence in (12.35). Let {ed be a basis in X. We can select a subsequence {n;J
of {n} so that the sequence {(An;" el ,el)} decreases and goes to O. Then we can
select a subsequence {n;,,} of {n;"'} so that the sequence { (An;, e2, e2) } decreases
and goes to O. Continuing this procedure for all ek and taking the diagonal sequence
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{n:}, we obtain that for all ek, the sequence {(An;;:ek,ek)} decreases and goes
to O. Thus, in

dimX

lim trAn= = lim ~ (An=ek' ek)
m-+oc> Tn m--+(X) ~ Tn

k=l

the series is such that for all m and for all k,

(12.36)

So, we can interchange the places of the limit and the sum in (12.36) and obtain
that

lim trAn= = O.
m--+oo Tn

Hence, without loss of generality, assume that limn->co trAn = O. By Lemma 12.21
and Lemma 12.22, if wn = un - Eun, then wn E Wad and

(
nun 1;) (n w

n TJ)An = covE Xr 1FT ' = covE zr 1FT ' .
Therefore,

By Lemma 12.16, this implies aT = O. Finally from Theorem 12.18, we obtain that
the control system (12.9) is S~-controllable. D

Proposition 12.32. The control system (12.5) on Uad is ST-controllable if and only
if it is CT-controllable.

Proof. This follows from Theorems 12.29 and 12.31. D

Theorem 12.33. The control system (12.5) on Uad is ST-controllable for each T > 0
if and only if the control system (12.8) on Vad is Dr-controllable for each T > O.

Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 12.31. For sufficiency, note that by
Theorem 12.20, the Dr-controllability of the control system (12.8) for each T > 0
implies the S~-controllabilityof the control system (12.9) for each T > O. Thus,
by Theorem 12.31, the control system (12.5) is ST-controllable for each T > O. D

Example 12.34. Consider the control system (12.5) with A = 0 and with the
operator B as defined in Example 12.8. As it was shown in Example 12.8, the
deterministic part of this system is Dr-controllable for each T > O. Hence, by
Theorem 12.33, this system is ST-controllable for each T > O.

Example 12.35. Consider the control system (12.5) with the operators A and B as
defined in Example 12.13. It was shown in Example 12.13 that the deterministic
part of this system is Dr-controllable for each T > O. Hence, by Theorem 12.33,
this system is ST-controllable for each T > O.
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Example 12.36. Consider the control system (12.5) with the operators A and B as
defined in Example 12.14. It was shown in Example 12.14 that the deterministic
part of this system is Dr-controllable for each T 2: 2 if some additional condition
holds. However, Theorem 12.33 does not guarantee the ST-controllability of this
system for any T > O.



Comments

Chapter 1. The reader can use any textbook on functional analysis to study this
chapter in more detail.

Chapter 2. The recommended books are Hille and Phillips [54], Dunford and
Schwartz [45], Warga [89], Yosida [94], Kato [63], Balakrishnan [4], etc.

Chapter 3. Theory of semigroups is presented in a number of books including Bal
akrishnan [4], Bensoussan et al. [31,32], Curtain and Zwart [41] etc. The concept
of mild evolution operator was introduced by Curtain and Pritchard [39].

Chapter 4. Section 4.1. Random variables and processes in Hilbert spaces are con
sidered in Curtain and Pritchard [40], Metivier [77] and Rozovskii [84]. Recom
mended book on Gaussian systems is Shiryaev [86]. Section 4.2. Physical Brownian
motion was first observed in 1827 by the botanist Brown [34]. Many distinguished
scientists such as Einstein, Smolukhovskii and Bachelier studied this phenomenon.
Wiener [90] initiated the approach of looking at a physical Brownian motion as a
path of a specific random process. We recommend the books of Davis [43], Hida
[53], Krylov [67] and Gihman and Skorohod [50] to study this section in greater
detail. Section 4.3. An early stochastic integral was considered in [83] for non
random functions and it is called a Wiener integral. For nonanticipative random
functions it was defined by Ito [56] and it is called an Ito integral. Afterwards
the Ito integral was an object of intensive study and generalizations. There are
a number of sources on stochastic integration, for example, Liptser and Shiryaev
[70, 72], Gihman and Skorohod [50, 51], Kallianpur [59], Elliot [46] etc. We follow
Metivier [77] with some supplements from Rozovskii [84]. The set A(O, T; X, Z) is
introduced in [77]. To make it a Hilbert space, we consider its quotient set. The
next step in developing stochastic integration is a Skorohod integral [87] defined
for anticipative random functions that is intensively used to construct a general
theory of stochastic calculus. Section 4.4. An intensive study of stochastic differen
tial equations became possible since the Ito integral was discovered [57]. There are
a number of sources on stochastic differential equations, for example, Liptser and
Shiryaev [70, 72], Gihman and Skorohod [50, 51], Ikeda and Watanabe [58] etc.
In infinite dimensional spaces this subject was studied in Rozovskii [84], Da Prato
and Zabczyk [42] for nonlinear and in Curtain and Pritchard [40] for linear cases.
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Section 4.5. We recommend the books Curtain and Pritchard [40] and Shiryaev
[86]. Section 4.6. White noise is a stationary random process having constant spec
tral density and it does not exist in an ordinary sense. Therefore, theory of white
noise is rather advanced and uses generalized random processes (see Hida [53]).
Mathematically, a white noise driven system is simply an Ito stochastic differential
equation. Colored noise is introduced in Bucy and Joseph [35]. The importance of
wide band noise driven systems is mentioned in Fleming and Rishel [48]. There
are different approaches to handle wide band noises. In Kushner [69] an approach
based on approximations is developed. We follow another approach that is based
on a certain integral representation. This was first suggested in Bashirov [9]. The
theorem about existence of infinitely many different integral representations under
given autocovariance function is proved in Bashirov and Ugural [26, 27].

Chapter 5. Section 5.1. We use the ideas from Bensoussan and Viot [33] and
Curtain and Ichikawa [38] to set a linear quadratic optimal control problem for
partially observable systems. Section 5.2. There are two basic approaches to op
timal control problems. One of them concerns necessary conditions of optimality
and it is called Pontryagin's maximum principle (see Pontryagin et ai. [82]). The
first result concerning the maximum principle for stochastic systems was obtained
by Kushner [68] in the case of noncontrolled diffusion. Afterwards this result was
extended to different stochastic systems, even for those with controlled diffusion,
but it was mentioned in Arkin and Saksonov [3] that the stochastic maximum prin
ciple of Pontryagin's form is not true for general controlled diffusion. The general
stochastic maximum principle, that fundamentally differs from Pontryagin's for
deterministic systems covering both controlled drift and controlled diffusion, was
obtained independently by Mahmudov [73] and Peng [81]. Later, Cadenillas and
Karatzas [36] extended this result to systems with random coefficients, Elliot and
Kohlmann [47] studied the subject employing stochastic flows and Mahmudov and
Bashirov [76] proved this result for constrained stochastic control problems. The
discussion of the general stochastic maximum principle is given in Yong and Zhou
[93]. The other approach to optimal control problems, giving sufficient conditions
of optimality, is Bellman's dynamic programming (see Bellman [28]). For stochas
tic systems this approach is discussed in Krylov [66], Fleming and Rishel [48],
Fleming and Soner [49] etc. The recent book of Yong and Zhou [93] establishes
relations between stochastic maximum principle and dynamic programming and
many other issues concerning stochastic optimal control. For linear quadratic opti
mal control problems under partial observations both these approaches, maximum
principle and dynamic programming, lead to the same result called the separation
principle. In the continuous time case the separation principle was stated and
studied in Wonham [92]. This result in Hilbert spaces was considered in a number
of works, for example, Bensoussan and Viot [33], Curtain and Ichikawa [38] etc.
The extended form of the separation principle was first mentioned in Bashirov [5]
and afterwards it was studied in Bashirov [7, 14] which we follow in this section.
Section 5.3. This section is written on the basis of Bashirov [8, 14]. Section 5.4.
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The idea of minimizing sequence considered in this section belongs to Bensous
san and Viot [33]. Section 5.5. In infinite dimensional spaces the linear regulator
problem is studied in a number of works, for example, Curtain and Pritchard [39].
Section 5.6. Generally, the results on existence of optimal control are based on
weak convergence and weak compactness. In the linear quadratic case it is possi
ble to reduce the existence of optimal control to a certain linear filtering problem
when the observations are incomplete.

Chapter 6. The first estimation problems were independently studied by Kol
mogorov [64] and Wiener [91] on the basis of the spectral expansion of stationary
random processes. A significant stage in developing of estimation theory was the
famous works by Kalman [61] and Kalman and Bucy [62]. For complete discussion
of estimation problems, see Liptser and Shiryaev [70, 71], Kallianpur [59], Elliot
[46] etc. In infinite dimensional spaces linear estimation problems are discussed in
Curtain and Pritchard [40].

Chapter 7. Colored noise in estimation problems was used in Bucy and Joseph
[35]. In general, in Arato [2] it is proved that in the one-dimensional case any
stationary random process with the rational spectral density can be shown as a
solution of linear stochastic differential equations with white noise disturbance,
i.e., it is a colored noise.

Chapter 8. Estimation and control of wide band noise driven systems is actual in
engineering. The results of this chapter are obtained in the works of the author
and his colleagues. In the early papers [9, 11, 19] the duality principle was used
to investigate the estimation problems for wide band noise driven systems. In the
recent papers [13, 26, 27] a more flexible method based on a reduction was devel
oped. The basic differential equations in (8.60)-(8.65) and in (8.92) are derived in
[15]. Applications to space engineering and geophysics are discussed in [10, 18].

Chapter 9. This chapter is written on the basis of the early papers [6, 7, 11, 25] of
the author and his colleagues, completed with some new progress in the theory not
published previously. The reduction method faces difficulties when it is applied to
the control and estimation problems under shifted noises. Therefore, the duality
principle and the extended separation principle are used as methods of study in
this chapter.

Chapter 10. The results of this chapter are most recent and they are reflected
in [17] only. The method of approximations discussed in this chapter is promis
ing but the control and estimation results are not yet proved precisely. The basic
differential equations in (10.26),(10.28)-(10.30) and (10.63)-(10.66) as well as the
other formulae for the optimal controls and optimal filters are derived intuitively
and all of them can be considered as conjectures. The discussion of possible ap
plications of control and filtering under shifted white noises in space navigation
and guidance, given in this and previous chapters, is an illustrative but significant
argument toward engineering.
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Chapter 11. There is a remarkable relation between the control and estimation
problems. This relation was discovered by Kalman [60] between the linear regulator
and linear filtering problems and stated as the principle of duality. In Allahverdiev
and Bashirov [1] this duality is extended to linear stochastic optimal control and
estimation problems. Later this subject was developed in Bashirov [7] where the
dual analogue of the innovation process was introduced.

Chapter 12. Theory of controllability originates from the famous work of Kalman
[61] where the concept of complete controllability was defined. Later it was clear
that the natural extension of this concept to infinite dimensional systems is too
strong for many of them. Therefore, the approximate controllability was defined
as a weakened version of the complete controllability in the early works of Trig
giani, Fattorini, Russel etc. The significant achievements in controllability theory
for deterministic linear systems are the Kalman rank condition, the complete con
trollability condition and the approximate controllability condition and they are
well discussed in a number of books, for example, Balakrishnan [4], Curtain and
Pritchard [40], Curtain and Zwart [41], Bensoussan et at. [32], Zabczyk [95] etc.
Afterwards the resolvent conditions for complete and approximate controllability
were discovered in Bashirov and Mahmudov [23]. Both the concepts of complete
and approximate controllability lose sense for stochastic systems since now a ter
minal value is a random variable. The two different interconnections of controlla
bility and randomness define the two principally different methods of extending
the controllability concepts to stochastic systems. In the first method the state
space in the definitions of controllability concepts is replaced by a suitable space
of random variables, for example, the space of square integrable random variables.
Thus, attaining random variables, even those with large entropy, is necessary to
be controllable in this sense. This direction is employed by Mahmudov [74, 75].
The second method is more practical: it assumes attaining only those random
variables which have small entropy excluding the needless random variables with
large entropy. In this chapter we follow the second method. The concepts of C- and
S-controllability for stochastic systems are studied in the works of the author and
his colleagues [20, 21, 22, 23, 12, 24]. In the early papers [20, 21] these concepts
are not yet formulated but significant progress has been made. The papers [22, 23]
are basic for the C- and S-controllability and their conditions.
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absolute value, 3
a.e., 45

B
ball, 7
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bounded perturbation, 68
Brownian motion, 101
standard, 103

C
cardinality, 3
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 18, 43
central limit theorem, 97
class, 1
closure, 7
collection, 1
complement, 2
composition, 4
conditional expectation, 95
condition
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(Ca), 145
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control
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optimal, 131
controllability, 285

approximate (Dr-), 285
condition (ACC), 290
resolvent condition, 295

complete (DT-), 285
condition (CCe), 290
rank condition, 292
resolvent condition, 295

CT -, 289
CT-,287

CT,c,p-' 286
CT-, 287
CT,c,p-, 286
ST-, 289
ST-,287
ST,c,p-' 286
ST-,287
ST,c,p-, 286
S~-, 289
S~,c,p-, 286

convergence, 7, 8
everywhere, 37
in measure, 38
in norm, 8
in probability, 94
mean, 44
mean square, 44
v-a.e.,37
v-a.e. uniform, 44
pointwise, 37
strong, 8
strong operator, 28
uniform, 32
uniform operator, 28
weak,26
weak operator, 28

convex combination, 27
correlated Wiener processes, 105
correspondence, 4
covariance, 94

D
derivative, 34

Index

difference of sets, 2
diffusion coefficient, 106
diffusion equation, 106
diffusion process, 106
dimension, 6
disjoint sets, 1
distribution, 93
domain, 4
Doob inequality, 99
Doob's theorem, 39
drift coefficient, 106
duality principle, 164, 232, 279

E
eigenvalue, 22
eigenvector, 22
element, 1
embedding, 16
equivalence class, 2
equivalence relation, 2
equivalent elements, 2
error process, 166
estimate, 117

best, 117, 120
best linear, 118
in a linear feedback form, 121
linear, 118

estimator, 117
linear, 117
linear feedback, 121
optimal, 117
optimal linear, 118

event, 13
existential quantifier, 2
expectation, 93

F
family, 1
filter, 122
filtration, 99

complete, 99
right continuous, 99
natural,99

fluctuation, 101
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Fubini's theorem, 45
for stochastic integrals, llO

function, 4
autocovariance, 123
bar, 82, 233, 244, 249
characteristic, 4, 94
continuous, 31
covariance, 100
inverse, 4
left continuous, 32
of bounded variation, 12
one-one, 4
onto, 4
operator-valued, 31
strongly continuous, 33
strongly differentiable, 36
strongly v-integrable, 50
strongly v-measurable, 39
strongly E-measurable, 39
uniformly continuous, 33
uniformly differentiable, 36
uniformly v-integrable, 49
uniformly v-measurable, 39
uniformly E-measurable 39
weakly continuous, 33
weakly v-measurable 39
weakly E-measurable 39

real-valued, 4
relaxing, 125
right continuous, 32
(E, f)-measurable, 37
v-measurable, 38
E-measurable, 37
E-simple, 37
tilde, 82, 233, 244, 249
vector-valued, 31
v-integrable, 42
strongly continuous, 31
strongly differentiable, 34
strongly v-measurable, 38
strongly E-measurable, 37
uniformly continuous, 32
weakly continuous, 31
weakly v-measurable, 38
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weakly E-measurable, 37
functional, 4, 15

convex, 28
strictly convex, 28
weakly lower semicontinuous, 32

G
greatest lower bound, 3
Gronwall's inequality, 58

H
Hilbertian sum, 48
Holder inequality, 18, 43

I
image, 4
implication, 2
independence, 6, 96
indistinguishability, 98
infinitesimal generator, 60
innovation process, 168

dual analogue, 283
integral

Bochner, 42
Lebesgue, 45
Lebesgue-Stieltjes, 45
stochastic, 106
strong Bochner, 50

interior, 7
intersection, 1
interval, 3
inverse image, 4
isometric spaces, 17
isometry, 17
isomorphic spaces, 17
Ito equation, 106

L
least upper bound, 3
Lebesgue extension, 12
Levi's theorem, 104
limit, 7
limit point, 7
linear combination, 6
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logical equivalence, 2

M
mapping, 4
martingale, 99
Mazur's theorem, 28
mean value, 93
measure, 11

complete, 12
Dolean, 100
generated by a function, 38
Lebesgue, 12, 15
Lebesgue-Stieltjes, 12
positive and finite, 11
probability, 13

metric,6
metric topology, 7
mild solution, 115
Minkowski inequality, 8, 43
modification, 38, 98

N
noise, 117

colored, 125, 183
white, 123, 159, 227, 257
wide band, 123, 197

norm, 8,16
v-a.e., 11

o
observation process, 117
operator, 15

adjoint, 19
bounded, 15
closed, 19
coercive, 21
compact, 22
controllability, 290
covariance, 100
differentiable, 34
differential, 55
embedding, 16
Hilbert-Schmidt, 23

Index

identity, 16
inverse, 17
linear, 15
linear integral, 52
mild evolution, 64
dual,70
nonnegative, 21
nuclear, 23
projection, 20
self-adjoint, 21
square root, 21
strong evolution, 66
zero, 16

orthogonal complement, 9
orthogonal vectors, 9

p

Parseval identity, 10
path,98
Pettis' theorem, 37
point, 7
predictable rectangle, 100
predictor, 122
probability, 13
problem

control, 129
extrapolation, 122
filtering, 122
game, 139
interpolation, 122
linear regulator, 148
dual, 162, 171, 173, 231

prediction, 122
smoothing, 122

product, 13, 14
Pythagorean theorem, generalized, 9

R
radius, 7
random process, 98
adapted,99
Gaussian, 100
stationary in wide sense, 102
independent increments, 102
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random variable, 93
degenerate, 97
Gaussian, normal, 97

range, 4
real line, 2
regulator, 149, 178
resolvent, 292
restriction, 4, 12, 70
Riccati equation, 71

explicit solution, 79
dual, 76

Riesz theorem, 18

S
saddle point, 141
sample, 13
scalar product, 9
semialgebra, 4
semigroup, 59

dual, 61
of left translation, 63
of right translation, 63
strongly continuous, 59

separation principle,
classical, 137
extended, 137

sequence, 5
Cauchy, 7
convergent, 7
minimizing, 147
strongly Cauchy, 28
weakly Cauchy, 27, 28

series, 8
absolutely convergent, 8
convergent, 8
Fourier, 10

set, 1
at most countable, 3
Borel measurable, 11
bounded,7
closed, 7
convex, 27
countable, 3
dense, 7
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empty, 1
finite, 3
infinite, 3
of admissible controls, 130
open, 7
quotient, 2
uncountable, 3
weakly closed, 27

<T-algebra, 3
Borel, 11
generated by a system, 4
generated by a function, 11
of predictable sets, 100

signal process, 117
smoother, 122
solution in ordinary sense, 113
solution in scalar product sense, 78
space, 5

abstract, 5
Banach, 8
Borel, 11
compact, 7
complete, 7, 12
dual, 16
Euclidean, 10
Hilbert, 9
linear (or vector), 5
infinite dimensional, 6
k-dimensional, 6

measurable, 10
measure, 11
metric, 6
normed,8
probability, 13
sample, 13
scalar product, 9
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state process, 117
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stochastic differential equation, 106
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linear stochastic evolution, 115
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state, 117
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T
trace, 23
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unbounded perturbation, 80
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